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INTRODUCTION

If ever there was urgent need for awakening the people of this

country from their prolonged sleep of upwards of sixty years to

a full realisation of the great national and other perils which
await them, that need surely exists at the present time.

So deeply impressed has the author been with the terrible

amount of ignorance, apathy, and criminal neglect which have
wrought so much havoc throughout the United Kingdom, that

he has been impelled to devote his energies to the task of

endeavouring to place before his readers facts which, if properly

considered, must convince them that it would be really suicidal

to continue to live in the Fool's Paradise in which they have
been content to dwell for more than half a century.

With this object in view he has deliberately cut himself

adrift from all political parties that he might be free to urge,

in season and out of season, the adoption of such vitally

necessary reforms as are best calculated to give his fellow-

countrymen that relief from the many evils which the irrational

policy of the last sixty years has resulted in.

An attempt was made by the writer, in a work entitled

"The Murder of Agriculture," to focus the attention of the

people on the phenomenal, widespread, and yet unnecessary,

poverty which existed in the United Kingdom as the inevitable

result of neglecting the land industry, as well as on the use-

lessness of all effort, whether State or private, to relieve the

terrible pressure on the nation, until that industry had been
built up on a firm and solid foundation and maintained in a

highly prosperous condition.

An earnest appeal was then made to them to awaken from
their dreams of folly and indifference, and to realise the hope-

lessness of expecting a further development of trades and
manufactures to relieve the existing pressure without develop-

ing, at the same time, the agricultural resources of this country
;

to think seriously of the ghastly incubus of legalised pauperism
under which the country is staggering like no other nation in

the world ; and to reflect upon the expenditure of untold
millions in private charity, and the immense burden entailed

by the poor rates in the support of the flotsam and jetsam of
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our population. Certain portions of that book which bear

particularly on these questions have, therefore, been incor-

porated in tliis work.

Greatly encouraged by the very hearty reception accorded

to that really unpretentious work, and the appeal made therein

to the people to join in the crusade against the hydra-headed

evils and injustices described in its pages, the author submitted

for the further consideration of the public a later work entitled
" Socialism and its Perils." The generous and sympathetically

appreciative manner in which this book was received in every

part of the United Kingdom, as well as in distant parts of the

British Empire, especially in India, has induced the writer to

produce another and a muoh more comprehensive work in order

to assist his readers to fully grasp the existing critical condition

of national affairs, and to free themselves from the paralysing

restrictions to which they have been subject so many years.

It must be manifest to everybody, that if we are to main-
tain our old-time pre-eminence as a race, and our fame and
prestige as sons of an Empire on which " The sun never sets,"

we cannot do so by shutting our eyes to hard convincing facts,

and by hiding our heads, ostrich-Uke, in the sands of the past,

especially when our supremacy is being so rudely and so

vigorously challenged.

It is only by " taking stock " of our actual position and our

power of productiveness as a nation, and by analysing our

present ability to hold our own with foreign competitors, that

we can hope to discover the weak joints in our national armour,

and to strengthen them in view of future emergencies.

When we reflect on the marvellous results achieved by
Japanese reformers, patriots, and statesmen during tlie last few
decades, in freeing their nation from tlie thraldom of ignorance,

prejudice, and insularity, and in placing it in the front rank
in military, naval, commercial, and other branches of national

development and achievement, we must realise the utter

absurdity of being discouraged or daunted by faint-hearted

pessimists, who assert the impossibility of rescuing our own
country from tlie deplorable effects of a too-rigid adherence to

obsolete systems and methods which are throttling and crippling

British agricultural and industrial enterprise and advancement,
and promoting the progress and enterprise of foreign rivals.

Fortunately, it is not necessary for us, as it was for the

Japanese regenerators of their race, to start practically de novo

on a crusade of administrative reconstruction and national

reforms.

All that is required of us is to enter upon the task of

investigation and recommendation in the spirit of true reformers.
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and by probing to the root of existing evils and anomalies,

discover the true causes and effect of our threatened national

decline and decrepitude, I'articularly so must we reject the

ridiculously illogical idea, that because England has prospered
in the past, slie will, cryo, be able to continue to do so, not-

withstanding the undeniable fact that foreign competitors have
been making tremendous progressive strides in the past few
years, and that they are evidently determined, and are planning,

to overtake and even to pass her if possible in the near future.

Critical investigation becomes especially necessary in con-

nection with the land, for of all economic questions this is the

least understood. "Wo talk glibly about sending the people
" back to the land " as though the land of Britain, in times

lang si/iie, had been under a condition of general cultivation.

As a matter of fact Great Britain has never cultivated her

lands as France, Belgium, Grermany, and the other civilised

States of Europe understand the meaning of the term. Erom
the days of the Tudor Kings, and before their time even, to

the time when such agriculture as we had was destroyed by
Cobden and his followers, Britain cultivated just sufficient land

to produce what she required to feed her comparatively sparse

population—and no more, and to talk of sending the British

people Back to the Land is to indulge in a huge misnomer.
Truly, up to the Eepeal of the Corn Laws, in the forties, the

Country had far more wheat land under cultivation than it has

now, and the necessity for importing corn from abroad w^as

practically non-existent. Had these laws and the land tenures

of the country been judiciously amended to meet the altered

conditions, instead of being entirely swept away, the system
of agriculture could have been gradually extended to meet the

ever-growing requirements of the country.

The United Ivingdom has a " Cultivated " area—save the

mark !—of 49,000,000 acres of the very finest corn producing
land in the world, with a reserve of about 12,000,000 to

16,000,000 of "uncultivated" land, most of which, if brought
under the plough, would prove to be excellent corn-growing
land. The fact that she has only 1,663,588 acres under wheat
to-day out of this vast area, proves the Ineptness of Govern-
ments past and present, the influence of Vested Interests,

the impossibility of the present system of Land Tenures, and
the Insensate Party System, rather than the incapability of

British soil to grow wheat for British people.

It is, therefore, with the direct object of concentrating public

attention upon the urgent necessity for bringing about, as

quickly as possible, vital national reforms, that the author
submits this work to the patient consideration of his readers,
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and he does so in the fervent hope that the facts and argu-

ments presented therein will commend themselves to their

practical sympathy and support.

He has made no attempt to deal with the numerous
questions involved in the problems, urgently calling for national

consideration and practical settlement, in a manner which
would commend the work only to theorists and statisticians,

nor does he anticipate that his work will commend itself to

such " scientific " economists who still affirm that it is more
economical " scientifically

"—to allow our splendid corn lands,

among other things, to lie waste, to throw our people out of

employment, to produce nothing of our own for their support,

and then employ foreigners to grow our food for us

—

tliaii to

grow it ourselves.

He has long recognised that to create a separate entity for

British national economics and then subject it to a separate course

of rigid " scientific " treatment of the abstract order, without
considering the number of concrete cases demanding altogether

different treatment, is on a par with the physician who insists

on treating his patient for a separate minor disease and ignoring

graver complications which ultimately prove fatal. Our great

industries, land and others, have been " scientifically " treated

so long by political economists, and many others who have
served their own interests rather than the people's, that the

Country has taken the matter cm grand serieux, and has come
to regard it as a perfectly natural course of treatment. Fortu-

nately, however, vast numbers of his fellow-countrymen have
at length realised that the entire question of British economics
cannot be treated as a separate entity having no part in, and
no connection with, other States and other systems of economics,

and that Great Britain can no more afford to ignore what other

countries have found the necessity of doing—as a means to

national strength and prosperity—than a man can afford to be

unmindful of the fact that his system requires the daily intake

of certain food to prevent bodily waste and atrophy.

National economics ramify through the veins and arteries

of public life in so many directions as to extend beyond the

ken even of true economic science, and to apply one or two of

its multitudinous laws to the requirements of a people and
wilfully ignore the rest is to resort to economic quackery. To
beg the question in this manner and to display such an amount
of economic ignorance would be utterly ridiculous were it not

at the same time fatal to public interests. Economic science,

like everything else in this up-to-date practical world, must be

free from Uoctrinarianism, and unless it be tempered with a

judicious admixture of common-sense, much of it, that might
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otherwise be of real service in the domestic economy of the

people, must necessarily remain inoperative and useless.

The author's real object is to reach the " man-in-the-street,"

the rate-payer and tax-payer, the voter and the elector, and to

apjieal, on common-sense grounds, in a straightforward practical

way, to their reason and business-like instincts, for their verdict

on tlie most crucial and vital questions of the day.

As the questions and i)roblems involved are fully dealt

with in succeeding chapters, and in the synopsis at the end, it

is only now necessary to add that if they contribute, in any
degree, to the carrying out of the great reforms pleaded for

therein, the author will \\a\e been more than repaid for his

exertions, which have indeed been a "labour of love" on behalf

of his fellow-countrymen and fellow-citizens.

Hume Towers, Bournemouth.
September, lOO'J.
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"AND MAN SHALL TILL THE SOIL, AND IT

SHALL BRING FORTH ABUNDANTLY; AND
HE SHALL EAT OP THE FRUITS THEREOF,
HE AND HIS WIVES AND HIS LITTLE ONES,
AND IT SHALL BE UNTO HIM AN EVER-
LASTING HERITAGE."

i7





BRITAIN FOR THE BRITON

CHAPTER I

THE BIRTH OF AGRICULTURE

In that far-away time shrouded by the mists of an unknown
past, when order was born of chaos and darkness was divided

into night and day, it is conceivable that land and water arose

out of the prevailing confusion and became the most conspicuous

feature in the miglity plan of creation. Lofty mountains reared

themselves far into the overhanging canopy of space, while vast

abysses of appalling depth opened up at their feet and formed
themselves into valleys and dells. Land and water, even in

those days of unknown antiquity, formed the chief features of

this terrestrial sphere, and were intended by the Creator to play

the chief part in the economy of human life.

In the old story of the creation, so simply and yet so

beautifully told in the first chapter of Genesis, we read that

man himself was formed out of " the dust of the ground," and
that the Creator's command to him was to " replenish the earth

and subdue it." Further, it is said—

" And the Lord God took the man, and pub him into the garden
of Eden, to dress it and to keep it."

In these days of educational progress and high intellectual

culture many persons disbelieve the old story of the Christian

Bible, and regard it altogether as a myth or as the picturesque

imagination of some ancient Hebrew scholar ; but the canHnal
fact that stands out so prominently liere is that, even in those

days of hoary antiquity, the land, agriculture, husbandry, were
evidently regarded as man's particular heritage, and that they

were to be his chief concern and to form his cliief occupation.

This fact established, it matters not whether this ancient

Hebrew scribe wrote under Divine inspiration or from his own
3 B 2
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convictions, because, either way, it remains obvious that his

mind was at least inspired with that idea, and that if such an
idea was not divinely inspired, it, at all events, faithfully

represented the spirit and feeling of the times in which he
lived,

" And God said, * I have given you every herb bearing seed, which
is upon the face of the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit

of a tree yielding seed, to you it shall be for meat,'

"

wrote the old Jewish seer, lawgiver, historian, or whatever he
was ; and whether he wrote by God's direct command or not,

he nevertheless believed that the earth, with its abundance of

food, w'as given by a beneficent Creator for man's use and
enjoyment.

Teibute of the Ancients to Agriculture

He was, moreover, but a prefigurement of those who subse-

qiiently arose in other lands to offer their testimony to the

bountifulness of Mother Earth, and his words have been echoed

and re-echoed down the long vistas of the ages, awakening the

peoples of all lands to a deep sense of gratitude for the plenteous

gifts of Nature. Assyrians, Babylonians, Egyptians, Medes and
Persians, Greeks and Eomans, Chinese and Hindoos, have all

thankfully acknowledged the prodigality of the earth, and have
paid their tribute and rendered their homage, all in their own
way, to the Giver.

The Egyptians laid their acknowledgments on the altars of

Isis ; the Greeks and Eomans sacrificed to Cybele and Ceres

;

while the Hebrews offered their first fruits of the earth to

Jehovah. The ancients, indeed, were never unmindful of the

bounteous gifts of Nature, and various were the means adopted

to show their gratitude. The earth, with its never-failing store

of benefactions, was regarded by them as the " gift of the gods,"

demanding sacrifice and much celebration, and in their heathen

way they showed much devoutness in their worship of those

deities who were believed to cause the corn to grow and the

fruit to ripen.

Ceres was especially respected because of her beneficence

to mankind in respect to the fruits of the earth, and her

worshippers were found in many parts of the pagan world in

all the ages of the past.

Christian Offerings to Agriculture

These ancient prototypes of a devout belief in the bene-
ficence of the great Giver have myriads of followers in every
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civilised country to-day, for never a season comes rtjimd that

men do not lay the first fruits of earth on the altars of their

God. In every Christian country, and in nearly every Christian

church, do Cliristian worshippers hold their harvest festivals

and offer up their prayers to a beneficent Creator, and thus

through the oeons of time do we find that the human race has

never ceased to gratefully and honourably acknowledge the

supreme part that agriculture plays in man's earthly existence.

The earth and the fulness thereof were, then, intended for

man's enjoyment, and this supreme fact has been gratefully

recognised by the peoples of alt times. It is essential to man's

existence, for without it he cannot live, and he naturally

regards it as his most cherished inheritance, since it furnishes

him with every want of his physical existence. It supplies

him with every necessary of life and with every luxury, with

food and raiment, and wine and oil. It gives him his light

and fuel ami dwelling-place, and it furnishes the latter for him,

either with the scant belongings of a poor man's cottage or the

sumptuous deckings of a king's palace. It gives him his books

and music, his pictures and his ohjets d'art ; and all his many
material possessions ; his railways, telegraphs, telephones ; his

theatres and concert halls, his public buildings and his palaces.

It supplies him with a multitude of occupations, and ahbrds

him the means of enjoying all his pleasures. Man himself is

of the earth, earthy. From it he is taken ; to it he must
return.

Bread the "Staff of Life"

Man can live, and live well, without his costly palaces, his

sumptuous raiment, ins paintings, bric-a-hrac, and the thousand

and one luxuries vvhicli wealth enables him to gather together,

but he cannot live without food. Bread is the staff of life, and
man must have it or—die.

The only possible deduction from all this is that, as food

is man's most pressing want, the production of food is the

primary use that he should make of the earth, while the

secondary aim of his life should be to work it so that it may
yield all else that he requires for his subsistence, as also for

his profit, or for the purpose of amassing wealth.

The logical conclusiun of tiiis reasoning is that so long as

man inhabits the earth, food and the production of food should

be his first consideration ; that the proper cultivation of the

soil should form the chief industry, and that all others sliould

be regarded as subsidiary industries arising out of the primal

industry—agriculture.
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That this is the only interpretation of so obvious a condition

is proved by the fact that every country in the world, civilised

or uncivilised, and irrespective of colour, creed, or language,

regards its agriculture as of paramount importance in the

economy of national life.

Ancient Agricultural Countries

India, China, Arabia, Egypt, Turkey, and Japan— tlie lost-

mentioned till quite recently—are types of purely agricultural

countries. It is true that they all possess certain internal

industries, besides agriculture, which supply their people with

such commodities, other than food, as are necessary to human
existence, but agriculture is the chief industry and the great

wealth-producer of all these countries. That these nations

have existed for countless generations and have increased and

multiplied, and have, moreover, subsisted chiefly on the " kindly

fruits of the earth," there is no question.

It is equally true that to-day in savage and semi-savage

countries, many of which are included in our African and
Indian possessions, agriculture, albeit in its crudest form, con-

stitutes the principal industry of the people, and if bereft of

that one industry these backward races would soon die out.

The more civilised States of Europe and the Western world

afford, even in these days of feverish commercialism which fills

civilised man with a consuming thirst for gold, still stronger

proof, if possible, of the enormous importance which one and
all of them attach to the maintenance of agriculture as the

chief industry of their respective countries, the main source of

national wealth, and the fulcrum upon which moves the lever

of all human enterprise.

Agriculture in France

France, for instance, waged a relentless war against the

feudal tyranny of the nobility for many long and weary years,

and her struggle for agricultural freedom culminated in the

bloody Eevolution of 1789. To-day, the Land rules the

situation in France. About 36,000,000 acres—or considerably

over one-fourth of the total area of the country—are under

corn crops, w^hile 24,000,000 of her population—or nearly two-

thirds— are engaged upon, or subsist by, the great land industry.

She is self-supporting, or practically so, as regards lier food

supply ; her huge national debt, much larger than our own, is

held chiefly by the agricultural classes, thereby assuring

national stability ; while the enormous war indemnity, exacted
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by tho Germans at the close of the Franco-Prussian war, was
practically paid without apparent effort or sacrifice out of tlie

agricultural wealth of the country.

German Agriculture

In Germany, the many edicts and laws wliich were passed

by the German legislators at the Ijcginning of the last century,

with the object of freeing the peasantry from those restrictions

which interfered with the development of universal agriculture

on a firm, stable basis, indicate with what importance those

dead and gone statesmen regarded the land industry. It

W(juld serve no purpose here to dwell at length on these

measures of reform, as numerous writers have already dealt

very liberally with the subject. The establishment of a

national agricultural system on a basis that would be equitable

to the lords of the soil, and encouraging and even stirmdating

to peasant proprietors, were the chief factors employed in the

circumstances, and the fact that both the landed nobility and
the cultivating peasant pro})rietors have been benefited to an
enormous extent by the arrangement, amply vindicates the

legislative enactments of a hundred years ago.

Germany to-day possesses one of the finest agricultural

systems in the civilised world. She is practically self-sup-

porting in respect to her food ; she employs and supports nearly

20,000,000 of lier people on her agricultural industry alone

;

her agricultural wealth is prodigious, while she has found that

her splendid land industry, instead of being a hindrance to the

progressive develojjment of her manufacturing industries, offers

them, on the contrary, a powerful stimulus, owing to the

enormous purchasing power of 20,000,000 of prosperous agri-

culturists in the midst of a thriving manufacturing country.

But, here again, her statesmen's fostering care of the great

national industry and their wonderful prescience is noticeable.

When Bismarck saw that the welding of the many German
States into a great homogeneous Empire must inevitably result

in the rapid development of manufactures, and the subsequent

physical deterioration of a town-bred and town-employed
population, with possibly a decrease in the biith and an increase

in the death rates, he steadfastly refused to permit the Father-

land to be dominated by manufacturing industries. He saw
what had happened to England, and while not in any sense

cuecking the natural growth of town industries, he directly and
indirectly fostered and encouraged the rural industries so as to

conserve, among otlier tldngs, the physical health of the people,

which he rightly regarded as a national asset of the first

importance.
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The fact that the proportionate increase in the population

of the (German Empire is the greatest in Europe to-day, while

that of Great Britain is among the lowest, proves how wise

were the measures of the Iron Chancellor.

HUNGAKY

—

PeOSPEROUS AGRICULTURE

Hungary offers another example of how carefully the

Government of the country cherishes the national industry.

Hungary has an area equal to Great Britain, and a population

of about 20,000,000. Koughly speaking, about three-fourths

of the entire population are engaged in and about agriculture,

which is not only established as the chief industry, as the

greatest employer of labour, and the greatest wealth-producer

of the country, but is jealously guarded and conserved by
the people, while every means of assistance is afforded by the

State to facilitate agricultural education, as well as to promote

the scientific and commercial development of the industry.

The Agricultural Academy of Magyavovar is one of the finest

institutions of the kind in Europe ; while the various agri-

cultural colleges, the tillage schools, the educational institutions

for special industries connected with agriculture, the numerous
model farms which are interspersed throughout the land,

together with a large itinerant staff of teachers and lecturers

wlio are constantly moving about the country, imparting

valuable information to agriculturists, testify to the enormous
importance with which the State regards the great agricultural

industry. Indeed, tlie Government of Hungary—recognising

the fact that however important other industries may be in the

national economy, agriculture must always play the chief part,

and be, and remain, the dominant factor in the national life

—

wisely leads the way in agricultural reform, and does not wait

till it is driven to it by the discontent of a people or by actual

revolution.

Apart from the splendidly organised educational system
which Hungary enjoys, direct State aid is given in every

instance where it is justified. Eor the reclamation of land,

among other things, special grants are made, while liberal loans

to the numerous agricultural banks, and direct financial aid to

agriculturists where there happens to be undue agricultural

depression—for some reason or other—offers further testimony

of the determination of the Government to allow no considera-

tion of whatsoever nature to bar the way to complete agri-

cultural success.

Every facility for agricultural co-operation in the collection,

transport, and sale of agricultural produce is not only alforded
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to fanners, but is actually the subject of much encouragement

and direct support by the Hungarian Government in the shape

of grants in aid to such co-operative undertakings.

Briefly, Hungary fosters in every conceivable manner the

greatest of all human industries, and that she shows her wisdom
in this is vouched for by the collective prosperity of her people

and the magnificent physique of her sons and daughters, for,

travel throughout the length and breadth of Europe, you will

hardly encounter so tine a race as you meet with in the Magyars,

and among the Croats and Slavs of the Hungarian plains.

Great Britain stands alone!

Many other instances of the fostering care of Governments,

and the jealous regard of the people, might be cited in favour

of the universal esteem in which the agricultural industry is

held in the civilised States of modern times, but it would serve

no purpose were we to multiply the examples. Every country

in the world wisely conserves and jealously guards the greatest

asset in the national life, and this fact is universally known and
recognised

—

save in Great Britain !

The land, then, is the people's heritage, the summicni bomom
of their existence, and the aphelion of their earthly ambitions.

There are manufactures and mining industries, overseas com-
merce, and internal trade ; there are professions and occupations

of various kinds which claim the time and attention of millions
;

but the vast majority of the human race are, after all, either

employed by, or interested in, or connected with, the land in

some manner or another—directly or indirectly—and this being

so, the land industry and all that it involves is to-day, and
must always be, the most important employment-giving and
wealth-producing agency of every country in the world, civilised

or uncivilised.

Peaceful Eivalry in Agriculture

In respect to other industries there may be, and there is,

a diversity of ambitions, keen competition, bitter rivalry and
clashing of interests ; man vies with man and nation with
nation, and not infrequently has " trade " been the means of

provoking bloody conflicts between two countries whose com-
mercial interests clashed one with the other ; but so far as

agriculture is concerned there are identical aims, common
desires, and community of interests in every country on the
habitable globe.

Each country looks after its own agricultural industry, and
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wcn-ks it to the best advantage of the commonweal without let

or hindrance from foreign States. It is regarded by one and
all as the common inheritance of the human race, and its

prosecution, even to the most successful results in each country,

excites neither jealousy nor the cupidity of other countries.

Since, then, successful agriculture has been from the earliest

historical times, and is to-day, the ambition of statesmen and
the hope of all countries, the following questions naturally

arise :

—

1. What induced Great Britain to cast aside her agriculture

and so cut herself adrift from the congeries of nations ?

2. Has so unique and perilous a step been justified by

—

Eesults ?

The answer to these questions will be found in succeeding

chapters.



CHAPTER II

HOW BRITISH AGRICULTURE WAS DESTROYED—ITS IN-

COMPATIBILITY WITH MANUFACTURES—WHAT FREE-

TRADERS CONTEND

The struggle for Trade-freedom dates further back in English

history than there is any need to follow in these pages. The

period wliich comi\ienced with the outbreak of the war with

France in 1793, and culminated in 1846 with the triumph of

Free-traders over the crude Protectionists of that time is,

perhaps, the most momentous in the economic history of the

country, and that period will be taken in depicting the events

which gave biith to the economic system, particularly in regard

to agriculture, which lias ever since been adopted by Great

Britain in defiance of all international precedent.

For fifty years following the great war with France, British

trade and British economical conditions generally were, no

doubt, in a deplorable state. Business was bad, employment
was difficult to obtain and hard to keep ; wages, in many
instances, were at starvation point ; food and most other

commodities were dear, and, on the whole, there were far more
distress and suffering among the people than could be justified

even by the enormous war expenses which, at the close of the

war in 1815, reached the stupendous total of about £850,000,000.

For several years succeeding 1815 little or nothing was done to

relieve the strain on the people. Several Bills, it is true, passed

tlirough Parliament with the object of affording relief to the

taxpayers, but as these either helped land-owners to keep up
the price of corn and maintain high rents, or to relieve the

well-to-do classes of a portion of their income-tax burdens, the

poorer classes were left—as the poor generally arc left in such

cases—out in tlie cold.

Hard Times. Nobody satisfied

Nobody was satisfied with the then existing state of affairs

;

the price of wheat was generally high, fluctuating between 606\

11
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and 120s. per quarter, yet, in spite of these phenomenal prices,

farmers were dissatisfied hecanse of the enormous rents insisted

upon by Land-owners, so that when tlie price fell below 40s. per

quarter, as it did on a few occasions, they were practically

ruined. Manufacturing industries suffered a considerable check

during and after the war, and the hard times affected industrial

workers as well as others. Among all classes of the community
there was either actual distress, a feeling of discontent, or a

sense of unrest, and, when the reformers of the " thirties " and
" forties " of the last century entered upon their self-imposed

task, they undoubtedly found congenial surroundings and an

exceedingly fruitful soil to work in. Briefly, the period com-
mencing with the French war in 1793, and particularly after

its close in 1815, may be regarded as the most favourable period

in English history for economical reform. Adam Smith,

Eicardo, and other writers of the eighteenth century, had paved
the way for coming events ; Huskisson, Peel, Hume, and others

pointed the direction ; the Chartists rudely emphasised the

necessity for reform, and Cobden and his followers put the

finishing touch to the work that others had begun.

Cobden's Strenuous Efforts

Out of Cobden's strenuous efforts the "Anti-Corn Law
League " sprang, and this in turn gave birth to the greater

—

Free-trade movement. Both of these movements had their

centre in Manchester, and were largely supported by Man-
chester merchants and manufacturers, as, indeed, was the case

throughout the Kingdom. The trade and industries of the

country were in an unsatisfactory condition ; men had sunk

their money in commercial or industrial enterprises, and many
of them were in a parlous state ; their work-people were

unemployed and in a starving condition, and who shall blame

them if they fought hard for their respective interests ? It has

often been said of this " League of the Lords of Industry " that

in so ardently championing the cause of the " Anti-Corn Law
League " they were but playing their own game and serving

their own interests. This grave charge is amply proved by

Cobden himself, who, in a speech at Manchester in 1843, fully

and frankly admitted that it was the case. He said

—

" I am afraid that most of us entered upon the struggle with the

belief that we had some distinct class-interest in the question," *

and although the enormous importance of this fateful utterance

has been whittled down and minimised by Cobden's biographers

* Cobden's speech in Manchester, October 19, 1843,
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and apologists in all sorts of ingenious ways, nothing can ever

really lessen the tremendous sigaificance of its meaning in its

relation to, and effect upon, the economic conditions of the

country.

The Fkee-trade Banner unfurled

The " Anti-Corn Law League " proved entirely successful,

and when it had served its purpose it received decent burial at

the hands of those who at once raised the Free-trade standard,

and who subsequently marched under its wide sweeping folds

to
—

" Economic victory,"

As it would serve no purpose in this chapter to discuss the

much-controverted question of Free-trade versus Protection,

reference will only be made to those advantages which Free-

traders allege have accrued from the adoption of Free-trade

principles.

Among the most prominent advantages may be cited the

impetus which, it is said, Free-trade gives to the mechanical

and manufacturing genius of our countrymen, and the freer

facilities for the development of the mineral wealth of the

country, in consequence of which there has been marvellous

progression in the material comfort and wealth of the people.

It is claimed that statistics reveal a remarkable change in the

status of the working classes, it being shown that, with easier

work and shorter hours, wages have, nevertheless, increased, and

that the labouring man enjoys anything from 65 to 90 per

cent, more of the necessaries of life than he did fifty years ago.

It is further contended that practically the whole of such

economic advantages as have accrued from the beneficent effects

of Free-trade during the last fifty years have gone to the

working classes, and, while they have almost exclusively reaped

these substantial benefits, they have also participated largely

—

more so, indeed, than other classes—in the general prosperity

of the country.

What Free-traders claim

It is then held that, under the segis of Free-trade, inven-

tions, scientific discovery, and the development of technical

and practical knowledge became possible, and that, in con-

sequence, the people have been enabled to enjoy a standard of

life hitherto unattainable in the history of the nation, and hitherto

inconceivable by the people. These wonderful inventions and

scientific discoveries which have, it is said, peculiarly benefited

Great Britain, could never have been possible save under Free-
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trade, nor could the vast intlustries of the nation—cotton, wool,

iron, coal, machinery, leather, and the rest of them—have been

developed under a system which compelled the country to

produce its own food and excluded the agricultural products

which are now purchased by means of these industries.

Tree-trade, it is contended, " was therefore a necessity prior

to the full and profitable expansion of those industries which

have enriched Great Britain during the last fifty years."

Then it is claimed that, as the history of the period covering

the thirty years from the close of the Peninsular war to 1845

was a record of distress and privation, with starving labourers,

ruined farmers, riots, and general misery, the thirty years

following the abolition of the Corn Laws and the establishment

of the Free-trade system was, on the other hand, an era of

progressive prosperity wherein the advance of the people in

comfort and national well-being had been continuous and
marvellous. It is also held that this progressive prosperity

could by no possible means have been experienced had Great

Britain continued to grow her own food supplies, because the

chief part of her labour and capital would, in that case, have

been devoted to agriculture, and as this industry had failed,

prior to the repeal of the Corn Laws, to yield a fair- standard

of comfort to those engaged in it, it was extremely improbable

that its continuance as a great national industry, siil)sequent to

the introduction of Free-trade, could possibly have ensured to

them a greater measure of prosperity.

The Only Way

The only possible way was to become a great manufacturing
nation ; the freest scope was to be given to the rapid develop-

ment of the manufacturing and mineral resources of the

country ; to trade ; mechanical application to every conceivable

form of industry ; and no limit of whatsoever nature was to be
placed upon the efforts of Great Britain to secure for herself

the greatest possible wealth by such means, as also Ijy inter-

national trading ; and to this end the inauguration and the

establishment on a stable basis of a general system of wide-

spread Commercial-Industrialism was to be set up at all costs.

International communication through the medium of a vast

mercantile marine, the rapid construction of railways and tele-

graphs, the development of tlie postal system and every means
to that end were to be undertaken, so that the way might be

m.ade clear for British manufacturers. British gold was to be
poured out lavishly in furtherance of these objects, and, as a

matter of fact, British capital of such colossal proportions found
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its way into foreign countries that to-day Great Britain receives

about £100,000,000 annually in interest on her foreign

investments.

Agriculture Incompatible with growth of Population

It was contended that the maintenance of Great Britain as

a self-supporting country was altogether incompatible with the

growth of her population, and that if agriculture were persisted

in as a great national industry, " her population must have

remained smaller," while her resources in other industrial

directions could not have been utilised.

It is now claimed for the British system that the statistics

of wealth, commerce, savings, and rates of wages, as also of

revenue and the expansion of the staple trades of the country,

offer, in themselves, in-efutable evidence of the enormous bene-

fits of Free-trade ; and we are constantly reminded that these

benefits, together with that inconceivable standard of comfort

now enjoyed by a free people, could not possibly have been

secured by other means. British trade, which aggregated but

£160,000,000 in 1845, reached the enormous sum of £738,000,000
in 1896, and this instance of progressive commercial expansion

is held to offer indubitable proof of the phenomenal and peculiar

advantages which attach to the Free-trade system.

Coupled with the great trade expansion which the country

has experienced since the late Queen Victoria ascended the

throne, the enormous development of the railway system of

Great Britain is claimed as one of the results of Free-trade. It

is pointed out that while in 1845 there were but 2400 miles

laid down, fifty years later this had been increased to upwards
of 21,000 miles. Then the increase in the mineral wealth of

the country is also said to be due to the adoption of the new
conditions of trade which came in after the repeal of the Corn
Laws, coal and iron being especially cited in support of the con-

tention. The capitalised wealth of the country, which has risen

from about £400,000,000 in 1840 to over £1,100,000,000 in

1896, is next cited as one of the results of Free-trade ; while

the value of house property, which has increased about fourfold

during the same period, is also pointed out as another of the

results of Great Britain's unique economic system.

Cricket and Football as a Eesult of Free-trade

The increase in Savings Banks deposits, which advanced
from £24,000,000 in 1841 to £176,000,000 in 1897, offers, it is

said, proof of the thrift of the working classes and evidence of
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their progressive prosperity, while the introduction of the penny-
post, the passing of the Education Act in 1870 and free educa-
tion, the amazing growth of the Press, the mass of cheap litera-

ture, the steady diminution of crime, the holiday clubs of the
work-people, the growth of hospitals and dispensaries, the
amount expended by the working classes upon pleasures and
athletics—football, cricket, cycling, and the rest of it—are all

taken as evidence of the many remarkable and widespread
benefits that the people of Great Britain have derived from the
adoption of Free-trade principles. Indeed, it may be said that

whatever progression has been made by the people of this

country during the last sixty-two years in education, literature,

in trade and manufactures, in the accumulation of wealth, in

work as in play, or, in other words, in the broad fields of reli-

gion, ethics, and economics, which are, again, all included in that

com]3rehensive term, " Sociology," is due to the civilising and
beneficent effects of Free-trade.

From the foregoing considerations it becomes abundantly
clear why Great Britain withdrijw from the rest of the civilised

countries and set up for herself a system of economics which
forms the subject of so much discussion at the present day, and
which must necessarily become the most momentous question

of this age to the British people, because in it lies wrapped up
their weal or their woe. Free-traders sing pagans of praise to

a system which they created, and of which, for various well-

known reasons, they are excessively enamoured ; but there may,
however, be detected two uncertain notes in this jubilant song,

which mar its harmony and create a feeling of uneasiness.

Said one great Free-trade advocate

—

" The only extensive industry which was not advanced during the

Victorian era is agriculture." *

And, later on

—

" That the problem of poverty yet remains, and that there is a

residue of helpless, shiftless poor in our large towns, and that many
classes are yet ignorant, and struggling for a wretched subsistence,

hidden away in back streets and alleys, these, and facts like these,

only prove that there are weighty social questions still unsolved, and
that moral and economic reforms have to penetrate to a much lower

level." t

These two brief sentences exactly describe the position, and
as they happen to coincide with the views of their Tariff-reform-

ing adversaries, it will perhaps be as well to devote a separate

chapter to the consideration of Taritl-reform contentions.

* " The Free-Trade Movement," Armitage Smith,?. 139. f Ibid., p. 144.



CHAPTER III

HOW AGRICULTURE MIGHT HAVE BEEX SAVED—THE
CONTENTIONS OF ANTI-FREE-TRADERS

It is in the two discordant notes in the Free-trade "Hymn
of Praise," referred to at the end of the last chapter, that all who
do not belong to the Free-trade party are intensely interested,

and it is this part of the question that will be dealt with first.

Anti-Free-traders contend that not only did agriculture not

advance during the long Victorian era, but, on the contrary, that

it showed considerable and alarming retrogression ; and it is held

that because of this destructive backward movement

—

and only

because of this—has that dread mantle of poverty been flung

over those " who are hidden away in back streets and alleys,"

encircling these unfortunates with its foul folds as the constrict-

ing serpent enfolds its victims in its deadly embrace. It is

maintained that in sacrificing agriculture on the altars of Com-
mercial-Industrialism, Cobden made his first false move and
committed his great fundamental blunder, an economical error

which has become monumental.

Agriculture necessary to support other Industries

It is pointed out by anti-Free-traders that the greatest of

all industries should have been carefully conserved and nour-

ished by every conceivable means ; that it is, and must be,

regarded, even in Great Britain, as the primal industry ; as the

people's chief source of employment, the mainspring of national

wealth, and the birth-place of national virility. It is held that

there was not the slightest necessity to have sacrificed agricul-

ture, or even to have subordinated it to manufacturing indus-

tries, when developing the internal resources of the country and
building up the great home and foreign trade : the great land

industry should have been run side by side with manufactures,

both of them being interdependent, and, therefore, necessary

to each other's existence. It is said that, had agriculture been

17 c
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iiiaintaiued as tlie chief industry, the curse of poverty and un-

employment could not possibly have overtaken the country,

because the land would have drawn so many millions away as

would have left labour at a premium, instead of being, as at

present, at a discount, and a drug in the market.

British System Imperfect

It is, then, contended, with reasonable insistence, that this

must be the case, because all civilised countries in the world

—

except our own—having arranged their economical systems on
this plan with uniform success, hoth in respect to labour and
fiscal questions, proves that the British system is by no means
the perfect thing it is said to be by its sujjporters.

To give up the substance for the shadow is certainly

foolish, and to yield up a valuable asset in your life's affairs

without first ascertaining whether you are going to get a more
valuable one in return, is not sound business, but partakes of

either folly or gambling.

free-traders urge against what they term " Protectionists
"

that they are narrow in their views where they should be broad

and tolerant, and that they defend their system rather upon
political than economical grounds. It is said that their policy

is either advocated to serve some particular existing industry

;

to launch into existence and foster some new industry which
may become a source of individual wealth—although such a

policy may involve consumers and tax-payers in loss—or that

it is held to be necessary on patriotic grounds so that the

country may become self-supporting in the event of war.

Both of these lines of defence are said by Free-traders to be

based upon imperfect observation of the many circumstances

surrounding this vast economical question, and that the

conclusions of the " Protectionists " are consequently fallacious

Anti-Fbee-traders Misrepresented

These "Protectionists," while admitting the necessity of

making the country self-supporting against war, flatly deny
that they defend their position on such narrow, feeble lines,

and add that this mean, distorted view of their policy no more
represents the broad generous sweep of their propaganda, than
the single ray of sunshine tliat finds its way into the narrow
attic of the poor seamstress represents the vast streams of

light and heat poured forth with such prodigality by the sun.

To the onlooker it seems as though Free-traders committed
a grave blunder in refusing to recognise the cardinal fact
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that there are two sides to the great question of what is the

best economical policy for Great Britain, as there are to every

question in this world, yet so enamoured have they become of

their own policy that they now stand charged even with

dishonesty and (Usluyalty to their fellow-countrymen. Anti-

Free-traders hold that the appalling poverty, the constant and

ever-growing unemployment of the people, and the, many evils

which beset them, are the direct and inevitable result of

running the fiscal arrangements of the country for 62 years

along the lines laid down by Cobden. That great reformer's

followers ignore these misfortunes as being connected with

the movement with which they are inseparably associated,

but their adversaries point to the indubitable fact that the

widespread evils that have overtaken the British people, and

which have been spared to other countries, must necessarily

be an outcome of the system with which Free-traders are

indissolubly bound, and which has dominated this country

since 1846, for the simple reason

—

that the country has knowii

no other systc7n.

The anti-Free-teade Party described

Before dealing specifically with the views of those who
are opposed to Free-trade, let it be made clear what this great

party is. Free-traders dub all those who are opposed to their

policy as " Protectionists," but this term is altogether too bald

and incomprehensive to describe a great movement which
includes all classes outside the narrow and ever decreasing

circle of Free-traders. Tariff-reformers, Land-reformers, Fair-

traders, Eeciprocity advocates, those who favour the lex talionis

principle in trade, the great mass of agriculturists, and that

vaster mass of loyal and patriotic section of the British people

who prefer to see the fiscal and economic systems of their

country run along lines that would offer the freest possible

facilities for the successful conduct of all British industries,

instead of the present destructive policy which favours the

few at the expense of the many, are included in this great

anti- Free-trade party. Many manufacturers too, discerning

that Free-trade has wrought considerable havoc with their

interests, have at length joined the crusade, and as the re-

actionary movement is gaining strengch daily in proportion

to the enlightenment of the people, the near future will

doubtless witness many interesting encounters between the

opposing forces.
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Policy of anti-Free-teaders

The policy of this party is broad, generous, and compre-

hensive ; it favours no particular industry, trade or interests,

nor does it aim at serving any particular section of the

community. It advocates no class legislation, nor does it

profess to serve any political party. Men of every shade of

political thought are included in the ranks of this great anti-

Free-trade movement. Its sole object is to remove from
British trade at home and abroad the many disadvantages

with which the Free-trade policy has handicapped it, and
which disqualifies it in competition with foreign countries

;

to guard and conserve British interests in every possible

manner and, generally, to establish and maintain an economical

system which, while not being in any way hostile to foreign

States, aggressive or provocative, would essentially aim at

running all British industries for British peoijle.

This powerful anti-Free-trade party holds that the con-

tentions of Free-traders are in the main fallacious because

the Free-trade of 1909 is not the Free-trade dreamed of by
Cobden in 1846. " 1 hclieve that if you abolish the Corn Laws
honestly, and adopt Free-trade in its simplicity, there will not he

a tariff in Europe that will not he changed in less than five years

to follow your example," * said the founder of the Free-trade

movement, but as the nations have not come our way in all

those years, it is reasonably contended by present day re-

actionists that they must have had excellent reasons for their

uniform abstention from Cobden's new scheme of economics.

The present social and economical conditions which obtain in

every civilised country in the world, and which compare only

too favourably with our own, are then held to offer both
explanation and justification for the persistent refusal of foreign

nations to follow Cobden's lead in embarking in new and
unknown economic adventures, and out of this imbroglio

naturally arises the question—how long ?

Invention and Discovery not due to Free-trade

Meanwhile, feeling is running high, and much bitterness

is engendered ; albeit the question is more an economical

than a political one. There is not a Free-trade contention

that is not vehemently assailed by its adversaries. They
indignantly deny that Free-trade has had aught to do with

invention, scientific discovery, the development of technical

* Cobden's speech in the House of Commons, January 15, 1846.
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and practical knowledge, the opening up of the mineral

resources of the country, the progressive increase of manu-
factures, and the enormous expansion of home and foreign

trade. Nor do they admit that the better wages, shorter hours,

and higher standard of comfort, which, by the way, they con-

tend are only enjoyed by certain sections of our workers and
not hi/ all of them, are a result of Free-trade, because the

working classes of all " Protected " countries have experienced

similar improvements in their social and economical conditions,

while with them all sections have shared in the benefits.

The opening up of the railway system, the freer facilities for

transport, the development of the penny post, the construction

of telegraphs and the laying down of ocean cables, are, it is con-

tended, but the natural expansion of human enterprise owing

to the many civilising influences of the nineteenth century
;

while the mass of cheap literature, and the rapid growth of the

press, are nothing but the looked-for results of a better system

of education. It is pointed out here that Germany set the

example of universal education nearly a hundred years ago,

and that while other continental nations and the United States

followed Germany's lead, Great Britain lagged behind for many
years, in spite of her Free-trade.

A Fundamental Error in Economics

In regard to the enormous increase in national wealth, anti-

Free-traders maintain that it is more individual than collective,

and this fact, they contend, is proved by the widespread poverty

of the British people and the vast unemployment which is

known to exist ; while the contention of the Free-traders that

Great Britain, as practically a self-supporting country, would

be incompatible with the development of British trade and
manufactures, is held to be a fundamental error in economics.

Generally speaking, there is a wide cleavage between the

two parties, and as the rift is more likely to increase than

diminish because of the hopelessly irreconcilable nature of the

differences, all that can be done meantime, and before we form

our own conclusions, is to continue to set before the public

further objections of the anti-Free-traders.



CHAPTER IV

WHAT ANTI-FREE-TRADERS THINK OF FREE-TRADE AND
OF THE PHENOMENAL POVERTY AND GROWING UN-

EMPLOYMENT

From the foregoing chapters it becomes clear that Free-trade
is responsible lor the dethronement of agriculture as the Queen
of Industries, and it is to Free-trade that our attention should

be chiefly directed. In it are involved enormous issues ; out of

it have already proceeded remarkable and unlooked-for results
;

and surrounding it are many vital questions upon which depend

the weal or the woe of the British people.

The Free-trade case is, then, up for judgment ; and as this

particular case, like all others in this world, should be measured

by the infallible standard

—

Kesults—and judged solely upon
the evidence before the court, and, moreover, as the time for

weakness and sentiment is long past, let our judgment be free

of bias and scrupulously and inflexibly Just.

It is contended that one of the fundamental errors of Free-

trade, and, indeed, the greatest, is in separating Great Britain

from the concourse of nations and treating her as a separate

entity requiring special economical treatment and a separate

existence. This regrettable departure from a natural economical

law, which applies with equal force to Great Britain as to other

countries, was no doubt due to that overweening pride with

which Cobden and the manufacturing-reformers of his time

regarded the puissance of British trade. The national trade was
then emerging from a period of comparative inaction, and
Cobden and other smart business men saw the enormous poten-

tialities opening up before it. The immense mineral wealth of

the country, lying at that time practically untapped, the develop-

ment of manufactures, the rapid construction of railways, the

application of steam to ocean craft, and the freer facilities thus

offered to overseas trading, together with a host of other equally

important considerations, all point to the fact that the times

were prolific of large material results, as well as pregnant with

22
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tremendous possibilities ; and if those who were in the thick of

the flight lost somewliat of that level-headedness which, as a

rule, characterises our Vjusiness men, and in their arrogance,

begat of their country's commercial and industrial world-supre-

macy, took a wrong turn, there would certainly be " extenuating

circumstances " to plead.

What Everybody admits

Everybody will admit that it was absolutely essential in the

interests of the country that the freest possible scope should

have been given, at the time, to the development of trade,

manufactures, mining industries, progressive science, and the

application of mechanical contrivances to various industries

;

as, indeed, to the free development of all new ideas of a nature

to advance national interests and conduce to the permanent pros-

perity of the people. There is, however, not a single man to-day,

who stjinds outside the ranks of the more conservative section

of Free-traders, who would agree that, in the necessary accom-
plisliment of all these desires, there was the slightest need to

create for Grreat Britain a separate economic existence, and, in

so doing, destroy the greatest of all industries—Agriculture.

This unique departure from a perfectly natural law, which,
by-the-by, no nation or individual can set aside with impunity,
is now regarded as the monumental error of Cobden and his

followers; and although enormous loss has resulted therefrom,

as will be subse(j[uently shown, the blame for this rests, it is

held, rather with those up-to-date Free-traders who, it may be

for selfish motives, bolster up a system which is now known to

be inimical to national interests rather than with those who,
sixty-two years ago, forced upon the country a new and untried

fiscal system.

Kesult ok a Fundamental Blunder

Out of this great fundamental economical error has, it is

contended, sprung many a minor error that has served the

purpose of perpetuating the blunder. Free-trade economists,

in tabulating the economical statistics of the country, commit
the serious mistake of treating Great Britain's trade as a

separate thing and quite apart from that of other civilised

States, when, as a matter of fact, British trade, and the results

thereof, belong to, and form part of, the greater World Trade
which is being carried on and participated in by other nations

besides our own. Trade expansion, industrial progression,

the development of mineral resources, invention, scientific
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development, the universal use of mechanical contrivances, the

accumulation of vast wealth, the raising of the standard of com-
fort of the working-classes, the higher wages and shorter hours

enjoyed by them, the spread of literature, the beneficent results of

the civilising influence on the people of all these improved con-

ditions, and the steady progression of national prosperity which
other countries have enjoyed equally with our own, all testify

to the plain fact that there are other nations besides Great

Britain on the habitable globe, and that they too have shared in

this wonderful "trade expansion" which in this country Free-

traders make too much of. Then many people hold that British

enterprise, British prosperity, the colossal proportion of British

trade are always well to the front on every occasion when Free-

traders trot out tlieii' hobby-horse, but that the results of

foreign trade, of foreign enterprise, and the serious effects of

foreign competition are kept too much in the background. In
this it is easy to discern that Free-traders impair the usefulness

of their conclusions, and so invalidate their own case.

National statistics of the kind indulged in are of little use

unless they are comparative, and the moment British trade

statistics are brought into juxtaposition with foreign trade

returns of a similar nature, it becomes at once clear that in

many res23ects British trade is not holding its own with certain

of our foreign com-petitors. These are oujinous words, but it is

held that they are, unfortunately, only too true. Succeeding
chapters will reveal the true state of affairs.

An Ugly Featuke in Fkee-trade

Another remarkably ugly feature which Free-trade oppo-

nents declare is kept well in the background by Free-trade

enthusiasts, but which has grown out of, and synchronises with,

the Free-trade movement, is the phenomenal pauperism of the

British people, which finds no parallel in any civilised country

on this planet. Pauperism that is rampant and aggressive and
widespread among the people, and that has become legalised

into a vast State institution demanding for its direct and in-

direct maintenance and support as much, or more, than the

country spends upon its costly yet inefficient army, or even
upon its magnificent navy, is budgeted for by the Government
of the day with the same aplomb with which they ask for

money for the necessary public services. So accustomed have
the public become to this familiar item in the annual national

estimates that not a man in ten thousand stops to ask himself
if this huge tax, which amounts to the stupendous sum of

£35,000,000 yearly, is really necessary. This question, however,
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is being asked hy an increasing number of people year by year,

and it is being asked with increasing persistence ; and when it

becomes more generally known that in no country in the world

—save our own—does the necessity exist for raising enormous

sums annually to support a vast pauper population, those who

are responsible for this phenomenal poverty must answer the

question.

Pauperism—Unemployment a Eesult of Free-trade

Appalling pauperism, a mean, sordid condition for literally

millions of our people, a condition that is totally unnecessary

and therefore absolutely unjustifiable from any point of view

—

ethically, socially, or economically—are, it is contended, some

of the results of Free-trade.

Growing Unemployment, that has assumed such proportions

as to become one of the burning questions of the day, the bug-

bear of each successive Government, a standing menace to the

nation, and a source of general feeling of discontent and political

unrest, is also an ugly growth that has sprung out of, and clings

to, the Free-trade system with the same pertinacity that the

foul sea-growths cling to the sides of a great ocean liner.

Pauperism certainly existed prior to the abolition of the Corn

Laws, but as it is claimed by its supporters that Free-trade

was invented to, among other things, banish poverty, relieve

distress, and give work to the unemployed, the fact that poverty

and unemployment exist to-day as a curse to the people and a

menace to the commonweal, after sixty-two years of trial, proves,

it is said, how illusory was Cobden's promise and how unsuited

was his system to the requirements of the British people.

Justification for Grave Charges

That there is justification for these grave charges seems but

too true. One of the first things that strikes a foreign visitor

to our country is the prevailing Poverty, which is easily

discernible in every one of our great towns and throughout

the length and breadth of the lantl ; and if this evil is so easily

seen by a chance visitor, how much more apparent is it to

every British subject who does not voluntarily shut his eyes

to what is undoubtedly an outward and visible sign of mal-

administration—somewhere ? And, this being so, it is reason-

ably held that sometliiny or somebody must necessarily be

responsible.

Without wishing to prejudice the Free-trade case, it must
be admitted by every fair-minded man that the poverty of the
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people of the United Kingdom is as widespread as it is pheno-

menal; it presents one of the most difficult social problems

to the Government of the day, and its solution puzzles and
confounds all the great political parties. Poverty is the

fundamental basis of Social agitation, and out of it springs

most of that political unrest which is the marked characteristic

of the times. It breeds turmoil, discontent, and sedition, and

it is the source of revolutionary propaganda. It is, in short,

the most dangerous factor in the political situation of our

country, and yet it is either treated with more or less in-

difference by each one of the political parties which in turn

assumes the reins of government, or, for other reasons, it remains

outside the sphere of their operations.

Phenomenal Poverty

The poverty of our country is as all-embracing as the

tentacles of the giant octopus, and millions of our unfortunate

countrymen and women and children are caught in its embrace

as the years come round ; nevertheless, nothing is done, or

next to nothing, to relieve the people from its deadly grip.

Poverty naturally forms the thesis of all Socialist effort,

and, if in their determination to ameliorate the sad plight of

the poverty-stricken masses of their fellow-countrymen they

have suggested means which, in themselves, are repugnant to

perhaps the majority of the British people, the blame rests

rather with those who are responsible for the wrong than with

those who seek to redeem it.

Speaking of the poverty of the people, one of the Socialist

organs has the following :

—

" To-day there are twelve milhons on the verge of starvation.

There are twenty milhons very poor." *

Be this as it may, there is without question sufficient

poverty among the people to justify far more energetic measures

in grappling with it than have hitherto been taken by any
Government of modern times, and unless those who are re-

sponsible for the commonweal show a keener interest in this

vitally important question, and form a truer appreciation of

its magnitude and its enoriaous potentialities for evil than they

have hitherto done, they will be but perpetuating a great wrong
and inviting a social cataclysmic upheaval. Poverty has become
positively aggressive, and being for ever with us it lias assumed

a dread haunting shape that overshadows the legislature and

* The Clarion, January 10, 1908.
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frightens and appals the people—wliile it affords so wide a

scope for charitable efl'ort that philanthropists have begun to

despair of ever being able to grapple with it effectually.

Futile Parliamentary Measures

Many an Act has been passed by Parliament, and many a

relief measure undertaken by the multitude of small municipal

authorities throughout the country, with the object of improving

a position of affairs which to-day is admittedly as bad as, or

even worse than, it was five, ten, or twenty years ago, but as

these were of a half-hearted, tinkering nature they have been

in vain. In a word, vast sums of public money have been

thrown away on measures that have not proved even palliative.

Poverty has, indeed, cast a deep gloom over the whole nation,

and not even our legislators and municipal councillors may
hope to escape from its ])aralysing influence. All sections of

the community are, therefore, naturally enough, interested in

the question and desirous at least of studying it from a point

of view that will enable them to help in its solution.

The entire question relating to the poor of this country is

in a most unsatisfactory condition, and it is certain that uidess

the British tax-payers look at tlie matter from a totally different

point of view from that from which they have hitherto been

accustomed to regard it, and demand a complete change in the

administration of the laws relating to the subject, their millions

will continue to be spent annually to no purpose, save to

maintain the upkeep of an enormously costly administrative

staff which does no real good.

Ample justification for the most drastic change in the Poor

Laws in the first place, and then in their administration,

will be found in the simple fact that, in spite of the enormous

amount of public money spent annually by the State in its

endeavour to meet the requirements of the case, poverty still

exists in a widespread and most acute form
;
poverty and its

offspring—dull apathy, drunkenness, and that nerveless inertia

which is so hard to stir.

Poverty no Respecter of Persons

Poverty is no respecter of persons—it is the common lot

of millions of our fellow-countrymen. It is to be found in the

homes of the poorly paid clerk, the typist and dressmaker, the

shop-assistant and suuiU tradesman, as readily as in the slums

of our big centres of population ; while among the poor gentle-

folk who quiedy starve ami perhaps die, some of the saddest

cases of the kind are to be met with.
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It is an evil which is ever growing; a curse vi^hich has

fallen on the people as a deadly blight, and the evil is not to

be uprooted and cast out, or the curse removed, by the adoption

of ordinary methods.

We must battle with poverty as with a mortal foe, but we
nmst realise and frankly admit that the old methods of warfare

have failed, that our weapons are obsolete, our tactics faulty

to a degree, and that unless we draw up a new and altogether

different plan of campaign, and arm ourselves with modern
and more effective weapons, we shall never carry the war to

a successful issue.

But before we take the field against the foe let us ask why
he is there, why Poverty exists at all, and if Poverty is really

a necessary result of human life.

There is always a good reason to be found for the existence

of a thing if we look deep enough ; if we seek for Cause rather

than for Effect. Poverty exists as an Effect, and it is because

we have hitherto attempted to deal witli effects, instead of

seeking out and uprooting the cause, that we have signally and
persistently failed.

Millions spent on Poverty

Who, for example, knowing that sixteen millions of the

public funds are spent by the State annually in the relief of

only the most acute form of pauperism, and that still vaster

sums are given every year by philanthropists and the charitably

disposed (embracing all classes of the community), can say

that we are right in dealing with Effects instead of Causes,

wlun it is seen that the people still suffer from Poverty, and the

results of poverty, more acutely than ever they did ?

If, then, we regard poverty as a result of something else,

and then regard that something else as a thing to be sought

out and fought with, we shall, at all events, have got on the

right track at last.

We may take it for granted that, as a rule, a man does not

become poor because he likes it ; on the contrary, he struggles

against poverty with all the strenuousness he is capable of,

and generally makes a good fight of it till he is fairly beaten.

His most persistent foe, in nearly all cases, is want of work,

and this lack of employment, he finds to his cost, is pretty

general, for the supply of labour is always greater than the

demarul.

But vjhy is the supply of labour always greater than the

demand ? Why is it that in all professions, trades, and indus-

tries, when we advertise for one man we get applications from
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hundreds ? Why is it that the buihliug contractor, who puts

up a notice outside his works at eij^ht o'clock in the morning

that " Hands " are wanted, replaces it by another at noon the

same day, intimating " No more hands wanted "
? The reply

will be found in the indis[)utable fact that our present means
of employment—our professions, trades, manufactures, and other

industries—are totally incapable of affording full employment

to those vast masses of the working population which now
necessarily depend upon such sources of occupation. The labour

market is, therefore, always congested and must remain so.

Glutted Labour Markets

The clerk, typist, dressmaker, milliner, shop-assistant,

" Hands " in textile factories, navvies, and dock labourers are

all subject to the pressure which congestion of labour involves

;

they have been sufferers from it for many years as they are

suffering from it to-day ; and it is absolutely certain that unless

other, readier, and more stable forms of employment are found

for that large section of the working community, which exist-

ing professions, trades, and manufactures cannot employ, and

will not be able to employ in the future, the congestion must

continue and the people must suffer.

It is affirmed by Free- trade adversaries that views such as

these are held by so vast a number of people nowadays that

the alarming features of the situation can no longer be hidden

from the public who have hitherto regarded the phenomenal
poverty of the people, and the widespread increasing unemploy-

ment of great numbers of our workers, as a simple result of an

intelligible economic law, and as an inevitable consequence

of human life, and, therefore, as a Necessity.



CHAPTER V

POVERTY NOT A NECESSITY—CONTRASTS IN HOME AND
FOREIGN STATISTICS—THE PEOPLe's ERROR AND THE
people's RESPONSIBILITIES

The necessity for poverty referred to in the preceding chapter

may be put to many tests, but perhaps the most practical way
of dealing with it will be to compare the poverty of Great

Britain with that of other nations, because, if other countries

do not recognise any necessity for its existence it follows that

there must be something wrong with our administration of

national affairs. This anti-Free-trade method of dealing

witli the case certainly has fair play and common -sense to

commend it.

The poverty of the United Kingdom, with its population

of about 43,000,000, costs proportionately more than it costs

any other civilised country in the world.

The State spends upwards of £16,000,000 annually in

relieving only the most acute cases of distress, apart from help

of a private and personal nature which amounts to colossal

proportions and which will be referred to later. Let us, how-
ever, compare our pauper expenditure with that of our near

neighbours across the Channel.

France has a population of 39,000,000 and spent, in 1908,

under her Pauper Act of 1905, 59,800,000 francs (£2,392,000)
of State and Communal funds. Other relief of a private nature,

similar to that referred to in Chapter XI—Private Charities

—

is also afforded, but State funds are not used for this purpose.

Germany has a population of upwards of 60,000,000. No
statistics have been compiled since tlie year 1895, but there is

very little actual pauperism outside of the capital, Berlin.

Holland, with a population of 5,591,695, spends £1,629,201
on her paupers.

Switzerland, with a population of 3,250,000, spends about
£635,000.

Austria-Hungary, with a population of 46,000,000, spends
about £1,156,000 on the poor of the country.

30
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Denmark, willi a population of 2,588,919, spends about

£464,000.
Italy, with a population of 32,966,307, spends about

£1,240,000, although, strictly speaking, there is no pauper rate

and no pauperism.

Leaving the Western States of Europe and going across

the Atlantic, we find that, although the United States of

America have Poor Laws, they are not bothered with poverty

;

in fact, the whole question over there is of such insignificance

as to be hardly worth recording. The expenses of the Alms-
houses is given at something over 2,409,000 dollars or about

£481,000 annually. The population is about 80,000,000.

Foreign States regard Pauperism as Unnecessary

If we then turn to the other side of the Western world and

seek for comparison in the United States of America, for

example, we still fail to find anything like a parallel to our

own case, or the least justification for the belief that poverty,

as it exists in our country, is an inevitable result of human
life, and therefore a Necessitv. On the contrary, both in

Europe and America, the general belief is that, although there

is bound to be a certain proportion of necessitous people, chielly

consisting of the old and infirm, the sick and young children

—

orphans principally—anything like widespread poverty is an

anomalous condition, and therefore unnecessary—an accident, in

short.

It is interesting to note in this connection that in Holland

mendicity and vagabon<lage are treated as a crime, and persons

convicted of it can be placed in a State work establishment.

The Dutch, at all events, are no believers in poverty being a
necessary result of humaji life. And we notice that there is

very little pauperism in those countries where mendicity and
vagabondage are criminal, and treated as such

!

The first great lesson to be derived from these statistics is

that ours is the only country in the world which has set up an

elaborate and costly system of pauper administration, whereby,

by legalising unlimited pauperism, we actually increase poverty

by encouraging improvidence, thriftlessness, and a careless dis-

regard of individual responsibility. The feeling that has been

engendered in a very large section of the British w^orking classes

by this legislation of wholesale pauperism is this

:

" I'll do what I can to get a living, but if I don't succeed

—

well, there's always the ' House ' to fall back upon, which is a

blessing. At any rate there's always State aid for the asking."
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How Britain emasculates her Manhood

Now, if there is anything in life calculated to rob a man of

grit and backbone, of stamina, energy, and stalwart independ-

ence, to entirely deprive him of that masculine vigour which
is his pride, it is the feeling that the State is always ready to

dry-nurse him, to supply him with food, raiment, and light work
the moment he feels inclined to accept such aid.

Such knowledge reduces a man, bit by bit, to a poor, feeble,

inert creature, only fit to be cast up as a fleck of frothy scum
from the sea of human workers. Men of this type, and there

are plenty of them in the great army of toilers, soon fall out of

the ranks and drift onward to the workhouses and casual wards,

or seek outdoor relief from the many Poor Law offices scattered

broadcast all over the kingdom. Thenceforth these flabby

specimens of humanity fasten themselves on to these institu-

tions and become a lifelong burden to the rate-payers and tax-

payers of the country.

Then there is a great lesson to be learned from the wastrel

type : your slouching, dirty, public-house-corner loafer, the

frowsy tramp, professional beggar, et hoc genus omne. These

creatures muster in their thousands ; they are a curse to the

tax-payer, a shame to all honest workers, and a scandal to the

country.

The working man is forced to rub shoulders with the loafer

daily, and he cannot escape his touch. He swells the ranks of

the honest unemployed in their labour demonstrations merely
for what he can get out of it, but he has no intention of doing

any harder work than this. He makes a brave show in all

such processions, because of his rags and tatters, and because

his name is legion, but the real working man knows him to be

a fraud and a sham, and would willingly rid himself of his

presence if he knew how. The British working man holds in

supreme contempt this despicable wastrel, and would loyally

support any measures that would get rid of him.

Human Scum

These human specimens are lost to all sense of shame ; they
whine and cringe, or bully and bluster ; they cajole and flatter,

twist, turn, and dodge ; they will do anything for a living, from
house-to-house begging and petty theft up to highway robbery,

but they will not loorh : that is the only thing they will not

do ; and yet our comprehensive and lavish system of giving

away public money applies equally to this human scum as to
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the deserving poor. Tlie law is :
" Xo man shall starve," and

although this law, nnder proper conditions, may be merciful,

just, and even a necessary one, let us, in the name of common-
sense, safeguard the position by seeing that these conditions are

of a nature that are at least fair and equitable to those who
supply the funds—the British tax-payers—while not being hard
and impossible to the poor. The present system is one-sided
and unjust to the country ; it enables an army of loafing vaga-
bonds to fatten on misspent public funds ; it encourages vaga-
bondage among a certain section of the working classes, which,
in this unfortunate country, finds employment hard to get and
still harder to retain, and it is a disgraceful scandal to the
nation.

Our present Poor Laws would be open to widespread abuse,

and therefore unsuitable, even under conditions where every
honest worker in the kingdom could find employment at fair

wages, which w^ould enable him to live comfortably and without
fear of the future on the proceeds of honourable toil ; but even
under such conditions it would be found that that section of

the community, which will not work under any circumstances,
would still be able to live in idle vagabondage just as easily

as it does to-day.

These Poor Laws, althougli they were framed in a spirit of

generous philanthropy and administered in foolish indulgence,

have, nevertheless, brought nothing but shame to the working
classes by sapping their manhood ; and gross injustice to the

tax-payers, by imposing upon them heavy burdens which serve

no purpose but to pamper the thriftless and encourage the

worthless.

Poor La^vs—Mistaken Generosity

Anti-Free-traders now point out that when our forefathers

framed these Acts, they were full of the same Utopian ideas

that filled liichard Cobden's ardent breast. They held the idea

that we were to be the manufacturing lords of the earth, and
that our great and ever-growing industries would find lucrative,

lasting employment for all our workers. They were full of

beliefs in our greatness, in the plienomenal prosperity that

would attend their country ; and, being full of these pleasant

thoughts, they were as broad in their views, and as generous in

their impulses as is a man after dinner, when he is filled with
the good things of this life. But, alas ! their ideals were fore-

doomed to failure. Had these generous legislators known that

pauperism, which they had provided for with such lavish

liberality, would grow into one of the biggest items of public

D
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expenditure, the present Poor Laws would never liave come
into existence.

Poor Laws we want, because every great country should

support its poor. But Poor Laws, like all other laws, should

be drawn up with the nicest consideration for every section of

the people. Let our Poor Laws be comprehensive and even

generous, but let them provide only for the supi^ort of the aged,

infirm, and deserving, those who have heen rendered poor hy no

fault of their own. Let us provide liberally for this class of

paupers, but here let our provision cease.

It may be said, " This scheme of yours is as Utopian as the

one you condemn, because it presupposes a condition of employ-
ment for all which does not exist." Precisely ! this is exactly

what it does presuppose, replies the anti-Free-trader. Castles

are always built first in imagination before they can assume
material form in stone and wood and iron, and every condition

in the material economy of human life is but the crystallisation

of human thought. You must first of all p7'es7q}pose a condition,

otherwise it is not likely to come into existence. To presuppose

is often to create, and this is exactly what must be done here.

The condition whereunder the people would find relief from all

their trouble must he created ; and the way to create it is to

think about it.

The People to the PtESCUE

The people, and the people alone, can encompass these things

if they choose to do so, but they must first of all recognise past

errors and go back on their tracks. They must admit that

their mandate to Parliament of sixty years ago, although con-

sidered the best at the time, has turned out badly ; that while
building up their great manufacturing industry there was no
need to have sacrificed their still greater agricultural industry.

This is the great cardinal fact, and the only one they need to

recognise, and once the recognition be made, realisation of all

that it means to them and theirs will soon do the rest. Once
public opinion in favour of working our land for all it is worth
—as all other nations do—be set in that direction, land reform
of a rational character will soon follow, and once this be brought
about, the waste

—

yet splendidly fertile—lands of Great Britain

will soon be converted into highly tilled soil that will produce
food for, and give employment to, millions of our fellow-country-

men and countrywomen.
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The People's Euiioii

But the people must recognise their responsibilities, and
accept them iu a frank, manly manner. They must realise

that tJicy are responsible for the present highly unsatisfactory

condition the country is in owing to their wrong mandate of
" lang syne," and then repair their error by giving a right one.

The People claim to possess the chief electoral power in the

country, and so they do. Good ! Let them exercise it. This

power was wrongly exercised in the days of Bright, Cobden,

and that fervid band of manufacturer-reformers who persuaded

the people to adopt certain fiscal and other measures which
particularly favoured their own industries, and which are

responsible for the present unenviable state of affairs. Let

them now exercise that same power in directions that will

relieve the intolerable strain and give their fellow-countrymen
prosperity and peace. This can be done, and easily done, if that

vast section of the electorate body which is widespread among
the masses of the people of this country could but be made to

see it. The power is in their hands if they choose to exercise

it. Then let that other vast section of the body electoral to

be found iu the great middle-classes do the rest. They and the

working-class section form between them practically all the

elective power in this country ; but any one who takes

the trouble to study the attitude assumed by these puissant

bodies will find that their power is potential rather than
active.

Dissipation of Working-class Electoral Power

The working-class sections dissipate a good deal of their

power in organising strikes, fighting capital, brooding over
what they are pleased to term class-tyranny, siding with
those who foment political agitation and social unrest, and in

doing much that is foolish and unprofitable, instead of devoting
the great political power, which they undoubtedly possess, in

righting that which is wrong in the economic conditions of the
country. Unless they are prepared to do this, all the invectives
and fierce denunciations of this, that, and the other which the
more revolutionary sections of the great working-class electoral

body love to indulge in will not help them or relieve the
situation one whit. Their great trades unions offer ample
evidence of their splendid organising powers once their indi-

vidual interests are touched; let them, then, exercise tliat
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power now. Let them frankly admit that, as trades, manu-
facturing industries, professions, and every other form of

occupation combined have utterly failed to result in aught else

but widespread and ever-growing unemployment and consequent

destitution, in ever-congested labour markets, in uneven dis-

tribution of wealth, and generally in a state of afi'airs which
is as inimical to the workers as it is disgraceful to the country,

they should now have recourse to the only remaining industry

—the Land.

Eleventh-hour Eepentance a Necessity

If, at this eleventh hour, they prefer to cling to their old

phantasms that the situation will be relieved by manufactures,

by Laboue fighting Capital, by joining the Socialist ranks, or

by the hundred and one dodges and resources that have hitherto

utterly failed them, they may do so. This is a free age, and
the working-classes are free agents as other men are ; but they

must accept the consequences of their folly as others have to do
in this world.

The situation can be relieved, as is clearly shown in other

chapters of this book, but it can never be relieved either by the

foolishly hostile attitude assumed by a large section of the

working-classes towards existing conditions, by antagonising

Capital and Labour, by class conflict, or by other violent

measures.

Middle-class Apathy

Eeferriug for a moment to the great middle-class section of

the body electorate, it is held that they have, by their apathy
and indifference, developed into a really negligible quantity in

the political economy of their country. They grumble and
growl and write irascible letters to the newspapers from time

to time ; they are full of complaints against the injustice of

certain taxes, the non-necessity for others, the ever-growing
burden of pauperism and the rest of it : but there it ends. The
working-classes do unite and organise ; they have their trades

unions and other institutions ; they have certain definite aims
and a political policy, albeit much of it is misdirected : but the

middle-classes do absolutely nothing but quibble. Overt action

in regard to organising some system of co-operation to express

their political views, and to impress them clearly and unmis-
takably on the minds of those who represent them in Parliament,

is lacking, and the enormous political power which they really

possess remains a potentiality rather than a living, moving
force.
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The present unhealthy social and economic condition of the

body politic is as much the result of disobeying Nature's laws

as are the thousand and one diseases generated in the corpiis

humanum by similar disobedience. Nature is a beneficent

mother, but she brooks no disobedience, and he who overrides

her laws and sets them at naught must of necessity suffer.

Disobedience of Natukal Laws

Nature intended that man should cultivate the soil. The
British people sixty years ago threw aside their agricultural

industry and took to other pursuits. In this they disobeyed

one of Nature's greatest laws and—they suffer.

This is the simple fact underlying tlie entire situation, and
in it alone will be found the solution of the riddle and the key

to the position.

The British people have it in their power to right a self-

inflicted wrong; but if they will not do so—well, they must
continue to bear the burden.

Meanwhile, all classes share in the suffering, and herein

lies an injustice so palpable and widespread as to need no

demonstrating here. Every rate-payer and tax-payer in the

country has been fully cognisant of it for years, and has chafed

under the soreness which this shameful and yet altogether

unnecessary burden causes. But nothing of any 2)ractical

value has been done. The recent victory of Eeform over

Progressive Socialism in the London County Council, in other

municipal councils, and amongst Poor Law Guardians, may
check reckless expenditure in certain directions, and thus give

some relief ; but the great scandal of Poor Law Expenditure
has not been touched, and millions of the taxpayers' money
are, in the meantime, being squandered annually.

Why is it, in spite of the fact that the Government and all

classes of the community are fully aware of this gross scandal,

that it is allowed to go on year after year, and decade after

decade, unchanged ? Why is it that each successive Govern-
ment finds the necessity of providing in their budget the

prodigious sums that are spent annually on pauperism ?

Only One Answer

There is only one reply : l^)ecause in sacrificing its greatest

industry—agriculture—to a selfish fiscal system, the greatest

trading ancl manufacturing country in the world, with its

mighty Empire stretching to the confines of the earth, and thus

possessing all the inherent properties of phenomenal wealth

;i8>iai5
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and general prosperity, has been compelled to recognise the

necessity for poverty and the legalisation of pauperism as a

national institution.

Anti-Free-traders then naturally ask the question :
" "Why

should we alone of all civilised nations in the world he in this

inglorious position ?
" And their answer is :

" Because in our

unwisdom we listened to the false doctrines of those who were

only capable of looking at a great fiscal question from one

narrow point of view, instead of studying it from the many
sides which so broad a question always presents."

Every question in this world has more than one side to it,

and because we, in our blind credulity, obstinately refused to

acknowledge this cardinal fact, we have wrought incalculable

injury to the whole nation. The masses and the classes,

employer and employed, capital and labour, Eadical and
Conservative, are all equally involved in the general loss, and
none have escaped the blighting influence of our folly.

They then add :
" Let us recognise the fact that we have

erred ; that in our desire to improve the position of the people

we have cast away the substance for the shadow ; that certain

alterations are essential in our fiscal arrangements, and we
shall soon retrieve our position and build upon sure foundations

a great structure of national prosperity. If we neglect to

do this, poverty and distress will increase, and our ruin as a

great nation will surely follow."



CHAPTER VI

MORE ANTI-FREE-TRADE OBJECTIONS LOSS OF AGRI-
CULTURAL WEALTH—SHRINKAGE IN TAXABLE AREA

HEAVIER BURDENS ON TAX-PAYERS

Anti-Feee-tradees further maintain that the Free-trade system
is such a record of losses all along the line that it is difficult to

plumb the profundity of their depth. For example, they point

to the enormous capital loss which agriculture has sustained
during the last thirty or forty years as affording another
instance of the destructive nature of the Free-trade policy.

They point out that in this busy wurkaday existence of ours
there is a kind of ceaseless barter going on, and each one of us
should be careful in ascertaining, beforehand, that we shall get
fair value in exchange for that which we give up. But in spite

of this we often neglect these little points on which so much
depends, and then we suffer in mind, body, or estate. The
same precaution should be taken by nations as by individuals.

Did we count the Cost ?

When we were offered a change in our fiscal system over
half a century ago—a change which was to do such great and
wonderful things for us as a people, and among others, convert

Great Britain into a land flowing with plenty of everything and
lots to spare—did we count the cost ? Did we sit in judgment
on the case and calmly sift the evidence for and against, and
then proceed to pass a well-considered decree ; or did we too

readily believe what we were told by one party to the suit, and
then pass a hasty, ill-considered, ex-jjcirte jmlgment ? These are

questions we might reasonably put to ourselves.

That we took the last-mentioned course is unfortunately

too well shown by the many evils which have grown out of our
actions ; evils which, at this late period, are so widespread
among the people as to demand our best and immediate con-

sideration and decisive action.

In the latter part of the first half of the nineteenth centiury

39
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there was, it is contended, perhaps as much need for reform in

the fiscal administration of the country as there is to-day ; few

of us, therefore, would care to carp and cavil at honest attempts

to relieve a strained position ; but as the Lest and surest way
to arrive at the true value of a thing is to measure it hy the

amount of success it yields, let us test what our forefathers did

for the country by this standard.

The Failure of Cobden's Scheme

To prove the utter and complete failure of the scheme
thrust upon us over half a century ago, we should calmly view

the position from all points, without prejudice and without

political bias, because if loc attempt to adjudicate on this

momentous question with a mind tainted h/ the faintest tinge of

partisanship we shall surely fail.

There is no need for elaborate statistical tables or reference

to official documents to prove our case here, for the facts are

patent to all ; and these facts, unpalatable though they must
be to those who uphold in its entirety our present fiscal system,

declare the utter worthlessness of a policy which was going to

give the people of this country full work and general prosperity,

good times all round, and employment for everybody.

As a matter of fact, the scheme was so badly devised, so

unsuited to the fiscal policy of Europe, and therefore quite

impracticable, and altogether so unhealthy, that it carried with

it, from the period of its inception, the germs of its own
destruction. How could any scheme of the kind succeed that

aimed at the destruction of a Gkeat National Industry, an
industry which is as essential to the people's existence as water

is to the thirsty soil ? But cxpcrimentia docet.

There is, it is pointed out, ample evidence on every side

that there is not work enough for the people ; that distress and
poverty abound, and that the standard of living among a large

section of the working-classes is far too low ; far below what it

need be— a standard of living with not a ray of hope or comfort

in it, and of so mean a nature as to be a positive injustice.

In every trade, profession, and industry the supply of labour

always largely exceeds the demand, and this means general

prccariousness of employment, a low wage standard, and certainly

a case of No Work for ma)iy.

Inckeased Cost of Living

Owing to the increased cost of living, the uncertainty of

employment, and the domestic necessity of " making both ends
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meet," women have entered tlie labour market as competitors

in many branches of employment which till quite recently

were exclusively reserved for men. Eecognising that the

employment of women is a necessary part of the economic

system of the country, and that it is sure to increase rather

than decrease, it is therefore essential that the field of laliour

should be generally enlarged so as to prevent that overcrowding

which rendered labour conditions so hard in the past, which

does so at present, and which will make them absolutely hope-

less in the future.

It then becomes clear that other fields of labour must be

sought out, and as the land is the only industry not worked
"for all it is worth," the land should be re-established as the

chief industry. Give every industrious tiller of the soil the

opportunity, under equitable provisions, of acquiring proprietary

rights, and with reasonable assistance from the State in certain

directions, the land would not only be capable of giving profit-

able employment to the loholc of our EnrjUsh workers, but would,

at the same time, relieve the congested labour conditions of all

other industries and professions, and result generally in those

obvious advantages which equilibrium of supply and demand
in the labour market involves.

It is also clear that the establishment of a balance of power

between employer and employed means, among other things,

greater independence of labour, full ijcrmanent work, better

wages, and, generally speaking, a higher standard of comfort

for workers.

Agkiculture and other Industries should co-operate

We want co-operation between agriculture and manu-
factures.

]\Ir. Ernest Williams, in one of his works on the subject,

" Our National Peril," says

—

" Agriculture is not only the greatest wealth-producer amongst

all the departments of industry, but the manufacturing industries

themselves depend upon it. . . . Agriculture and manufactures,

hving side by side, support each other even physiciilly as well as

economically, as the most elementary chemistry will explain to

you ; and wlien they arc wedded in the same community, wealth

and economic well-being are produced and conserved to an extent

which is not possible when they are divorced."

The unfortunate policy that the country was committed to

by a band of fervid but misguided people, a generation or more

ago, has, it is said, as surely encompassed the destruction of the
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people's great source of wealth—agriculture—as the Zealots of

Jerusalem, nearly nineteen hundred years ago, brought about
the destruction of their country.

Among other things, anti-Free-traders point to the
tremendous loss of agricultural wealth as affording one of

many examples of the utter inimicality of Free-trade to

national interests. Here is an estimate from the pen of one of

our great statisticians

—

Dimiiuitiou in Owners' capital £1,000,000,000

„ „ Farmers' „ 100,000,000

„ „ Farmers' profits 500,000,000

£1,600,000,000*

Appalling though this loss is, there has also been far-reach-

ing loss, which can only be guessed but hardly estimated, to

all who depended upon agriculture for their support—agri-

cultural implement makers, mechanics, labourers, harness

makers, carpenters, blacksmiths, masons, all of whom have had
to leave the rural districts for the urban, and helped to swell

the already overcrowded ranks of labour in our centres of

population.

The State then comes in as a great loser, whose tale of

losses is counted by many millions annually, and the ultimate

result of it all is that the entire burden of our folly or madness
falls, as such burdens always must fall, oa the 'pcoyle—the

working-classes and the tax-payers.

It is obvious that if a man loses a portion of his capital, his

income shrinks generally in exact proportion to the shrinkage

of capital, or, to put it in a more concrete form, it is clear that

a man trading with £10,000 is sure to derive a larger income
from that amount of capital, other things being equal, than he
would from i;5,000.

Agricultukal Wealth—Appalling Losses

The loss of £1,100,000,000 {eleven hundred millions sterling)

in landowners' and farming capital means, at only 4 per cent,

profit, an annual loss of income amounting to the colossal sum
of £44,000,000 {forty-four millions sterling) to landlords and

farmers alone. The loss of £500,000,000 in farmers' profits is

little short of a national disaster.

The next loss is to the State Exchequer, or in other words

—

the tax-payers. We all know that if a man be taxed on his

* Sir (then Mr.) Inglis Palgravc (in a paper read before the Royal Statistical

Society in February, 1905).
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net income the State revenue decreases in the exact proportion

to the decreased income. If landlords' and farmers' income
has decreased to the extent of ^'44,000,000 annually, it is clear

that a great shrinkage in the taxable area of the country must
have taken place, while the (Government revenue from income-

tax must also have decreased with it. This means, at one

shilling in the pound, an annual loss to the State of £2,200,000

{tivo millions huo hundred thousand pounds sterling).

It has already been pointed out that the first shock of all

this falls on the people, who feel it in the form of shortage

of work, reduction of wages, a lowering of the standard of

comfort, followed by distress and increasing poverty. It then

falls upon the tax-payer who is and must be ultimately re-

sponsible for every penny lost by mistakes in fiscal policy or

inept imperial or municipal administration.

Shrinkage of Taxable Area

Some writers who defend the present system maintain that

if the taxable area has shrunk in one direction, the general area

is larger than it was by several hundreds of millions. This is

true, but the argument applies to every country in Europe,

because of the growth of the population, the increase of wealth,

and the natural expansion of the taxable area ; but this, as is

pointed out by anti-Free-traders, is an altogether fortuitous

circumstance which cannot be used to serve the purposes of

Free-trade, since it applies equally to Protected countries. It

has been shown elsewhere that Germany, for example, which

has not sacrificed her agriculture, has, during a similar period,

increased her taxalile area by 71 per cent., while Great Britain

has only increased hers by 27 per cent.

The working-classes bear the first shock of this terrible

reaction; afterwards it reaches the tax-payer, and ultimately

assumes the proportions of an intolerable burden. The tax-

payer, in many instances, displays phenomenal ignorance of the

question, and is such an anomaly that he does not really know
that what the State spends comes out of his pocket. How
often it is said, " Oh, it does not matter, the State will have to

shell out " ! as though the State derived its income from sources

alto<^ether apart from the direct and indirect taxation of the

people.

The Patient Tax-payer

He is, however, forced to realise at last that this attitude

of indifference has induced the building up of a system of
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expenditure in respect to Poor Law administration, and similar

subjects, so lavish and wasteful, and withal so useless and
ineffectual, as to amount to a public scandal and a positive

injustice to every tax-payer in the kingdom.
He is also forced to recognise that his apnthy in regard to

fiscal affairs has resulted in maladministration to such an
extent as to cause widespread loss to State, land-owners, and
farmers, as well as poverty and misery to the working-classes

;

and it has cast upon the tax-paying community far heavier

burdens than there is the least necessity for, burdens of which
all are heartily sick and tired, because they know, from bitter

everyday experience, that all effort is futile, and that these

burdens are borne without affording the least real relief to

those for whose benefit they were imposed.

He sees that the whole question is becoming more difficult

and menacing each year, that the poverty of the people has
become so prevalent as to demand more and more attention

and support from the State and the charitable public, and that

it has, in fact, become the most important question of the day.

It looms largely in the Government progi'amme of work in

every session ; it forms the basis uf all Socialist agitation and
enterprise ; it is a favourite war-cry of all the people's " cham-
pions," and he is so accustomed to its presence that he has

come to regard it as an integral part of the social fabric, a
necessary result of human life.

Poverty, the Heritage of Tax-payers

Looked at, then, from any point of view, the destruction of

agriculture by Cobden's unfortunate policy has wrought incal-

culable harm all round—to landlords, farmers, the State, and
the people ; and Poverty reigns where Prosperity should rule.

Poverty, indeed, has been with us for so long that we have

come to regard it as a " heritage of the ages "
; it always has

been and always must be, and there is no use in trying to get

away from the fact. Poverty, we say, is j ust one of the effects

of human existence, as wealth is another ; it always has existed

and always vnll exist, and there is really no use talking

about it.

"No use talking about it!" exclaim Free-trade opponents.
" Is there not ? " Nevertheless, let us talk about it in order to

see if what we say in this respect is not one of those human
fallacies which are as plentiful as blackberries in autumn, and
only require a little pricking to prove what airy bubbles they

are in reality. We think there is no use talking about the

question of poverty, because it is a common belief that it
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cannot Le Joiio away with ; we think like this, in other words,
" because everyl)o(Iy thinks so."

I'or tliousands of years every! )ody believed that the earth

was the centre of the universe, and tliat the snn revolved round

this planet until Copernicus and Galileo proved to us tliat the

very opposite was the case.

Who l)elieves to-day in this fallacy ?

These are but a few of the many objections of tlie ^reat

anti-Free-trade party to the present fiscal and agi-icultural

conditions, wldcli might be multiplied ad infinUuiii did space

permit.

25WV,«Z0 y_^



CHAPTER VII

WHAT ONLOOKERS THINK OF FREE-TRADE

Having devoted mucli space to the consideration of this most
important question from the point of view of both Free-

traders and anti-Free-traders, it should now be examined from

the standpoint of those who prefer to assume a perfectly

independent attitude in their treatment of the subject.

The question, however, is of such magnitude and covers

so much of the broad field of Sociology that it is impossible

to do more than deal briefly with a few of the many important

considerations involved.

To that great mass of British subjects who have hitherto

posed as spectators in the vast national auditorium, one of the

most striking parts of the play is its inconsistencies and para-

doxes. On the one hand there is colossal individual wealth, and
on the other—collective poverty. There is a vast home and
foreign trade, and yet widespread—unemployment. There is

a huge area of the finest and most productive agricultural land

in the world and no—agriculture. There floats upon the broad

bosom of the world's waters the mightiest fleet of merchant
vessels which a single nation has ever collected together under
one flag, and yet, with immense numbers of our people seeking

work up and down the country, the crews are composed largely

of—foreigners. With our marvellous and almost unique
mechanical and manufacturing skill—which amounts really

to genius—coupled with our rich and practically inexhaustible

mineral wealth, which together offer tremendous possibilities

of local production and home employment, we nevertheless

encourage foreigners to make for us that which w^e could make
better for ourselves, and so—force our own people to seek work
in other lands. With numbers of able men of good position

and independent means, men of noble purpose and full of

patriotism who would serve their country loyally, either on the

municipal councils or in the Imperial Parliament, the " seats of

the mighty " are, with some notable exceptions, mostly filled

4G
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by place-hunting and time-serving political hucksters, whose
everyday acts proclaim them to be degenerate sons of a great

nation.

Independent Opinion

These and many other incongruities which mark the course

of national affairs lead this vast body of independent men, who
have hitherto taken no part in the business of the country

—

save to vote for the party to which they incline, and pay their

rates and taxes—to conclude tliat tliere is so much tliat is wrong
in the administration of public matters as to demand searching

inquiry and drastic changes.

The present conditions of widespread and ever-increasing

unemployment, prevalent destitution, the need of enormous
State and private charities—among many other evidences of

national failure—offer direct proof that whatever else the

present fiscal system may have done for the country, it has

not prevented these misfortunes befalling the people ; and it

may, therefoi-e, be safely asserted that, if after sixty years, this

system of working our fiscal arrangements so signally fails, it

is not a good, practical, up-to-date and everyday system. It

may be an excellent system for merchants, shippers, bankers,

manufacturers, and many others who individually profit by it,

but the evidences of poverty, distress, unemployment, and that

political unrest which is always born of a people's degradation,

and never of their elevation, prove that it has operated to the

utter undoing of the masses.

Parliamentary Windbags

Then, they are wholly dissatisfied and alarmed by that

wordy warfare which is for ever raging round every national

question wliich comes up before Parliament, resulting in nothing
but copia verborum. Session after session passes by, and yet the
country is not the richer in wise statutes, nor the people bene-
fited by remedial legislation. Each political party plays that
game which best serves its own interests.

The Tories don't want drastic Land Reform, because it would
interfere with their interests, while the Eadicals want it but are
afraid to act up to their convictions for fear of offending the
" aristocracy " of their own party, as also for other reasons.
The Labour Party want everything to come their way, and their

entire policy is characterised by pre-eminent selfishness. Labour
must be free, dominant, supreme, and every interest must be
subordinated to that end. Socialists and Irish Nationalists ai-e
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simply Irreconcilables, uud uothing more need be said about
them.

Up and down the line there is no loophole of escape

;

political parties, Governments, political economists, have all got

their private axes to grind, and, between them all, national afiairs

suffer. Party and policy rule the situation. Every man, before

he enters Parliament, must first learn some political creed, and
that creed binds him, body and soul, to his Party. Independence
is lost ; initiative is dead ; he may have ideas, but he never

voices them, albeit in this he is of use to his Party : he falls

into what somebody has called " the general mush of con-

cession," and his usefulness to his country is lost.

No Hope fkom " Business " Men

Turning to our business men, there seems little help in that

direction.

The prevailing idea is that if we hold out a helping hand
to our industries, assisting one of them in this direction and
another in that, and generally put them in a position to fight

on more equal terms with their foreign rivals by setting them
free of those shackles with which they are so sorely hampered
to- day, we shall overcome all difficulties ; but iu this we are

mistaken.

By altering our laws so as to give the country a wise, well-

considered fiscal system, we shall, without doubt, do some good,

but beyond that—nothing. Our industries may absorb a few
thousand more " hands," wages may even slightly rise ; in

certain industrial sections there may be less uncertainty of

employment and less distress ; but the main question—the

poverty of the general body of the people—will remain
untouched.

It is not so much tlie thousands that we want to assist as

the millions.

The surplus thousands may be absorbed by manufactures,

but the surplus millions only by the Land.
This is the great central fact around which the entu'e

question rotates ; it is the keystone of the arch, the pivot on
which the fulcrum works ; and yet, strangely enough, it is

persistently left out as a factor of no importance at all, by all

the Governments of the past, by publicists, speakers, and by
most of the Press. Study The National Statute Book for years

past, and see how barren it is of effort to relieve the situation

by means of the land, save in one or two attempts to afford

partial relief. Listen to the rhetoric of platform orators, and
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mark liow carefully they avoid all reference to the land as a

factor in the most burning social question of the day.

It is patent enough to the poorest intelligence that there is

something fundamentally wrong with the system upon which
our social and economic arrangements work.

It is seen that, in spite of all ei'fort on the part of Govern-
ment, of all social and industrial effort on the part of the

people, of the enormous coutri])utions from the public purse,

and of the still greater aid from private sources, poverty of an
alarming type still falls upon the people as a curse ; that work
is difficult to get and hard to retain, and that the entire social

and economic condition of the people is deplorable.

It is seen that in Germany and other European States there

is very little poverty, that work is abundant, wages good, and
the general condition of the people, in these respects at least, far

better than with us.

It is noticeable that this difference is due to tlie fact, and to

one fact only, that in all these countries the Land is the staple

industry, and all others are subordinate to it.

Intolerable Strain of Present Situation

It is patent to all men that the intolerable strain of the
present situation can never be relieved by perpetuating the
wrong-headed policy of the last fifty years or so.

Seven hundred and twenty millions sterling in poor-rates
have been raised since the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834
came into operation, and who shall say that the country is

better for these squandered millions, or that the position of the
people has improved ?

*

Will Government give tax-payers a substantial guarantee
that the three to four hundred millions that they will exact
from them during the next ten years will do more good tlian the
two hundred and ninety-six millions which they have paid into
the State coffers during the led ten years ?

Can Government give the country any assurance, worth the
paper it is written on, that Bills of the type of their Scottish
Small HoldiiKjs Bill, or their Small Holdings Bill for England,
would really and permanently relieve the poverty of the people,
generally improve the position, and reduce, even by a trifle, the
heavy burden of poor-rates ?

Is there a single statesman in Parliament, or out of it, who,
calmly and dispassionately viewing the position and nicely

* Mr. John Burns stated in the House of Commons on September 29, 1909,
that £597,000,000 had actually been sjjcnt on poo? i^elief during the las4
seventy-five years.

E
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balancing in his far-seeing mind the many impossibilities of the

case, can conscientiously assure us that under the existing

conditions of our economic administration and the peculiarly

enervating effect on the people of our Poor Laws, there is the

very faintest chance of permanently improving the position so as

to find work for all, and do away with the necessity for poverty ?

Seventy Years' Bitter Experience

After the bitter experience of the last seventy years, and
the many sad manifestations of condign faihire which are, alas,

too abundantly spread around us to-day, is there a man in the

kingdom who, apart from party bias and political influence, can

honestly say that, if the poor-rates be increased from £35,000,000
annually to £45,000,000, these added ten millions will do aught

else than temporarily relieve an ever-present and ever-growing

demand on the tax-payers' pockets ?

The Government's own figures show how poverty and
pauperism have flourished under State protection, and how,
in spite of enormous trade expansion and industrial progress

and of the vast accumulation of individual wealth, it has grown
into an insatiable monster which administrative effort cannot

appease, nor national sacrifice satisfy. Governments have done
their best under an unhealthy system which engenders its own
agents of destruction, while tax-payers have flung their millions

into these fathomless quicksands of pauperism without avail and
without hope.

In order that the position may be the better understood,

some statistics bearing on the question are appended for easy

reference—

*

Year. Population.
Amount raised in Poor

Kates.
Incidence per Head of

the Population.

£ .<!. d.

1834 24,028,584 7,000,000 5 9

1895-96 39.221,109 26,331,700 13 5
1900-01 41,154,646 30,126,236 14 8i
1904-05 42,793,272 34,926,280 16 2|
1905-06 43,221,145 37,170,449 17 2

1906-07 43,661,092 37,530,473 17 2

The Poor Law Incubus

These figures will show that even in the dark days of 1834,
that dreary time when poverty was considered so excessive as

* Cd. 4258, Parliamentary Blue Book, 1908.
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to demand a change in our Corn Laws, only about seven

millions were raised in poor-rates, while the incidence per head

of population was only 5s. '^d.

In 1895-96 the amount raised was over twenty-six millions,

and the incidence per head rose to 13.s. M. ; in 1901 it was

found necessary to raise as much as thirty millions with an

incidence of 14s. 8rZ. ; in 1904-5 nearly thirty-five millions

were required, with a still higlier charge per head of population

of 16s. 2d. ; while in 1907 thirty-seven and a half millions were

raised, with a charge per head of population of ITs. 2d.

And it is ever thus : growing pauperism, increased un-

employment, rising taxes, and no hope at the end of it all.

How WE HAVE Blundered

That we have gravely blundered in the management of our

affairs there is no doubt. That we are perpetuating the blunder

by continuing to hold on to a policy that has failed, is also clear.

That the strain will continue, the condition of the people

remain unimproved, and the tax-payers' millions be squandered

in vain, becomes a matter of certainty. Two things may inter-

vene to avert this undesirable and monstrously unjust state of

affairs—a recognition by Parliament of the necessities of the

situation, and a combination of the two great dominating parties

to relieve the position, or a general awakening of the great

Middle-Classes party to a becoming sense of their own power
and responsibilities and to the necessity of combined action in

self-defence.

That the country will witness a coalition of political parties

in the House, or out of it, so that the people's interests might he

served, is as unlikely as that oil will mingle with water; and
any hope in that direction would, therefore, be futile.

Middle-Classes to the Eescue

That this vast Middle-Classes party may at length assert

itself is not so improbable. It has, it is true, hitherto been
wedged between the eternally opposed forces of Aristocracy and
Democracy, and has thus been a negligible quantity in national

politics, but there are many indications to-day of its awakening

;

and when this immense body changes its potentialities into a

mighty moving force, who shall say what may not happen ?

This ]\Iiddle-Cla8ses party has hitherto been a scattered mass,

lacking coherence, and as voiceless in the councils of State as a

deaf mute ; but bind the scattered parts together by affinity of

interests, weld them into a whole by the mutual instinct of self-

defence ; drill, discipline, and train them to combined action in
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Imperial interests, and many national evils will soon disappear,

and many a stain on the escutcheon of national honour will

soon be wiped away.

They must, however, learn the maxim, " The surest help

comes from within," because no aid can come to them from
without. Many modern Conservatives are as averse to real

reform that would benefit the people as were the old-fashioned

Tories. The Radicals' fiscal legislation is notoriously pre-

dacious, and directed entirely against the great Middle-Classes.

Labourites and Socialists hold the bourgeoisie in supreme con-

tempt, and would, if they had the power, render them as extinct

as the Dodo ; and so

—

the Middle- Classes must learn to help them-

selves, as the Labourites and Socialists have done, by their strong

right arms and stout hearts.

USELESSNESS OF POLEMICS IN PeACTICAL InDUSTKY

Then, once more, this great body of men who discern grave
dangers in existing conditions to national integrity, recognise
the senselessness of the mass of polemics that are hurled at the
very simple question of how to cultivate our waste fields and
make the most of our industries. These rudimentary questions,

which were settled by our Continental neighbours long ago, and
which never give their " professors " a moment's thought to-day,

are treated by many people in this country as though they
constituted in themselves some new discovery in the broad
fields of science. In regard to agriculture, all the civilised

States of the world, and the uncivilised as well, long ago
discovered the golden rule that it is better to cultivate your
fields than to allow them to lie waste and unproductive, and
they simply cultivated them. In regard to trade and industries,

they discovered another golden rule, namely, that these should
be conducted along lines that would insure the best possible

national results, and also conduce to the comfort, wealth, and
prosperity of the people generally. This is practically a universal
law with all the chief nations of the world.

With us it is different. The subject of whether we should
or should not cultivate our fields is a controversial question.

The result is, we do not cultivate them, and therefore there is

enormous loss. The question as to how to run our trades
and industries is also a matter for endless controversy; the
result being enormous pauper taxation, unemployment, unfair
foreign competition, immense poverty, discontent, political

unrest, and a general state of exactly what we deserve for our
folly!
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}Iow "Cheapness" may piiove a Curse

Another alarming feature in our present-day system, which

strikes this great body of independent onlookers, is the reckless

manner in which every interest in the kingdom is sacrificed to

Ci.iEAi'NKSS. That every reasonable c;ire should be taken by

the national administration to secure the best possible terms all

round in regard to the price of commodities, so that all classes

of the people may be equally benefited, is quite sound ; but if

cheapness, per se, be the prime motive of those who set up this

procedure, then it stands to reason that in securing certain low-

priced goods many other interests would have to be sacrificed

that would conceivably outweigh the single advantage of

Cheapness.
A cheap loaf, for example, might not, it is held, be the boon

and blessing to all classes of the community that Free-traders

would have the people believe, because in securing it you must
necessarily deprive a number of people of the means of buying

a loaf at all, cheap or dear. In legislating for this " cheap loaf,"

so called, it is known that agriculture had to be sacrificed, and,

in sacrificing agriculture, millions of people—and here it should

be understood that millions were included in the ruin and not

thousands—were thrown out of employment and

—

had to leave

the country to avoid starvation.

Exhausting Emigration

If a man has to leave his native land to avoid starvation

because the laws of his country deprive him of his occupation,

it follows that those laws are either unwise or unjust, or both.

If the people have to leave their native land in their millions

and tens of millions, it follows that those laws are not only

unwise and unjust, but highly dangerous to the stability of the

nation, in that they constitute an exhausting drain on the

manhood of the country which is depleting it of its virile

strength. Not less than 3,205,897 of the best, hardiest, and

most enterprising of our people emigrated from these shores

during the fifteen years 1893-1907,* while upwards of 14,000,000

souls found the necessity of lleeiug from their mother-country

since Free-trade set up its system, because of the unwisdom
and injustice of these measures.

Now it follows in natural sequence that, if national allairs

"Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom, 1893-1907" (Parlia-

mentary Blue Book).
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are conducted on the principle of securing some advantages for

certain sections of the people at the expense of certain other

sections, class legislation must be resorted to and the interests

of the commonwealth endangered.

This reckless method of dealing with grave political matters

has, it is contended, resulted in the w^orst possible effects on the

national life, which are only too manifest in every town and
village in the country ; and whatever else may be claimed for

Free-trade, this single fact in itself constitutes so serious a

charge as to condemn it on the grounds of its lacking in those

essentials which every national system of economics must
possess before it can secure the best possible results to all

classes of the community.

Onlookers deny Advantages claimed by Free-traders

Looked at from the point of view of public utility, this vast

band of independent spectators see no more reason to invest

the Free-trade system with those wonderful enlightening and
civilising influences claimed for it by Free-traders than do the

more direct antagonists of the movement—the Tariff-reformers.

That enormous trade expansion, the development of manu-
facturing resources, the building of railways, telegraphs, and
the opening up of all means of internal and foreign communica-
tion, have taken place during the last fifty years or so, there is

no question. The cheapening of certain commodities, the spread

of education, the freedom of the Press, the enormous increase in

cheap literature, the extension of the cheap postal system, and
a host of other benefits too numerous to mention, are also freely

admitted ; but to affirm that these are the results of Free-trade

is to advance a proposition which is demonstrable only by the

measure of its own absurdity. That food and certain other

commodities are cheaper than they were is due almost entirely

to the general application of steam to seagoing craft, the

enormous extension of the railway system in every country

of the world, the tremendous facilities offered throughout the

world for the rapid and cheap handling and transport of

goods, and the universal application of mechanical contrivances

to manufactures. Wheat, for instance, can now be carried

from the United States to Liverpool three or four times as

cheaply as it could be conveyed seventy years ago from London
to Liverpool.
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Benefits shared equally by all Nations

The benefits owing to this universal progressive development
in every department of economics have been, and are being,

shared alike by all civilised countries, most of which have
raised up for themselves high walls of " Protection " ; and to

claim that Great Britain obtains her share through, and by the

means of, " Free-trade " is to affirm that which is not only
absurd but untrue.



CHAPTER VIII

WHAT ONLOOKERS THINK OF FREE-TRADE

—

Continued

One of the strongest cards played by anti-Free-traders in this

game of national economics, and one which is bound to impress
the onlooker, is the frankness with which they appeal to the

people. " Don't take what we say as gospel truth, but judge for

yourselves. If the results of Free-trade are as beneficial as

Free-traders declare them to be, the people should be enjoying

a time of plenty and gladness. Let your judgment be formed
only upon the basis of practical illustrations as afforded by
existing conditions," say they, "and if you find these to be
all that you desire, all that you deem to be necessary in the

interests of the people, then continue your Free-trade system
by all means, for our efforts will have been made in vain."

To those among us who are really desirous of putting the

case to such reasonable tests, there is unfortunately too much
evidence forthcoming of widespread havoc—a ruined land
industry and all that it involves, a terribly congested labour
market, lost manufacturing industries, dearth of employment,
and vast masses of unemployed, exhaustion of national energy
by the constant drain of compulsory emigration, and a mass of

pauperism the like of which is not known in any civilised

country in the world.

Industrial Humiliation

The incident of the 3000 English dockers at Hamburg in

the spring of 1907 shows the ease with which foreign markets
can be supplied with the overplus of British labour, while the

discharge of artisans from the Woolwich Arsenal about the

same period, and the immediate recourse to emigration which
followed, proves how precarious employment is in this country,

and how difficult it is to get fresh work.

Here is what the TJaily Mait said on tlie subject of the

Hamburg strike on April 13, 1907

—

56
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"Whatever m;iy be the nlLimate result, the strn,t;,i,fle incideutuUy

will have the eHect of enaljlin<^^ some i-iWO Eii^lish professors of

the theoretical cheap loaf to earn their daily bread for a few days

longer. I am becoming accustomed to the spectacle of the English

Arbeifici//if/p (glad of a job) gladly picking up the scattered crumbs

of Germany's industrial prosperity, but sdll it seems to me a strange

plight for Englishmen to be reduced to. . . . The men were working

willingly. They had, for once in a way, a job which English indus-

trial conditions failed to provide, and one could only feel glad to see

them still cheerfully employed. But quite lialf the crates and packing-

cases of German manufactured goods they were cheerfully loading

for transport over sea bore in stencilled black letters the familiar

legend, 'Made in Germany,' which indicated that they were destined

either for England or for English Colonies. Displaced English

labour reduced to getting a living by helping to displace English

manufactures."

What a depth of bitter humiliation and cruel irony there is

for the English people in that last sentence ! Displaced English

labour reduced to getting a living hij hclinng to displace English

manufactures. And, alas ! it is true. Not only is it true, but

if Germany, or other countries which have built up a solid wall

of hostile tariffs against our manufactures, wanted English

labour by tens of thousands, they would get it \\i\X\ the same

ease with which Hambm-g got her 8000.

Let us now find out what this means, for we are face to

face with a strangely anomalous position. On the one hand,

we have the Government and Free-traders pointing to the

expansion of national trade as indicating national prosperity

;

and on the other, the Tariff-reformers pointing to congested

labour markets, the masses of unemployed, the precariousness

of employment, lost industries, and the phenomenal pauperism

of the country (compared with every other civilised country

in the world), as indicating commercial atrophy and national

decline.

This sums up, approximately enough, the exact position of

the two great contending political parties of the State, and we
will now settle the matter lay the sure test of practical common-
sense.

In order that the writer may have an active and perfectly

unfettered mind on this subject, as also on other matters

affecting the commonweal, he has, for some years past, cut

himself adrift from qxqij political party in the kingdom because

he realised the utter impossibility of striking a course along

which he, among others, might travel with advantage, so long

as he found himself pulled this way or that by some political

influence or other.
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If the people of tliis country would hut follow the same
path, social and economic affairs would soon alter for the better.

Necessity for Political Independence

The names of political parties are rapidly becoming mean-
ingless terms to a vast number of people nowadays, and the

sooner they declare that Liberals, Liberal-Unionists or Eadicals,

Nationalists or Socialists are nothing to them so long as they

get a Government that will work in their true interests, the

better it will be for all classes.

The country requires a Government that will remove once

and for all those evils from which it is suffering to-day,

and which good government in the past would have entirely

obviated; and it is becoming clearer, day by day, that the

present system of party politics is extremely unlikely to bring

about these changes which are essential in the public interests.

Here is presented a strange spectacle—the people of the

greatest trading and manufacturing country in the world gladly

accepting employment, even for a few weeks, from our greatest

commercial and industrial European rival, because they cannot

find work in their own country. Couple this fact with others

of a like nature—widespread distress, the congested state of

labour in all professions, trades, and industries ; the existence

of phenomenal pauperism and the necessity of legalising it as

a State institution ; the stupendous sums spent on pauper relief

each year; the cruel drain on the virile energy of the nation

by the constant and ever-increasing stream of emigration—and
the very natural and common-sense conclusion is arrived at

that the social and economic condition of the people is as had

as it can he : that our fiscal administration is fatally wrong,

and that unless we alter and amend it, irrespective of the

feelings of this political party or that, we shall simply bring

about the disintegration of the Empire.

Individual Interests attacked

Political parties and political economy enthusiasts will, no

doubt, say that this method of reasoning is faulty and the

conclusions wrong. The individual reply to this, of every man
who writes himself " Independent," is obviously :

" Mij social

and economic position has been rudely assailed; my interests

are at stake liere ; my pocket has suffered ; and in spite of

what these gentlemen tell me I am going to settle this matter

at last in my own way. I will take my own course in spite

of the fact that our import and export trade is apparently in a
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flourishing condition, because I find that this one thing alone

does not, and cannot, constitute in itself all the many factors

that are essential to ultimate success and prosperity. I find

that the wonderful cry of the party in power, that great trade

expansion means National Prosperity, is as false and mislead-

ing and as fatal to the real interests of the People, and there-

fore to my interests, as such political cries and catchwords

usually are.

" I find that trade expansion, despite the wonderful things

claimed for it, means prosperity to a comparatively small

number of manufacturers and commercial men, and to the

"aristocracy" of industrial labour, but the same dead level of

non-prosperity for the masses; the same sordid, narrow, mean,

half-fed, struggling existence for millions of workers, and there-

fore for myself; and my faith in the universal benefits that are

said to come out of the great trade expansion is dead ; killed

by the falseness of its own doctrine.
" I find that the great party war-cry of the Cheap Loaf, for

example, is as false as it is destructive, because, despite its

attractiveness, it has done no more for the People than has any
other political catchword. I look around me on all sides, and

instead of finding thriving, prosperous conditions and a fair

average standard of material comfort among the masses, I find,

on the contrary, there are excessive poverty and a general

average of wretchedness, denoting a precariousness of life which

has no parallel in any other country.

The "Cheap Loaf" Cry a Mockery

"The scheme which was going to bring about National
prosperity and which adopted the Cheap Loaf cry as its watch-

word, has, in reality, robbed the people of the means of earning

the so-called cheap loaf, and the cry is nothing but a mockery

and a delusion.

"What is the use of promising a man cheap bread if you

deprive him of the means of earning money to buy it with ?

If the promise were worth anything, would hundreds of thousands

of our workers be on the brink of starvation to-day ? Would
work be so difficult to get and so hard to retain ?

"Would the great Unemployed question be so prominent,

pauperism so rampant, poor-rates so high, excessive emigration

so necessary, and widespread despondency among our working

classes so pronounced, if there were anything of value in this

often used and much-vaunted cry ?
"

Then he would proceed

—

" I find among my fellow-countrymen an amount of political
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unrest which should not be there, and when I come to deter-

mine what this means, I find it springs out of discontent at the

unfavourable, and yet unnecessary, condition which the vast
army of British workers are undoubtedly in to-day. I find

this discontent in many instances has assumed the form of

passive and active hostility, not only to the governing body,
but to the entire administration of the country ; while it also

evinces deadly antagonism to all existing social and economic
conditions which would at once be swept away if the malcon-
tents ever gained the ascendancy."

Peesent Unsatisfactoey Conditions quite Avoidable

" I find that every one of the undesirable conditions which

have brought about this undisguised hostility to existing forms

of national administration is quite unnecessary, and that they

could have been easily avoided had the political parties of the

country nut betrayed the people by constantly putting Party

interests before National needs, and so sacrificing the people's

good to party gain."
" I lastly find that so long as this terribly unjust and

undoubtedly suicidal system obtains, so long will the country's

legislators—irrespective of whichever party they may claim

to belong—merit the just execration of the people."

Such replies as these will ]>& found in the mouth of every

person in this country, be he working man or tax-payer, who
has thought out this matter in a rational manner.

When we look about and carefully note the sad state to

which our people have been reduced since they commenced to

follow after these wretched phantasms of political catchwords,

we wonder if there be a man among us who, in his heart, really

believes that the cheap loaf, for example, is anything more
than a party cry raised for the purpose of catching the voter ?

Does our great array of workers who, although in employ-
ment to-day, may—owing to the uncertainties which enshroud
the labour market question—be out of work to-morrow, really

believe in the efficacy of this political war-cry ?

British workmen of late years have taken a keen interest

in national politics, and quite right too, for they have a con-

siderable stake in the commonwealth, and it is fitting that they

should look after their own interests. They are stalwart

fighters and loyal partisans, and constitute in themselves a

powerful division of the great political army ; but quite apart

from the faintest trace of political bias can they honestly say,

that even if the cheap loaf cry were capable of conferring on
the people the one lenefit of a cheap loaf, it has not, at the same
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time, deprived them of quite a numhcr of economic advantages

which enormously outvjcvjh the single hencfit of cheap bread ?

This purpose cannot be served better tlian by referring here

to the Keport of what is called tlie " Gainsborough Com-
mission." *

It will be borne in mind that a " Commission " of working

men was formed in 1906 at Gainsborough to study the conditions

of labour prevailing in German workshops and the social status

of German M'ork-people.

Six men were elected by ballot from among their co-workers.

Their names are : T. W. Mottershall, J. Mann, G. W. Brown,

G. Proctor, H. Beilljy, and H. Calvert, and they were employed

by Messrs. Marshall, Sons and Co., liose Bros., and Edlington

and Co, (all of Gainsborough).

Some of them were recognised Free-traders, The object of

the journey was entirely unp)olitical, it being intended, mainly,

that certain fallacies prevailing in England, concerning the

rate of wages and mode of life of German workmen, should be

rectified.

EiVAL Labour Conditions in Geemany

The working men were conducted through Germany by
Mr. J. L. Bashford, the editor of the book, " Life and Labour
in Germany," which contained an account of their investi-

gations.

The necessary facilities for carrying out such a task were

most readily given by the Secretary of State of the German
Imperial Home Office, by the Prussian j\Iinister of Trade and
Commerce, by a number of manufacturers and others con-

nected with industry, and by the organising authorities of the

Social Democratic I'arty.

The members of the Commission represented more tlian one

phase of political thought, hence the reports deal with the

various questions from several points of view.

Throughout the tour the men applied themselves assiduously

to their arduous task, and were determined to carry out their

inquiry in as thorough a manner as was possible in the sliort

time at their disposal, namely, six weeks.

On their return to England each delegate handed to ]\Ir.

Bashford a written statement of the impression made upon
him in Germany—a faithful reproduction of his own views on
all he saw and heard—extracts from which are appended.

* " Life and Labour iu Germany " (llcports of the Gaiusborough Com-
mission).
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Mr. Proctor said

—

"AVe found that Germany raised tariffs against every other

country, and that France, America, Russia, South America, Spain,

Italy, Austria, and other countries in Europe, raised tariffs against

her ; but this did not stop the expansion of her trade with other

countries."

Mr. Beilby wrote

—

" During the whole six weeks I was in Germany I only came
across one case of drunkenness. This state of temperance must,

I am convinced, be an important factor in the prosperity of the
country."

Mr. Brown stated

—

" The German workman seems to be more sober and steady than
our own work-people, and he dresses well. When he gets employment,
he seems to like to stop where he is, instead of always changing."

Mr. Mann wrote

—

" I went to Germany with an open mind wdth regard to tariff

reform, but had not gone far before I found that something would
have to be done to protect our industry at home. It is reasonable

to suppose that when the people of England get thoroughly awakened
to the losses naturally incurred by them in consequence of the high
tariffs imposed by foreign countries, they will ultimately come to the

conclusion that what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander,
and will ask that foreigners shall pay for the use of the British

market just as foreigners make British manufacturers, through their

high tariffs, pay for the use of their markets."

Mr. Calvert said

—

No Lack of Employment in Germany

" It cannot be asserted with any degree of truth that the social

conditions of the German workman, taken generally, suffer by com-
parison with our own, nor can we say that at present there is a lack

of employment.
" In the elementary schools there is no raggedness, nor sign of

starvation, as we were led to suppose we should see. This is not to

be wondered at, when we remember that the Empire is at present

subject to a wave of general prosperity."

Mr. Mottershall said

—

" A citizen of the German Empire is accepted by the State as a

responsibility, and is taken in hand ixovQ. childhood, with a view of
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obtaining from such citizen the l)est results possible for the benefit

of the Empire as a whole.
" It is reasonable to suppose that when the English people awake

to the losses actually incurred by them in consequence of the high

tariffs imposed by Germany and other foreign countries, that it is

necessary for the protection of the English workmen, that the

foreigners should pay for the use of the English market."

Some extracts from the general body of the Eeport bear

with singular significance on the case we are considering.

Comparative Poverty of England and Germany

Crefeld, the seat of the German velvet and silk industry,

was the first great town visited by the Commission, and what
the delegates found there may be taken as the keynote of the

entire question respecting the Comparative Poverty of Great

Britain and Germany.

" There is no penury to be seen in the streets of Crefeld," said

the delegates on visiting that place, and they saw no reason to

change this note during their extended tour through industrial

Germany.
" The general condition of the working classes in the industrial

town of Crefeld impressed us. Wherever we came into contact with

them we were struck by their genial character, general physical

health, cheerfulness of demeanour and freshness about their work.

No sign of extreme poverty meets the eye ; the problem of the

unemployed obviously does not weigh upon the municipal authorities

at the present juncture."

In Rheinhauseu and Essen, Bechum, Dortmund ; in Selingen,

Dusseldorf, Cologne, Frauk{brt-on-]\Iaine ; in Bavaria and

Saxony; in Leipzig, Hamburg, Berlin, the same experiences

are met with.

Widespread Poverty does not exist in Germany

" Widespread, pinching poverty, in the worst sense of the word,

does not exist under the present conditions of the labour market.

There is a demand for labour, not a scarcity ; the working classes

here are receiving wages which, even if not quite up to our British

standard, are not illiberal, and are certainly above the standard we
were led to expect they were before we left England."

" The (luestion of the unemployed does not exist here,"

"The men in this neighbourhood earn good wages, so that it is

not necessary for the women to go out to work."
" We could, however, see no trace of want. There is no lack of

employment^ and all the works here are fully occupied."
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" It cannot be said that the municipality is troubled here with an
' Unemployed ' question on a large scale."

These few extracts sufficiently emphasise the startling fact

that poverty, as we know it in this country, is practically-

unknown in the German Empire.

Another phase of the question which this very practical and
intensely interesting Report invests with remarkable significance

—the prosperity of the German working classes, as evidenced

by the State Savings Banks—is dealt with in an extract from

the Eeport, showing what the German work-people have been

able to do towards making provision for the future—

Enormous Savings of German Work-people

" The statistics of the Prussian Savings Banks, just published,

bear out all that we have been able to notice concerning the

improvement in the condition of the working classes. The amount
of deposits almost doubled between 1894 and 1004. In 189-1 they

amounted to 4,000.67 mihions of marks (£196,111,275), in 1905, to

7,761.93 millions (£380,485,300). The total amount in the whole

of the German Empire of the deposits lying in the savings banks, is

said to be about £598,000,000."

Similar statistics for the United Kingdom provide the

following figures :

—

1804 1904

Post Office Savin£,^s Banks*. . . £89,266,006 £148,339,354
Trustee Savings liank .... 43,474,904 52,280,861

£132,740,910 £200,620,215

These figures show that for every head of the population in

Germany there is a sum of £10 12,s'. 2d. in the savings banks
while for the United Kingdom there is but £4 15-s. ^d., or less

than one- half.

While in Germany also the deposits of the working-classes

had about doubled in the ten years ending 1904, they had only

increased in this country hy fifty-one jper cent, in the same period.

In this commercial world we generally measure a man's
prosperity by his bank balance, and if we apply this practical

standard to the working-classes of Great Britain and Germany,
we shall find that our own people suffer consideraljly by the

contrast. It supplies a scathing condemnation of the economic
and fiscal system, for it proves its utter unsuitability to the

present needs of the country, while it serves no purpose but to

* Savings Banks only have been taken in both countries.
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spread wealth and prosperity amoii<^ foreign nations at the

expense of our own countrymen. We do not grudge foreign

peoples that measure of success and prosperity which the wiser

fiscal laws of their country enable them to enjoy, but we bitterly

resent the continuance of inept fiscal laws in our own country,

which serve only to limit the success of the British people and
deprive them of that prosperity in which it is their right to

participate.

The consideration of this part of the question might be
suitably closed by the following extract from the Report :

—

Germany's Peosperity synchronises with Protection

" Wliilst proceeding from town to town in this busy and pros-

perous district of the Crerman Empire, we liave been forced to face

the fact that it has been during the period following upon the

introduction of protection duties by Prince Bismarck, in 1S79, that

Germany has ceased to be poor and has become well-to-do ; that her

work-people have received a large increase in wages ; that the general

social condition of the latter has improved ; that Germany's industry

has developed ; that she has succeeded in extending her foreign trade

and in acquiring ready markets for her continuously developing
industry.

" We sliowed in our report about Essen, that in that district

wages had increased by Gl per cent, since 1871, and by 267 per

cent, as compared with what they were seventy years ago."

It is, of course, impossible to do justice in this brief chapter

to so vast a question as is involved in the consideration of

international fiscal laws, but this one example will at least

serve to show that widespread pauperism, with vast masses on
the verge of poverty, general unemployment and the necessity

for constant emigration, do not obtain in Germany.
On the contrary, it conclusively proves that poverty—as we

know it—is unknown there, that labourers are scarce, work
plentiful, and wages good, while there is general prosperity

among the working-classes and no need for emigration.

Whatever else this may indicate, one fact stands out with
remarkable clearness, and that is—if our political parties had
not sacrificed the commonweal to their own narrow, sordid

interests, the people of England would to-day be in the same
enviable condition as theu- German confreres.



CHAPTER IX

THE PAUPER QUESTION IN ENGLAND AND IN GERMANY :

A COMPARISON FREE-TRADE ECONOMISTS FAIL TO

EXPLAIN CAUSE OF INCREASING DESTITUTION

Other evidence of the failure of the Free-trade system may be

found in comparing the nature and extent of our pauper

establishments with those of Germany, for example.

This is what the " Gainsborough Commission " says about

the German poorhouses and their inmates

—

"As regards the workhouse, we have in vain looked for one ; and

in very deed the ' House ' plays no great role in these parts."
" In this connection it may be briefly noted that the workhouse

in Germany is an institution of a penal nature under the supervision

of the poHce, to be distinguished from the poorhouse or the shelter

for the homeless."

"The poorhouse, too, is intended for old and infirm persons,

rather than for those that are able-bodied."
" Further, there are no over-filled workhouses here, for there are

not even any workhouses to fill with able-bodied men and women.
The poorhouses and homes for the sick and aged poor in Germany
are for those that are disabled and unfit for work ; the workhouse,

or German Arbeitshaus, is for the vagrant and the outcast, who will

not work, and is, therefore, condemned to a life of correction."

Speaking of the Berlin night refuges, wdiich are distinct

from our workhouses, the Commission says

—

" The inmates of these refnges are divided into two classes. One
class consists of those who constantly make use of them ; the other

of those who are forced to do so by temporary circumstances. The
former consists of individuals who never seem to care to look out

for refrular occupation.
" If it is discovered that they liave no inclination to work, they

are handed over to the police and sent to a house of correction."
06
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No Pauperism in Germany

These extracts, althougli bi'iuf, are really a summary of the

impressions of the six members of the Commission in respect to

the German " Pauper " question. There is admittedly a certain

number of destitute people in Germany who have to be provided

for by the various municipal bodies, and there are poor in every

country in the world ; but pauperism, as we have it, legalised

into a State institution, exacting from the pockets of the tax-

payers the enormous sum of ujnvards of £84,000,000 annually

in Poor Kates, £16,000,000 of which are actually spent each

year in maintaining the most aggressive forms of pauperism, is

nothing but a monstrous growth on the civilisation of a great

country and a standing reproach to our legislature.

Anti-Free-traders call attention to these evils, and many
others from which the body politic are suffering, as remedial,

but add

—

" If the people of this country really want to rid themselves

of this incubus and establish those conditions which would
enable them to make the most of their trades, industries, and
internal resources and ensure a fair amount of collective

prosperity instead of vast individual wealth, they must take a

more intelligent interest in the question,"

It is declared by many writers and speakers that wide-

spread pauperism is unnecessary, that poverty is avoidable, and
reasonable prosperity is within reach of all ; but if a thing is

worth having it is worth working for, worth fighting for even,

and the people of this country must really arouse themselves to

the necessities of the situation.

By their apathy and indifference, but chiefly through their

ignorance, they have, in truth, divested themselves of all real

political power and have handed it over to almost any smart
politician, who, for the time being, caught their fancy with
some attractive political catchword ; but this happy-go-lucky
method of dealing with grave political questions, which affect

their individual lives and incomes, must be abandoned if they
are really desirous of getting the best results for themselves out

of the commonwealth.
Politics, like most other things in this world, are capable

of being used to one's own advantage or disadvantage, according

to the way we look at the matter, and if we are foolish enough
to hand over our chances to the first unscrupulous speculator

who happens to come along, and we lose all our political capital,

we must accept the results of our folly and indifference.
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Dissipation of Valuable Political Power

The British people have all the political power necessary to

ensure work for all as well as national 'pro^iierity, but they have
hitherto regarded that power so lightly as to hand it over to

a host of tricky politicians who have utterly wasted it in the

senseless strife of party warfare, instead of conserving and
using it for the public good.

A more forcible illustration of this fact could not possibly

be found than in the Eeport of this self-constituted Commission
of working-men

—

"^s regards the workhouse, we have in vain looked for one; and
in very deed the ' House'' plai/s no great role in these parts,'''' said this

small band of working-men who travelled through many parts of the

German Empire with their eyes very widely open to evidences of

poverty and unemployment.
" Widespread, pi/iching poverty, in the worst sense of the u:ord, does

not exist under the present conditions of the tabour market.'''' *

" The question of the unemployed does not exist ItereP \
" We could, however, see no trace of want. There is no lack of

employment, and all the works here are fully occvp'ied.'''' X

Indeed, the Eeport shows that there is in Germany no such
poverty as we know it ; no workhouses as we have them,
scattered over the length and breadth of the land ; no such un-
employment as we have it, causing demonstrations, discontent,

political unrest, loss to the commonwealth, and standing forth

as a menace to the peace of the nation : and yet all this is eas'dy

avoidcible, as the evidence of the times conclusively proves.
" Poverty and pauperism, my dear sir," say some people,

" are the necessary outcome of human life, and there's no use

trying to get away from the fact."

Then, in regard to the land, they say, " Everybody knows
that agriculture doesn't pay, and you'll be an uncommonly
clever man if you can make people believe otherwise."

" Do you mean to tell me, if there is money in the land,

that it wouldn't have been worked for all it's worth long ago,

or that Government wouldn't have made tlic nicest of it ?
"

" Don't you believe it, my dear lellov.'. Agriculture's as

dead as a kippered herring, and, take my word for it, there's

nothing in it."

* " Life and Labour in Germany," Eeport III. pp. 23, 24.

t Ihid., p. 29.

I Ihid., p. 31.
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TiiH Platitudes of the Public

These are the sort of platitudes one hears constantly in the

mouths of men who really believe what they say because they

have been l)orn and bred in a country which encourages poverty

and institutes a huge system of pauperism, and wdiich, two
generations ago, threw overboard its agriculture and became
entirely dependent upon its trades and manufactures. Briefly,

the people of England are so accustomed to rub shoulders with

paupers that they see nothing anomalous in their existence.

They are also so accustomed to look to foreign countries for

four-fifths of their wheat and flour, and a vast quantity of their

other food-stuffs besides, that they hardly regard their own
land as a factor in the situation at all ; and, therefore, when a

man comes along and tells them this land of theirs is a factor,

by far the mo.^^t important one in the entire social and economic

conditions of their country, and that it is more intimately

woven into the very fibres of their own lives than any other

factor in this world, they can hardly be brought to realise the

truth. When, however, the people of this country can grasp

these living truths, the destruction of that insensate party

warfare and political trickery, which has brought incalculable

harm to the country, will commence.
It is pointed out nowadays by many writers who prefer to

determine such matters, as we are considering, by the aid of the

practical manifestations afforded by the actual conditions under

which the people live rather than by the light of " economic
science," that some professors of economics seem to be more
jealous of the dogmas of their particular beliefs than mindful of

the people's real interests.

Economic Platitudes

One writer, in defending the present fiscal system of the

country, pointed to " the enormous advantage of fifty years of

Free-trade imports, as manifested in the prosperity of the

country and in our high stantlard of living," in order to prove

that it is the best for the people. The people, on the other

hand, who rightly prefer to reduce this question to concrete

examples and apply them to their individual lives, take quite

a different view. They very naturally point, in the first place,

to ever-present unemployment, to increasing destitution and
growing pauperism ; to the pressing necessity of enormous
State and private charity ; to social unrest and political agita-

tion ; to the growth of Socialism and of revolutionary doctrines
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which threaten to uproot and destroy all existing social and
economic conditions, as a result of the present fiscal or econo-

mical system.

Then they absolutely deny that "the prosperity of the

country " and " our high standard of living " applies to them.

They admit enormous national wealth, but they say it is

individual rather than collective ; it is in the hands of the few
and not of the many, and, this being so, it becomes startlingly

obvious that the present system under which the business of

the country is carried on, while yielding golden results to a few
favoured individuals, keeps the great masses of the people in

a mean condition of semi-destitution, out of which grows all

that is undesirable in the national life and all that is dangerous

to national interests.

Whatever else may be deduced from this reasoning, one

supreme fact stands out prominently, and that is. Economics is

not an Exact science, and, therefore, it has no well-defined,

immutable laws by which you can shape and guide the econo-

mical requirements of a people. In economics you may
theorise and deal in mighty abstract problems to your heart's

content, but once you split the science up into a number of

concrete examples, and attempt to apply them to the individual

needs of the people, you find they are totally unsuited to each

man's domestic requirements.

Economics fail to explain the Situation

This country is full of paupers, with almshouses, unions,

relieving officers, and a multitude of State and ]:)rivate institu-

tions to deal with the heavy and ever-growing burden of

poverty, and Germany is not—nor is any country in Europe in

such an unenviable condition. Why is this ? Economists, in

dealing with the matter, generally touch with a light hand all

those parts of the vast question which impinge on increasing

unemployment, growing destitution, and phenomenal pauperism,

because they find that economic science offers no solution of the

problem. How can it ? How can the cold dicta of science

satisfy a people when they deprive them of employment and, as

a result, of the first necessary of life—food. Bread will fill a

man's stomach and satisfy his hunger, but science will not ; and

it is here that political economy fails. The people ask for

employment ; for a reasonable measure of prosperity ; for

immunity from that terrible precariousness of life which treads

on the heels of so many millions of our fellow-countrymen,

constantly whispering into their ears tlie message of Poverty

wdiich is following close in their wake. They ask that they
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should be relieved from this haunting shape ; and " economists
"

reply by pointing to trade expansion and the wealtli of the

country as vindicating the truth of political science and in proof

of the unreasonaldeness of the people's demand. The people

ask for bread, and they got a stone.

All this, and much more besides, is, as anti-Free-traders

insist, ever in evidence in favour of sharp drastic reforms in the

system which has produced results so disastrous to the peojde,

and of bringing every available acre in the United Kingdom
under the highest possible form of cultivation. It is pointed out

that instead of progress we get reaction, while the reactionists

are ever ready with numerous plausible arguments showing that

the unfortunate position which the country has drifted into is

due to every conceivable cause other than those which are

known to be responsible for it. There are, however, signs of a

great awakening, and it is to be earnestly hoped that the people

will be aroused to the dangers which threaten them, and to a

realisation of their own wrongs, sooner than the reactionaries

think.



CHAPTER X

PROBLEM FOR THE BRITISH TAX-PAYERS—PAUPERISM
UNNECESSARY—WILL THEY CONTINUE TO SUPPORT
IT ?—HOW TO DEAL WITH VAGABONDAGE

While the social and economic troubles of the British people
offer overwhelming evidence of social and economic maladminis-
tration resulting more from the unsuitableness of the Free-
trade system than anything else, anti-Free-traders contend
that one of the most practical, up-to-date ways of dealing with
this big question of the poverty of the British people, among
others, is to ask the British tax-payer whether he would prefer
his money being wasted in bolstering up national pauperism or

usefully spent in developing national industries ?

This, at first sight, seems a ridiculous question to ask, but
there is more in it than meets the eye.

The British tax-payer has really a choice between pauperism
and prosperity, but he must look at the whole question from
quite a different standpoint from that from which he has
hitherto been in the habit of viewing it.

So long as he regards the poverty of the people, as he knows
it to-day, and the host of paupers bred therefrom, as a necessary
outcome of economic " laws" so long will the civil administra-
tion of the day call upon him to hand over the £35,000,000
annually, which it costs to support and maintain this belief;

but the moment he realises that he has been throwing his

money away on ialse ideas, and that he has really done more
harm than good by his misplaced lavishness, the necessity for

raising this colossal sum, at least for that purpose, will cease.

Eeduced to its proper denomination, all this poor relief,

whether by State aid or from public or private sources, is

nothing but a Stupendous Chakity, and the moment we begin
dispensing charities we must " go slow," or we shall do more
harm than good.

72
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Misplaced Charity

In private life the common experience is, the moment you
establish a reputation for philanthropy, you are " got at " by
men and women of all sorts and conditions, and, despite every

possible precaution, you arc deceived in hundreds of cases.

There is a veritable host of people, of both sexes, always on the

look-out for a " soft job," and this is certain, that so long as

widespread, misplaced State and private philanthropy exist, so

long will this array of loafers, tramps, and ne'er-do-weels, this

human scum, that battens on the poor-rates like leeches, and
waxes fat on the silly credulity of the charitably disposed, grow
and multiply.

There is no getting away from this fact, and it applies

equally to all charities, whether private, public, or State.

Before we finally decide what we, as tax-payers, are to do in

this matter, let us see if our millions have really done any good

to the cause to which we have so liberally contributed for the

last fifty years or more ; and as this thing, like everything else

in life, should be measured by results, let us apply that infallible

standard to it.

Enormous Pauper Taxation

Appended are some figures showing the total sum expended
on paupers in Great Britain and the cost per head for several

periods from 1865 to 1906, compiled from the Eeports of the

Eoyal Commission on Depression of Trade, and those of the

Local Government Boards for England and Wales and
Scotland

—

EXGLAND AND WALliS

Amount Expended. Annual Amiunt per Head of Paupers.
Average of. Annual Average of.

£ £ s. d.

1865-69 6,967,096 7 4 10

1880-8-i 8,221,0;)'2 10 8 11

1900 11,567,649 14 1-2

1904 13,369,494 15 19 2

1905 13,851,981 15 13 3

1906 14,035,888 15 12 6
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Scotland

Year Amount Expended. Annual Amount per Head of Paupers.
Average of. Annual Average of.

£ £ s. d.

18G5-G9 832,702 6 7 1

1880-84 895,901 8 18 8

1900 1,109,619 11 4 G

1904 1,300,743 12 8

1905 1,402,354 12 19 2

1906 1,406,489 12 16 10

If there is anything in this world calculated to aronse

British tax-i)ayers to a sense of their own peril and to a

realisation of the cruel Ma'ong they have suffered for long

weary years from this pauper yoke, it is the fact which is here

disclosed.

Not only has the cost of each pauper in England and
Wales risen from £7 4s. lOd. in 18(35-69 to £15 12s. 6d. in

1906, or considerably more than doubled, and will increase as

much in the future as it has in the past, but the most galling

and humiliating feature of this wretched business is the con-

sciousness that every penny of the hundreds of millions that

have been wrung from rate-payers has been spent in vain.

The greedy pauper maw is always wide open to swallow up the

hard earnings of many a poor rate-payer, who can hardly

support himself, and that the latter should be compelled to

contribute yearly to support this foul growth on our civilisation

is nothing but a monstrous injustice.

Another alarming feature that must be added to this tale of

wrong-headed administration is the significant and ever-growing
increase in the number of able-bodied paupers who prey upon
the easily rendered millions of the complaisant British tax-

payer.

Inckease of Able-bodied Paupers

Here is an extract from the Daily Express of May 28, 1907

—

" And here let me point to an alarming feature in this expansion

of organised pauperism. It is the increase of the able-bodied pauper.

He and she are thronging into the workhouses in ever-increasing

numbers, for while the paupers who are described as temporarily

disabled have increased 28*6 per cent., those who are described as

being actually in good health have increased 49*6 per cent, in

number. Their own temporary illness or accident has brought less
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than Ijiilf of tlic whole to tlic workhouse, and the illness of memljers

of their fumily, and drink, idleness, and want of work have reduced

the rest to pauperism. A\'liat an ilhisfcration of tlie need for thrift !

"

So far as we have gone, the results are significantly dis-

appointing, but let us carry our investigation further.

It is easy enough to give, and give lavishly, when Govern-

ments find the British public so yielding ; but to give judiciously,

to give with wisdom, and in a manner that will help a man to

become prosperous and not pauperise him, is quite another

matter.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie, in returning thanks for the Freedom
of Abergavenny, conferred on him on May 31, 1907, said :

" The
true sense of money is to help those who help themselves."

And we may depend upon it that that shrewd millionaire

knew what he was talking about when he gave utterance to

that pithy sentence.

Help the Poor, not injure tiiem.

If it is necessary to call upon the British tax-payers for

£35,000,000 annually, of which about £16,000,000 are spent to

support their needy compatriots, let us use that colossal sum in

a way that will hclio the people and not injure them.
The writer of a letter which appeared in the Dally Express,

on May 28, 1907, over the signature of " B," said—

" If, however, the object of all sane citizens is not to pauperise,

then it follows that poor relief must not be a system of largesse, for

largesse inevitably converts the merely poor into tlie pauper pure and
simple. Oi; the other hand, it is a national question, and not a

question for the individual. The State provides against destitution

—and the Poor Laws are really laws for the destitute—mainly in

self-defence and for its own purposes. It foUows that it is not to

the advantage of the State that this rehef should be easy to get or

pleasant to retain, and that in any case the relief should itself be as

far as possible a remedial process.
" As a matter of fact, however, the present system is going all in

the opposite direction, and just in the proportion in which it goes in

this opposite direction, so does the pauperising of the people proceed.
" The vast sums of money now being expended help the respect-

able poor but little ; they are squandered by various bodies of

bumbledom in fostering and eucoiiraging thriftlessness, idleness,

dissoluteness. Public money, hard-earned and often ill-spared, is

thrown broad-cast over those whom drink or laziness, or the neglect

of those legally liable to maintain them—and capable of maintaining
them—have rendered destitute. This money is not spent ; it

is wasted. And it is being wasted yearly by extravagant and
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irresponsible persons—for the boards of guardians spend practically all

the money devoted to indoor and outdoor relief—in ever-increasing

quantities, and with the deplorable result of an ever-increasing body

of pauperised people. It is high time to call a halt to this waste of

public money, and to the futile folly of gilding and stereotyping the

pauper."

The same journal which, by-the-by, deserves the grateful

thanks of the tax-payers for keeping the scandals touching the

doings of certain poor law guardians prominently before the

public, had the following references to the reckless squandering

of public funds :

—

"Pleasures for Paupers"

" The inmates of Romford Workhouse are to be entertained on

various Sunday evenings during the summer to nnisic by the

Beacontree Heath band,' and they will be permitted to promenade

the grounds during the performance of the programme." *

The same paper for June 4 says

—

" Luxury for Paupers "

"The Risbridge (SuiTolk) Guardians, having received offers of

old potatoes at £3 1.5.s. per ton, and New Jersey potatoes at 10s. 9d.

per hundredweight, accepted the latter for the consumption of the

paupers."

The same edition of the above paper also contains the

following :

—

"WORKHOUSE BATHS AT £14 EACH"
Architect's Remarkable Admissions

Many Profits

"Mr. Albert E. Gough, architect of the Hammersmith Work-

house, made some astounding admissions at the resumed Local

Government Board inquiry yesterday, concerning the allegations of

extravagance, which have been levelled against the Guardians.

" He confessed that he had not placed the plans of ihc alterations

and additions before the Guardians before proceeding with the work.

He took a free hand in the mutter.
" With reference to the £8;i6 spent on the opening ceremony, he

said the amount was dealt with in his certificate, as had been done
' hundreds and hundreds of times.'

" ' As a result of dealing with it in that way,' said the Inspector,

* Dcdly Exjyrcss, May 31, 1907.
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'the builder gets ]() per cent, commission, the quantity surveyor I'i,

and you 4 per cent., makin*^ IG^ per cunt, in all
.?

'

"'Yes, sir,' Mr. Gough repfieii. 'I see the point, but I never

took that view before.'

"'How came you, as an architect and a man of position, to

pass an account of £83G for the opening ceremony, and issue your

certificate ? ' Mr. Robb asked. ' It is the usual thing.'

" The Usual Thing.
" ' Is it the usual thing to hoodwink tlie auditor ?

'

" ' Tliere was no hoodwinking.'
" ' What i)ossible means has the Local Government Board auditor

of going behind your certificate and ascertaining the real nature of

the transaction ?
' 'I see it now.'

" ' If there wtro any hoodwinking of the Local Government
Board auditor, the Guardians were privy to it ? ' 'I suppose so.'

"Another item referred to was tifLy-nine porcelain baths at £14
each, exclusive of profit, carriage and fixing. They were chosen by

a committee of the Guardians.
"

' Could you not get a suitable bath of enamel at £7 ? ' Mr.
Robb asked. ' Yes, but enamel w^ears off.'

" ' But doesn't porcelain split ?
' ' Not the best porcehiin.'

" ' And nothing but the best porcelain is suitable for the lucky

inhabitants of Hammersmith Workhouse ?
' Mr. Robb retorted.

'You paid three times as much for baths for the paupers as the

small householder, the man who pays for the pau[)ers, can afford to

spend on a bath for himself.'

"

Result of Waste

The result of this cruel waste of public money is that in

spite of a reduction in the expenses of the Hammersmith
Borough Council of one penny in the pound, they have been

compelled to add four-pence in the jJou/td to the rates, which

means a net loss of Jlvcpcncc in the pound to the rate-payers.

Here is what a London paper said on the subject in May,
1907—

*' Cost of Paupers' Palace
"

" The Hammersmith Borough Council has been compelled to add

fourpence in the pound to the rates, although the borough couneil's

expenses would justify a reduction of one penny in the pound.
" The Council gives the following explanation in the notice to

ratepayers :

—

" Special attention is drawn to the fact that the large increase in

the rate of fourpence in the pound is due solely to the increased

requirements of the late board of guardians over which the borough

council has no control. The amount to be raised for that body is

£1G,500 more than in the last half-year, representing a rate of over
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fivepence in the pound, while the borough council's expenses have

been reduced by a sum equal to a rate of one penny in the pound.

''An emergency precept of £12,000 was served unexpectedly on

the council by the late board of guardians."

There are numerous instances of similar needless extrava-

gance in other parts of the country, but these will suffice for

the moment.

The Augean Stable

These disclosures are most disheartening to rate-payers, and

many of them will, no doubt, think that the publicity which

has been given to them, and the severe terms of imprisonment

inflicted on the West Ham culprits, will clear out the Augean
stable and serve to afford the necessary protection of public

moneys.
But do not let them indulge in such fond delusions : there

is more here than meets the eye.

The fact is the whole pauper administration stands on an

unsound basis, and is rotten to the core.

The attitude of Government, and that of the municipal

administrations, the tax-payers, and the people is as wrong-

headed as it possibly can be, and unless we, as a nation, assume

a sensible, practical, and healthy attitude towards this unsatis-

factory and eminently unsavoury question, no help will be

forthcoming.

Government will do nothing so long as the country does not

give them what they call a mandate. They, the Government,

will contend that pauperism has to be provided for according to

the laws of the land, and in raising millions in rates and taxes

they are simply obeying the mandate of the country. " If you
want something different, you must give us another mandate,"

say they.

The municipal administrations, poor law guardians, and the

rest of the spending official bodies, simply follow the lead of

the Imperial Government. Their duty is to f^jpend the millions

subscribed by the tax-payers, and recent disclosures show how
they do it.

The tax-payers, not as yet fully realising that pauperism in

our country is no more a natural result of economic laws than

is drunkenness, have hitherto yielded up their millions with

certain misgivings that something was wrong, but what that

something was they couldn't quite make out. They have

recently learnt that vast sums of their money have been

shamelessly squandered rather than spent, but that fact seems to

reveal corruptness or incapacity in the spending administration
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rather than the rottenness of tlio entire system of wliich these

bodies are but an outgrowth.

Public Attitude towards Pauperism

The people rarely think about the matter at all. Pauperism

was a recognised State institution before they were born, and

they accept it at that ; if it is wrong, " Show us how to put it

right," is what they say.

This, in a nutshell, is the attitude adopted towards pauperism

by the people, the tax-payers, and the Government, and a more

sickly, unhealthy, harmful attitude cannot be conceived.

The whole nation has somehow contrived to set up a sort of

helief in the Necessity for this plague spot on our civilisation,

and this weak, flabby spirit of acquiescence in a positive evil

has wrought incalculable harm in every direction.

The enormous pauper liomes all over the country, many of

them of costly architectural design and palatial aspect, with

elaborate and luxurious fittings which will hardly be found

even in the homes of the wealthy classes, only serve to show
that bumbledom, at all events, has set pauperism up as a

Fetish, while the scandalous waste of public money which has

been and is going on, proves that poor law guardians freely

offer up the tax-payer's gold on the altar of their god.

These newspaper extracts put the case very clearly and in a

manner that will appeal, not only to the tax-payer, but to

every section of the P>ritish people, save that comparatively

small body of wastrels who will not work.

Worst Poor Laws in Europe

There is no getting away from the fact that our Poor Laws,

taken all round, are the worst and most unsuitable that could

possibly be devised. They are the worst in Europe, in the

world, and so long as the people of this country submit to them,

so long will the poor continue to be pauperised, degraded, and

brutalised.

The philantliropists of three-quarters of a century ago

meant well by urging upon Government the necessity of

amending the Poor Laws, but their efforts have resulted in

disaster to the cause they championed, and pauperism of a

monstrous and degrading type has grown out of that mild

indulgence which the Governments of the past threw over

their legislative measures when dealing with this question.

In legalising pauperism we have given every able-bodied

majj ,Qnd wonjaju in the country the constitutional right to put
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his or her hand into the pockets of the British tax-payer, and
worse than this, we have given all Poor Law authorities in

the country, all bumbledom, in fact, the same constitutional
right to spend as much of the tax-payers' money as they choose.

Budgeting for jjmtpers is as common in all official estimates as

budgeting for the Army, Navy, and Civil Services ; the Poor-
rates item is one of the biggest in the national accounts, and all

officials, whether of the Imperial Government or the Poor Law
officers of small rural councils, have come to regard pauperism
as a National Institution upon which millions upon millions
may be spent without fear or reproach—meritoriously, in fact.

Pauperism has been with us for so long that we have become
quite accustomed to its presence, and there are few among us
who would care to question the validity of its claim upon the
public purse, or consider the possibility of ridding ourselves of
its burden altogether. Yet this overgrown monster, like many
other monsters that have been subdued in past times, can be
defeated and overthrown with comparative ease.

Slothful Idleness must cease

Let it, however, be thoroughly understood that we will no
longer support a huge host of able-bodied men and women in
slothful idleness, and that we will not be deterred by that
squeamish, sickly sentimentality which has hitherto guided
and governed the administration of this question. Let us say,
firmly and unhesitatingly, that we are tired to death of this
loathsome disease which has fastened on to the British people,
that our treatment of it has been wrong from the first, and that
it has done nothing but develop its growth and increase its

virulence. Let us frankly admit that, with the best intentions
possible, this pandering of Poor Law guardians all over the
kingdom to pauperism has only had the effect of increasing
the vast hordes of dissolute poor, who fatten like vampires on
the very life-blood of the tax-payers. This advance of the
pauper hosts has become a national peril, and it is time to crv
"halt."

^

Let us make it as clear as daylight that we are tired to death
of seeing our money spent to no other result than to encourage
the worst and most dissolute type of pauperism that the world
can show to-day ; to engender a spirit of wasteful extravagance
on the part of poor-law officers ; and to establish a feeliug of
apathetic indifference on the part of the Government for the
time being.

At the moment it is nobody's business to take any action
that would relieve the country of this ],oattisome incubus.
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There is a general grumljliiiif all along the line of that vast

array of people who are compelled to luind over their rates and
taxes to the State coffers, and this means every householder in

the country, rich or poor; but they only grumlde and growl.

Let us, however, cease growling, and do something. Lot us

make up our minds, since it is necessary for State purposes
that we should be taxed, that these taxes be wisely spent, not
wasted. Let us insist that our millions be laid out in a

manner that will encourage the people to cultivate habits of

self-help, thrift, and industry, and not in a way that brings

upon them the degradation of [)au]>eri.sm.

Let us make it abundantly clear to Government and all

concerned, that every penny we yield up in rates and taxes

must be spent along utilitarian lines, and that the system of

relief to the people must be practical and co-operative, i.e. if the

State finds it necessary to call upon tax-payers to help the

people, they in turn ask that the State set up some practical

system of relief, whereby tliose requiring aid may be helped to

become self-supporting citizens, and so, in time, find themselves
in a position to pay back to the State, in direct or indirect taxes,

the sum spent on them in their need.

But before this can be accomplished there must be estab-

lished throughout this country a great and proper appreciation
of this pauper question on the part of all concerned. Govern-
ment, tax-payers, and the people must put a wise, practical

interpretation to its meaning, and not the sickly, mawkish, and
exceedingly unwise one it bears to-day.

The Old, Infirm, the Blind, and Cripples only, to
BE Recipients of State Aid

They must at length determine that the only kind of

paupers who have any claim upon the public purse are those
who really and truly are unable to work, the aged and infirm,

those of feeble intellect, and young children.

These poor items of the great human race have just claims
on State charity, and no others. Even for cripples and the
blind suitable light work can be found, and there is no need
that this unfortunate section of the community should become
altogether dependent upon State aid. Let these unfortunates
have the same opportunities for self-help as are ofiered to

others, and even they will be the better for it.

For the rest, let work be found, and found in such
abundance as will afford no possible excuse for idleness and
vagabondage.

Provide them with suitable work, and then make it a

G
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penal offeDce pnnishaLle by imprisonment if they will not

work.

That work can l)e fonnd in such abundance as would absorb

not only the flotsam and jetsam of the labouring classes, but a

good many more millions besides, is so amply proved in nearly

every chapter of this book, as also by other writers on the

subject, that it would be a supererogation to dwell further on

the means.

It is, however, necessary to realise at once that we have to

deal with tiro groups of labour

—

1. Those who ivill work
;

2. Those who will not work

;

and while there will be no difficulty in providing work for all,

it will, in spite of this, be found exceedingly difficult to deal

with the latter group because of their utter worthlessness. It

is not work that they want, but a state of precariousness in the

labour market which produces anxiety and unemployment
among the real workers, and a certain amount of destitution.

The more labour is congested the better it suits this scvim which
is for ever floating round the seetliing mass of honest toilers,

because the greater the unemployment, the greater the sym-
pathy of philanthropists and the material aid of the State, upon
which these wastrels thrive.

From this section, and it is a large one, is drawn most of

that which is repulsive to national life. It is the source of

much drunkenness and of the many evils born of drunkenness.

The criminal classes draw from it many of their most dangerous

members ; it hangs over society as a menace ; it is a curse to

the nation, and the ugliest blot on our social system. If it is

allowed to remain it will be a further disgrace to national

administration and a grave injustice to society at large, and

particularly to the tax-payers of the country. It is one of the

most important factors in the social problem, and therefore

demands careful consideration.

The first effort should obviously be made in the direction of

helping and uplifting this class, and they should be taught that

work is noble, and that sloth and idleness are degrading. They
should be made clearly to understand that work is provided for

them, honourable work, and that they will be expected to do it.

They should be made to realise that workhouses are for the aged,

infirm, and feeble, and that the parisli rates are not for them, nor

are the casual wards to be used as boarding-houses by tramps

and vagabonds.
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Punishment to he the Loafer's Rewakd

They should realise by personal experience that there is no
refuge left for them save in the State labour centres, and that it

is there they should apply for help. They should also learn by
experience that a fair day's work will earn a fair wage, and that

loafing or insubordination will Ije paid for in another way. Let
them work side by side, first of all, with industrious honest men,
who will show them what honest toil is, and' if they fail to take

their chance, they should then be drafted to other work of a less

honourable nature, which could be easily found to suit their

special peculiarities.

There should be no hesitation, no weakness or uncertainty

in dealing with this human scum ; and, while not resorting to

unduly harsh measures, they sliould be made to feel acutely and
without delay the great difference between honesty and dis-

honesty, honourable labour and loafing vagabondism, between
sobriety and drunkenness, and clean wholesome living and a

foul, vicious life. This unsavoury and intractable section of

humanity must be caught and trained to become respectable

members of the community ; tliey must be made to understand
that the State will stand no nonsense, that tax-payers will

support them no longer, and that they must work, whether they
like it or no. They should further learn that as there is no
provision made in the State finances for their maintenance in

idle vagabondage, work is their only chance of support, or,

failing this, the State penitentiaries, where their lot might
conceivably be harder than in the State labour centres. The
laws dealing with this section of the community should be
stern, repressive, and comprehensive, and there should be no
sickly sentimentality about them. They should be so framed
that not even the sharpest and most experienced vagabond
would be able to evade them, or drive the proverbial " coach
and four" through their provisions. They should be unmis-
takable in their meaning, easy to administer even by the
most inexperienced of our many inexperienced, unpaid magis-
trates and poor-law guardians and officers. They should not be
ferocious, but merely inexorable. There should be no escape for

the filthy scum of humanity which is thrown off by the heaving
mass of honest toilers in every big city, and which exists but
to poison the atmosphere which better men delight to breathe.

For the Hest—Work and Plenty

For the rest there will be no difficulty once a sensible
system of agriculture is set up, whereunder the enormous areas
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of magnificent land of this country will be converted into pro-

ducers of wealth and employers of labour, and not remain, as

now, sterile wastes, or, at the best, producing nothing but a

few sheep and cattle, and providing little or nothing for the

people.

For the moment, it must be confessed that the present state

of affairs gives that large vagabond class, which clings to the

skirts of honest labour as the foul ocean growth clings to the

sides of the great ship, the opportunity it requires to maintain

it in all its native impurity. " You give us work," say they,
" It's our right to work," and the rest of it ; but they have no
more intention of doing an honest day's work than has the

familiar " Weary Willy " of our country highways.

They swell the ranks of the honest unemployed in their

labour demonstrations merely for what they can get out of it,

but they have no intention of doing any harder work.

Nevertheless, as the real unemployed have a sore griev-

ance against the present economical system because of lack of

work, it serves the purpose of this wastrel class to make
common cause with them, at least in clamouring for employ-
ment, and in this way they are entirely serving the mammon
of unrighteousness.

Let employment for all be forthcoming for the asking, and
there would at once be an automatic separation of the goats from
the sheep, when the State would find no difficulty in apportion-

ing to this human scum their due reward.

These reasonable conclusions are, it should be borne in

mind, not suggested by Free-trade economists, but by the

doctrines of anti-Free-traders ; and it seems as though they are

likely to appeal with considerable force to that vast body of

Englishmen who are now disposed to look at this matter from a

broad, rational, common-sense point of view, rather than from
the narrow standpoint of any of the existing political parties.



CHAPTER XI

NATIONAL PAUPERISM AND TAXATION—COLOSSAL AMOUNT
OF PRIVATE CHARITIES—HOW PHILANTHROPISTS

UNCONSCIOUSLY BOLSTER UP FREE-TRADE

Anti-Free-traders are no longer inclined to ignore the im-

portance of private philanthropy as a factor in the Free- trade

movement.
The Free-trade system should, they contend, now be put to

a moral test to show how largely it depends upon private

charity for its maintenance, and how it has been uiicom^cioushj

bolstered ttp by millions of philanthropists of all ages and
degrees of society. This is a view of the position that has

hitherto been ignored, but those who are opposed to the present

economical conditions are inclined to regard it as an important

factor in the case. The question of National Pauperism which,

apart from State aid, requires stupendous sums annually from
private charities, should now be considered by all classes of

people from this point of view, particularly by that section of

the community which is especially benefited by this constant

outpouring of spontaneous philanthropy.

The Public familiarised with Pauperism

We, as a nation, have become so familiar with this wide-

spread poverty and its dire results, that the heavy imposts of

Government and the stupendous efforts of the philanthropic

public in aid of the poor arc regarded as a necessary item in

the economy of life ; while the pnor themselves look upon the

prodigious charities, tt) which we shall presently refer, as a

matter of course, indeed, as a right.

It is shown elsewhere to what extent tax-payers are called

upon by the State to assist in relieving our pauper population

by direct taxation ; let us now furm some estimate of the extent

to which tlie well-to-do people of our country help the poor in

a more general, though in a less direct manner.

85
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It is impossible to arrive at anything like accuracy in

respect to the value of this indirect aid, because of the lack of

statistical information on the subject, and also because those who
give do not care to talk of their charities ; we must, therefore,

fall back upon a process of deduction which will enable us to

form some general idea of the immense importance of the well-

to-do classes as the most valuable asset in the national life.

Let us take Hospitals first, for in this branch of philanthropy

we have Burdett's " Hospitals and Charities " to guide us.

The Extent of Hospital Charities

In 1903 the income of our Hospitals amounted to £2,500,000

annually.

This vast income, with the exception of "Contributions

from Work-people " and " Patients' Payments," which represent

six per cent, of the income, comes annually from the philan-

thropic well-to-do, either from annual subscriptions, donations,

leo-acies, or investments of moneys originally left to hospitals

by charitable persons.

Capitalise this annual income, and we shall find that at

four per cent, it comes to about £62,500,000. The well-to-do

classes of this country have, therefore, set aside the stupendous

sum of over sixty-two millions sterling out of their wealth, so

that the poor and needy, the sick and suffering among their

fellow-countrymen, may have the same benefits of medical and

surgical skill, and be as tenderly cared for under their bodily

afflictions, as they are themselves.

Other Organised Charities

Then there is a large number of charities, apart from

Hospitals, such as

—

Churcli Organisation Societies.

Ambulance Associations.

The Salvation Army.
Church Extension Association.

Aged Pilgrims' Friend Society.

Hundreds of Societies of various kinds fur benciitiug the

poor.

Orphanages by the score.

Industrial Homes of various kinds.

Asylums for all sorts and conditions of poverty, and Bene-

volent Associations of every imaginable description.

After dealing with one hundred and eighty-six of these
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institutions out of the multitudes that are in existence, and
leaving out of calculation all those that

—

(1) devote their funds tt» spiritual aid to the poor;

(2) are partially self-supporting by payment from inmates

;

(3) are in any way connected with trades or professions,

it will be found that the aggregate annual income amounts to

the colossal sum of £1,533,821.

Capitalise this in the same way as the income from

Hospitals, and there is the enormous sum of £38,455,525 as

a further contribution from our well-to-do countrymen, in aid

of the poor, the needy and the destitute, the outcast women,
the poor little waifs and strays, the afflicted and the suffering,

and all that human flotsam and jetsam cast up on the shores

of our land by the turbulent waves of human life.

The Greatest of our many Charities

Now we come to the greatest of all these prodigious chari-

ties, the like of which cannot be found elsewhere in any
civilised country in the world, not so much because our foreign

friends are lacking in the quality of mercy and benevolence,
but because there is no necefi>iity for it in other countries.

These far-reaching private charities ramify through all

classes of society, and yet show no sign of their presence. This
is the charity that " vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up"

; it

does its work silently yet surely, and it seeketh no reward.
This form of charity is practically universal in our land,

and its power is potent and far-reaching. It commences where
the great organised charities stop ; it takes up the work they
are unable to do, and enormously supplements, in a quiet, un-
obtrusive, unseen manner, that work in the broad field of

philanthropy which the visible charity organisations are not
destined to touch. This form of charity is as widespread as the

ocean and as all-embracing as the sun's light and warmth ; it

extends to all sections of the community, and none are neg-
lected or forgotten. Its donors are to be found in their

millions, for all classes are engaged in the good work. From
the small shop-keeper or the needy clerk, the poorly-paid shop-
assistant, from the artisan and working-classes themselves up
to the King in his palace, and even from the little children wlio

are encouraged to give their pence, docs this constant stream
of charity flow, and it may be truly said that one-half of the
people of this country is engaged in helping the other half.
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Each one of us gives Something foe Chakity's Sake

That this is literally true may be proved hy the test of

individual experience. What man or woman is there among
us who does not give even a trifle in charity ? We know that

practically every one of our friends does something for charity's

sake.
" I can't do much, but, thank God, I can do something to

help," is a saying common even among really poor people,

while among the wealthier folk philanthropic work, in its

many rauiiflcations, is a recognised form of daily duty.
The writer's own personal experience tells him that there

is no family, or one or more members of a family, who are not
engaged, directly or indirectly, in some form of charitable
work.

Hospitals, homes, asylums, and the nmltitude of charitable

institutions, together with the numerous bazaars, concerts,

dramatic performances, street collections and entertainments
of various kinds, which are in constant evidence, are but the
outward and visible sign of that deep current of public sym-
pathy with poverty, which flows on silently yet irresistibly,

carrying on its broad bosom a message of love and material
aid to those who, but for it, would be poor indeed.

The Mighty Power of Chaiiity

Charity so unostentatious, so unobtrusive and modest, so

silent and yet so universal, is obviously difficult to discover,

and more difficult to tabulate and chronicle, yet it is a mighty
power in the land, exercising a widespread, powerful influence
over those poor stricken ones of this country who are in sore
need of that material aid from their fellow-creatures, without
which their lives would be l)ut a living death.

Twenty Millions of Donoks

Wine, Ijeef-tea, jellies, soups, fruit, tea, coffee, and other

articles of diet innumerable, together with tobacco, coal, clothing

and other material comforts, are among the many gifts bestowed
on the poor and needy, daily and liourly ; and as this form of

assistance is liberally supplemented by monetary aid from about
one-ludf of the 2yo2ndation of the country, the donors probably
amount to upwards of twenty millions of people.

Some of these are too poor to give more than a few pence
now and again, or a little food; others give more liberally,
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according to their means, while others give their hundreds and

thousands of pounds, many of the wealthy setting aside a

certain part of their vast income for this unostentatious work,

quite apart from their great public gifts to hospitals and other

charitable institutious which are blazoned abroad in the news-

papers.

From the following examples we may be able to deduce

something that will enable us to form a crude idea of the

colossal proportions of that beneficent shape called Charity,

whose radiant form is ever brightening the homes of those who
are in sore need of her ministering grace.

The table is compiled from information, supplied by personal

friends, of what they pay in Poor-rates and what they give

annually in private charities.

Some of the Donors

The persons enumerated may be regarded as representative,

as it will be seen that they are drawn from many grades of

society ; while the amounts paid in Poor-rates and Charities

are the average of several years :

—

Occupation.
Amount paid in

Poor-rates.
Amount given in

Charities.

Domestic Servant

Artisan

Small Shop-keeper

Bank Clerk

Private Secrctar}' on small salary

Lady of small means
Country Gentleman, moderate means
Novelist

Retired Military Officer

Bank Manager
Manufacturer

£ J. d.

None
None
3 14
None
None
5 1 1

6 4 5
4 18 3
9 10

13 8 4
40 5

£ s. d.

1 10
15

2 10

4
2 10

25
21
81 10 6

45
53 15 6

1,270 19 11

These figures prove that a vast amount of money must
come from the pockets of the British public every year,

although tlie actual amount may never be ascertained.

We may, however, partly by a reference to statistics, and
partly by a process of deduction, arrive at a fairly approximate
total.

Eloquent Private Charity Statistics

In regard to the distribution of national wealth, statisticians

are agreed as to how a part of it, at all events, is divided among
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the people, and the following tables, compiled from well-known
works on the subject, will show how much of this wealth is

accounted for.

Census returns also indicate how the people fall under the

various age groups. The last statistical information on the

subject shows that while 360 persons in every thousnnd fall

under the age of 15 years, 640 in every thousand of the popu-
lation were of 15 years of age and upwards.

The estimated population of the United Kingdom to-day

exceeds 43,000,000, and on this basis we have an adult popu-
lation of 27,520,000.

Deducting from this total the paupers, say 1,200,000, and
another two millions of necessitous people who have nothing

to give, and we have a residue of 24,320,000.

Then cut off your misers, curmudgeons and persons of that

ilk, who will not part with a penny under any circumstances,

and number them at the odd 320,000, and you still have
upwards of 24 millions of good citizens who help their fellow-

beings according to their means.

The following statement shows that 435,614 of the large

philanthropists are accounted for :

—

* Income OF Private Persons Incomi. OF Firms

to

o °
OS 1: " .1:

nil^a§o So
No.

of

Firms

Assessed. Average

Amount

of

Income Assesbed.
Estimated

Amount

set

aside

for

Cliarity.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £
50,000 25 4,000 100,000 101 102,015 500 50,500
10,000

i

50,000 213 2,000 426,000 960 18,614 300 288,000
5,000 10,000 446 500 223,000 1,737 7,140 200 347,400
4,000 5,000 302 200 60,400 886 4,580 100 88,600
3,000 4,000 523 100 52,300 1,463 3,500 100 146,300
2,000 3,000 1,385 50 69,250 2,771 2,559 50 138,550
1,000 2,000 5,941 20 118,820 7,046 1,540 20 140,920
... 1,000 368,505 10 3,685,050

4,734,820

44,264 382 10 442,640

377,340 58,274 1,642,910

No. of Firms Assessed

No. of Private Persons
Assessed ....

58,274 Total Amount of Charity
from Firms .... £1,642,910

377,340 Total Amount of Charity
from Private Persons £4,734,820

Total . 435,614 Total . £6,377,730

* Compiled from Whitaker's Almanack, 1907, p. 397.
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What the Donors do

We have now to deal with about 24 millions who are

always ready to do something for charity's sake. But it is just

here that we must resort to some process of deduction, because

this good work remains unrecorded and untabulated.

Divide the 24,000,000, say, into four groups of 6,000,000

each, i.e. those who give £7 lO-s'., £5, £2, and lOs. each, and

the result is

—

6,000,000 at

6,000,000 at

6,000,000 at

6,000,000 at

£ s.

7 10

5

2

10

II

II

II

II

~

o
o
o
o

£45,000,000
£30,000,000
£12,000,000
£ 3,000,000

24,000,000 £90,000,000Total

It may be contended by some that the estimate of £7 lO.s., £5,

£2, and lOs. for the four groups respectively has been put at

too high a figure, but careful inquiries will prove that the

estimate is, if anything, too low.

One Hundred Millions in Private Charities

We will now weld all these figures into an intelligible whole.

Here is the statement :

—

1. Income of Hospitals £2,500,000

2. Income of Charitable Institutions 1,533,821

3. Income from Bazaars, Concerts, and other enter-

tainments (estimated) 200,000

4. Amount contributed by private jtersons and firms

assessed bv Government 6,377,730

5. Private charities (unrecorded) 90,000,000

Total £100,611,551

Contributions in kind, such as food, clothing, coal, etc.,

have been purposely left out of consideration, because of the

difficulty of arriving at a fairly approximate amount, but the

total annual value would be enormous.

Now in regard to these stupendous figures, it will surely be

said by most people that it is impossible our private charities

can amount to such an appalling sum ; but when one begins to

ponder over this matter it will be seen that although it conies

as a startling revelation, it is not only possible but a simple

fact, which can easily be verified by any one who cares to take

a little trouble.

We all know that charity has many claims upon our time

and purses, and that each one of us gives according to his
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means. Children give their pence and sixpences, youths their

shillings ; older people give their half-crowns, half-sovereigns,

and sovereigns, while others again give their tens and their
hundreds. Briefly, charity is ever present with us in some
form or other, and her needs are endless.

We are quite alive to the fact that each one of us gives his

individual quota, and we also know that this practice applies
to our friends, but rarely do we think of the matter further or
attempt to carry it to a logical conclusion. Were we to do so

we should soon find it assuming enormous dimensions, and the
donors increasing by hundreds of thousands and by millions
and tens of millions ; and when we once realise this it becomes
evident that our pence, shillings, and sovereigns must soon be
multiplied into many millions of pounds.

The Individual Dole multiplied by 24,000,000

The sound of a single human voice would scarcely be heard
in the vastness of the Crystal Palace, for example, but many of

us who have listened to the four thousand singers at the Handel
Festivals have been fairly startled by the enormous volume of
vocal sound ; multiply the volume six thousand times, and the
effect would be appalling. The individual dole seems insig-

nificant enough, but multiplied 24,000,000 of times over it

becomes of mighty magnitude.
The truth is, people are far too busy with their own affairs

to devote time to the study of such out-of-the-way questions

;

but when somebody comes along who has been exploring
unfrequented regions and i)uts his discoveries before the public,

they are quite ready to believe. To arrive at the magnitude of

our charities we should bear in mind that the givers number
about 24,000,000, and, when this is stated, the amazing results

arrived at, although startling, become quite understandable.
Whitaker's Almanack, for example, for the year 1907, shows

that sixty testators alone left as much as £4,486,440 in charities

in 11)00 ; while the Bailij Telerjraph of December 31, 1907, and
other London journals of that date, reported the fact that

upwards of £11,000,000 had been left by various testators for

charities and other public uses during the previous two years.

Then in regard to the many millions of our compatriots whose
ear is never deaf to the voiced or mute appeal of the poor and
needy, where is the man who can say :

" I don't believe they
give so much as you try to make people imagine !

" This giving,

however, is, thank God, as widespread as the heavens, and as

life-giving and comforting as the warmth we get from the

blessed sunbeams.
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But the question has to be asked : "What is this stupendous

charity wortli V What real lasting good does it do to those

whom it is our readers' desire to help on in the world, when
vast masses of our people remain sunk in the slougli of

poverty ?

We have contended elsewhere in these pages that the

£16,000,000 of State funds spent on pauperism is, in itself, a

monstrous injustice to the British tax-payer, particularly so

because there is no real necessity for poverty at all in our

country ; but what is this comparatively insignificant sum
when set side by side with the stupendous amount subscribed

annually by a philanthropic public ? Oh ! the shame of it all,

that our Governments and our political parties have permitted

this foul thing to fall upon our people as a deadly blight,

because, forsooth, the righting of the wrong would have clashed

with party interests, and perliaps unseated the Government
that attempted it

!

The British people and the British tax-payers have a deep-

seated grievance, and they should wage a bitter, deadly feud

against that principle in our political life that has only served

the narrow seltish policy, on the one hand, of building up a few
individual reputations, and in amassing large individual wealth

;

while on the other it has resulted in nothing but poverty and
degradation to the great masses of our countrymen and country-

women.
The main point, however, that is under consideration here

is the part all this prodigious State and private charity plays in

the Free-trade movement. That it is a factor, and an important
one, there is no room for doubt, and that it has been hitlierto

ignored by all parties alike, is also true. The State expenditure
of £16,000,000 annually on the most acute forms of pauperism
is a prodigious one, but when it is found necessary to supple-
ment that amount by something like £100,000,000 annually
out of that characteristic philanthropy of the British race, to

keep the people from starvation,, it is clear there must be some-
thing fundamentally wrong with the fiscal and economical
system of the country. The system of economics on which the

country has been working for many years is based upon the
principles of Free-trade, and anti-Free-traders reasonably hold
that if this system requires something like £116,000,000
annually to keep tlie people from literal starvation, it is faulty

to a degree, unsuited to the requirements of the country,
socially cruel, and economically suicidal.

These are truly grave charges to bring against Free-trade,

but as results certainly appear to justify them, anti-Free-
traders are content to abide by the issue.



CHAPTER XII

SHORTAGE OF WORK IN OUR TRADES AND MANU-

FACTURES—INCREASE IN MANUFACTURING WEALTH
MEANS LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL WEALTH—IN OTHER

WORDS, CLASS LEGISLATION !

It would now be interesting- to subject this Free-trade system

to one or two other reasonable tests just to see how it comports

itself when brought into contact with the practical requirements

of the everyday needs of the people.

Among other things, anti-Free-traders maintain that enor-

mous loss of agricultural wealth and a still heavier loss in the

virile strength of the nation, owing to the enervating effects of

ceaseless emigration, are plain results of Free-trade.

This is how it appears to those who are inclined to look at

the matter from a non-party point of view.

That there is shortage of work, among other things, and an

ever-growing surplus of unemployed is obvious to the entire

nation.

That our present means of employment fail to absorb our

workers is admitted by all.

That this increasing residue of unemployed naturally adds

to the burden of pauperism from which the country suffers, is

likewise true.

That something is fundamentally wrong with our social and

economic system there is no room for doubt.

Failure of Industries to Employ and Support
THE People

That as our trades, professions, and industries—manufactur-

ing or otherwise—together with all the other forms of occupation

to which our workers resort, cannot employ, support, and feed

our people, it is evident that the defect should be sought for in

the only remaining industry, namely, the Land.

That the land is primarily intended for man's use, and for

94
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his occupation and support, there can 1)6 no doubt ; while it is

also certain that the laud is capable of, and does, produce all

that is necessary for his subsistence. It is also true that no
otlier industry is capable of doing this.

Tlie land industry must, therefore, be re;,farded as the greatest

of all industries. It is a natural industry, and, in relying upon
it as his chief means of support, man is but obeying a natural

law. Neglect the land, and he is bound to suffer, because he
thus sets up an artificial economic existence for himself which
is sure to have dire effect in time.

In the land, then, lies man's chiefest good and the nation's

pabulum.
Many of our publicists, however, elated with the expansion of

our national trade which, after all, is nothing more or less than our
legitimate share of that great national expansion of the world's

trade which is being experienced and shared by every country,

and fondly believing that commercial and industrial prosperity

alone will bear us along to a haven of rest and security against

all our social and economic troubles, point to this trade expan-
sion as a sure means of relieving the situation. Even so high
an authority as Mr. Balfour, in his speech on the introduction

of the Scottisli Laud Bill on March 20, 1907, speaking of the

Eepeal of the Corn Laws as a means of stimulating manufactur-
ing industries, said

—

" It was deliberately intended by its authors to stimulate that great

growth of the manufacturing jwpulation which I view without
dismay or regret, because I recognise it is the only possible mode in

Vihich the population of this country can largely increase or its

wealth augment, to meet the great Imperial needs with which we
have to deal."

It is clear from this that Mr. Balfour still believes in our
manufactures as the national pabulum, the only source from
which we may hope to draw those ever necessary supplies of

men and money, upon which depends the existence of the

Empire.
That that statesman's views in this connection have not

changed since he uttered those fateful words is shown from the

following excerpt of his speech to the House on Eebruary 19,

1909:—
" If this country is to grow in population, in wealth, and in

prosperity, the greater part of the growth, owing to questions of the

area and size, must be on the side of the manufacturer. . . . What-
ever you do with agriculture in this country, if every particle of

available land is cultivated up to the highest capacity, it will sLiU
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remain a limited area, and the extension must take place in manu-
factures. Unemployment stands in the forefront of the problem."

This coutiuued disbelief in agriculture, as a powerful

factor in the situation, is a bad augury for the future, as it

seems to evince a determination on the part of this prominent

statesman to ignore facts.

]\Iany eminent writers have taken pains to show what the

lands of the United Kingdom are really capable of under suit-

able land tenures, an up-to-date system of agriculture, and a

reasonable fiscal policy ; while the irrefutable evidence offered

by France, Germany, and every other country in Europe of what
tiicir land is capable of, is testimony of a nature that the

Leader of the Opposition—and a potential leader of a future

Government—should not imprudently cast aside as of no

moment. This country is jusc as capable of employing, sup-

porting, and feeding from ten to fifteen millions of its population

by agriculture as France is of providing for 24 millions, or

Germany 20 millions of their people (see Chapter XXTV) ; and
if Mr. Balfour will not admit the fact, if he and his party still

persist iu refusing to give to Great Britain an agricultural

system that would enable her to make the most of her land and
then deride her capabilities as a labour-employer and wealth-

producer, the responsibilities of this incomprehensible attitude

and its fateful results to the people must rest with that states-

man and his followers, and not with those who have called

public attention to these plain facts.

Let us, however, put these regrettable utterances to the test

of experience. Eeversing the order and taking the question of

increased wealth first, the following is the interpretation that

unbiassed people will put upon it :

—

Increa.se of Industrial Wealth means but Little

That the wealth of Great Britain has increased during the

last ten, twenty, or fifty years there is no doubt, but this

fact proves nothing because the wealth of every country in

Europe lias similarly increased during the same period. What
is of greater moment to us is this—has our wealth increased

as much as it ought to have done ; as much as it would

have done had we not only maintained our agriculture but

adopted the same wise measures of establishing universal

agriculture as have been adopted in every country save our

own ? A prosperous, widespread land industry, during all

these years, would have resulted in an enormous increase of
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agricultural wealth, Lut it is a matter of common knowledge
that enormous loss has resulted.

Loss OF Agricultural Wealth means Much

It has been shown in a former chapter that the loss of

agricultural wealth has been estimated at £1,000,000,000 to

£1,000,000,000, and although this estimate differs considerably,

which is inevitable in the circumstances, owing to the many
difticulties attending the investigation, immense wealth has
undoubtedly been lost; but whether the country is poorer,

through the destruction of its land industry, by 500 millions

more or less, is not of so much importance as the fact that

the country and the people are poorer, and considerably

poorer, than they would have been had agriculture been spared
to them.

There is much more evidence from equally reliable sources,

but this single instance is sufficient to show that so far as

agricultural wealth is concerned a truly stupendous sum has
been lost to the country, and as it is equally clear that vast

national wealth cannot be lost without individual and col-

lective loss to the people, it becomes obvious that the com-
munity must have suffered considerably.

If the axiom holds good that the people cannot become
impoverished without tlie State Exchequer suffering, owing
to the shrinkage in the taxable area of the country which
must inevitably result from such a condition, then it seems
clear enough that, in building up our manufactui'es at the

expense of our agriculture, the State must have lost vast

sums since we commenced to neglect our great land industry

;

it will, perhaps, never be clearly demonstrated what we have
really lost, but the sum is a colossal one.

Manufacturing Wealth no Compensation for Loss of
Agricultural Wealth

It may be contended that the increased manufacturing
wealth will compensate for loss of agricultural wealth, but
this could not be maintained, because, quite apart from other

considerations, the demand for manufactured goods naturally

expands as the world's population increases, and prosperity

spreads. It therefore follows that had British agriculture

remained in a prosperous condition, or, to put the true inter-

pretation on the matter, had our legislators put agriculture

in its proper position and maintained it as the chiefest

industry and the chiefest wealth-producer of the nation,

h
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manufacturing wealth must have been greater than it is now,
because in the place of a small, poor, struggling agricultural

population we should have had many millions of prosperous

agriculturists whose purchasing power would have been enormous.

Indeed, it is quite easy to conceive that the purchasing power
of a great prosperous agricultural community of our own
people, interspersed throughout our own country, must neces-

sarily have been greater than that of many of the agricultural

communities of those countries from which we had hitherto

drawn our food supplies. The purchasing power of the Eussian
agricultural peasant or the Indian ryot, for example, cannot

be very great, but a prosperous British agricultural community,
well planted in their own country, would certainly require

and consume more commodities than their confreres in those

countries.

Looked at from this aspect it appears that, in order to

increase the manufacturing wealth of the country, enormous
loss of agricultural wealth was involved in the process—

a

method of " augmenting " the collective wealth of the nation

which will hardly appeal to the mind of independent, un-

biassed men. Xor can this "robbing Peter to pay Paul"
method of conducting public business be defended upon the

basis of equity and justice, because, when reduced to its last

denominator, it is nothing more nor less than running the

economical affairs of the country on a deliberate and unequivocal

system of

—

Class Legislation !

What else is it or can it be ?

"I am afraid that most of us entered upon the struggle with

the belief that we had some distinct class-interest in the question,"

said Cobden, with commendable frankness, sixty-four years

ago, and although his followers are not bold enough to-day

to avow that the policy which was inaugurated by the manu-
facturer-reformers of Cobden's time, in class-interests, is now
maintained by the Manchester School for that purpose, and
only for that purpose, it nevertheless remains an indubitable

Tkuth.
The Liberal-Unionist party have it in their power to right

a grievous wrong, but if they fail to do so, if they continue

to regard the stimulation of manufactures as

" the only possible mode in which the population of this country can

largely increase or its wealth augment,"

they will but be following in the footsteps of Cobden and his

Manchester School, following in bolstering up Class Legislation
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of a nature that will surely result, sooner or later, in the dis-

inte£];ration of the British Empire.
Owing to her peculiar facilities, Great Britain must, in

any circumstances, have maintained her position as the ture-

most manufacturing country in the world ; at any rate this

must have been the case for the last sixty odd years, while

she must necessarily have shared in the tremendous expansion

of the world's trade which has naturally been experienced

during that period, owing to the application of steam to ocean

navigation, the development of railways in every country, and
easier communications and freer facilities all round for

international trading.

So fortuitous a circumstance cannot be made a contention

that to enable Great Britain to so strengthen and equip her

manufacturing industries that she might share in this very

natural trade expansion, it was necessary for her, first of all,

to sacrifice her agricultural industry ; but it would appear

that such a contention has been set up in the case we are

considering. Many political economists, indeed, gravely affirm

that the two could not grow up together and subsist side by
side, and that it was therefore essential to sacrifice our agri-

culture so that our trades and industries might have free

scope for expansion ; but as this remarkable contention will

be particularly referred to in succeeding chapters there is no
necessity to dwell further on it here.

Mr. Balfour's "Only Possible Mode" fails

Now in regard to manufactures being, as Mr. Balfour

declares

—

" The only possible mode in which the population of this country

can largely increase,"

the actual facts of the case appear to be in direct opposition

to the contention.

The Government Emigration Eecords show the following

figures :

—

From 1853 to 1904, when trade was not so flourishing as at

the present time, 9,773,704: persons emigrated from Great

Britain and Ireland, of which Great Britain accounted for

6,294.954, and Ireland for 3,470,750, or an annual average for

that period of 187,956 persons.*

Later figures show that during the five years ending 1907,

1,514,279 people of Ikitish and Irish origin, or an annual

" The Statesman's Year Book, iy07."
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average of 302,45 G, emigrated from our shores to countries out

of Europe ; while in 1907 the enormous total of 395,680

persons of our own tlesh and blood emigrated from the United

Kingdom.*
IJuring the same period, i.e. for the five years ending either

1906 or 1907, according to figures available, but 1,183,064

persons of the nationality of the following countries found it

necessary to take leave of their native land.f

1. Norway 114,216

2. Sweden 117,315

3. Denmark 40,638

4. Holland 12,549

5. Switzerland 19,628

6. Belgium 72,049

7. Portugal J 113,699

8. Spain^§ 49r>,151

9. The German Empire .... 155,139

10. France
||

42,680

1,183,064

This means that, with the exception of Austria-Hungary,

Italy, liussia, and some of the minor States, the total emigrants

from the rest of Europe, for five years ending 1907, were
331,215, or one-third of a million souls short of the enormous
number of British and Irish emigrants who were compelled to

leave the shores of the United Kingdom during the same
period.Tf

If these figures prove anything it is this, that despite the

vaunted trade expansion and the growth of our manufacturing
industries, the people of this country find the necessity of

emigrating in alarming numbers every year, while the millions

that are left behind experience ever-growing difficulty in

obtaining employment. It therefore becomes evident that the

contention of the leader of the Opposition, iu this connection at

least, cannot be maintained.

* " Statistical Abstract for the U.K." 1893-1907. (Parliamentary Blue
Book.)

t " Statistical Abstract for Foreign Countries." (Parliamentary Blue
Book, Cd. 4265 ; 1908.)

X Figures available only for five years ending 1904,

§ Besides emigrants proper are included soldiers and Government officials

proceeding to Spanish Possessions, tourists, etc.

II
No figures are available for France since 1893. The figures given are

based upon the total emigrants from that country from 1876 to 1893, viz.

153,651, or 42,680 for five years.

% The difference of treatment adopted in European countries in arriving

at Emigration Returns makes a really accurate table of comparison difficult.

The figures given, are, however, near enough to illustrate the enormous
difference between the numbers emigrating from the United Kingdom and
the countries enumerated.
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Mr. Balfour is an able debater, a capable and astute leader

of a i^'reat party, and he is, moreover, no mean, pettifogging

politician, but a wise and far-seeing statesman wlio compels
the respect and admiration of even his political opponents ; but

he is, nevertheless, human, and liable to Imman fallibility.

In this instance he has obviously committed an error of

judgment.
In discussing so momentous a question as that involving

the welfare of a nation, the people should not permit their

judgment to be influenced against their own convictions, even

by so great an authority as the ex-Prime Minister of the

United Kingdom.

Mr. Balfour's Contentions measured by General
Eesults

Let us now look at the matter from one or two other points

of view, to see if general results support Mr. Balfour's con-

tentions.

Success is a standard by which we may fairly measure most
things in this world ; and if a work yields good substantial

results, and stands satisfactorily the practical tests of ordinary

life, it may safely be called a success.

Mr. Balfour's " only possible mode " of dealing with the

question has, as is well known, been tried for the last thirty

years or more, and it has failed so unmistakably as to result,

firstly, in acute and widespread poverty and overflowing

workhouses ; secondly, in a huge surplus of unemployed,
which is the bugbear of each successive Government ; and
thirdly, in a still greater mass of necessitous people of all

classes who, but for the continual effort and material aid of

that multitude of philanthropic people who give untold millions

annually, would surely starve and die.

It may be contended that although these are facts plainly

stated and legitimately quoteil, they nevertheless need not

necessarily apply to the future, because the expansion of

national trade would be so phenomenal and so abiding as to

preclude the possibility of its failing us as a sure means of

affording employment for every worker in the country ; but it

is obvious, from the experience of the past, that such a con-

tention would be as unreliable and dangerous as it is specious

and misleading.

Our national trade has jiassed through periods of phenomenal
expansion and great prosperity time and again during the last

fifty years or so ; but what has it ever left behind save periods

of reaction and depression, of lack of work and widespread
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distress, wherein Government aid on a liberal scale has been

found necessary to save people from starving, and private

charities have been sorely taxed to help the helpless ?

No Intention to minimise Industrial Importance

Nobody despises our trades and manufactures, nor has the
writer the slightest intention of under-estimating their enormous
value as highly important and essential factors in the common-
weal ; indeed, it must be admitted that they are as essential to

our welfare as the sun's influence is to the planet on which we
live. But here we must draw a firm line of demarcation. Trade

and industries are certainly among the highest essentials to our

existence as a great nation ; but they are not the only ones.

If we trust entirely to them we fail, as we have seen, and we
must not fail any longer. We must supplement these means
of wealth, greatness, and prosperity by other and surer means
that are not subject to outside influences, and that will afford

unfailing employment to all who adopt them, quite irrespective

of market fluctuations and trade depressions.

These means are to be found in the land, and only in the

land. The land in every country but our own forms the staple

industry, and constitutes the chief means of employment, with

the result, in every case, that there is no such thing as wide-

spread poverty and a huge mass of pauperism, as we know it.

Do not let us pass by this obvious fact without considering

what it means, for upon it hangs the welfare of the British

nation.

We are, generally speaking, an untravelled people and a

busy people. If we go abroad for our short summer holidays,

we go for pleasure, and do not bother ourselves about the

institutions of the country we travel in, or its trade, industries,

or constitution. If we go to Belgium, for example, we are

more interested in the splendid Palais de Justice at Brussels,

and the weird collection of paintings at the Musee Wiertz,

than in the wonderful agricultural system of the country.

But when observation becomes necessary and comparison

essential in national interests, we must no longer ignore, as

of no moment, what other nations have felt constrained to do

in the common interests of the people ; if we do, we shall

become wilfully negligent.

Europe recognises Necessity for Up-to-date Agriculture

There is not a country in Europe but has recognised long

ago that the highest form of universal agriculture is as essential
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to the welfare of the people as rain is to the growing plants.

They have seen that although commerce and industries are

valuable and even necessary factors in building up the pros-

perity and greatness of a country, the land is even a far greater

factor. The land is the source from which life itself springs,

and it must therefore form the basis of all liuman effort.

Neglect the land, and the real wealth of a country at once

declines. Cultivate it highly, and real abiding wealth increases,

full lucrative work is found for the people, prosperity develops,

and poverty disappears. This is not a theory of economics but

a Natuual Law, and those who care to study the matter for

themselves will find that it is a law which knows no change.

We alone of all nations of the Western World have thought

fit to deride that law and to set it at naught. Years ago, in the

pride and full plenitude of our commercial and industrial

success, we cast aside, almost scornfully, the nation's great

agricultural industry, and opened our Free-trade flood-gates to

the world's earth-productions. " We will manufacture for the

peoples of the earth, and wax fat thereby; they shall grow

our corn ; they shall be our hewers of wood and drawers of

water," said we in our arrogance. We were to be lords of

manufacture and they—slaves of the soil.

A singularly bold idea was this of Eichard Cobden, and had

it been realised our position would have been unique in the

world's history ; but " the best-laid schemes o' mice an' men
gang aft a-gley." Other nations also saw the necessity of

developing their manufactures, and they would not have inter-

national Free-trade, and so this great scheme was foredoomed

to failure. Among other things, we have let in free the laud-

products of other nations, but in so doing we have killed the

people's greatest industry, and we shall presently see how
terribly we have suffered in consequence.

Mr. Balfour's " only possible mode " will not then be found

in manufactures, but in the Land, and only in the land.

Such views as these are the outcome of independent observa-

tion and anti-Free-traders would seem to have the best of the

artiument so far.



CHAPTER XIII

HOW OUR PUBLIC MEN MISS THE WAY—PAUPERISM AND
UNEMPLOYMENT A RESULT OF EXISTING CONDITIONS

A PROPER APPRECIATION OF CAUSE AND EFFECT

ESSENTIAL

" Feee-trade and Pauperism," and " Free-trade and Unemploy-
ment" are often bracketed together by anti-Free-traders, and
the facts which follow would seem to offer irrefutable evidence

of the justness of the charge.

The people know only too well that abnormal poverty dogs

their footsteps with the pertinacity of a bloodhound, and, turn

whichever way they will, this fell presence is always on their

track.

They have realised for many years that every trade, pro-

fession, and industry in this country has been so over-crowded,

that Employment has been hard to get and difficult to retain,

even by skilled men, in what are regarded as safe positions

—

witness the comparatively recent discharges from the Woolwich
Arsenal, and the necessity for immediate exodus to Germany
and other countries which followed, because firms in the same
line of business could offer the men no employment.

They know that every Government for the last fifty years

or more has been at its wits' end to decide what to do with
the ever-increasing burden of pauperism, which has settled

upon the country with crushing effect, and yet the burden
grows, and its weight becomes heavier.

Tax-payees eecognise "Necessity" foe Poveety

The tax-paying community have seen that, owing to its

constant presence in their midst, the people have actually

come to regard this foul thing as something that must be,

even, indeed, to accept it as a necessity, and beyond grumbling
at the financial strain which their acquiescence in the matter

104
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involves, they do nothing to relieve themselves of this monstrous

incubus.

The Government of the day, seeing this unfortunate attitude

on the part of the people and the tax-payers, and moved thereto

by Machiavelian political considerations, naturally shape their

course accordingly by imposing upon the latter those heavy

burdens called Poor-rates, which now amount to the stupen-

dous sum of £34,920,280 (nearly thirty-five millions sterling

annually), half of which is actually expended yearly on the

upkeep of our pauper establishments.

The people have assumed this strangely anomalous attitude

in regard to Pauperism, because every Government that has

been in power since the passing of the Poor Law Amendment
Act of 1834 has led them to believe that pauperism is there

by constitutional right, and cannot be done away with.

The Government of tliat day thought they had improved
the Pauper Laws by their new Act, and perhaps they had ; but

they had never dreamed that future Governments would take

out of the pockets of the people the colossal sum of thirty-five

millions sterling annually for pauper relief. Nor did the people

for a moment realise that in Legalising Poverty, Pauperism
would, in the next generation, grow into one of the biggest

National Institutions, demanding for its maintenance several

millions more than are spent on the Army, and even more than

is spent on our Navy—the most powerful in the World.
Here is a monstrous anomaly, and yet the thing goes on

because of the self-interest of Governments and the ignorance

and apathy of the people.

It has been truly said that

—

" It is the people who really make the laws of the land ; so it is

the people who have first to be influenced, and then the necessary

laws will come into beincr."

The People must first be convinced

Convince the people that pauperism, as we know it, is

nothing but a foul growth on the body politic; that povertrj

even is preventable, and the country will soon witness a

wonderful change, not only in our Poor Laws, but in the

attitude of the people themselves towards the entire question.

Poverty, in an acute form, is no more necessary than

drunkenness is a necessity, and it is time we recognised this

fact.

Make it clear to the people that, if the two great parties in

the House would but sink their differences for a brief space
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and act together for once for the public good, the many-
difficulties which beset the workers of this country would
speedily disappear. The pressure of public opinion thus set

up would soon prove too strong even for that powerful party
spirit which exercises so baleful an influence over national

affairs.

Hitherto the concentrated weight of party influence has
always kept in subjection that scattered, although infinitely

greater power—public opinion—but if tlie British people are

wise they will insist upon a complete reversal of this abnormal
and destructive state of affairs.

We can prevent poverty and kill pauperism with the

greatest possible ease, but we must first of all discover the

source from which poverty and its attendant horrors spring,

before we may hope to cut off the evil. We have looked for,

and are still looking for, the source of these curses to our
country in the wrong direction, and we have failed to find it.

How Public Men miss the Way
Statesmen, writers on political economy, publicists. Mem-

bers of Parliament, and Ministers of Government, are all

seeking for the solution of the problem in unlikely spots,

trying to unlock the door with a key that will not fit ; and
they might just as well abandon the task.

Mr. Balfour, in speaking against the second reading of the

Small Landholders (Scotland) Bill, April 30, 1907, is reported

to have said

—

" They (the Government) increased the difficulty by bringing
people, in the ordinary phrase, ' back to the land,' because when
agriculture went through a period of depression it was inevitable

that the people would have to seek other occupations in other places.

It was a result of simple and well-known economic causes, which,
although of the greatest possible importance in the consideration of

this subject, were constantly left out of account."

It is very clear from this that that eminent statesman does

not regard the deplorable state of labour and the whole question

affecting employment and poverty as anomalous, or due to

anything else than

—

" A result of simple and well-known economic causes."

Mr. John Burns, who took part in one of the meetings of

the Imperial Conference at the Colonial Office on April 25,

1907, proposed

—
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" That it is desirable to cnconra^'e British emigrants to proceed

to British Colonies rather than Foreiii^n countries ; and that the

Imperial Government be requested to co-operate with any Colonies

desiring immigrants in assisting suitable persons to emigrate,"

And the Conference passed the resolution unanimously.

Here, then, we have two notable examples of how statesmen

regard this matter.

Firstly, we have the Leader of the Opposition encouraging

belief in the selfsame remedial measures that have persistently

failed the country for mon; than half a century ; and then we
find a Cabinet Minister suggesting the only remedy he can

think of—the suicidal course of emigration—as a solution of

the problem.

Here is what a political economist has to say on the

subject. In the Daily Mail of September 8, 1908, we find

this :

—

UNEMPLOYMENT
THE TRUTH ABOUT THE PROBLEM AND ITS VICTi:\IS

" Here is a huge question affecting the vitals of the nation—

a

question forcing itself within tlie scope of practical politics and upon

the treatment of which must largely depend our industrial efficiency

and political purity—and yet it is evident that few, if any, of our

statesmen, politicians, or reformers, possess any true conception of

the problem, or any intimate knowledge of the conditions and needs

of the victims. This lack of knowledge is dangerous, for it may
result in the application of some false and mischievous remedy. Let

the fallacies be cleared up and ihe facts stated."
" It is not wild exaggeration, but a sane and sober statement of a

demonstrable fact to say that we starve, pauperise, exile, and drive to

suicide more willing workers than any other country."
" This is a human as well as an economic problem, and unless we

recognise and admit the cardinal points involved it is useless to

attempt a solution. To lessen unemployment we need expansion of

our productive industries, and to mitigate the evils of unemployment
we need insurance."

The article is too long to quote in cxtcnso, but it is evident

that the writer feels his subject keenly, and is earnestly

desirous of removing this curse of unemployment, and all that

it involves, which has descended as a deadly blight upon the

British people. His Kemedy, however, would prove as

ineffectual as such remedies always have proved, because he
relies upon Productive Industries for hcliJ, and upon them
alone.
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Productive Industries no Avail without Agriculture

Is it not clear to every living soul who is not swayed by
party considerations, and who is determined to look at this

vital question from a rational, common-sense point of view, that

it is because our productive industries have failed us we are in

this sad plight; because our trades, professions, and our pro-

ductive industries combined have failed to afford employment
to our men and women that this dread thing has come
upon us ?

And yet, when a reformer comes along, when an economist
takes up his pen to aid in the solution of the problem, we get

nothing but the old platitudes about the necessity of improving
and developing our productive industries.

Here are a few more references to the subject.

" The Board of Trade Eeturns show that unemployment, more
especially in the shipbuilding and engineering centres, is already

great and is on the increase. Two years ago the percentage of

unemployment in the shipbuilding trade unions was 1"2 per cent.

In July of the present year it had risen to 2TO—more than three

times as high. ... It is possible for the Government to provide
some measure of alleviation for this deplorable state of affairs." *

The foregoing is an extract from that journal's leader of

that date entitled, " Matters of Moment."

The Navy and Unemployed

The article then advocates a more liberal war-shipbuilding
programme as a means of affording employment and relieving

distress.

Another of our London dailies suggests similar remedies.

"
' The question of unemployment,' it has been said, ' is at the

root of all the social reforms of our time,' and it is, therefore, not
surprising: that it should have engaged so much of the attention of

the Trades Union Congress. At Nottingham yesterday that body
passed a resolution declaring that the Government must find ' work
of public utility' for all sections of unemployed men and women.
The position will be admitted by all to be serious. The depression

in the shipping trade, and the sudden cessation of orders for new
ships, have caused immense suffering in the great cities on the sea-

board. In Liverpool, according to official returns, one man in ten
of the working population is without work. In Glasgow the pro-

portion is even higher. The monthly reports of the Board of Trade
show that the tide of distress is steadily rising, and in July more

* Daily Express, Sept. 11, 1908.
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than eifj;'lit per cent, of tmdcs unionists, the aristoenicy of labour,

were unemployed."
" It would further relieve the distress in those centres where the

suffering is greatest, and would relieve it in the best way, by giving

work to the industrious and independent artisan. Each Dreadnought
huilt means an outlay of two millions, four-fifths of which goes

directly in wages to the worker. Finally, such a course has the

advantage of economy. Materials are now at the lowest figure,

contracts could be cheaply placed, and the work could be executed

with expedition."
" It is surely the duty of any Government to place its contracts

in such a way as to minimise unemployment. The winter before the

country must, it is to be feared, in any event prove a black one.

But the worst suffering would be alleviated by large orders for the

Koyal Navy. We want ships, yet we have thousands of shipwrights

unemployed. It would be wiser and kinder to set these unemployed
to build the ships, rather than to lavish money upon schemes pro-

viding artificial work which is not really re(juired, and which the

men in question cannot accomplish because it is not one of the

kind to which they are accustomed." *

Another Example. Flight fro.m England

Here is another contribution on the same subject :

—

"FLIGHT FROM ENGLAND
TEN BRITISH EMIGRANTS TO ONE GERMAN

" The extent of unemployment in the United Kingdom, and its

inevitable corollary, emigration, is shown in a striking article in

yesterday's Pall Mall Gazette, which declares that in the last few
years, in proportion to population, for every man who has emigrated
from Germany ten have left the United Kingdom.

" The following table, which shows that in the last eight or nine
years the percentage of unemployment among trade unionists, and
the number of emigrants, has more than doubled, is an overwhelm-
intr answer to the Cobdenites :

—

Trade Unioniata
Unemployed. Emigrants. Paupers Relieved

July let.

1900 2-9 p.c. 168,000 761,000
1901 3-8 „ 171,000 778,000
1902 4-4 „ 205,000 798.000
1903 51 „ 259,000 806,000
1904 6-5 „ 271,000 836,000
1905 5-4 „ 262,000 869,000
1906 4-1 „ 325,000 865,000
1907 4-2 „ 375,000 868,000
1908 7-2 „ —

(First half)

* Daily Mail, Sept. 11, lyOS.
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" While we have been shedding our people at the rate of 5000 a

week," says the Pall 3IaU, " the LFnited States has been absorbing

immigrants at the rate of 20,000 a week.
'' As a matter of hard, indisputable fact, in no other country

possessing an industrious and skilful population, has it been possible,

in recent years, to find so many unemployed, so many beggars, so

many paupers, or so many persons preparing to emigrate, as in the

Free-trading United Kingdom." *

We may now cull one or tw^o references to the subject from

the doings of what is called the " aristocracy of our workers," the

Trades Unionists, to see if there is any hope in that direction

of a just appreciation of the causes which lie at the root of

these difficulties and dangers which are causing so much con-

cern to them and to the whole country besides.

How Tkade Unionists miss the Way

The following is from the reports of the Trades Unions

Congress at Nottingham (September, 1908) :

—

" Mr. Pete Curran, M.P., said the industrial world was face to

face with one of the most pathetic sights that has ever been ex-

perienced during the industrial history of this country. ' We have

trade in its normal state,' he went on, ' and at the same time, in

the month of September, we have hundreds, nay, thousands, of men
all over the country clamouring at the doors of municipal buildings

and demanding that the local authorities shall do something to

find them employment. If that state of affairs exists in September,

what may we expect during December and January ?

"
' If the Government is not prepared to do something, then

there is a probability that, owing to the indifference of the Grovern-

ment, thousands of hungry men, anxious and willing to work, may
attempt to do something for themselves. If anything of that

character occurs, we in the House cannot be blamed. We have
done our utmost on every conceivable occasion to point out to the

Government the seriousness of this great problem.'
" Many workmen believed the present state of affairs to be purely

a matter of trade depression, and that when that was past the

unemployed would again be absorbed. ' Don't labour under that

delusion,' cried Mr. Curran. ' The industrial problem cannot be

settled except the machinery of legislation is utilised for the

purpose.'

"

" Mr. Will Thorne, M.P., said the resolution did not say a single

word about the cause of unemployment. The reasons were the

speeding up of machinery and the introduction of new inventions.

One of the best palhatives was a reduction of hours in all trades.

(Hear, hear.)

* Daily Express, August 11, 1908.
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"'Eventually,' exclaimed the lion. iMember for South West Ham,
' the workers will have to tackle the question of machinery—not to

destroy it, but to capture it, and have it worked and controlled for

the benefit of the whole community.' " *

Mr. Sliackleton, M.P., Secretary of the Darwen Weavers'
Association, has the following:

—

" Dealing with unemployment, he (Mr. Shackleton) appealed to

all who think well of their country to join in ' finding some plan

by which the man and woman willing and able to work may be per-

mitted to provide that which is required to maintain them in

reasonable comfort.'
"

Shorter Hours

A loud cheer endorsed Mr. Shackleton's next observation

—

*' I cannot help feeling that the first step to real and effective

alteration must be in the direction of reducing the hours of labour

of those who are in employment. A sincere effort should be made
to stop all systematic overtime. A few hours overtime a week in a

great industry means thousands going without work entirely."
*

No Glimmering of the Truth in any Direction

From none of these references to what might justly be
regarded as the most momentous question of the day do we catch
even a glimmering of the truth. Neither from politicians,

political economists, statesmen, nor from the leaders of the

great Labour Party of the country ; nor from journalists or other

shapers and leaders of public opinion, is there the faintest

indication that the source of our troubles has been discovered.

We go on dealing with effects without concerning ourselves at

all with the cause, and we simply—fail ! So surely as the

tides return, so do these labour troubles return to confound us
year by year, and yet the fons ct origo of unemployment remains
unsought and uncared for.

Is there no power in this world that will arouse the people
of tliis country to a sense of the utter incongruity of the entire

question; to the eternal unfitness which characterises every
feature of the grotesque figure we have contrived to create

out of our perplexities in dealing with Poverty and the
Unemployed Question ?

Shall we never learn to understand that if we do not
cultivate our garden patch it remains sterile and unproductive,

* Daily Chronicle, September 11, 1908.
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producing neither food for, nor affording employment to, any
member of the household. If we do cultivate it, it yields its

constant supplies of spring onions, radishes, cabbages, and
potatoes, and affords lucrative employment for at least one

member of the family during his spare hours.

Cannot we be brought to realise that if we do not cultivate

our fields, those thousands and millions of fertile fields which
are now lying broadcast but sterile over the length and breadth

of the country, or at all events, producing nothing but grass,

we shall neither produce food for, nor afford employment to,

the people ?

It is estimated by the most competent authorities that

the agricultural industry of this country employs, supports

and feeds about 5,000,000 of people, and that if our fields

were cultivated, as they are in Germany or France, they would
employ, support and feed from 12,000,000 to 16,000,000 of

the population.

Does it not then become startliugly clear that if our land

industry provides for but 5,000,000 of our people, when it

ought to provide for, say, 14,000,000, something abnormal
must happen ?

No Employment. People must Emigkate or Staeve

Does it not also become apparent that these millions which
the great land industry ought to absorb, but does not, must
necessarily be thrown back upon the remaining forms of

occupations—the trades, professions, manufacturing and other

industries ; and does it not follow in logical sequence that if

these other occupations cannot absorb and find work for these

millions let loose from agriculture they must either emigrate

or—starve ?

That they do Ijoth is proved by the statement of emigration

and pauperism just referred to, while it is beyond dispute that

the pi'imum mohilc of the fierce propaganda of modern (Socialism

is to be found in the unemployment, degradation and misery

of the people.

And yet, in spite of all these things ; in spite of the vast

array of facts and arguments in favour of the people " coming
into their own"—the land and all that it yields, all that it

means to them and theirs ; in spite of the deadly peril there

is to the country in this everlasting unemployed question and
the eternal discontent that proceeds therefrom ; in spite of

the ever present menace to the commonweal, which springs

out of that political unrest born of the wrongs of a nation

:

the peoples interests remain neglected.
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The Tories will not have drastic land reform because of

their vested interests ; the Liberals will not bring it in because

they fear tliey might be unseated in the process ; the Labourites

never refer to it as forming a prominent part of their reform

programme because, in their fight with Capitalism, their eyes

are blinded to facts ; and the Socialists will only have it

provided they can " boss the show " by forcing holders, small

or great, to become State tenants at will.

And so Demos, instead of reigning as sovereign, postures

as—slave.

Mr. Balfour's Extraordinary Contention

We might here consider Mr. Balfour's extraordinary

statement that

—

"They (the Government) increased the difficulty by bringing

people, in the ordinary phrase, back to the land," etc.

Now, of all charges that may be brought against the

party, this surely is the most remarkably illogical one that

could be devised. How are we to have agriculture unless we
begin by putting people on the land ?

How are we to increase and develop it unless we supply
it with workers ?

How are we to have our manufacturing industries unless

we build our factories and put " hands " into them. And how
are we to increase our existing industries and trades unless

we send to them the necessary complement of labour ?

To predict difficulties in agriculture because we supply
that industry with one of the essentials to success—labour—is,

ceteris ixirihufi, to prophesy evil to our manufacturing industries,

because we supply them with the necessary workers. Mr.
Balfour cannot blow hot and cold with the same breath.

Agriculture, like every other industry in this world, must
take its chance, and bear its ups and downs like everything

else in life. What we have to do is to start it on its way,
give it every chance of success, and then let it run alone.

Mr. Balfour and his Party need have no misgivings on this

point, because agriculture is not only capable of drawing off

all those who are unemployed to-day, but millions of the

population of this country besides.

There is, however, a note in IMr. Balfour's utterance that

is far more alarming than his ill-grounded predictions about
difficulties arising through sending the people " back to the

land," and that is tlie baneful effect of his own policy when
he and his Party aro again in power.

I
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If Mr. Balfour, in opposition, sees danger in developing

agriculture, what course is Mr. Balfour, as Prime IMinister,

likely to take ? If Mr. Balfour, as Leader of the Opposition,

denounces "back to the land" as a harmful measure, Mr.
Balfour's Government is hardly likely to take those steps

to put the great land industry of the country in that position

which it must attain before the people can find relief from
the sore troubles that beset them.

If Mr. Balfour is really sincere in believing what he stated,

or was reported to have stated, and has, moreover, the courage

of his convictions, then it is as clear as daylight that

if that gentleman is returned to power, and provided his Party

share his beliefs, a black day will dawn for England. The
only hope for the people is through the land, and, if the way
be barred—God help them.*

The following appeared in a former work by the writer,

and was applicable to the early part of 1907. We reproduce

it in proof of the ever-recurring nature of this wretched
unemployed question, and in evidence of the fact that in

seeking for a solution of the difficulty, the press generally

ignores agriculture as a factor in the situation.

The Woolwich Arsenal Incident

" In connection with the "Woolwich Arsenal, the Daily Exjjress

published the following article, which is given in exienso, to show
how severely the land is left alone as having no part in the labour

question :

—

FREE TRADE

WHAT IT HAS DONE FOR THE 31EN OF WOOLWICH

A CONTRAST
NO WORK TO BE HAD IN ENGLAND

PROTECTED AMERICA WANTS MEN

STRIKING LESSON

" Remarkable developments have arisen in connection with the

unemployment at Woolwich.
" The Express dispatched yesterday a number of telegrams to

private engineers on the Government list, in the hope of finding

work for the discharged mechanics and labourers.
'' The firms communicated with were among those in the

engineering branches mentioned by the Prime Minister on Monday
as enjoying especially good trade.

* Mr. Balfour's present policy, as declared in his Birmingham speech of

22nd September, is in favour of considerable extensions of the peasant-owner-

ship prjjjciple^ which is .satisfactory so far as it goes.
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" The replies were of a very si.<;;nificant character, and form a

strikint^ly unfavourable commentary on the Prime Minister's

statement. There is no work for additional men ; in fact, in most
cases, men are being dismissed.

"We print by way of contrast witli the telegrams, a striking

dispatch from our New York correspondent, on conditions in the

American engineering trade. It is stated that the unemployed
Ikitish skilled workmen could find plenty of work in the United
States,"

No Work

The message telegraphed to the firms in question was in the
following terms :

—

" Could you find employment for one hundred skilled workmen
from AVoolwich ?

"

Sir W. 6. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., the celebrated engineer-

ing firm, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, wired back the following reply :

—

" We regret the suggestion is at present impossible, as we are

obliged to pay oil' hands every week."

Messrs Kyrioch, of Birmingham, replied

—

" In reply to your telegram, we have to say that, in consequence
of Government action, there is more scarcity of employment, and
consequently more suffering among our own people than is the case

at Woolwich."
" Can you provide employment for five hundred of our skilled

workpeople ?
"

Messrs. Vickers, .Sons & Maxim reply from their works at Erith

—

"No. AVe are discharging men, owing to slackness of work."
The same firm's headquarters at Barrow state :

—

" We cannot find work for men from Woolwich, because, if

Government demands continue as at present, we fear we cannot help
the men we already have employed."

The Woolwich labour troubles offered a splendid thesis for

an academical work on the subject, but the Press failed to

grasp the opportunity.

Whichever way we turn, we are met by the same trend of

thought in respect to labour—the manufactures and trades are

regarded as the only means of employment, in spite of the fact

that they persistently fail us, and so—we go on missing the

way.

What other Nations do

Let us now turn to other countries to see what they do
there.

Much is made by economists of the marvellous industrial

prosperity of Germany, the United States, and other civilised

countries, and with very good reason. Phenomenal progress
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has been made in these countries, but ive can also point to

enormous commercial and industrial expansion. Considerable

expansion has, in fact, been experienced during the last few

years in practically all the great trading States of the world,

and, per se, this is neither remarkable nor significant.

There are, however, certain factors in the position which are

of remarkable significance, and we must not ignore them if we
are determined to sift this matter to the bottom.

Industrial expansion in Germany and the United States is

not attended by permanently congested labour markets and
consequent ijermanent unemployment, because such a condition

would he imjoossible in those countries to-day.

In both Germany and the United States, industries are

united to agriculture, and each assists the other. In Germany,
for example, we find from "The Statesman's Year Book, 1906,"

that her farms supported 18,066,663 persons, of whom 8,156,045

were actually working upon them.

The land industry provides for eighteen millions of the popu-

lation, and the rest is simple enough. Agriculture, in short,

draws away so many workers that all other industries find, it

difficult to ohtain the necessary sup-ply of kibour.

In these countries, as in all other countries of the world,

agriculture is the chief industry, and all others are subsidiary

to it.

In our country the land is not so regarded ; agriculture

and manufactures are not allied, but divorced.. They are not
sister industries helping each other by natural affinities, but
living apart and working independently of each other. There
is no bond of sympathy and strength between them, and
because there is no unity the nation suffers.

We are the only people in the world who have attempted
to make manufactures rank first in the national industries and
placed agriculture as of secondary importance in tlie economy of

life. Ours is the only country in the world that has attempted
to alter the course of a natural Law by making the great Land
Industky subservient to minor industries.

That we have signally failed, as we deserved to fail, needs
no further proof than is afforded by the many signs of the
times, which are manifest enough even to the most casual

observer.

Ours is a nation that stands apart from all others, in that

we have been infatuated enough to believe that we should find

universal riches and prosperity in Cobden's singularly bold idea

that we should become the lords of manufacture, and that we
could live and become great on these alone.

Jlichard Cobden's was truly a lofty ideal, but only an ideal.
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He left out of calculation the simple fact that before we could
become lords of manufacture we must first of all become lords

of the earth—and that we are a long way off that consummation
needs no emphasising,—and because we are not lords of the
earth we must obviously fail in compelling the nations to come
our Nvay, to do as we do—to do, in fact, as we should like them
to do.

That we have failed all along the line ; that our splendid
schemes and soaring aspirations after a unique position in the
history of the world have burst like airy bubbles, is, alas ! only
too visible to even the meanest intelligence.

Widespread Poverty instead of Universal Riches

Instead of universal riches and prosperity, we have reaped
widespread poverty and distress. Instead of becoming lords of

manufacture, our country is the common " dumping-ground

"

for the manufactured wares of our foreign rivals. Instead of
good wages and general employment, there is " sweating " and
unemploijmcnt. Instead of homo industries supporting our own
people, they are obliged to seek work in Germany and else-

where. And, worst of all, instead of the Mother Country holding
out a helping hand to the best and readiest, the strongest and
fittest of her sons and daughters, they are obliged to leave the
land they love, and seek their bread in lands that are free from
these old worn-out ideas which have wrouglit such incalculable
harm to the British people.

This is the central fact that runs right through the position
like the warp of a piece of cloth, and crosses and recrosses it

like the weft, and unless we pick up these threads and weave
them together in a practical manner, we shall never succeed in
doing good work.

Governments, statesmen, publicists, and economists have all

missed the way, because for various reasons they have never
gathered up the right threads into their hands ; and it is cer-

tain that until they do so, and then dexterously manipulate the
shuttle, they ivill continue to fail.

What is wanted here is a broad, lofty conception of
Patriotism

; that noble feeling whicli will make a man get up
in his place in Parliament and declare boldly what is in his

heart, and not a narrow slavish adherence to party.

We have now carried this part of our subject far enough
to show there is no indication that this all-absorbing question
has been understood by any or all of those who, providing
they could be made to see the gravity of the case, and
assuming that they would even then care to do so, have
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really the power to right the wrong from which the people are

suffering.

The Government, the Opposition, and the other political

parties in Parliament and out of it, the press, political econo-

mists, and the great army of speakers and writers who never

fail in suggesting remedies, may spend huge sums in useless

relief works, or still vaster sums in endowing our warship

industry with fictitious energy
;
philanthropists, struck with

the pathos of the situation, may increase their generous doles

;

public and private charity may multiply its beneficence, and
between them all many extra millions may be raised annually

;

but all this mighty effort will be of no avail, because we are

still dealing with effects rather than causes.

Disease too Deep-seated to yield to Palliatives

There are diseases in the body politic, as in the corporal

body, that yield readily to certain treatment, while there are

others which defy treatment by the usual processes of the

materia mecliea. The question we are considering is a case in

point ; this disease of unemployment and poverty is too deep-

seated in the national body to be relieved by the many pallia-

tives that are constantly being tried : and yet we go on trying

them year after year.

This form of treatment is not only futile : it is wrong
and cruel. It is wrong, nay, well-nigh criminal, to spend
millions of the tax-payers' money year after year with reckless

disregard of consequences, and with the knowledge that it is

spent in vain ; while it is cruel to keep vast bodies of men and
women in a state of semi-destitution and unemployment, when
a just appreciation of the requirements of the case would at

once supply the remedy.

No Hope for the People if their Eulers ignore Facts

Attention is again called to the fact that the land of the

United Kingdom employs, supports, and feeds 5,000,000 of the

population, when it ought to maintain from 12,000,000 to

16,000,000 (according to the system of agriculture employed);
and if the public men of this country, who shape its destinies,

will persist in ignoring this supreme verity which governs the

entire position, there is really no hope for the people, now or

in the future. There is no chance of saving the man who,
before he casts himself into the sea from the deck of an ocean

liner, swallows a deadly dose of poison, nor is there any chance
of saving a country whose rulers and public men are possessed
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with the same insensate ideas as the unfortunate suicide. Sanity

among the rulers is of more importance and a greater necessity

than it is among the ruled, and before the i'ormer cast their

stones at the latter for drunkenness, thriftlessness, and the rest

of it, they should be sure that they themselves are free from

blame.

The great agricultural industry of this country has been,

and is being, left out of all the calculations of Governments and

politicians, and until they bring it into their calculations, and

make it the pivot upon which turn all national affairs, and then

regard it as the people's chiefest good aud the nation's pabulum,

they will, as of necessity they must, fail to find a remedy for

the evils of unemployment and the curse of poverty.



CHAPTER XIV

UNEMPLOYMENT—CONGESTION IN TRADES, PROFESSIONS,

AND INDUSTRIES—CAUSE AND EFFECT WHO AND
WHAT ARE TO BLAME ?

Employment and all that it involves is one of the most im-
portant factors in the domestic economy of tlie human race, and
yet it remains one of the least understood problems of daily

life. With the exception of that comparatively small section

of what is called the—favoured few ; that is to say, that gilded

band of monied idlers of whom it may be said
—"work is

not their earthly portion," every human entity is personally

and particularly interested in this vast question of Employment.
This ubiquitous quality has the mercurial properties of quick-

silver, and it will be found in every grade of society running
hither and thither, touching every human being and trickling

over into every highway and byway of human life. The Bank
Manager and the Chief Secretary of a great public company are

as much interested in this all-embracing question as the poor

typewriter or the shabby clerk ; while the Board of Directors,

sitting in their sumptuously appointed Board room, shaping the

destinies of vast industrial enterprises, are not a whit less

affected by it than the sweating, toiling thousands in mill or

factory whom they control.

WoEK

—

Man's Poktion

Laboue is man's portion, and it is a good and a fitting

portion ; for a man without work is like a ship without a rudder.
" In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return

unto the ground," said the old Commandment ; and whether

or not we believe in the old story of man's first disobedience

and the " curse " which followed it, the fact that our lot is

—Toil, is patent enough to all. The millionaire and the

beggar, the pauper and the prince, noble and simple, the poor

matchbox makers and the grande dame, the miller and the

120
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miner; our workers in every trade and industry tbrou^diuut
the country

; clerks, sliop- assistants, actors, artists, barristers,

doctors, parsons, and every man, woman and child in the
kingdom, are all more or less touched by, and personally
interested in, this great question of Laisoui; ; Wokk ; Employ-
ment, or whatever term we prefer to use, and yet—although
it be as widespread as ocean and as essential to human exist-

ence as the air we breathe—it is, alas ! as little understood by
the vast majority of the people as though it were some abstruse
astronomical problem, or some far away—unknown quantity.

Work and employment have, at all events, l)een accepted
by man as a iitting destiny, and, as a rule, it may be said that
the lot has been cheerfully accepted and courageously borne,
while it may be truthfully added that—it is not labour man
fears, but the lack of it ; not employment that he dreads, but—Unemployment,

Employ the people, and let the employment be lucrative
and universal, and peace—as far as it is humanly possible to

ensure that blessed quantity in this turbulent world—reigns
supreme ; but create unemployment by the means of unwise
laws and fatuous administration, and Demos becomes restive,

discontented and dangerous.

Who are Labour's Enemies?

Work, then, is man's destined lot ; his inheritance, and his—Eight, and, this being so, it is necessary that every precaution
should be taken by one and all, especially by those charged
with the government of the country and the administration of
popular affairs, to ensure for the people the means of employ-
ment, as well as of its stability. To encompass this condition,
which is essential to the well-being of the body politic as food
is to material man, it becomes obvious that no means to tliis

end should be neglected, no source of employment overlooked,
and no trade, profession or industry sacrificed. Everything
that in any way tends, directly or indirectly, to help in the
creation of new sources of employment, or the maintenance
of old ones, should be carefully noted and jealously conserved,
and no earthly consideration should be permitted, for a single
instant, to inllueuce, even by a hair's breadth, those who are
entrusted by the people with the management of the people's
atfairs. Any measure that may be taken by those in authority,
for the time being, that would tend to deprive them of employ-
ment, would be inimical to the people themselves, and therefore,
de facto, an act of hostility to the commonwealth. Every un-
repealed Act standing on the national Statute book to-day,
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which is known to be working injuriously to national interests,

is as much an injustice and a grievous wrong to the people as

tliough the rulers of the land took horse and foot and swept
the country, spoiling the people of their possessions and render-

ing "Eight to work" impossible. Every member of Parlia-

ment, whether of the Lords or Commons, knows full well the

difficulties which beset labour, the ever-present menace of

Une:mployment, and the grave dangers to the national pros-

perity and the national peace arising therefrom, and yet—he
makes no sign ! In this negative attitude he evinces no desire

to relieve the situation, and therefore shows a callous disregard

of the people's wrongs amounting to positive inimicality to their

interests. Every economist, and " scientific " writer on this

vast yet simple question of the people's employment ; every
"learned professor" who makes his home among cults and
" ologies " and " isms " of all sorts and conditions ; and every

man who, out of the subtlety of his own intellect, his love of

contention, or who for any other cause helps to still further

increase the difficulties with which this elementary subject

has been already invested by a host of controversialists : would
be as much an enemy of the people of this country as though
he deliberately plotted their destruction.

Labouk Question soeely Misunderstood

This perfectly simple question of

—

how to employ the people,

has, during the last two or three decades, been made the

centre of so much disputation, political trickery, and class

interests ; it has been so pulled and hauled about to serve the

interests of this party or the other ; it has been made so to serve

the Free-trader at one time and the Protectionist at another,

and has become so battered and disfigured in the process, that

no man now-a-days recognises it for the question it really is.

It has been lifted entirely out of its native region and planted

amid surroundings that are as foreign to its nature as the arid

wastes of Sahara would be to the Alpine rose.

It has been pointed out in these pages that the trouble

arose because we disobeyed one of Nature's simple laws—

a

fundamental error in simple economy which can be remedied

with perfect ease. In other words, we foolishly cut off, sixty

years ago, the people's chief source of employment—agriculture

—and from that time the mischief commenced. Year by year,

more and more land went out of cultivation, and more and
more people were thrown out of employment. For a time all

went well, because our growing trade and expanding manufactures

absorbed the overflow of labour from the land ; but now it is
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clear that both trade aud manufactures have got to the end of

their tether, and phiinly dechiro that

—

tliey can absorb no more

labour as everi/ department of both trade atul industries is terribly

congested, and that they themselves have been obliged to disgorge,

and will in all probability have to disgorge still more of tlie

assimilated labour, as the competition of foreign nations in the

world's market is seriously interfering with British trade.

A Simple Solution of the Labour Problem

This is the question, and surely a simpler problem was

never propounded to the human race. If you draw away
millions of the agriculturists for your manufacturing industries,

and after a time find your trades aud manufactures are incap-

able of employing, supporting, and feeding all your town-bred

and added rural labour, then in the name of all that is wonder-

ful why don't you send them back to the land? This is,

naturally, the only question that another country, for example,

would ask of the one in the position indicated ; indeed, what
other question could they ask ? It is the question they would
put to themselves if they were in our plight. It is the question

that one man would put to another if a friend were in a similar

plight. It is the question we ought to put to ourselves, not

once, but often ; not one day, but every day. It is the question

that should ever be on our lips and in our hearts ; it should

ring out at all times and at all seasons with the clearness of the

clarion and with the insistence of the alarm bell. It should be

tlirust before the noses of politicians by the people, till Parlia-

ment, out of very shame, would have to yield to the popular

tumult, and then—the people would come into their own, hut not

till then.

The Question Answered

This is the answer to the question, the solution of the pro-

blem, yet, withal, a problem of so simple a nature, that a child,

even, might have solved it, were it not for the thousand and one
difficulties with which it has been invested by a multitude of

people with a multitude of interests to serve.

This unfortunate question has been made the subject of such
a mass of polemics, of such wide controversy ; has become the

centre of so much intrigue ; of political strife and party war-
fare ; of unseemly wrangling aud " scientific " speculation ; while

it is moreover, so little understood, even by tlie vast majority of

the better class people, that there is no wonder it is to-day the

pivot upon which turns most of the political and social imrest
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of the times. That it has assumed an air of importance that

would he as ridiculous as a screaming farce, were it not fraught

with a danger so menacing as to threaten to overturn much of

the established order of things, there can be no question ; and
unless the people themselves recognise the true position of

affairs and supply the remedy by insisting, once for all, on

—

the

cultivation of the soil, no relief will be forthcoming.

It is, then, the soil, the land, agriculture, that can relieve the

strain, and give to the people of this sorely misgoverned and
party-ridden country, that stable and lucrative employment
which is more their right to have and to hold in perpetual

possession, than it is the right of those set in authority over
them to withhold it from them. The land is the chief source

of employment in every country in the world but ours, and the

cliief source of wealth-production ; and, what is better still— the

chief means of its even distrilittion. Unless the people insist

on agricultural conditions being set up here similar to those

which obtain in every State in Europe—conditions which ensure
universal and profitable employment, this Unemployed question,

which is a rank injustice to the masses, a sore burden to tax

and rate-payers, and a veritable curse to the country, will not,

and cannot, be relieved.

Ugly Comparisons

Here is a statement showing how carefully other countries

use their land as a means of employing and supporting the

people, and how recklessly and shamefully we neglect and abuse

it, and although tliis is but a reiteration of what has been said

on the subject in another chapter, the gravity of the situation

will excuse the repetition.

Country.
Acres under cultivation

Including Permanent
Pasturage and Forests.

Number of Persons
Employed.

Persons Employed
per

every lOO acres.

United Kingdom . . .

Germany
France
Belgium
Hungary

49,611,589

99,759,326

107,992,900

4,362,766

56,850,276

2,262,452

8,156,317

8,430,059

449,902

6,055,390

4-58

8-20

7-80

10-30

10-65

Amid general misunderstandings and unnatural surround-

ings, then, this simple question is made to exist, and most
unnatural means are resorted to in regard to its treatment.

Nobody seems to recognise that employment is a simple result
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of something else, a mere matter of

—

Cause and Effect. It is

generally regarded as a foul but inevitable growth of modern
life, requiring special treatment, and all sorts of novel and costly

experiments are constantly being tried in the hope that the evil

may be removed. It is just here that well-meaning philanthro-

pists do incalculable harm by failing to perceive that their

generous efforts to mitigate an ever-present and ever-growing

evil only serve to maintain a grievous wrong done to the people

in 1846, a wrong which all the Governments since that day have

done nothing but perpetuate.

No Government of the past has cared—or dared—to tackle

the question in a frank, whole-hearted manner that would open

the eyes of the public to the real source of unemployment and

acute distress, and no Government of to-day, or to-morrow, will

be found a whit readier to tackle it, because of Vested Interests.

The landed interest is well represented in both Lords and
Commons, and where shall be found an Administration, whether
Eadical or Conservative, courageous enough to beard the lion in

both Houses of Parliament ? Every Government—Tory or

Eadical—is ready enough to devote large sums of public money
in mitigation of a public nuisance, and is willing enough to

encourage philanthropists to the same futile line of action,

because by these means they have been enabled to stave off the

evil day which they knew must dawn sooner or later. A general

awakening is, however, at hand, and the Government will have

to render an account of its stewardship.

Let us call to our aid some of that sapience which is said to

be among the characteristics of the British race, and put an end
to this crass ignorance of a simple question, which is both

grotesque and lamentable ; and above all, let us sweep away
that miasmatic atmosphere of chicanery and deceit which many
politicians have created around it to obscure their own designs.

How TO Eedeem the Wkong

No help of a real, comprehensive and abiding nature can
possibly come to this unemployed question save through

—

Agricultuke, and the sooner this simple fact is generally recog-

nised, the sooner will come tlie people's redemption from a great

wrong.

It is said by those who bolster up the present system, that

other countries have their labour difficulties, and they cite our

two great industrial competitors—Germany and the United
States- -in proof of their contention.

That both of these countries suffer at times from congestion

^^f industrial labour, and that every country in the worhl whicli
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has manufacturing industries, similarly suffers, is an indis-

putable fact ; but to say that Germany, or America, or any
industrial country in the civilised world suffers as acutely as

Great Britain does, is to affirm that which is simply untrue.

These staunch advocates of a policy, under the segis of

which poverty has grown into a curse, and unemployment
assumed the form of a national menace, should perceive, for

example, that Germany's unemployment, commercial depres-

sion, and the bad time her trade is, or may be, passing through,

are the inevitable results of commercialism and industrialism

;

and the more these expand the more labour will be drawn away
from the land to meet the growing requirements. It naturally

follows, then, that the more labour you import into indus-

trialism, the more occupation you will have to provide for it

;

and if such occupation proves to be of a less stable nature than

that of the industry from which you draw your supplies, your

trouble in respect to uneinjjloymeoit will he in exact proportion to

the extent of your urban industries, these being less stable than

agriculture.

Labour Difficulties increase Proportionately to
Industrial Expansion

This fact is being exemplified every day in every civilised

country in the world that has " gone in " for manufacturing-
industrialism, the most recent examples being in Germany and
the United States, and whatever else may happen, it is certain

that in such countries labour difficulties and unemployment
will, moreover, be in almost the exact proportion to the expan-

sion of such industries. This is not a paradox, but the result

of a natural law.

If this section of the political world could be brought to

look at this simple matter from a purely common-sense point

of view, instead of from that which serves some purpose ov.tside

the broad interests of the country, they would at once p'jrceive

that any labour difficulties which arise in Germany, the 7nited
States, or any other industrial country, only serve to empha-
sise the necessity there is for the widest possible reco'':^rse to

the land as

—

the sole means ofpreventing them. Labour troubles,

it should be borne in mind, are born of urban industries rather

than of rural pursuits, and whilst agriculture plays little or no
part in them, it yet offers the sole means of their solution.

Here are a few headline specimens taken from the daily

papers in the autumn of 1908, showing that we are once more
face to face with the perilous condition caused by widespread
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Unemployment, and that, with summer barely over, the (h'strcss

is acute, and the entire position more fraught with difficulties

than ever.

" Unemployed Demonstrators Ridden Down

Batons as Weapons"

{Sheffield Daily Telegraph, Sept. 11, 1908.)

" workless and foodless

Sad Plight of Liverpool's Unemployed

The Struggle for Existence"

{Liverpool Courier, Sept. 11, 1908.)

"20,000 Workers Idle at Liverpool"

{Yorkshire Post, Sept. 11, 19 08.)

" £17,000 A Week Lost in Wages

Steady Decline in AVork in the Chief Industries

Gloomy Figures"

{Daily Express, August 17, 1908.)

" Rush of Men Sheking Work

Starving Children "

{Daily Mail, Sept. 15, 1908.)

"Twelve Months of Horror"

{Daily Telegraph, Sept. 14, 1908.)

Nostrums for the Unemployed

Then we are treated to the usual nostrums which largely

partake of expensive, useless, and unproductive relief works,

which but add to the burden of tax-payers and rate-payers,

without doing an atom of real good. Here are some references

to these relief measicres.

This is what the London County Council is doing :

—

"The London County Council passed motions or accepted

tenders for work which will enable the immediate expenditure of

£1G0,0( for providing work for the unemployed.
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"'No subject has occupied our miuds so fully since the Council

resumed its sittin.!];s as the question of unemployment. It is a

matter of the utmost anxiety to till of us,'
"

said the Hon. William E. Peel, the leader of the Eeform party

in the Council.

Loans, which would provide work for the unemployed, increased

by £l,70;^,l)5D between August 1 and November 21 this year, as

compared with the same period of last year. Tiie Ilgur<.'S are

—

Year. Number. Amount.
1907 24 £52,404
1908 307 £1,750,423*

The Lewisham Borough Council, in reply to the suggestion

of the Army Council that a supply of leaflets should be dis-

tributed on the subject of affording encouragement to the un-

employed to join the Special Reserve, recommended

—

'' that the War Office be informed of what has been done with

reference to its posters and leaflets, and that this Council is of

opinion that it is necessary that the Territorial Forces should be

properly and efficiently armed with modern artillery, and that proper

ammunition columns should be provided ; and that if this were

carried into effect, employment could easily bs found in this direction

for about two thousand men in the Arsenal and dockyard at

Woolwich, thus materially lessening the number of unemployed in

that and the neighbouring boroughs."

Philanthropy now comes in with a " Ball in Aid."

" A ball in aid of the distressed unemployed will be held at the

Empress Rooms, Kensington, on the 8th inst., commencing at half-

past nine o'clock, under the patronage of the Countess of West-
morland," etc.*

Here is another recent examj)le which is referred to in no
cavilling spirit, but partly with the object of pointing out how
unlikely is all this philanthropic effort to afford anything but

partial temporary relief to a national disease which is too deep-

rooted in the lives of the people to be cured by such simple

palliatives, and partly to emphasise the attitude of negation

assumed towards this vital question by members of the House
of Lords.

At a meeting of the " Church Army " at Lansdowne House,

on December 1, 1908, Lord Lansdowne and Lord Cromer, in

referring to the Unemployed question, said, respectively

—

* Daily Express, November 23, 1908.
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" It was an effect of a great many different, and in some cases, of

obscure, causes, to try aud unravel whicli was the business of

Parliament."
" Unemployment had puzzled some of the most acute brains and

warmest hearts."

It may be that this philanthropic meeting was not con-

sidered a fitting time aud place by these eminent peers, to say

a word that would help the position ; but when brought face to

face with it, as they were on that occasion, and they utter a

few words which may mean anything or—nothing, it bodes ill

for the settlement of a question than which there is none more

important in this or in any other country.

Nostrums even feom Trades Unions

When we get right down to the bed-rock of labour itself,

we find no more hope there than elsewhere. The Trade Union
Congress at Nottingham, last September, were as bewildered

in regard to an abiding cure for the disease as are other people.

The feeble palliative of Shorter Hours was the only thing

they could think of Mr. Shackleton, M.P., the President of

the Congress, dwelt on the necessity of

—

" fmding some plan by which the man or woman willing and able to

work, may be permitted to tind that which is required to maintain
tliem in reasonable comfort. I cannot help feeling that the first

step to real and eifective alteration must be in the direction of

reducing the hours of labour of those who are in employment. A
sincere effort should be made to stop all systematic overtime. A few
hours' overtime a week in a great industry means thousands going
without work entirely."

This proposal of the President of a great " Labour Con-
gress " was received with a loud cheer, denoting how completely
the members were in agreement with the President's views.

Labour Congress remedy an Economical Error

At first sight there seems to be nothing fundamentally
wrong with this very natural proposal, nor does it seem to

point to the existence of a huge economical blunder ; but when
it is examined closely, it becomes clear that it is based upon a
misconception of certain economic facts, and it therefore in-

volves an economic error of the first magnitude. To state that

the vast, yet simple, problem of unemployment depends upon,
and can be regulated and put right by curtailing the working
hours, or by closing the overtime tap, is to afiirm that you could
empty the mighty waters of the ocean with a child's sand-
bucket ; and as long as the labour leaders and the labour party
maintain this impractical and ostrich-like attitude, so long will
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tlie trouble continue. To talk as the President of this Congress
is reported to have done, is to " beg the question " in the iirst

place, and then to reduce it to a dead level of absurdity. Most
people who study the question nowadays know perfectly well

that labour does not begin and end with those urban industries

in which Mr. Shackleton and the Labour Party are chiefly in-

terested, but that it ramifies through every section of workers,

and roots deep down in the

—

Land. The land is the source of

all the troubles which beset labour, as it will be found to be
the source of all remedial action, and the ultimate cure of the

disease. It is to the Land, then, they must direct their atten-

tion, and if they ignore this supreme fact which dominates the

entire position, they simply—beg the question.

Shorter Hours and no Overtime no Eemedy

Then to suppose that remedy lies in Shorter Hours or

stoppage of Overtime, is to attack the leviathan with a knitting-

needle. Congestion of labour exists because there are too

many labourers and too few industries. To shorten the hours

and to stop overtime is to reduce wages all round, and if you
reduce wages you do not lessen the evil but increase it.

Not only do you add to the difficulty, but you destroy the

freedom of the individual, and once you do this you interfere

with a man's constitutional rights. One of the Socialist war-
cries of the day is " The Eight to Work." What answer have
Mr. Shackleton and the Labour Congress to give when they,

in solemn conclave, deliberately do that, or propose that, which,

by the regulations of the Trades Union, would deprive a man
of this " liight " to work. These Trades Union Kules are, to

the labour world, as binding and as arbitrary as were the old

laws of the Medes and Persians, and that it is now proposed to

apply them to regulate the conditions of labour, is rather to protect

labour against congestion than to defend it from the tyrannous
cupidity of the employer. Two serious questions are involved

here. Pirst, the grave admission that : Labour requires 'palliative

treatment owing to its congested condition. Second : Because of
the congested state of Labourfreedom is destroyed, a mans earnings

being determined by the laws of a Labour Society rather than by

his own skill and capacity. This arbitrary and unjust condition

exists to-day, and under the present state of the labour market
it seems a necessary condition, but that it is a state of affairs

that wiU sooner or later end in Disaster, there is no doubt.

Mr. Shacklbton's Plan a Nostrum

What is wanted are more industries and fewer workers,

but the Labour Congress have no scheme which would ensure
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these essential conditions. It becomes evident, therefore, that

Mr. Shackloton's plan is but a mere nostrum, and that it

reduces the whole question to the level of absurdity.

These are but a few examples of the multitudinous efforts

that are being made by Municipal Councils, by public and
private effort, by public philanthropy and private charity, and
notably, through the up-to-date practical Trades Unions, to

solve a hopeless problem.

Such remedies as these are, after all, but dealing in pal-

liatives, and this disease of acute distress and corroding

unemployment is too deep-seated to be affected by measures
of this description. These, and numerous other remedial

measures of many kinds, have been tried over and over again

during the last quarter of a century and more ; and the one
simple fact that the evil has grown and developed, and the

disease spread to such an extent as to endanger the entire

body politic, is the best proof that such remedies have jjroved an
unmitigated failure.

And so they will always prove a failure, because in asking
trades and manufactures to come to the people's rescue, when
they have for years past persistently and uniformly failed to

afford them full employment and support, is to ask that which
is obviously impossible ; and if we will but take the trouble to

think the matter out for ourselves, this fact becomes startlingly

apparent.

The folly of expecting such sources of employment to

help our workers in the present and in the future, when they

have failed to do so in the past, is to rely upon a broken reed,

particularly so as it is beyond dispute that British trade is not

only not holding its own with foreign competitors, but that

it has in reality lost its ^^lace in international propm'tional

progression.

In order that the public may know to what uses national

statistics are put by certain newspapers to buttress a falling

structure, a specimen of the subterfuges resorted to is appended.
The following statement of six months' trade appeared in

the Daily Chronicle of August 21, 1908 :

—

Impokts
Vercentage

1906. 1907. 1908. of Increase or
Decrease.*

Germany . . . . 198,287,000 213,603,000 204,554,000 + 3
Belgium . . . . G4,087,000 73,380,000 68,077,000 4- 6

France . . . . 118,949,000 127,388,000 121,944,000 + 7

United States . . 132,783,000 156,516,000 108,844,000 -18
United Kingdom 256,131,000 276,807,000 269,010,000 + 5

The percentages of increase and decrease are worl^od out by the author.
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The export figures are as follows :

—

Germany . . . . 140,478,000 102,581,000 160,805,000 +14
Belgium' .... 47,373,000 51,846,000 50,507,000 + 6

France .... 100,957,000 111,325,000 104,327,000 + 4
United States . . 175,967,000 192,833,000 180,153,000 + 3
United Kingdom 180,594,000 206,317,000 189,993,000 + 5

That paper commenting on these figures, has the following :

—

" Britain Leading

oversea trade comparisons for present year

returns op five nations "

"The oversea trading of the great commercial nations of the

world during the last six months is the subject of a series of

summary tables issued by the Board of Trade.
" A comparison of the total figures is possible in the case of five

countries ; and it shows that, except in the case of the imports of

the United States, which is feeling the prevailing depression very

severely, the trade of these nations was higher iu 1908 than in 1906,

but lower than last year, when the boom culminated. The following

is the comparison of the imports extending over the first six months
of each of the last three years :

—

" It should be noted that the returns referring to Germany,
which are provided by the Imperial Statistical Department, are only

estimated. They are accurate as to quantities, but estimated as to

values.
" Britain is still first, far in front of any other country, and well

ahead of her own record in 1906."

Two notable features are distinguishable here, namely, how
prone Free-traders are to catch at any straw that may, per-

chance, support a sinking cause, and the careful suppression

of the significant fact that the small increase of our import and

export trade has been exceeded by some of our foreign com-
petitors who are not Free-traders. It will, moreover, be dis-

covered, by those who take the trouble to look into the matter,

that British trade ten years ago was, in comparison with that

of other competing nations, much greater proportionately than

it is to-day ; while thirty, and forty years ago the proportion in

favour of great Britain was even greater.

As a matter of fact

—

we have fallen behind every one of our

great competitors in the PBOPOPuTIONAL exjjansion of both our

imjMrt and exjwrt trade ; ample proof of which will be found in

other chapters.

These facts reveal a grave position, and they are far too

important and too solemn to become the sport of every

political writer who juggles with them in a manner to serve
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the turn of the particular political party he happens to be
associated with.

The volume of our trade to-day is greater than that of any
other nation in the world. Good! but what does it prove?
Nothing !

The world's trade grows necessarily in proportion to

increased population and the freer facilities offered for the
interchange and transit of commodities ; and if our trade shows
an increase, this country, in common luith all others, is but sharing
in the natural trade exjmnsion resulting from these causes.

This one fact, however, should not elate us, nor should we
accept it as an infallible sign of national prosperity. We should
ratlier keep a keen eye on our 2^ro2)07'tio7ial increase, to see if

we are holding our own with foreign competitors ; for it is this,

and this alone, which is the key to the position, and if we
hold it we arc safe.

Decadent Tkade Supkemacy

That we 7iot holding our own with most of the foreign
States, particularly with Germany and the United States, there
is no question, because every return furnished by the Board
of Trade proves it.

To state that " Britain is still iirst, far in front of any
other country," is to mislead by dealing in half-truths ; but it

has been found over and over again that half-truths often
serve political ends where whole truths must fail.

"Britain Leading" is on a par with the "Big Loaf"
brand of political catchwords, and unless the people are more
on their guard in respect to these shallow political tricks, they
will be just as liable to be deceived now, and in the future, as
they have been so many times in the past.

The Unemployed question is but one of the results, as
excessive Poverty is another, of a policy which demands the
sacrifice of agriculture on the altars of L'onimercialism—and
until this grave fundamental error in our national economy be
recognised, and then remedied, there is no more chance of real
relief coming to this Unemployed evil, than there is to the
swimmer, who has been cast overboard a thousand miles from
land, of reaching the shore.

This wretched question is ever present with us, and as
surely as the seasons come round in their appointed course,
so does this unfortunate business crop up as trade fluctuates,
or the fasMon for a certain class of goods changes or dies.

For a brief period, a wave of industrial and commercial
prosperity returns, and the particular political party interested
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in the maintenance of the status quo ante, sing pa3ans of praise

about the expansion of British trade and the might and glory

of England's dominant industries, and the "man in the street"

believes that everything is well with us.

The Mutable Basis of Trade

The mutable basis, however, on which all trade rests,

renders an ever-changing condition necessary, and it is a

matter of fact that the tidal wave of commerce ebbs and flows

with almost the same regularity as the tides of ocean.

A wave of prosperity in the early part of this year bore

us a step or two towards fancied security ; but we are now
going out to the Great Unknown, as it were, on the ebb tide,

for in the Daily Express of June 14, 1909 we read :

—

" During the same period {i.e. the first five months of this year,

1909) there was a fall of £lG,U41,84-5 in the forei<i-n trade of the

United Kingdom—£2,217,964 in Imports and £13,<S28,881 in

British Exports."

In the autumn of 1908 we were standing on the brink of

a grave danger, because of the condition of our diminishing

trades and manufactures, and no man could foretell the future.

The Trade Union Congress, which met at Ipswich in the early

part of September, 1909, predicts
—

" A time of terrible suffering

for thousands of men, women and children," during the coming
winter, and urge the Government to take " immediate steps to

promote large and comprehensive schemes of work of public

utility."

Again the Land, as the greatest factor in the situation, is

left out of consideration, and until Mr. Shackleton and his

confreres realise that this trouble exists because the people have
been allowed to fall into the error of believing that agriculture,

being the greatest of all industries in this country, or any other,

could for a moment be sacrificed to any superior or more
important consideration which the economic world is capable of

producing, so long will this Unemployed evil continue.

Man's Chief Consideration

There is not, nor can there be, any greater consideration

in this world than that by which a man lives, and moves, and

has his being. The soil is the source of all sentient and
insentient life on this planet, and it is the source of man
himself. It furnishes him with every thing he requires for

his comfort and support—fuel, means of creating heat and

light, houses, carriages, clothing, money, every conceivable
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luxury, and provides him also with the staff of life itself

—

food.

To neglect the laud, then, would be to neglect those means

of subsistence, which are as essential to the human race as are

light and air to the growth of plant life, and yet this is

precisely what we, as a people, have been doing ever since

Cobden and his followers set up in this country a system of

economics as unsuited to the needs of human beings—in this

or in any other country—as the poisoned rivers of a manu-

facturing town are unsuited to all forms of fish life.

How can it be otherwise ? How can man thrive when he

deprives himself of his chief means of subsistence ? He may,

by resorting to this or that expedient, dodge for a time the

certain results of his ignorance or folly, but, however much he

may twist and turn, the inevitable will overtake him at length.

The inevitable has overtaken this country, and its people

have suffered, and are suffering, as no people in these civilised

times should be expected to suffer. They are suffering through

no fault of their own, but solely through the misguided zeal

of a band of manufacturer-reformers, who, chiefly for motives

which conduced to their personal interests, sixty odd years

ago, persuaded the people to their own undoing. Then, their

sufferings are being perpetuated by the followers of a per-

nicious fiscal policy, who, to serve political purposes, bolster

up an effete agricultural system which has wrought untold

harm to national interests, but which, under other conditions,

would be capable of conferring unquestionable benefits on the

people, and of solving once and for all this miserable unem-
ployed question which has settled on the face of the country as

a deadly blight.

If there is, however, one thing more than another which

should warn the people of the danger they are running, in trust-

ing to trades and manufactures as a solution of the Unemployed
problem, it is, or should be, the fact that for the last sixty years

these means of occupation have utterly failed to solve it.

If there be additional proof required, it should be the

startling fact that

—

Great Britain is not holding/ her mvn icith

other nations in the race for the world's trade.

But as there is " a silver lining to every cloud," so is there

hope in the Land if the people will but realise it. The land

can aid them as no other power on this earth can—if they

will but trust to it—but if they will not do so, if neither

this hope, nor the manifestations of national danger just

referred to, fail to rouse them to a sense of the gravity of the

position ; then a dark day will, indeed, dawn for England.



CHAPTER XV

THE " CHEAP " LOAF CRY PRICE OF BREAD—ENGLAND
AND OTHER COUNTRIES—HOW THE PEOPLE HAVE
BEEN MISLED

rEEE-TKADE sliould now be put to one or two other sliarp tests

which the people can easily determine for themselves by their

own everyday experience.

A favourite trick of modern electioneering is to invent

some political catchword calculated to tickle public fancy for

the time being ; and it is doubtful if, in the history of political

contests, a cleverer party catchword was ever uttered than

that of the Liberal " Big Loaf" cry at the last general election.

This catchword was conceived of a subtle brain, and launched
on its course with every certainty of success. It gained more
votes for the Liberal party than any other single item in their

smart electioneering programme, and even to-day it is still

believed in by a number of voters.

So effective, indeed, has it been, that it was even tried again

at the Newcastle bye election as late as September of last year,

and with some degree of success.

It is rare in the annals of political warfare that a party

catchword endures for so long, and the fact that the " Big Loaf
"

cry has preserved its potency, is not because it was based upon
the principles of indestructible truth, but because those whom
it has deceived have never taken the trouble to ditj down and
lay bare its shallow and unstable foundations.

It is indeed true that so many events are crowded into

modern life ; so many dishes are now prepared and served to

the body electorate by the various political parties that are

ever contending for place and power—each with its own
garnishing of sauce piquante to suit the particular taste of the

hour—that the electors hardly ever get down to the real flavour

of the thing.

Neither at the time this meretricious cry was first raised,

nor at any previous or subsequent period, was there even the

136
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slightest substratum of truth in it, yet it has served its purpose
so well among a certain section of voters, who will not think
matters out for themselves, that the Liberal party still endeavour
to win votes by its aid.

So much light, however, has been thrown upon this simple
question by writers and speakers of many political denomina-
tions, and the price of bread itself offers so fitting a reply to

the " Big " and " Cheap " loaf pretenders, that the wonder is

there is a single individual in the Kingdom foolish enough to

believe there is anything in the cry save its utter meretricious-

ness.

A Common Dodge of Feee-traders

One of the commonest dodges of those who, for personal or

other considerations, buttress Free-trade, is to tell the people
that if they want cheap bread they must give up growing their

own wheat and let others grow it for them, and then let it come
into their ports duty free. By such means, they are told, they
are bound to secure a lig and cheap loaf, much more cheaply,
indeed, than in those countries which grow their own corn and
put a duty on imports.

This " Cheap Loaf" cry is, however, an old electioneering
ruse, and much was made of it even in Cobden's time.

Mr. Jesse Ceilings, in his book " Land Keform," has a good
deal to say on the subject. Here is one reference to it

—

" During the Corn Law agitation the question of bread was ever
to the front. A general impression was given that, by the repeal of

the Corn Laws, bread was to be more plentiful and much cheaper
;

but it is a noticeable fact that the actual price of hrpad whicli ruled
durini: the contest was rarely, if ever, alluded to. The cry of 'Cheap
Bread !

' was used for political purposes then, just as the cry of the
' Big and httle loaf ' is being used now, and was equally false."

*

Mr. Collings now refers us to the prices of wheat and bread
prevailing before and after the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846,
so that the reader may judge for himself as to the value of this

much used Cheap Loaf cry.

" The following table shows tlie relative average prices of wheat
and bread for a period of years immediately preceding and directly

following the beginning of free imports :

—

\Vheat per Best Qunlity
(Quarter. Bread per loaf

Average price for 7 vears, 1842-48 . . 54/1 Of lid.
1850-56 . . 55/G^ "Id.^

* " Land Reform," the Right Hon. Jesse CoUings, p. 337.

t Ibid., p. 838.
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Bkead Dearer for Thirty Years after Free-trade than
BEFORE

The following table brings the matter more up to modern
times :

—

" Takintr decennial periods the average prices for the same articles

work out as follows :

—

The " Hnngry Forties."

1840-49 18r.0-59 1860-60 1870-79 1880-89 1890-99

Wheat per Quarter . . 54/1 53/3 51/8 51/4 3G/11 28/9

Bread per Quartern Loaf 7|rf. T^d. 8cL 8h'l. Id. 5^d.

" This table shows that for thirty years after the beginning of

free imports, the average price of bread was higher than it was
during the " hungry forties "

; and for fifty years after free imports

(including the years when wheat was specially low) the average

price was only about one farthing a loaf lower. Moreover, in the

earlier years the weight of the loaf was 4 lb. 5| oz. It was afterwards

lowered to 4 lb. ; and in comparing prices this difference in weight

should be reckoned." *

Bringing this important question still more up-to-date,

Mr. Ceilings says

—

"Even in September of the present year (1905), with wheat

about 30s, per quarter, the mean price of bread throughout Great

Britain was 5"4o^/. (say o^d.) for the 41b. loaf, while in 1867 and

1868, when wheat averaged 64.s'. 7d. per quarter, or just double,

the price was only 7f^. in London, and no doubt less throughout

the country. In Edinburgh, in March of the present year, the

price was 6^^/. per quartern loaf, as against Q^d. (or about the

same) in the bad year of 1843, when wheat was 50.5. per quarter." j

Speaking of the " Bread Eiots " of the " Hungry Forties,"

Mr. Ceilings is fortunate enough to be able to quote from his

own personal experience, which naturally adds value to the

testimony.

" The writer was in daily association with the poorer classes

during the ' hungry forties.' He witnessed one or two of the

bread riots and raids on bakers' shops ; but he cannot remember
a single occasion when the price of bread was the subject of

complaint. The cause of the distress was not the price of the

loaf, but the want of money wherewith to buy it." %

" Land Reform " is indeed full of valuable information on this

little understood subject, but space forbids farther reference to

this single work.

" Land Reform," the Right Hon. Jesse Collings, p. 339.

t Ibid., p. 340. + Ibid., pp. 337, 338.
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Further Evidence against Free-trade cheapening Bread.

Here is, however, the evidence of anotlier writer, wlio is

honestly striving to point out to the people of this country the

danger they are incurring in running after this cheap loaf

spook

—

" Anti-Fiscal reformers are never tired of reiterating that Free-

trade gave the people cheap food ; hcart-reuding pictures of the

misery of the people under ' Protection ' are painted ; in nearly

every village some old inhabitant remembers ' when bread was a

shilling a loaf,' and firmly believes, and states, that 'Protection'

was the cause. As a matter of fact, they remember the price of

bread during the Crimean War, when it reached a price not attained

since 1814, with the one exception of the single year 1847—the year

after the repeal of the Corn Laws. The following information,

taken from the ' Agricultural Returns of Great Britain,' shows
what a small effect on prices the repeal of the duties had. The
average price of wheat for the three years prior to the repeal of

the duties, viz., 1843-4-5, was 51.s'. per quarter, and bread for the

same period ruled at l'S5d. in London, and at G'lbd. per loaf in

Edinburgh. For three years after the repeal, viz., 1847-8-!) wheat
averaged 54s. 10^/. per quarter, and bread in London 8"(!Gf/., and
Edinburgh I'bOd. A considerable advance in each case. Excluding
the three years of the Crimean AVar—1854-5-6—when wheat reached

the abnormal average of 72s. Id. per quarter, and bread lO^d. per

loaf, the average prices from 1847 to 1877, both years inclusive,

were for wheat 50s. dd. per quarter, or just od. per quarter below
the prices before the repeal, and bread—mark this well—was higher,

at 8* 13c?. per loaf. When thirty-one years of Free-trade could show
no better result than this, it is surely reasonable to attribute the

subsequent decline to other causes. What really reduced the price

of wheat was the opening up of fresh sources of supply in Russia

and America, the tapping of those supplies by railways, the re-

placing of sailing ships with steamers, the introduction of agricul-

tural machinery and elevators ; in short, to the all-round cheapening
of the means of production, handling, and transit. If, however, you
do not adopt Fiscal Reform and stimulate production in your own
Empire, your food will touch higher prices in the near future than
the present generation has known. You procure nearly a (|uarter of

all the wheat and flour you use to-day from the United States ;

within a very short time, if the present rate of increase in their

population is maintained, the United States will require all the grain

they produce to feed their own people." *

Tariff-reformers on "Cheap Bread"
In further corroboration of the folly of still believing in

this shadowy phantasm of cheap bread, the following is taken

* " Imperial Prosperity and its ' Open, Sosamo,' " pp. 7, 8.
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en hloc from one of tbe Tariff-reform periodicals for August,
1908 :—

"
' Free-trade ' and the Price op Bread

" The fairy tale that Free-trade gave us the ' cheap loaf

'

continues to be so industriously circulated by our Neo-Cobdenites,

that we make no apology for what may appear to some of our

readers very like ' flogging a dead horse ' in reproducing the

facts on the subject as set forth by Mr. Tom Neill, of Exeter, in

a recent letter to the Devon, and Exeter Gazette (July 28).
" ' Free-trade,' says Mr. Neill, ' did not give us cheap bread, or

even bread cheaper than it wns under Protection. The very fact

that the price of bread did not become cheaper, but was actually

dearer for over a quarter of a century after the adoption of ' Free-

trade ' than it was under the severe Protection of the 1842 Corn
Act, is conclusive proof that ' Free-trade ' did not make bread

cheap.
" ' As this is so contrary to the current lielief ens^endered by the

persistent deception of the people by tlie ' Free-traders ' during the

last two generations, perhaps you will allow me to prove what I say.

The following figures have been compiled from the Board of Trade
Returns :

—

AvERAGK Price of the 4-lp.. Loaf

Under Severe Protection.

In London. In Edinburgh.
of 48n lbs

'

Pence. Pence. Wheat
1842-45—4 years .... 8-25 7-16 18s. Gc^.

Under ' Free-trade.'

1849-75—27 years .... 8-32 8-09 Free-trade

Average Price of Wheat in Great Britain

Under Severe Protection.
Duty per qr.

1842-45—4 years .... 52s. 4|rZ. 18s. Q>d.

Under ' Free-trade.'

1849-75—27 years .... 52s. 4|rZ. Free-trade

'"So that the 4-lb. loaf was the turn cheaper in London, and

almost a penny cheaper in Edinburyh, and wheat also was the turn

cheaper throughout Great Britiiin, during the last four years of the

Corn Laws than it was for seven and twenty years after the adoption

of ' Free-trade.'
"

' That bread did become cheaper in the 80's is quite true, but
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your readers can see quite easily for themselves that us bread did not

fall in price for over a quarter of a century after the adoption of
' Free-trade,' the subsequent cheapness, which set in five and thirty

years after the abolition of the duties on corn, must have arisen

from some cause other than ' Free-trade.' The other cause, of

course, was that the prairies in our Colonies, and in the United
States and the .Vrgentine, were opened up by railways and were put

under the plough, and the newly-invented ocean ' tramp ' brought
the wheat at a mere fraction of tiie freight that had to be paid even
for many years after the abolition of the duty.

"
' For instance, there has been a drop in the rate of freight of

wheat from Chicago to Liverpool of 12s. per quarter since lb70. It

was the application of steam power to transit, both by land and sea,

that gave us cheap bread, not ' Free-trade.'
'

" *

Then we have the weighty evidence of the Gainsborough
Commission, quoted in another cliapter, which tells us that,

when it visited Germany in the autumn of 1905, bread was
practically the same price both in Germany and in this country,

in spite of the fact that Germany grows her own corn, and is,

moreover, literally bristling with tariffs

—

"At Hochst, near Frankfort, as we pointed out in a previous

report, people eat white whcateu bread as well as bread made of

wheat and rye flour mixed. A loaf of white bread made at Hochst
weighing four English pounds should cost 4^(1. The Gains-

borough quartern loaf costs -^hd., so that the difference is hardly
perceptible." \

The Writer's Personal Testimony

The writer would add his own disinterested testimony to

this somewhat long list of irrefutable evidence in proof of the

utter fraud of this Party catchword.

At his request a well-known member of the London Corn
Exchange, who is a German, kindly interested himself in this

subject and collected information with regard to it. He took

July 3, 1907, as the date basis of his operations, and through
his Continental correspondents he ascertained the prices of

wheaten bread in eight of the European capitals, including our
own, on that date.

The following table is instructive, but it should be borne in

mind that prices for wheat were many shillings per quarter
higher on July 3, 1907, than when the Gainsborough
Commission, for example, visited Germany :

—

Monthly Notes on Tariff Reform, August, 1908, pp. 132, 133.

t " Life aud Labour iu Germany," pp. 118, 119.
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July 3, 190r.
Price of AVheat.

480 lbs.

Price of Flour.
280 lbs.

Price of Bread.

4-lb. loaf.

Duty on
Wheat.
480 lbs.

Duty on Flour.
280 lbs.

Kingdom "1

United /

Belgium ,

Holland .

Austria .

France .

Germany

.

Hungary .

Ital/ .'
.

33/6 to 36/-

33/- to 35/-

33/- to 35/-

38/6 to 39/6
46/- to 47/-

45/6 to 48/-

39/- to 40/-

43/- to 47/-

26/- to 26/6

25/- to 27/-

25/- to 28/-

21/6 to 33/-

35/- to 35/6
32/- to 40/-

21/6 to 33/-

32/- to 32/6

5d. to 5hd.

6^d.

Ad.* to 5U
6d. to Ghd.f

5d.t to Ud.
Ad.^ to 5U.

5|cZ.
"

Free
Free

11/5

12/2
12/-

11/5

11/5

Free
15/10

ll/2tol6/3'^.||

12/11

15/10
15/10

Here is a strange anomaly. We find that, other things

being equal

—

i.e. the difference of grading as regards flour,

and the difference of quality as regards bread—the prices for

the 4-lb. wheaten loaf are practically the same in all countries,

in spite of the startling fact that in five out of the seven foreign

countries quoted there is a duty of lis. 5*:^. to 12.s. 2d. per

quarter on wheat, and 2s. to 16s. 3d. on flour.

Another Eevelation

It is a startling fact that in no country do we find the 4-lb.

loaf—allowing always for difference of quality—dearer than it

is with us. Another surprising fact is that, in spite of a heavy
duty of lis. to 12s. per quarter on wheat, the people manage to

buy their 4-lb. wheaten loaf as cheaply in the countries where
these tariffs prevail as they do in Free- trade England.

Now, if it be true that we reap considerable benefits by
getting other countries to grow our wheat for us and then let

it come into our ports duty free, it follows, among other things,

that we should at least reap the single advantage of cheap bread;

indeed, if our rulers assume the enormous responsibility of

sacrificing the country's chief industry for the sake of other

advantages, they should at least be sure, beforehand, that the

people's bread should cost them a good deal less than is paid
for it in other countries, otherwise the raison d'etre of their

great scheme disappears.

But this is precisely what they have not done. They have
thrown overboard the most important national industry, and

* The low price is for brown bread (wheaten).

t These prices are for the high-class French bread. Prices of bread eaten
by the people not available on this date.

X The low price for brown bread ; the high price is for bread not eaten by
the people.

§ The low price for brown bread.

11 According to extraction.
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in the process deprived literally millions of our unfortunate

countrymen of useful occupation, without securing to the

people even the single advantage of a cheap loaf, and the

people have, therelbre, every justification and every right in

demanding from those who are responsible for this impasse

the restoration of the status quo ante.

Simple Truths appeal to the People

A demand of this nature, based as it is on the broad

principles of common sense, and fortified with irresistible

logic, must appeal to the vast masses of our fellow-country-

men, and that it does so is proved by the rapid progress of

Tariff-reform.

Having placed our 4-lb. loaf side by side with similar loaves

from other countries, we find, in spite of all we have been told

to the contrary, by those who raised the chca'p loaf cry, that it

is neither heavier, liggcr, nor clieaiper than those made and sold

in countries which protect their trade by a multitude of

restrictive tariffs, and in which there is not a vestige of

what is fatuously called in our country " free-trade."

Not a man in a hundred thousand was aware that the

Protected States of the world produced and sold their bread

as cheaply as we do ; not a man in ten thousand ever thought

of it at all. The general belief was that our loaf was really

cheap, a good deal cheaper than in other countries, and we
accepted this as a fact because we were told so by those who
professed to know,

Europe was asked the price of bread on a certain day in

eight of her great capitals, and she replies—No Dearer than in

YOUR Own,
The writer, for example, believed in much tliat I'ree-

traders said, and, among other things, he believed in cheap

bread as a result of Free-trade, He never put his beUefs to any

tests, nor did he regard unemployment, poverty, and rampant
pauperism as aught else than the natural results of human life.

He considered the social and economic conditions under which

the people lived as perfectly normal, and requiring no great

changes in our economic system ; and if a number of his fellow-

countrymen suffered from time to time, owing to bad trade or

other causes, well—it was regrettable but certainly unavoidable.

The Danger of Implicit Beliefs

Hundreds of thousands, nay, millions of our countrymen
believe in this, that, or the other, not because they have any
real, solid foundations for their belief; not because they have
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beeu able to tost its value by any well-defined measure of suc-

cess, but simply and solely because other people believe in it.

"What's good enough for most people is good enough for me,"
is a saying as common as blackberries in autumn, and with this

comforting platitude they dismiss many a knotty problem which
would otherwise cause them a lot of trouble to unravel.

But we have at length realised that this attitude, although

conducive at the outset to a certain amount of personal ease

and comfort and freedom from care, is about the most wasteful

one that we could possibly assume ; wasteful, individually and
collectively.

We find that we are being overtaken with a heavy and
ever-increasing burden of taxation ; that the people cannot find

work and are obliged to emigrate in ever-growing numbers

;

that poverty increases and pauperism grows ; that despite our

unique position as manufacturers we are not holding our own
in the markets of the world : and we therefore conclude that

we had better look at this matter through our own spectacles

rather than through those which have been fitted to our noses

by others, and which have done nothing but obscure our vision.

That many of our beliefs in respect to the question we are

here considering are wrong there is little room for doubt. That
these beliefs have been planted in our minds by those who pro-

fessed to know, is also true ; while it is, moreover, evident

that, in spite of the fact that the present agricultural and fiscal

systems are utterly unsuited to present-day requirements, there

is a large, powerful section of men in Parliament and out of it

who, either for party considerations or to serve private interests,

will be found arrayed in solid phalanx against any reforms that

would be of real use to the people.

Many earnest men are now drawing the people's attention

to the regrettable fact that those whom they elect and send up
to the national legislative assemblies at Westminster neither

legislate in the interests of the people nor serve any purpose
save that of the political ends of the party to which they happen
to belong.

The Knavery of Electioneering Dodges

This electioneering dodge of inventing some political catch-

word that will attract the attention of the unwary voter, and
trick him into a temporary belief in its verity, would be in-

tensely amusing were it not that deep tragedy underlies the

process. Dickens, in " Pickwick," humorously describes an
election in his day, but the knavery resorted to on that memor-
able occasion by the rival candidates—the Honourable Samuel
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Slumkey and Horatio Fizkin, E.s(|.—resulted in nothing worse
than a free fight between the editors of the rival newspapers.
If modern electioneering campaigns resulted in nothing more
serious than this, the public would view the proceedings with
unruffled equanimity ; but, unfortunately, the harm done now-
adays by mean electioneering subterfuges and political trickery,

is as widespread as the ocean, and ramifies tlirough the lives of

the people, causing endless disappointment, want, and misery.

The people believed in the " Big " and " Cheap " loaf, and many
of them believe in it to-day, and yet it was but a political ignis

fatuu:^, luring the unwary away from life's realities to their own
utter undoing.

What the Land can do for Us

Looked at from the veritable standpoint of common-sense,
we can do anything we choose with our great inheritance—the

Land.
We can repopulate our country districts and give back to

England that backbone of rural strength and vigour of which
the enervating, exhausting policy of the last half-century has
robbed her. We can sprinkle over our fair island from Corn-
wall to the Pentlands, from the Wash to St. David's Head, such
a multitude of happy, thriving homesteads that our land will

fairly hum with the joyous, invigorating sound of busy indus-

tries. We can send the people to honest work instead of to

the workhouses, and we can give them plenty in the place of

poverty.

We can employ literally millions of our people in making
our own butter and cheese, in growing om- own fruit and vege-

tables, in producing our own milk, poultry and bacon, in grow-
ing our own corn and making our own flour.

We can, in short, grow practically all our own food, and
usefully and honourably employ all our own people. We can
so well employ our own people in our own country that the

wasteful drain of emigration will cease for a considerable time,

and we shall keep the sturdy and the strong, those pushing,

vigorous, brave sons of the nation with us, instead of forcing

them to seek their bread in a strange land.

But we must have done with political knavery and a con-

fiding, fond belief in the sincerity of political parties, because
it is now clear to even the weakest intelligence that the chica-

nery of politicians is as palpable as it is misleading, while the

experience of the past proves that whichever party may be in

office, the peoples interests continue to remain—neglected,

L



CHAPTER XVI

TARIFFS DO NOT AFFECT THE PRICE OF BREAD—THE
GERMAN "black" BREAD FALLACY EXPOSED

Let us now briefly consider the effect that the Protective

Tariffs of foreign States have on the price of their bread, and
determine the matter in a common-sense way.

Free-traders maintain that to secure cheap food we must
not grow our own corn, but import it, letting it come into our

ports duty free.

Leaving out of consideration the huge fundamental eco-

nomical blunder, referred to elsewhere, that underlies this

proposition, and which would never be detected by the un-
thinking, unreflecting portion of the community, their method
would appear to be economically sound, but as this question,

like all others, must be determined by the infallible standard

of

—

Eesults, let us put it to that supreme test.

First we have the Gainsborough Commission giving us its

testimony, and as this Commission was composed of working
men, and appointed by working men, to make independent
inquiry into the state of German labour conditions, and as,

moreover, the majority of the Commission consisted of Free-

trade working men, their Eeport is of especial interest and
considerable value.

What the ''Commission" found in Gehmany

" We found that Germany raised tariffs against every other

country, and that France, America, Russia, South America, Spain,

Italy, Austria, and other countries in Europe raised tariffs against

her ; but ttiis did not stop the expansion of her trade with other

countries.
'• I went to Germany with an open mind with regard to Tariff-

reform, but had not gone far before I found that something would
have to be done to protect our industry at home

" It is reasonable to suppose that when the English people awake
to the losses actually incarred by them in consequence of the high

146
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tariffs imposed by Germany and oLlier foreif^n countries, they will

come to the only possible conclusions, that it is necessary, for the

protection of the English workman, that the foreigners should pay
for the use of the English market."

Referring more especially to the price of bread, the Commis-
sion says

—

" A loaf of rye bread at Crefield, weighing four English pounds,

should cost ;5^^/., or I'oughly 3^c(f.

"The i-lb. wheaten loaf, eaten at Gainsborough, costs ihd.
" All these details spell prosperity ; and even though we do not

go so far as to say they must be the direct result of the Imperial

policy of protection, we are justilied in drawing attention to the fact

that this auspicious condition of things has been developing parallel

to protective tariffs.

" It was pointed out by us in our last report that the prosperity

of the last twenty years of German industry has been running
parallel with protective duties. Wages have also risen ; and the

tendency of the day is that they will rise still higher. . . .

" Where then docs the extreme pressure on the German consumer
come in, in regard to the price of bread, as compared with the

English consumer ? We mnst note that Germany feeds nine-tenths

of her population from her own grain."

What Tariff-reformers say

Another effective way of answering this question is to see

what the Tariff-reformers have to say on the subject, because it

has been found of late, despite the efforts of their political

opponents, that these Eeformers have captured many a seat at

bye elections on their Tariff-reform ticket alone ; while it is

a matter of common knowledge that they have put so many
posers to their Erce-trade antagonists in respect to the question

we are here considering, that their view of the position should

be ignored

—

" The prevailing price of bread in Berlin at the present time.

May, 1908, is 5^^?. per 4-1 b. loaf. This is for the ordinary rye loaf

which is eaten by all classes, and which is composed of one-sixth rye

and five-sixths wheat." *

" A loaf weighing 8 German pounds, good weight, was purchased

in the Frankfurterstrassc a few days ago for one mark. As one

German pound is equal to lygth English pounds, and one mark is

equal to 11*8 pence, this works out to almost exactly 5\cl. for the

4-lb. loaf." t

* Monthly Notes on Tariff Reform, May, 1908, p. 343.

t Notes for Spcakors. '"' Tariff ileform League," April 25, 1908, p. 2.
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" On June 7th, during my recent visit, I bought in Wessenbnrger-

strasse, Berlin, 4^ lbs. of rye bread (' Schwarxln'od ') for ?,') pfennigs

(4^(7). I also purchased, in another shape, a long loat of this bread

weighing about 11 English pounds, for one mark (1/-^- • • • My two

purchases were made respectively in a cheap shop in a working-class

district, and in an ordinary shop ; and I failed to find anywhere rye

bread being sold at the price quoted in the Yellow Book, namely,

4 lbs. T^rt'."
*

Correcting the prevailing misconception that the Germans
eat " black bread " from poverty, because it is cheaper, Mr. J.

Ellis Barker, an eminent authority on the subject, wrote as

follows :—

"Your correspondent is singularly unfortunate in quoting the

Economist of May 2nd.
" The letter of their con-espondent in Berlin gives the price of

bread in one shop in Berlin. There is a high-class shop close to

this club (The Constitutional Club) where bread costs 'M. per lb.

Does that prove that bread is 100 per cent, dearer in England than
in Scotland ? Your correspondent ' Fooder,' in your issue of the

14th inst., thinks that Germans eat rye bread from poverty, not

from choice. Will he kindly explain to me why tlie Germans in

London eat 50,000 rye loaves a week, and why they spend from
'id. to 2\d. on ' Granbrod ' and ' Schwarzbrod,' and from 4^.

to Qd. a pound on the darkest rye bread (' Pimpernickel '), when
they can buy white wheaten bread at \\d. to l\d. a pound ? " f

The Boaed of Tkade misleads

Then in regard to the extraordinary statements published

by the Board of Trade, ou June 26, 1908, as to the price

of German bread, and the cost of living and wages in Germany
and England, many of the English papers at once rose up in

arms to refute the inaccuracies.

Here is what one of the London dailies had to say on the

subject

—

Price of German Bread

" Mr. Churchill will be asked in the House of Commons on
Monday by Lord Ronaldshiiy if the price of bread varied in Germany
from h\d. to 'l\d. per pound, as stated in the recently published

report of the Board of Trade (since withdrawn), and if this is so,

will he state whether tlie price of the 4-lb. loaf in Germany varies

from Is. H. to 2.S. 0^/." %

* Monthly Notes on Tariff Reform, August, 1908, p. 111.

t J. Ellis Barker. " Tariff Reform League Notes," May, 1903.

X Daily Mail, July 4, 1908.
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German Living and Wages—Government Report
withdrawn

" It is rarely that an oflicial report, issued by tlie Statistical

Department, lias to be withdrawn from circulation because of the
incori-ectness of its facts and figures. But this fate has befallen the
Blue-Book, published on Friday week, dealiuj^ with the cost of living

and wattes of the worker in Germany and England. Yesterday it

was impossible to procure a copy from the publishers. The book
has been recalled for corrections.

" It represented that the cost of living in Germany was as 118
to 100 in England ; that the hours of labour in Germany were as

111 to 100 in this country ; that net rents in Germany were
as 123 to 100 in England ; and that per hour the British worker
received one-third more than the German.

" On a close scrutiny being applied, it was noticed that these
figures omitted many articles of food, and items of expenditure.
For example, rates, which are far heavier in England than in

Germany, were omitted from the cost of rent, and tobacco and beer,

which are far cheaper in Germany than in England, did not figure

in the workman's weekly budget.
" There were, too, positive blunders. Thus the price of bread in

six of the chief German towns was represented at four times the real

figure. A correction to that effect was issued early in the present
week. Another extraordinary error is that the price of meat in

Germany is quoted without bone and fat, whereas in England the
price includes bone and fat."

*

One of two things becomes clear from this remarkable
document of the Board of Trade, namely—either that that

important economic department were profoundly ignorant of

their subject—which is hardly likely, as the price of German
bread and the cost of living in Germany are now as well known
to thousands of our countrymen as they are in Germany itself

—or that they deliberately put forward a false statement, with
the object of wilfully misleading the people, in order to serve

some mean political purpose.

Baneful Effect of Government Mis-statements

Whatever may have been the mainspring of their action, it

would appear that the Government played a mean trick on the

country, and in spite of the efforts of their political opponents
to minimise tlie harm that is sure to result from misleading

statements of this nature, it is certain that millions of people
still believe that broad in Germany is dearer than it is with
us, and that our workers have considerable advantage over
their German confreres in respect to wages and cost of living.

* Daily Mail, July 4, 1908.
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At least it is certain that all who favour the maintenance
of existing fiscal conditions are sure to believe what the Board
of Trade tells them in respect hereto ; which is most regrettable.

What the German Press says

The accompanying extract from a German newspaper is

interesting, as it shows that even in protected Germany the

Eadical organs in that country recognise that the necessaries

of life rise considerably in Eree-trade England, in spite of her

liberal free list, and that the increased cost of similar necessaries

in Germany is not due to the German tariff:—

" The Cost of Living in England and Germany "

" The Deutsche Tageszeifung, an influential Berlin newspaper, in

its issue of April i:^, 1908, publishes the following statement,

under the heading ' A Confession '

—

"
' Hitherto tlie German Radical Press has always declared that

the increase in the prices of some of the necessaries of life in

Germany is due to the protectionist tariff, and that countries in

which Free-trade exists do not suffer from increased prices. We
now read in the Radical Konigsberg Hartungsche Zeitung, that

in England, in spite of Free-trade, the cost of the necessaries of

life has greatly increased in recent years, viz. on an average 3 per

cent, during 1906, and 5-3 per cent, during 1907 ; that is more
than 8 per cent, within two years. We ascertain from this con-

fession, for which we are truly grateful to our Radical contemporary,

that the increased cost of some necessaries of life in Germany is not

due to our tariff, while Free-trade does not preserve England from
increased cost of living. We have always maintained the same
thing, and we presume Radicals, in view of the valuable testimony

of the Hartungsche Zeitung, will no longer contradict us.'"
*

What the Working Man says

The following copy of a Tariff-reform leaflet, published a

short while since, bears with singular interest on the subject,

and as the conclusions arrived at are irrefutable, the people of

this country would do well not to ignore what " A Working
Man " has to tell them :

—

" THE WORKING MAN'S EXPENSES

A Weekly Budget

" You women folk know how difficult it is to provide for your
families. Think what it means now all these things cost you more.

* MmMy Notes on Tariff Reform, May, 1908, p. 349.
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" Here is a letter recently written to the Dailij Exprfss—
" ' Sir,—Two years aj,'o wo heard a lot about the big loaf that

the working men were going to get. I was recently looking through

some old weekly bills, and compared them with those of the present

time

—

1905. 1908.

s. d. i. d.

Coal 2 6 3 4

U lbs. butter 1 7i 2 3
4"lbs. sugar 8" U
8 loaves bread 1 10 2 2

•^ gallon flour 5^ 6^
2 gallons potatoes 8 10

^ gallon paraffin 3^ 4^

8 0| 10 5

" ' I think you will agree with me that all these articles are

necessities, and yet the^;r/6'e is increased 30 per cent.

' A Working Man.' "

" There you have it shown that it costs 2s. 4:\d. a week more
now than it did three years ago for coals, butter, sugar, bread, flour,

oil, and potatoes. Other things are dearer also.

" Out with that Fraud of Frauds, a Radical Government."

What othek People say

Other evidence of the barm our present free list tariffs have
done to the people is abundant and convincing. Indeed, the

grave danger that this country is incurring by an obstinate

adherence to a worn-out system of economics, which is as

unsuited to the requirements of the times as a worn-out glove

is to the rough work of grasping thistles, has called forth such
a host of speakers and writers that " the man in the street

"

who wishes to learn something of the subject will lind no
difficulty in determining the matter for himself.

What the Weiteu knows

The writer himself, who is neither a Protectionist nor a
Pree-trader nor a member of any political party in the State,

can add his testimony to this mass of evidence. He has spent
four months in Germany during the last two years, and can
vouch from his own experience that bread is not dearer in

Germany, despite her ring of tariffs, than it is in this country,

and that the " Black " bread argument is sheer nonsense

;

Germans are no more compelled to eat " Black " bread, because
they are too poverty-stricken to buy white, than Englisli
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workers are compelled to cat white bread because they are

too poor to buy brown.

The fact is, pure rye-bread, whicli is nearly black, or

wheaten bread in which there is a liberal mixture of rye

flour, is far more nutritious than pure wheaten white bread.

This the German people know full well, and they simply eat it

in preference to white bread for that reason

—

irrespective of
price.

Innutkitiousness of White Bread

English people have been told again and again by dietetic

experts—Sir James Crichton-Browne and many others—that

the white wheaten bread generally eaten in this country and
more generally hy the worhiiig classes than by the rich, is not

nutritious.

Here is one of the most recent references to the subject,

published towards the end of 1908

—

"Britain's Beead

" A circular entitled ' Daily Bread ' was issued yesterday by the

Bread and Food Reform League.
" It is signed by the Duchess of Portland, the Earl of Meath, Sir

James Crichton-Browne, Sir William Ramsay, and many other

influential persons. It points out, incidentally, that, out of 855 lbs.

of corn, wheat, meal, and flour consumed by each person every year,

279 lbs. come from abroad, only 76 lbs. being produced at home
;

and that two-fifths of the total weight of food consumed by work-

ing-class families consists of bread and flour.

" The circular advocates that persons charged with the care or

feeding of children, especially heads of schools, should at least ask

their millers and bakers to supply them with the ' old-fashioned

household bread, which is not brown, but cream-coloured, and
retains about 80 per cent, of the grain, and especially the embryo or

germ, now entirely discarded from fine white flour.'
"

In spite of this unassailable testimony of the folly—nay
obstinacy—of the British people in clinging so fatuously to

their innutritions white bread, and of the superior wisdom of

the Germans in selecting a more enriching loaf for their con-

sumption, many of our people still believe that the " Black
"

bread of Germany is eaten by the German people because they

are too poor to buy any other. But they believe this only

because the leaders of the party to which they belong have told

them so in order to serve the narrow selfish purpose of party

interests, or the leaders themselves are ignorant of the true
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state of affairs ; in which case they are obviously not fit to be

teachers and leaders.

That German trade has enormously expanded since she

adopted her system of Tariff, and that prosperity has attended

her, none can doubt. That slie has become very wealthy, and

that her wealth is collective rather than individual— as with

us—is proved by the fact of the colossal sums to the credit of

her working-classes in the State Savings Banks, while the lack

of pauperism and the general prosperity of the masses offer

additional proof that her ring of tariffs that are hostile to this

country, as to all the world besides, have not killed industries,

impoverished the people, nor

—

raised the pnce of bread.
" Bismarck was indeed a great man. He made Germany,"

said Mr. Lloyd-George just after his visit to Germany ;
and this

spontaneous note of admiration was not merely a tribute of

honest praise for the German Old Age Pensions system, which

he regarded as

—

"The most wonderful piece of organisation that I have ever

witnessed,"

but to many other things which he found working well in

Germany as a result of Bismarck's far-seeing statesman-like

policy of years ago.

The following extract from the Gainsborough Commission

Eeport may be read with interest at this point :

—

" We have been just three weeks in Germany, and have seen the

German workmen at work and at play. In the busy districts of

Rhineland and Westphalia we came into contact with thousands of

our German comrades engaged in the heavy industry, and looked in

vain for the signs of poverty which certain persons in Gainsborough

and elsewhere told us would confront us on all sides. Despite the

prevailing dearness of meat, which is seriously affecting all classes in

the German Fatherland, and consequently all those whose incomes

are limited, including the incomes of the working people, whose

budget for household expenses is necessarily quite specially affected

at this time of year, nothing indicative in the remotest degree of

widespread distress has come within the limit of our vision ; on the

contrary, there is every sign of increasing prosperity. Occupation is

to be had everywhere for the asking of it, in all factories and at all

works in the towns we have passed through ; the building trade is

everywhere in a fair condition, and even in the ranks of the

unskilled, who must always be subject to fluctuations as regards

employment, there is no general cause for complaint. Instead of

there being a superabundance of workers and consequently a crowd

of ' unemployed,' employers are clamouring on all sides for skilled

labour."
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Pkice of Bread not affected by Tariffs

"When we turn to other nations for further evidence of the

effect of tariffs on the price of bread, we are met with the

startling revelation that, in spite of the heavy duty on wheat

—

which varies from lis. M. per quarter of 480 lbs. in Austria,

Hungary, and Italy, to 12s. and 12s. 2d. in Germany and
France ; and of duty on flour from 12s. lid. in Germany to

15s, 10^. to 16s. M. in France, Austria, Hungary, and Italy,

per 280 lbs.—bread is no dearer in those countries than it is in

duty-free England.

The statement given in the preceding chapter shows that in

Holland and Belgium and Great Britain, which put no duty on

wheat or flour—except a nominal duty of 2s. on flour in Belgium
—the price of bread was practically the same on a given day

as it was in five other duty-levying countries where the imposts

varied from 12s. to 16s. ?)d. per quarter.

If after this, and many other exposures of the unsuitableness

of the Free-trade system to the requirements of the country,

the people prefer blindness, then they must reap the con-

sequences of their own folly.



CHAPTER XVII

OLD AGE PENSIONS IN ENGLAND AND IN GERMANY—

A

COMPARISON—A CONTRIBUTORY SCHEME SOUND—
NON-CONTRIBUTORY SCHEME A STATE CHARITY

The question of Old Age Pensions, although not one of the

prominent points in dispute between Free-traders and Tariff-

reformers, is, nevertheless, so intimately connected with the

subject under notice, that some space may be usefully devoted
to its consideration.

The Gainsborough Commission, before referred to, devoted
some of their time to its study, while in Germany ; and as the

opinion of independent working men, on a subject which
chiefly affects working men, is necessarily of more value than
that of any political party which is biassed by party con-

siderations, reference will be made to their views first.

Here is what some of the members of the Commission think
on the subject.

The German Scheme

Mr. H. Beilby wrote

—

" With respect to provision for old age a German working-man
is better provided for. I should greatly like to see the old age and
infirmity pension scheme introduced into England." *

Mr. H. Calvert says

—

" The old age and infirmity pension scheme impressed me as

being perfect in organisation and administration ; and it must be

very gratifying to know that when the time comes to cease work,

declining years will not be spent within the workhouse gate. Pro-

vision against accidents and sickness, which is also compulsory, is

very beneficial, as it enables all workers to become independent of

charity, which is always an uncertain quantity." f

* " Life aud Labour in Germany," p. xx. (Introduction).

t Ibid., p. xxi. (Introduction).
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The Eeport itself has many references to the subject. Here
are a few of them

—

" The workiug-classes are well clothed and well educated, and
their interests are attended to by the State in a measure unknown in

other countries. In sickness they can claim relief at the hands of

the State ; in old age, and when incapacitated for work, they have
not got the workhouse or the poorhoiise to look forward to, but a

certain fixed allowance, in return for which they are certain to have
a refuge for their declining years with their relatives and friends." *

" There is a pension fund inaugurated by the firm for the men
over and above the State pension fund, and also a fund for giving

support to the employees during sickness, or when in special want
of aid. These are free gifts from the firm. A committee of the
men go into every application for aid, and decide whether the case

merits support. This is done in order to eliminate those who
simulate sickness or distress, and do away with any risks of reckless

benevolence." t
" Throughout the whole Empire the provisions of the Imperial

social legislation are effective, and throughout that part of the

Empire through which we heave been passing the action of the

employers is also effective. The German workmen are insured

against accidents, against sickness, and against infirmity and old

age. They have no premium whatever to pay for the insurance

against accidents, this being settled by the employers alone ; the

employers pay one-third, and the employed two-thirds of the premium
against sickness ; and the premium against old age and premature
infirmity is distributed equally between employers and employed.

" The State further pays a contribution by undertaking all the

expense of administration, free of charge, and by adding a money
consideration to the old age and premature infirmity pensions."

Pensions—a Eight, not a Chaeity

"By being thus insured the workpeople acquire a right, as

citizens, to allowance in case of disability to work through accidents,

sickness, and premature infirmity or old age. These allowances are

not of the nature of donations to paupers ; but of allowances to

which they have acquired a right as citizens. In order to acquire

these rights as citizens, the workpeople also contribute to the

premiums, as well as the employer ; and the State, as a body, pays

the expenses of administration. These contributions of the em-
ployers, on the one hand, are necessarily a large financial burden on
production, which must not be overlooked ; and on the other hand,

the contributions of the State are made up by the whole mass of the

tax-payers, not only by the working people themselves." J

* " Life and Labour in Germany," pp. 44, 45.

t Ibid., p. 63. X Ibid., p. 86.
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*' Owing to the social legislation tliat lias been enacte<l within

recent years, a workman receives corapensutioii, paid by his employer,

for accidents sustained in the course of work ; he and his employer

insure him against sickness, premature infirmity, and old age ; so

that his future is provided for with the assistance of his employer

and the State. Further, many employers, as we have already shown,

confer benefits of various kinds, material and intellectual, ou their

employees." *

Mr. J. L, Bashford, the leader of the Gainsborough Com-
mission, in his Appendix to the Eeport, entitled, "Infirmity

and Old Age Pensions in Germany," in referring to the nature

of the Act said

—

"The Government resorted to Compulsory insurance, because it

was impossible to devise any other method for securing the broad

masses of the working-classes—those belonging to the lower grades

—to contribute." f

Here is the crux of the position. The German Government
knew, when they framed their Bill years ago, that the only way
to secure the contribution of a certain section of the working-
classes was to make the Act compulsory. That they were
justified in taking this step the following extract from Mr.
Bashford 's Appendix will show :

—

" Since the introduction of the system of compulsory insurance

for the German workmen, the German Empire has advanced on the

road to progress and wealth by leaps and bounds. The material and
hygienic conditions of the whole nation have improved ; and every-

thing goes to show that the working-classes must, in a great measure,
attribute their increased health and vigour to the beneficent efl'ects

of the legislation initiated twenty-six years ago." J

Insurance Scheme for Workers not—Wasters

"This insurance scheme affects Workpeople, not Vagrants,
tramps, or those who will not work. Nor are the Workmen's
Insurance Laws a charitable scheme, in that they confer ou every

insured person a Legal Right to a fixed modicum of assistance in

case of sickness, accident, infirmity, or old age, in return for which

they have themselves contributed an obolus to the fund from which
they receive such assistance." §

These brief excerpts from a most valuable Eeport, teach us

among other things, that the German " Infirmity Insurance

Act" is of a type that, wdiile compelling thrift, Iniilds up, at

* Life and Labour in Germany," p. 117.

t Ibid., p. 268. X Ibid., p. 286. § Ibid., p. 103.
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the same time, out of self-help, a feeling of independence,
reliance and freedom, which is so dear to every honest, right-

minded man and woman.
Here we have, then, in brief outline, a far-reaching scheme

of Old Age Pensions which, it will be seen later on, has
enormously improved the condition of German workers, and
the question that has deep concern for the people of this

country is—what are we going to do with it ? Shall we set

to work in earnest, and shape and fashion the German scheme
so as to render it suitable to the requirements of our workers,

or shall we treat it with that disregard and indifference which
characterise the administration of so many of our national

problems ?

What Germany foresaw

Twenty years ago Germany saw the necessity of helping
her workers, and she gave them the " Infirmity and Old Age
Insurance Act" of 1889. This splendid pension scheme was
not the result of petty political tinkering, but the work of wise,

far-seeing, and patriotic German Statesmen, who, recognising

what was necessary in the interests of their fellow-countrymen,
loyally gave them a measure of real usefulness which would
enable every worker to make provision for sickness, infirmity,

and old age.

That the scheme has been an unqualified success is proved
by the vast sums paid yearly to German workers, which will be
referred to later.

The English Scheme a Legalised State Charity

The Government has recognised the necessity of action by
passing the "Old Age Pensions Act," but that measure is

tentative rather than permanent, and palliative instead of

being truly remedial.

No non-contributory scheme can possibly meet all the

requirements of the case, and it is most regrettable that so

imperfect a measure was ever laimched upon the country.

The utmost that can be said in favour of this scheme is,

that as many of our aged poor, who will benefit under the Act,

have been reduced to their present pitiable condition rather

through the neglect and maladministration of past governments
than by their own fault, it is right and proper that they should

now receive some compensation.

A scheme of this nature, which is nothing but another

legalised State Charity on a vast scale, should end with the

lives of the present recipient^ aud theu become merged in a
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wider, far-reaching co-operative scheme whereundcr every

worker in the kingdom Loth men and women, including shop
assistants, typists, clerks, and that great army of toilers whose
occupations lie outside that broad sphere which embraces the

many millions known as the " working-classes," %vovJjI he hy law
compelled to contribute.

This tentative scheme of the present Government is, at the

best, but a tardy recognition of what might be regarded as the

just claims of our workers to State consideration and State aid,

for it is beyond question that the people themselves are not

capable, nor indeed have they the power to create and put into

operation a comprehensive scheme of pensions and compensa-
tions wherein tlie employers, tlie State, and the whole of the

workers, would be concerned.

Present Scheme—the Eesult of Socialist Pressure

Obviously, a scheme of this kind must necessarily be
inaugurated and carried through by the State. The question,

however, which naturally arises out of such an admission is

—

"What have the Governments of the last quarter of a century

been doing that at the eleventh hour, when forced thereto by
the Labour party and Socialists, they are compelled to launch

upon the country a hasty, ill-devised scheme which, while

costing the unfortunate tax-payers another six millions or more
annually, satisfies neither of these parties nor meets, in any
sense, the many requirements of the great army of our

workers ?

This ill-devised, non-contributory " Old Age Pensions Act

"

of 1908 can only be regarded as a sop to the recalcitrant

Labour section of their own party, and a bid for the Socialist

vote.

That the political party at present in office has succeeded

in appeasing neither of these sections of the political community,
is but a just retribution for the neglect of the workers' interests

during all those years wasted in petty political rivalry which,

had they been devoted to the public good, would have done

much to obviate the bitterness born of that political unrest

which is a marked characteristic of the times.

The absence of a carefully planned and far-reaching " Old
Age and Infirmity Pension and Insurance Act " affords another

instance of the ineptness of our party governments to inaugurate

and carry through to completion measures of real reform—of a

nature that would benefit the people and prove of service to

the commonwealth.
It is, moreover, evident that, even when forced to some
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overt action by the defection of a section of their own followers

and the hostility of the Socialists, the party principle so

dominates the situation that for the life of them the party

in ofiice dare not put forward a broad, comprehensive scheme
of real usefulness, because of the fear that the party out of

office might make so much political capital out of it as would
ensure the defeat of their own government and turn them out

of power.

The Insane "Pakty" System

And this insane and suicidal system of ruling the country

and administrating its affau'S is not a thing of yesterday, nor

does it begin and end with the present Government. It dates

back to the " good old days," to those times " when knights

were bold and barons held their sway "
; to that halcyon period

of which poets sang and which were immortalised by various

writers, when the people enjoyed universal serfdom and had less

voice in the doings of I^arliament than a child has in the

domestic government of the household.

To-day the people have considerable political power de jure,

but de facto it is really vested in those they send to Parliament

to represent them. It is a matter of common notoriety how
recklessly the people's welfare is sacrificed to party interests

when their representatives get there.

This dominating tyrannical spirit of party influence equally

affects every political party in the State, and it is inimical to

the people's interests and antagonistic to real reform. The
Statute Book for the last twenty-five years, for example, instead

of recording a number of useful measures which would benefit

the people, is full of Acts which were conceived in a craven,

half-hearted spirit, born and bred in an unhealthy atmosphere

of party jealousy and animosity, and which bear on their

features the marks of destructive party warfare.

Whichever party may happen to be in office it will always

be pursued by this baneful party spirit, dominated by its malign

influence, and rendered feeble, inert, and nugatory by its un-

remitting enmity.

A Dawning Hope of Better Times

There is, however, just the dawning of a hope visible on the

far political horizon, and it is to be wished that this distant

point of light may grow into a brilliant sun which will illumine

the darkness of the people's lives and warm and cheer them
with its fervid beams.

The .coJd selfishness of parties is bound to thaw sooner or
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later under the ardent spirit of reform which is becoming
more manifest day by day. The " Old Age Pensions Act" and
the " Confiscation " Bill are but the outside sign of an inward
change, while the visit of the Chancellor of the Exchequer

—

Mr. Lloyd-George—to Germany, undertaken with the professed

object of studying the German " Infirmity and Old Age In-

surance " schemes, offers but another example of this tardy

awakening to the pressing necessity for reform of a more
drastic nature than modern Governments usually care to

undertake.

The people should mark well these significant signs and
take precautions to ensure that there is no going back from
this first forward step in the right direction. The chances

are that Government are really aroused to the necessities of

the case, and are determined to do their level Ijest to give the

country a scheme worthy of tlie name.
Mr. Lloyd-George was interviewed immediately after his

return from Germany, and below will be found extracts from
a Liberal organ, as also from a Conservative journal, of what
he is reported to have said.

The Conservative journal * has the following :

—

'« MR. LLOYD-GEORGE'S RETURN
WHAT HE LEARNED IN GERMANY

£34,000,000 EVERY YEAR FOR PENSIONS

THE STATE'S SMALL SHARE

virtues of contributory scheme

Mr. Lloyd-George and the German Pension Scheme

" Mr. Lloyd-George, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, returned to

Loudon yesterday with as many impressions as one strenuous month
in Geruiany can leave on an aetive aud receptive mind.

"The subject that engaged most of his time and thoughts was, of
course, the German system of pensions for tlie aged and iueapacitated.

But, incidentally, other things carac under his notice, and among
them was the German workman's home.

" 'What a gigantic scheme is theirs compared with ours ! Have
you any idea how much is distributed in pensions every year ?

Thirty-four million pounds sterling ! Think what that means

—

£14,000,000 in sick pay—of which the working-classes contribute two-
thirds and the employers one-third ; £11,000,000 in pensions to the
aged, and incapacitated irrespective of age—of which masters and
men contribute an equal share ; and £0,000,000 as compensation for

accidents—which employers alone have to pay.

* Daily Mail, August 18, 1908.

M
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"
' And to this annual snm of £34,000,000, the State contributes

only the cost of administration—a sum of £2,800,000.

"'But this scheme—vast though it appears— is not to remain
undeveloped. Yery soon it will be increased to £oo,000,000 by the

addition of £."),000,O0O for clerks, who do not benefit under the

existing arrangement, and £12,000,000 in pensions to widows and
orphans—one half from the contributions of the working-classes

and one half from employers. This development will increase the

State contribution to £5,000,000 a year—a sum that doubtless will

exceed the cost of administration.

German Scheme Contributory and Compulsory
"

' Remember, the G-erman scheme is not only contributory, but

compulsory—even bachelors cannot escape responsibility for the

widows and orphans.
" ' Are the people content with this system of compulsory provision

for the years and accidents of life ? Certainly they are. Even the

Socialists are satisfied.
"

' A very useful purpose is served by the meeting of employers
and men to manage these funds ; though the men desire to have
their say on the principles as well as the details. This joint action

is most beneficial.
"

' Could such a system be adopted in Great Britain ? Well, we
must first have agreement among all parties—including the Socialists,

who, in our country, look to the State more than the German
Socialists.

" 'We have made a beginning—and that is something. Germany
started in 1891, and has made great advance. Bismarck was indeed
a great man. He made Germany.' "

The Liberal organ * said :

—

"LESSONS FROM GERMANY
SPECIAL INTERVIEW WITH MR. LLOYD-GEORGE

PENSION SCHEMES
" finest system in the world "

What the Radical Organ Reports, £53,000,000 in Pensions

"
' It is,' he said, ' a far more gigantic enterprise than I had ever

expected to find. It is the most wonderful piece of organisation
that I have ever witnessed. I have seen the whole machine in

detail during my journey. I have interviewed employers and
workmen, and I have seen the workings of the system in the central

offices of the Provinces, and, finally, in the great central Imperial
office at Berlin. You will know the details—how it covers the cases

* Daily Chronicle, August 27, 1908.
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of sickness, old a^i^e, accident, and invalidity. The scope of it is

shown by the fact that in the pi'csont year £3^,000,000 will be

raised for all these purposes in Germany. The (xovernment are

now addincr clerks and widows ; that, in all, will briiif^ it up to

£53,000,000 contributed by the nation itself for its own insurance.

The sum contributed by the State amounts to a little more than the

working expenses.'
"

' Do you think we can copy it in this country ?

'

NON-CONTEIBUTORY SCHEME BEST

"
' I should like to think that out. I have broui^'ht a great deal

of literature which I must read. I nmst also study the systems at

work in Belgium and Austria, either myself or through my officials.

But I will say this much—as far as old men and old women over
seventy are concerned—I am of opinion that their cases are best

dealt with by a non-contributory system. Accidents are already
dealt with in this country under the Compensation Act ; the only

question is whether sickness and invalidity can be dealt with on the

German lines. On that point, I would Uke the trade union leaders

in this country to employ their visit to Germany to study this

question carefully and to help me in working it out.'

Socialists and Labourites satisfied with German Scheme

" ' Are the working classes in Germany satisfied with it ?
'

" ' Both Socialists and trade union leaders seem to me to be
perfectly satisfied with its working. 1 pressed them for suggestions

for improvement, and the chief suggestion they had to make was
that the pension was too small. It certainly is too small, and in the
case of sick insurance—to which the State contributes nothing, but
which is a compulsory scheme forced upon all employers and work-
men—^there is a large growth of collateral organisations for supple-

menting the pension. Trade union leaders, I found, were not in

any case opposed on principle to the contributory system. They
were perfectly ready to increase the workmen's contribution in order

to raise the level of the pension. They were all full of enthusiasm as

to the influence of the whole system in raising tiie general standard

of life and comfort in Germany. Some of the trade unions thought
that it had taught the lessons of co-operation among themselves.'

" ' What did they think of our system ?

'

" ' They know very little al)Out it ; but when we told them about

it, they said, ' England must be a very rich country.'

Employers satisfied

" ' What do the employers think of the German system ?
'

" ' The employers seem to have been at first very dissatisfied
;

but, now, they are highly pleased with it. They did not at first
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like the expense and inconvenience. The fact is, that the best of

them have always reco2:nised their moral responsibilities in the

matter, and they now find that the system levels up the other

workshops, and therefore that they are not now handicapped by
competing with other workshops which make no provision for their

sick people.'

"

Assuming that Mr. Lloyd- George has been correctly reported,

it seems as though the Government may take certain steps in

respect to this " Old Age Pension " question, but whether these

steps will ever lead to a satisfactory settlement is another

matter. We are too familiar with the manner in which all

political parties juggle with our national questions to have
much faith in the ultimate result, and although Mr. Lloyd-

George himself may be in earnest, it is problematical if his

party will give him a free hand in the matter.

Something of the kind was very likely in his mind when
replying to the question :

—

" Could such a system be adopted in Great Britain ?
"

" Well, we must first have agreement among all parties—includ-

ing the Socialists, who, in our country, look to the State more than

the German Socialists."

His reply to a similar question from another interviewer is

equally significant :

—

" I should like to think that out. I have brought a great deal

of literature which I must read. I must also study the systems at

work in Belgium and Austria, either myself or through my officials."

Whatever Mr. Lloyd-George's individual desires may be, he

has certainly safeguarded his official position by the above
politic rejoinder, which may mean anything or nothing

!

Signs of Wavering—Elements of Uncertainty

To bring all political parties in this country into agreement

on any measure before Parliament is, as is well known, alas,

practically impossible ; while to ask the people to wait till the

Government can study the social, economic, or political systems

of one or more foreign countries is tantamount to saying that

the matter is postponed sine die.

Xobody doubts the ability of the present Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and even his political opponents recognise his keen-

ness for reform and his boldness and vigour in carrying out his

measures. Most people, moreover, believe in his honesty and
integrity, and discern his desire to introduce many needed
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improvements into our social and economic conditions, but

whether his earnest endeavours to help the people to their own
will ever I'esult in real goofl, is exceedingly doubtful.

Tlie tyrannous party demon, which always dominates the

position, has strangled effort and killed individuality on count-

less previous occasions, and if Mr. Lluyd-George escapes the

clutches of this malign spirit, then Demos will prevail—not

otherwise.

What the People have a Right to expect

Whatever may be the outcome of Mr. Lloyd-George's

German visit, our workpeople, as citizens of the Empire, want
a reasonable practical recognition of their claims to considera-

tion, and not cliaritij. The Government have an excellent

opportunity of showing them such consideration by the intro-

duction of some scheme of old age and infirmity pensions, which,

while ensuring the obligator]) insurance of all persons working
for wages or salary whose income does not exceed, say £100
per annum, will improve the position of the people by en-

couraging co-operation, thrift, and economy ; some sensible

scheme, in short, that will htdp the people and not humiliate

them, that will uplift and not cast down, that will provide for,

and not pauperise, them.
It will be borne in mind in connection with the German

scheme thai, although it is a co-operative arrangement between
State, employer, and employed, the employers and employed
contribute more than two-thirds in equal parts, while the State,

siCbmntion amounts to less than one-third of the whole. In fact,

the State contribution means little more tlian the working

expenses.

If, after satisfying himself of the contributory co-operative

fundamental basis of the German scheme, Mr. Lloyd-George

persists in thrusting a non-contrihutory Old Age Pensions and
Infirmity scheme upon this country, the British people will be

as justified in denouncing that gentleman as Socialist as though
he wrote "Comrade" before his name. A non-contributory scheme
is nothing more nor less than spoliation of the British tax-payer

and confiscation of his means, and it is this that Mr. Blatchford,

Mr. Hyndman, and the more violent among the Socialist leaders

advocate—that, and nothing more !

" I will say this nuich—as far as old men and old women over

seventy arc concerned—I am of opinion that their cases are best

dealt with by a uon-contribiuory system."

said the Chancellor of the Exchequer to his Piadical interviewer.
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Deep Injustice to the Great Middle-Classes

It is doubtful whether the present Government is aware of

the deep-seated, bitter feeling of resentment which lias been
created among the great Middle-Classes section of the British

public, by the marked insouciance with which every Government,
whether Tory or Radical, treats it, and which in time will have
to be reckoned with as a factor in the political situation, just

as much as Socialism or Irish Nationalism. This section is

tired of political trickery and of being constantly mulcted to

pay for public ineptitude arising out of party warfare, and it

is beginning to ask for a change. The demand may perchance
grow louder and stronger before long.

If the Old Age Pensions Act is intended merely to make
provision for the remainder of the lives of the poor stranded

ones among our great army of workers for whom the present

Government rightly feels responsible, nobody will object, but

if it means more than this, it is nothing less than the ruthless

robbery of British taxpayers to pay for the general ineptness

and studied indifference of past Governments to public require-

ments. Had Governments—past and present—devoted but one

fiftieth part of the time wasted in petty wranglings and
senseless party strife to the needs of the commonweal, the

Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 would not have been on the

Statute book to-day.

What the Woekeks want

The British working-man was, of course, not fool enough to

reject the scheme of " Old Age Pensions," which came entirely

out of the pockets of the British tax-payers, but he hardly

expected this ridiculously quixotic method of dealing with the

matter. Put before him a sound, sensible, practical scheme,
whereunder he would be expected to co-operate with his

employer and the State, in building up for himself a certainty

in the future in respect to a suitable provision for old age or

premature infirmity, for sickness and suchlike misadventures
of life, and you will give him just what he expects, what he
is hoping for, and what he is perfectly willing to subscribe to.

But the scheme must be sound and efficient all along the

line, or he will have nothing to do with it.

It has been shown in these pages how disastrously the great

State Pauper charity has affected the people. Is there then a

statesman, politician, tradesman, or working-man in the country
who honesty believes that this last addition to the great Pauper
institution will ultimately result in real benefit to the people,
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or that a pusillanimous measure of this nature can do aught

but harm to those it professes to serve ?

Emasculating Buitisii Manhood

Do they really believe that our pauper laws, which, after

all, are of a kindred nature to this " Old Age Pensions Act,"

will do anything more than deprive a man of those character-

istics which are the pride and glory of his sex—the right

and privilege of providing for and protecting his wife and
little ones with his own strong right arm and

—

in his own
way !'

The British working-man is individually and collectively a

power in the State, and a power to be reckoned with. He is

an honest man and a stalwart champion for his own rights and
privileges, and that he can well look after his own interests is

proved by his trade unions, and other evidences of combination.

If he wants anything, he is quite capable of asking for it in an

organised manner, which often carries conviction with it. If,

for example, he wanted an " Old Age Pension " scheme of

a non-contributory nature, he would ask for it in a plain,

practical manner; it doesn't follow that he would get it,

nevertheless he would try.

In this particular instance the British working-men have

not asked for any scheme of " Old Age Pensions " which would

fall entirely upon the British tax-payers.

A few malcontents who voice the preposterous demands of

Unreason have asked for such a scheme, but they no more
represent the real wants or wishes of the great array of British

workers than the writer voices the needs of the wild men of

the Andaman Islands.

Old Age Pensions, but not Charity

The British workman does not want charitij, and those -who

say he does simply pervert the truth. Give him a scheme

whereby he will himself be expected to co-operate in making
provision for old age, and whereunder generous, co-operative

aid wdll be given both by employer and State, and you will find

he will respond readily enough.

An " Old Age Pension " scheme of this nature is the

working-man's right, and the tax-payers would support it

;

but the other scheme would be a rank injustice and a cruel

wrong, and they would bitterly resent it.*

* Since this was written Mr. Lloyd-George talked volubly in his Budget
statement about some Pension scheme of a widespread nature, but as he has
not entered into explanatory details, the whole question is still in the air.



CHAPTER XYIII

THE SACRIFICE OF AGRICULTURE—THE BURDEN FALLS

UPON ALL CLASSES HOW GREAT BRITAIN CAN GROW
ALL HER OWN FOOD SUPPLIES

Having devoted considerable space to the controversial side of

this momentous question, it now becomes necessary to remove

it from that region and place it in the category of ascertained

facts.

The first step in this direction is to take the area of the

United Kingdom and ascertain whether it is, in respect to

extent and productiveness, capable of yielding a supply of food-

stuff's equal to the total requirements of the country. If it

be so, then let us build up some perfectly simple, workable

system that will enable our fellow-countrymen to turn the

enormous potentialities they have in their land into a moving,

living power, and so put a stop to that terrible waste from

which the country has suffered since it was fatuously considered

necessary to sacrifice agriculture so that manufactures might

have the better chance of rapid development.

That the country lias sustained enormous loss through this

fatal, retrogressive step is beyond dispute; while the poverty

of the masses is so widespread and phenomenal as to stand

apart from that of all other countries in the Western world,

with perhaps the single exception of Eussia. It is also beyond

doubt that, although this curse of poverty falls with especial

severity on the poorest classes, the burden falls with irregular

incidence on all classes of the community. Every class of the

community is interested in the question, as the heavy and
unnecessary taxes fall alike on Free-traders and Tariff-reformers,

and all would therefore benefit from their diminution.

The total area of the United Kingdom is given as 77,684,000

acres, of which 13,504,000 acres are returned as " uncultivable

or uncultivated, including mountain, waters, roads, etc." We
have, then, an area represented by 64,180,000 acres which may
be regarded as a cultivable area. Of this the area returned as

168
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being " under cultivation " is 47,673,000, which leaves 16,507,000

acres of " uncultivated " land.

The following table explains the position :

—

Acres.

United Kingdom—Total area 77,084,000

„ „ Cultivable area 64,180,000

,, „ Total area under " cultivation " . 47,673,000

Wasteful Agriculture

At first sight it would appear that there are, at all events,

upwards of -47,000,000 odd acres under cultivation, but when
this statement is examined, it is found that it is wide of the

truth. This is the real position

—

Area under Crops 12,992,428

,, „ Permanent Pasture, Clover, and Mature Grasses 34,393,003

Total .... 47,385,491

But even this position, eminently unsatisfactory though it

is, does not plumb the depth of our agricultural hopelessness,

for we find that of the area of 12,992,428 acres given as " under
crops," only 8,3^6,881 are under " corn crops," while the

remainder is under " green crops " for sheep-feed. Further,

that of this latter area—8,366,881 acres—but 1,892,740 acres

are under wheat and fruit, and the rest under oats, barley,

beans, and peas, including 1,182,028 acres under potatoes.

Briefly dealt with, it may be said that of our so-called

"cultivated" area of 47,385,491 acres, 44,310,723 acres are

under grass and crops for sheep and cattle-feed, while there are

only 1,892,740 under wheat and fruit, and 1,182,028 under
potatoes, or an aggregate of 3,074,768 acres, out of the enormous
total area of nearly 48,000,000 acres under

—

Man-feed.*

Less than 7 per cent, cultivated for Man-Food

Now, if the greatest enemy of the race devised means
whereby the British people would lay up for themselves a

never-failing store of trouble and suffering, he could not hit

upon a better plan than this. Imagine the folly of the entire

position ; nay, more, the tragic pathos of it—48,000,000 acres

of the finest and most productive soil in the whole world, and

These figures are compiled from the " Statesman's Year Book, 1907,"

pp. 71, 72. For later figures from Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom,
1893-1907, see Chapter XXIV.
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but 3"93 per cent, of it used for producing the natural food of

the people

—

Beead, and only 640 per cent, of tliis magnificentlv

fertile area used for producing

—

Food fok Man.
Unfortunately, under the seeming folly there is bitter

suffering and ceaseless pain and misery to millions of inoffensive

people, who certainly deserve a better fate than that involved

in the destruction of this great labour-employing and food-

producing industry

—

Agriculture. This is a most deplorable

condition of British Agriculture, which, although well known
to students, will come as a startling revelation to most of our

fellow-countrymen, but it is hoped that there is yet time to

retrieve the errors of the past by endowing agriculture with

all those essentials to success which it must possess before it

can do for the British people what it has done, and is doing,

for the peoples of otlier countries.

Let us now see what we have to build upon : what the

basis of our land scheme is, and if it is broad and strong

enough upon which to build a powerful, stable agricultural

industry which will give full employment to our people and
lasting prosperity to our country.

Splendid Opportunities for Agriculture

Dealing with even numbers, we have 48,000,000 acres of

what, by courtesy, is called by Government " cultivated " land,

which, although not tilled in greater part, is nevertheless known
to be among the finest corn -producing land in the world.

Every acre of this vast area is capable of high cultivation and
immense production.

Then we have 16,000,000 acres of what is termed "heath,

grazing, and uncultivated land," practically the whole of which
is capable of producing, under a sensible, up-to-date agricultural

system, excellent crops.

After this come upwards of 13,000,000 acres of " uncultiv-

able or uncultivated " land, including mountains, waters, roads,

etc., which are more or less of an unknown quantity.

A good deal of this " mountain, uncultivable or un-
cultivated" land might be converted into productive forests

and good sheep pasturage, and even into arable land ; indeed,

had it belonged to Continental States this " mountain " land

and the rest of it, which, in reality, partly consists of low
hills varying from a few hundred to two or three thousand

feet high, would have been converted to national uses a couple

of generations ago.

Dealing with even figures, we have, then, a broad area

consistincj of

—
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Acres.

First-class a},n-iciiltnral land 48,000,000

Second-class agriciilturallaiid " uncultivated " . . . 16,000,000

Mountains, waters, roads, etc 13,000,000

Total .... 77,000,000

The highly productive nature of the " cultivated " area,

48,000,000 acres, is too well known to need further reference

at this stage, so we will deal first with the 16 million acres

of what Government terms " heath, grazing, and uncultivated

land," which is just the soil that one may see from any carriage

window as the train passes through the country.

Taking London as a centre and radiating therefrom to any
point of the compass, this "uncultivated" land may be met
with by thousands and tens of thousands of acres in every
direction. " Heath, grazing, and uncultivated land " is, alas,

in many counties, the prominent feature in the landscape.

This is the land, which, added together, totals the enormous
area of 16 million of acres.

This vast uncultivated area equals the total cultivated area

of three of the smaller States of Europe, namely, Belgium,
Holland, and Denmark, all of which supply this country with

considerable quantities of dairy produce and other forms of food.

Familiar "Waste" Land

This " heath, grazing, and uncultivated " land may be found
in every direction and under varying conditions, in vast tracts

in isolated places, or cheek by jowl with first-class arable

land, separated only from extreme productiveness by the thin

dividing hedge or stone wall. It creeps up to the fertile kitchen
gardens of well-to-do people in newly developed townships

;

it is sometimes " caught " by enterprising nurserymen in the

vicinity of provincial towns and converted into richly cultivated

nurseries, and it enters so frequently into the domestic economy
of many lives as to clearly demonstrate the really enormous
potentialities which lie in and about this vast area.

In other words, these millions of acres have hitherto remained
a negligible quantity because it has been the fashion to believe

that they were of no value as factors in the general scheme
of national economy. " God bless my soul

!

" exclaims your
unthinking citizen, " you must be mad to think of bringing

this enormous area of waste land under the plough, when three-

fourths of our best land are already imder grass, and a great

deal more remains uncultivated because it does not pay to

till it."
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"Waste" Land a Pkominent Landscape Feature

The people have indeed become so accustomed to heath and
moor as a part, and in many counties a considerable part, of

our landscape, that they now regard it as one of Nature's

prominent features, in much the same way as they look upon
mountain, lake, or torrent. The professors of economics who
teach the creed that it is more profitable to allow our best

lands to lie idle, and purchase our food-stuffs in foreign

countries, are hardly likely to recommend the tillage of our

ivastc lands ; nor is it to be supposed that that vast array of

" Agricultural Discouragers "—referred to in Chapter XXII. of

this book—would advocate the reclaiming of those uncultivated

tracts when they give a cold douche to all who are sanguine

enough to believe that our ordinary arable land might be

worked at a profit, even under the irrational conditions which
now exist in this irrational, party-ridden country.

For various causes these 16 million acres of waste lands

are lying idle and unprofitable, producing nothing for the

people, nor affording them any means of employment.
In any one of the European States where agriculture is

regarded as of primal importance in the national economy,
the tremendous potentialities contained in this vast " waste

"

would, in a few years, be converted into a strong compelling

force, which would launch into existence a numerous thriving

and prosperous agricultural population, whose great purchasing

power would stimulate manufactures and largely increase

trade. Nor does it require demonstration here that the " waste
"

land of to-day can become the fertile soil of to-morrow, it

being well known that high culture converts inferior into the

most productive land.

Much "Waste" Land as Good as the Best

The fact of this matter is that much of this " waste " land

is just as good as much of that now under cultivation, while

the remainder could be made highly productive by good tillage.

The 13,000,000 ares of " uncultivable or uncultivated"

land, which include "mountains, water, roads, etc.," come
under a different category, because we cannot do without

roads, nor can we empty our lakes and rivers or level our

mountains.

If, however, our mountains were in Swiss, German, or

French hands, much mountain land that is now " waste

"

would soon be covered with productive forests, while con-

siderable numbers of sheep, which are now fed on the very
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primest of our arable land, wcnild he relegated to their [iroper

demesnes—the low hill-sides and mountain slopes.

In agriculture as in every other industry, there must be

experience, thrift and common-sense, and if we fail to apply

these essentials to success, what can we expect other than

failure ? A woollen manufacturer does not use his finest

angora fleeces in making coarse homespuns, nor does the cotton

weaver use his finest counts of yarn in the manufacture of

coarse calico; but the suicidal system under which agriculture

is run in this country forces the farmer to use up his finest land

in sheepfeeds, and for this reason—among other things—the

agricultural industry fails, as it is bound to fail.

Agkiculture tested by its Capabilities

Now let us test the capability of our land to produce all

our own food supplies.

We will first take the most important item—wheat.

It is computed that we require annually about 285,000,000

bushels of wheat for our own consumption. Can we produce

this quantity ? The Government returns * show that, on an

average, our wheat lands produce thirty-two bushels per acre.

We then require roughly 8,590,000 acres to produce the

285,000,000 bushels.

We have over 64,000,000 acres of land in the United

Kingdom, most of which is capable of. tillage, 48,000,000

acres of this large area are already under " cultivation

"

(chiefly grass and sheep-feed crops), but bring every acre of

this vast tract that is capable of being tilled under the plough
;

create millions of agricultural holdings where there are now
but thousands

;
give the country a sensible, practical fiscal

system; a system that will lend itself to agricultural needs,

among other things : and who shall say that, apart from all

party bias and political bunkum, 8,500,000 acres cannot be

devoted each year to the growing of wheat ?

Occupying Ownerships

Many well-known authorities on matters agricultural con-

sider that nothing like this area would be required if the land

were properly tilled under a system of " Occupying Ownerships,"

that is to say, under a system best calculated to produce the

maximum instead of the minimum results from the soil. Good
husbandry, such as would inevitably result if the man owned

the lq.n{jl he tilled, would produce a minimum yield of five

* Cd. 4445. Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,
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quarters per acre; and instead of 8,500,000 of acres being

necessary to produce all the wheat we require for our consump-
tion, 7,000,000 would suffice.

We can Gkow all our Food Supplies

Then we import over 6,000,000 cwts. of bacon. Can any
man in his senses affirm that if we grow from 7,000,000 to

8,500,000 acres of wheat, with thousands of farmsteads scattered

throughout the country, we shoukl lack any one of the required

facilities for producing every pound of bacon that we now
import in such vast quantities ?

Next we come to cheese, butter, poultry, and eggs. Who or

what is to stop us producing all these when once the great land
industry is permanently established in our midst ?

Once we give back to the people their best heritage—agri-

culture—put the plough back into the furrow, convert our
sheep-walks into cornfields, our deer forests and sporting estates

into market gardens
;
pasture our sheep on the rough hill-sides

(their natural demesnes) instead of on our best arable land, and
our cows in our low-lying water meadows, and then supplement
this by stall feeding as they do in other countries where they
raise a larger head of cattle per acre than we do ; rigorously stop

the wasteful system of allowing these animals to fatten on the
cream of the land which should rightly be regarded as the pro-

perty and substance of the people : who shall say that these

things shall not be ?

They are impossible to-day because the blundering of

Governments, the insincerity of politicians, and the ignorance

of the people have made them impossible, but go and ask any
other civilised country in the world if they have found it impos-
sible to accomplish these things, and they will laugh in your
face.

Comparison with Belgium

Take one concrete example : Belgium, for instance, sends us
of the surplus of her farm produce. We get £1,229,000 worth
of eggs alone from that country, annually, besides which Belgium
sends us largely of her other agricultural products, while retain-

ing, at the same time, a sufficiency for her own consumption.
But the astonishing fact in Belgium's case is that she manages
to achieve this remarkable feat in spite of the fact that her area

is more densely populated than almost any country in Europe,
carrying, as it does, about 630 head of the population to the
square mile, or nearly double that of the United Kingdom,
which is about 360 to the square mile.
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ThcMi Beltfiuni has another surprise for us. Slie has but a

tiny cultivable area, only 4,350,000 acres, and yet she manafres

to raise 1,148,083 pigs, while we, with our enormous area under

"cultivation" of 48^000,000 acres, raise but 3,953,834 of these

animals. Tliis works out at 2G pigs for every 100 acres under

cultivation in Belgium, and only 8 per every 100 acres in the

United Kingdom.
We find also that Belgium has 1,779,678 head of horned

beasts, while we have 11,588,560. This works out at 40 head

for every 100 acres under cultivation in Belgium, and only 24

per 100 acres in the United Kingdom.

How OTiiEK Countries do it

Again, if we similarly compare the production and industry

of every civilised country in the world with that of our own
country we shall find much to deplore all along the line.

Everywhere else the land is regarded as the chief source of

wealth, the chief means of employing and supporting the people,

the backbone of the nation, and its refuge in the time of

trouble. Roughly speaking, they rely upon their land as a

means of employing and supporting about one-third or more of

the entire population ; of producing practically the whole of

their food-stuffs ; of preventing an exhaustive outflow of emigra-

tion : and last, but not least, of stimulating the demand for

locally manufactured goods by maintaining in a general state

of prosperity a large agricultural population, the spending

power of which must be enormous.

With us the reverse of all this is the case ; our land industry

is neglected, and it supports the minimum head of the population

in the whole of Europe and produces the minimum head of live

stock ; it is a source of weakness to the nation, inasmuch as we
are forced to rely on outside aid for the very bread we eat, and

a large proportion of most other foods ; it compels exhaustive

emigration because there is no employment to be found on the

land ; it induces poverty, and creates, therefore, a mass of pesti-

lential ])au})erism : and it kills that demand for manufactured

goods which, under other conditions, would undoubtedly come
from a prosperous agricultural population that might be

numbered in millions.

The Money Value of what we do NOT Grow

Turning to the money value of the foods we are obliged to

import, because the fatal policy of Cobden has deprived the

people of their undoubted right to grow them on their own
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lands and by their own labour, wc find they amount to a

stupendous figure.

Some of the food imports into the United Kingdom for

tlie year 1906 are given in " The Statesman's Year Book " for

1907:—

Imports. '^^alue.

'\\Tieat, Grain, and Flour £67,879,948
Butter and IMargarine 26,200,007
Cheese 7,607,641

Eggs 7,098,137

Meat, Bacon, Poultry, etc 41,169,522
Animals for food 9,889,127

Fruits and Hops 11,225,968

Here we have a group of figures, compiled from returns

furnished by Government, of so formidable a nature as to be

absolutely startling; and yet, save a few students of the

subject, there is not one Englishman in ten thousand who is

aware of the state of affairs herein disclosed, nor aware that

in them is involved the existence of England as a great world

power.

Practically the wliole of this enormous mass of foodstuffs,

which costs the colossal sum of £171,000,000 annually, and
which ive ash foreign nations to grow for us, can easily he pro-

duced in our oivn country.



CHAPTER XIX

THE SACRIFICE OF AGRICULTURE {continued)—GREAT
BRITAIN CAN GROW ALL HEU OWN FOOD SUPPLIES

It is here necessary to support what is set forth in the pre-

ceding chapter with the contentions of other earnest advocates
of a more vigorous and up-to-date agricultural system that
would meet the requirements of the times. There are numerous
land-reformers to be found in every section of the community,
but we will only select two from the number as representative
of their respective parties.

Mr. Robert Blatchford may be regarded as a type of the

revolutionary spirit of the day, while the Right Hon. Jesse
Ceilings, M.P., may safely be said to represent that which is

conservative among us. Although their political opinions are

as far apart as the poles, they are at least united in respect to

the necessity of universal agriculture.

Me, Blatchford on the Necessity for British Agriculture

Mr. Blatchford, in his book, " Merrie England," has many
references to the subject. Here are a few of them. After

quoting figures showing that the United Kingdom, under certain

conditions which might be encompassed without much difficulty,

could grow food-stuffs to feed about 123,000,000 of people if it

were found necessary to do so, he says :

—

" We make cotton goods for foreign countries. The Manchester
School will tell you that we must do it to buy corn. , . . The
Manchester School will tell you that we cannot grow our own
corn. That is not true. . . . They will tell you that as foreigners

can grow corn more cheaply than we can, and as we can make
cotton goods more cheaply than they can, it is to the interest of

both parties to exchange. I do not believe that any nation can
sell corn more cheaply than w^e could produce it ; and I am sure
that even if it cost a little more to grow onr own corn, than to

177 N
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buy it, yet it would be to our iutercst to grow it. . . . Don't
you see that if we destroy our agriculture we destroy our inde-

pendence at a blow, and become a defeuceless nation ? , . . No nation

can be secure unless it is independent, no nation can be independent
unless it is based upon agriculture. . . . The Tory land-grabber

and the Liberal money-grubber are killing the wheat fields of

England."

Mr. Blatchford has a good deal to say about the extreme
fertility of British land were agriculture once established upon
a perfectly stable basis and regarded, as it is in every other

civilised country, as the chief industry of the people. He
rightly maintains that British agriculture, properly developed
and reasonably cared for by the State, could well support and
maintain a far greater population than we have at present, and
he then brings to his aid the very man who has done more to

bring about the destruction of agriculture, and its resultant

evils, than any man living or dead—Cobden. Quoting from one
of Cobden's speeches at Manchester, he gives the following:

—

" I heard Mr. Ogilvcy say—and he is willing to go before a
Committee of the House to prove it—that Cheshire, if properly

cultivated, is capable of producing three times as much as it now
produces from its surface. . . . and there is not a higher authority

in England."

What " Mr. Ogilvey " affirmed, Cobden believed. This is,

indeed, the crux of the entire position, and the people of this

country would do well to take it to heart. The fertility of

Cheshire is the fertility of England and of the United Kingdom
;

it exists to-day as it did in Cobden's time, but it is a great

shame that it still exists, after all these long wasted years, as a

latent possibility rather than as a living, miglity propelling

power.

Mr. Blatchfoed on Agricultuee Ceoakers

Mr. Blatchford wrote his " Merrie England " a good many
years ago, under a sense of wrong and injury done to an
unoffending people by Cobden and the Manchester School, but
the injury remains and the wrong is unredressed.

Said he

—

" Agriculture has been neglected because all the mechanical and
chemical skill, and all the capital and energy of man, have been
thrown into the struggle for trade profits and manufacturing pre-

eminence. AVe want a few Faradays, Watts, Stephensons and
Cobdens to devote their genius and industry to the great food

question. Once let the public interest and the public genius be
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concentrated upon the agriculture of Ent^land, and we sliall soon

get silenced the croakers who talk about the possibility of the

country feeding her people."
*

Speaking of the fatal policy of the Manchester School

cheapening the price of wheat to the sacrifice of British

agriculture and all that is involved in the destruction of our

great land industry, he says

—

" I know it has been said, and is said, that an English farmer

owning his land cannot compete with foreign dealers ; but I think

that is doubtful, and I am sure that if the land were owned by the

State, and farmed systematically by the best methods, we might
grow our own corn more cheaply than we could buy it." t

Cheap Wheat means Loss of Health and Life

Eeferring to Cobden's hackneyed phrase about Free Trade
" giving to mankind the means of enjoying the fullest abundance
of earth's goods," he said

—

" But it means much more than that. However, let us reduce

these fine phrases to figures. Suppose America can sell us wheat at

30s. a quarter, and suppose ours costs S2s. a quarter. That is a gain

of one-tifteenth in the cost of wheat. We get a loaf of bread for 'M.

instead of having to pag 'd\d. That is all the fine phrases mean.
" What do we lose ? "We lose the beauty and health of our

factory towns ; we lose annually some twenty thousand lives in

Lancashire alone ; we are in constant danger of great strikes, like that

which recently so crushed our operatives ; we are reduced to the

meanest shifts and the most violent acts of piracy and slaughter

to ' open up markets ' for our goods ; we lose the stamina of our

people ; and

—

we lose our agricidture. Did you ever consider what
it involves, this ruin of British agriculture ? "

f

Mr. CoLLiNGS ON the need for Agriculture

Mr. Collings, in his able work, " Land Eeform," deals with

this question from many points of view. He argues in a most
convincing manner that, even under the present system of land

tenures which, in comparison with the agricultural system in

operation in most countries in the Western world, is not the one

best calculated to produce the maximum yield from the land,

we could nevertheless grow practically the whole of the wheat
required for home consumption,

" Taking the supplies of 1903 as a basis for the calculation, it would

" INIerrie England," p. 30. Robert Blatcbford.

t Ibid., p. 33. X Ibid.
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require the yield (at 30 bushels the acre) of about seven million

acres, in addition to the imports from India and the Colonies, to
provide bread for all the population of the United Kingdom for a
whole year, and if from any cause all over-sea supplies were stopped,
this home produce would be enough for more than nine months'
supply.

"Seven million acres out of nearly 48 millions under crops of

some kind in the United Kingdom is not an undue proportion,

seeing that before 1860, without bounties or protection, we had
more than 4 million acres so cultivated." *

As these calculations are based on an average of 30 bushels
per acre, he adds

—

" In short it is difficult to find any writer on husbandry who
reckoned less than 5 qrs. per acre as the average yield of best-

cultivated land before the decay of agriculture set in. It is

therefore not unreasonable to expect that under a system of

occupying ownerships, with a sufficient bounty on wheat-growing,
and the consequent good cultivation, the average yield would be
at least 40 bushels per acre." t

But iu corroboration of this, and in order to bring the

matter more up-to-date, we supplement his text with a personal
reminiscence.

" The present writer was visiting a farmer in the south of

England a few years ago at harvest time. He remarked on the

poorness of the wheat crop, and pointed to a large field in the

neighbourhood, the yield of which, in the opinion of competent
judges, was at least fifty bushels an acre. The reply was, ' That
field is the property of a butcher in the village, who spares neither

labour nor manure ; he cultivates in a manner that I cannot afiford to

do.' This farmer, about two years afterwards, having lost what
capital he had, was obliged to leave the farm." J

How Agriculture Eamifies among the People

Mr. CoUiugs then points out how widespread are the effects

of agriculture and how its influence ramifies through all sections

of the community.

" Every man, woman, and child in the country is affected by the

prosperity or depression of agriculture. In the proposed land
reform the yeoman farmer is regarded as the nation's instrument
to secure national gains, comforts, and safety ; the fact that he

* " Land Reform," p. 295. The Right Hon. Jesse Ceilings,

t Ibid., p. 301 t Ibid.
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shares the ^^eneral advanta,G^es of tliat reform is but an incident in

its operation." *

" In these pac^es tlie subject lias been treated, however im-

perfectly, as a national one, with the object of brin^cing home to

the minds of all members of the community, whatever their position

and whatever their occupation, the fact that they have a living

interest in agriculture, and that their happiness and well-being

depend upon it." t
" Agriculture (in its widest sense) is held up as the parent

industry of the world, of which trade and commerce are but

the offspring and handmaids.

|

" Taken as a whole, therefore, if the agrarian policy here

advocated were vigorously carried out, and Mr. Chamberlain's

proposals were adopted in connection with it, the whole condition

of English rural life would soon be changed. Employment would
be enormously increased, not only for tliose immediately connected

with the soil, but also for those engaged in subsidiary trades, such

as the blacksmith, carpenter, miller, instrument maker, saddler,

wheelwright, etc. Our villages and market towns, now in decay,

would again become peopled and prosperous." §

As this phase of the subject is intensely interesting, one

more example may be given of how it is viewed by men of all

shades of political thought, and although the wTiter we will

quote is not a compatriot, and the vast majority of the British

people would not, perhaps, care to follow the fervid creed of

his politics, yet his economics may be unimpeachable.

What Prince Kropotkin says

Whatever Prince Kropotkin's politics may be, he is a warm
friend of the people of this country, and as the good of the

commonweal is what we are chiefly concerned with in this

work, his view of the situation will be the more acceptable and
valuable because it is untainted by that malign party influence

which is so inimical to tlie people's interests.

" Land is going out of culture at a perilous rate, while the latest

improvements in market-gardening, fruit-growing, and poultry-

keeping are but a mere trifle if we compare them with what has

been done in the same direction in France, Belgium, and America.

"The cause of this general downward movement is self-evident.

It is the desertion, the abandonment of the land. Each crop

requiring human labour has had its area reduced ; and one-third

of the agricultural labourers have been sent away since 1861 to

reinforce the ranks of the unemployed in the cities, so that, far

* " Land Reform," p. 309. The Right IIou. Jesse Colliiigs.

t Ibid., p. 394. X Ibid. § Ibid., p. 303.
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from beino; over-populated, the fields of Britain are starved of human
labour as James Caird used to say. The British nation does not

work on her soil ; she is prevented from doing so, and the would-be

economists complain that the soil will not nourish its inhabitants !
" *

" The most striking fact is, however, that in some undoubtedly

fertile parts of the country things are even in a worse condition.

My heart simply ached when I saw the state in which the land is

kept in South Devon, and when I learned to know what ' permanent

pasture ' means. Field after field is covered with nothing but grass,

three inches high, and thistles in profusion." t
" The Frenchman cultivates much that is left here under

permanent pasture—and this is what is described as his ' inferiority

'

in agriculture. . . .

" He imports, in an average year, but one-tenth only of what
the nation consumes, and he exports to this country considerable

quantities of food produce (£10,00C,000 worth), not only from the

South, but also and especially, from the shores of the Channel

(Brittany butter and vegetables ; fruit and vegetables from the

suburbs of Paris, and so on)." %
"As to the comparison with Belgium, it is even more striking

—

the more so as the two systems of culture are similar in both

countries. . . . The area given to wheat is five times as big as

Great Britain." §

" The soil of Belgium supplies with home-grown food no less

than 490 inhabitants per square mile, and there remains something

for export—no less than £1,000,000 worth of agricultural produce

being exported every year to Great Britain."
||

United Kingdom can Feed 80,000,000 of People

" If the soil of the United Kingdom were cultivated only as it

tvas thirty-five years ago, 24,000,000 people, instead of 17,000,000,

could live on home-grown food, and that culture, while giving

occupation to an additional 750,000 men, would give nearly

3,000,000 wealthy home customers to the British manufactures.

If the cultivable area of the United Kingdom were cultivated as

the soil is cultivated on the a,verage in Belgium, the United

Kingdom would have food for at least ;-57,000,000 inhabitants ;

and it might export agricultural produce without ceasing to

manufacture so as freely to supply all the needs of a wealthy

population. And finally, if the population of this country came
to be doubled, all that would be required for producing the food

for 80,000,000 inhabitants would be to cultivate the soil as it

is cultivated in the best farms of this country, in Lombardy, and

in Flanders, and to utilise some meadows, which at present lie

* " Fields, Factories and Workshops," pp. 40, 47. Prince Kropotkin.
+ Thid., pp. 48, 49. J Ibid., p. 54.

§ Ibid., p. 55.
II

Ihid., pp. 57, 58.
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almost unproductive, in the same way as the neighlwurhoods of the

big cities in France are utilised for market-gardening."*

Scathing Comparisons

" It is obvious that if we are satisfied with merely stating that it

is cheaper to bring wheat from Riga than to grow it in Lincolnshire,

the whole question is settled in a moment. Bat is it so in reality ?

Is it really cheaper to have food from abroad ? And, supposing it

is, are we not yet bound to analyse that compound result which we
call price, rather than to accept it as a supreme and blind ruler of

our actions ?

" We know, for instance, how French agriculture is burdened by
taxation. And yet, if we compare the prices of articles of food in

France, which herself grows most of them, with the prices in this

country, which imports them, we find no dilference in favour of

the importing country. On the contrary, the balance is rather in

favour of France, and it decidedly was so for wheat until the new
protective tariff was introduced. As soon as one goes out of Paris

(where the prices are swollen by a heavy octroi), one finds that every
home produre is cheaper in France than it is in England, and that

the prices decrease further when we go farther East on the

Continent." t

Justifiable Contempt

Summing up his conclusions the writer of " Fields, Factories

and Workshops " speaks with justifiable contempt of that

attitude of profound ignorance and apathy which modern society

assumes towards the food supply of their own country, a

question of such tremendous import, even to the highly

cultured and well-placed ones of the earth, as to demand their

earnest consideration rather than their supreme indifference.

" We civilised men and women know everything, we have settled

opinions upon everything, we take an interest in everything. We
only know nothing about whence the bread comes which we eat

—

even though we pretend to know something about that subject as

well—we do not know how it is grown, what pains it costs to those

who grow it, what is being done to reduce their pains, what sort of

men those feeders of our grand selves are, ... we are more
ignorant than savages in this respect, and we prevent our children

from obtaining this sort of knowledge—even those of our children

who would prefer it to the heaps of useless stuff with which they
are crammed at school." J

Both Robert Blatcliford and Prince Kropotkin have dis-

covered " the rift in the lute," while Mr. Collings has thrust

* " Fields, Factories and Workshops," pp. 59, GO. Prince Kropotkin.

t Ibid., pp. 71, 72. + Ibid., p. 125.
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liis point between the weak plates of the armour that should
guard British agriculture. The a})athy of the masses, born of

the grossest ignorance of the A B C of the momentous
agricultural question ; the bewilderment of the middle-classes in

respect to even the simplest problem which rotates round this

great subject ; the supreme indifference of " cultured society,"

the vested interest of the landed-classes, the insiucerity of

political parties, and the timidity of governments, render the

explanation of this matter—which is really of the simplest
nature

—

and the bringing of it home to the realisation of the

people, as difficult as the task of Sisyphus. Then the com-
mercial organisations, the Free Traders, the Manchester School,

and all who have something to lose, or fancy they have, by
the establishment of a universal system of agriculture in Great
Britain, increase the difficulties by the dissemination of their

particularly interested views, while the general confusion is

added to by " economists," " scientists," and a host of others
who rush in to trot out their particular hobbies.

Harm Done by Well-Meaning Enthusiasts

These well-meaning enthusiasts call to their aid all the
theorems of economics and masses of figures in proof of the

contention that it is cheaper for Great Britain to import her

corn from foreign countries than to grow it herself by the

labour of her own people, but this is dealing in deductive logic

rather than with hard practical facts. They entirely overlook

the cardinal fact that, in not cultivating our fields we are, in

the first place, disobeying one of Nature's fundamental laws,

and that those who disobey Nature cannot escape with impunity,

and in the second, that in leaving our fields waste we are

acting contrary to tlie recognised custom of every country in

the world. It is natural for man to cultivate his land to its

utmost productiveness, and unnatural to allow this greatest of

all wealth-producers to remain idle and unproductive, or, to

devote his genius and enterprise solely to the development of

manufacturing industries. If this were not so those economists
who favour the present wasteful system would be able to point

to many nations, right down the long vista of the ages, which
had become great and abidingly prosperous by sacrificing their

agriculture to other pursuits. Is there a single instance of this

on record ? History supplies the answer.

Nor can they cite the British Empire as a case in point,

because there is too much evidence on every side in proof of

our prosperity not being abiding; that other nations have
wrested and are wrestin*^ much of our trade from us in the
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world's markets, and notably so in our own country ; and that,

although we are likely to continue for an indefinite period

—which no living man may presume to predetermine—to be

a great factor in the world's trade, our supremacy as the

dictator of commerce and the supreme ruler of manufactures

is already a thing of the past. A brief half century of

industrial glory and then—the Dies irse and the Nunc dimittis.

Fundamental Simplicity of Agriculture

There has, indeed, one way and another, been cast around
agriculture—which is, per se, fundamental in its simplicity

—

such a net-work of professional platitudes, scientific quips, and
party polemics, that it is now enmeshed in an absolutely

unnatural environment. The resultant bewilderinent and
general confusion is such that tliere is no wonder " the man in

the street " fails to understand the question.

Instead of regarding agriculture as a rara avis requiring an
especial environment and exceptional treatment, it should be

regarded as a perfectly natural condition requiring but natural

manipulation. If we admit the errors of past treatment, give

agriculture natural scope for development, and help it onwards
with our sympathy and support, all difficulties will disappear,

the intricate knot will be unravelled, and matters will naturally

adjust themselves. To the people will come the time of the

Dies fesii, and the Nunc diinittis will give place to the

Magnificat.

The point that here claims our earnest consideration is

thi.s—have we a sufficiently broad and solid basis upon which

to build up our great national agricultural industry ? The
answer is unequivocally and unreservedly

—

Yes. In this

splendid inheritance of 48 million acres of the most productive

land in the world— to which 16 million acres more could easily

be added—together with several million acres which might be

gradually reclaimed from mountain slopes and remote wastes,

we have an unrivalled possession pregnant with tremendous

possibilities. Therefore, let us now have done with possibilities

and deal with everyday practicalities.

Any country that s(|uanders its agricultural wealth by
allowing the greater part of its best soil to be converted into

sheep-runs, and " sporting " estates, cultivates the other part for

sheep-feed, and then allows all the rest of the land to run to

waste, fails to turn potential energy into an active living force.

In other words, no country in the world can afford to allow

48 million acres of the finest land on earth to be used with so

complete a disregard of all the laws of domestic economy, and
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allow another 16 million acres to run waste, without suffering

terribly for its folly. Let us see how it has affected us.

How Neglected Agkicultuee affects the People

If we look at the questio/i^irst from the point of view of

the people, i.e. how it affects our workers in the matter of

employment, we find that the land industry of the United
Kingdom employs and supports to-day only about 5,000,000
persons, or less than one-eighth of the population.

Eational Method

France employs and supports about three-fifths of its popu-
lation, Germany about one-third, and Hungary about three-

fourths in the land industry ; and if we choose to follow their

example by introducing a common-sense, rational system of

agriculture, a universal system of small and large holdings by
occupying owners and reasonable land tenures all round, we
should be able to employ and support at least one-third of

our population, or, say, about 14 millions of our people on the

land, or even more by a higher system of cultivation.

But there is really no necessity to push the matter to

extremes, and this is only intended to show what our land is

really capable of

There is, however, every necessity for the people of this

country to be awakened from that deadly, lethargic sleep into

which they were plunged by the preaching of a false prophet.

Cobden and his disciples were fervid reformers, strenuous in

their efforts, sincere in their convictions, and completely suc-

cessful in their campaign. They fought long and well for what
they considered to be a good cause, and they carried a large

section of their countrymen with them.
They won the battle, but in winning it they destroyed

agriculture, and in killing the land industry they murdered
the people's best friend and greatest ally.

The deadly effects of the campaign were not felt at once ; the

great land industry was hard to kill, and it survived for a time.

Here is what Mr. Ernest E. Williams, author of "The
Imperial Heritage," "Made in Germany," "The Foreigner in

the Farm-Yard," etc., has to say on the subject in " Our National

Peril "—

Agrigultuke Dies Slowly

" It was not all at once that acjricnltnre bogan to die. Just as

a man may, by some foolish course of living, sow in his system the
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seeds of death, and yet continue for some years afterwards in fair

and appai'cnt health, so it was with English agriculture. The
' natural protection ' of distance, whicli Cobden promised to the

I'^nglish farmer, did shield agriculture for a time. The prairies of

North and South America were as yet sparsely employed in arable

cultivation, and apart from the comparative smallness of the foreign

wheat supply available, a lack of facilities for transportation, and
the high charges for freight, did give the farmer protection against

foreign comj)etitors, even after the duties were removed. But all

through the intervening years the foreign wheat lands have been
developing, railways have made a mesh over them, and the seas are

now so crowded with ships that they are carrying grain across the

Atlantic for a penny a bushel, and in some cases actually as

ballast."

Emigkation to avoid Starvation

It was then that the country commenced to feel the loss

of its great staple industry. Labour difficulties became acute

and employment hard to obtain, and it soon became apparent

that despite the lavish optimism of the Cobdenites, our much-
vaunted manufactures and world commerce were not capable

of giving employment to the whole of the workers of the

kingdom, and that vast numbers would either have to starve

or emigrate. They chose the latter course, and a tide of emi-
gration set in which has deprived the kingdom of millions of

its best and strongest, for we must always bear in mind it is

the hardy, strong, and vigorous who emigrate, and not the

timorous, weak, and shrinking.

The figures given in Chapter XII., terrible as they are in

their significance, only tell one story, and it is this : The
people's greatest industry, having been killed by a cruel but

mistaken policy, millions of England's sons and daughters have
found the necessity of leaving the country which gave them
birth, to—Avoid Starvation !

And we are further alarmed by the startling fact that in

spite of the enormous expansion of national trade wliich has

been experienced during the last few years, this appalling

drain on the manhood of the country is still found to be a

pressing necessity, the aggregate for the five years ending 1907
having amounted to 1,514,279, wdiile in the latter year the

enormous total of 395,680 was reached ; in other words

—

"The Heaviest Emigration Drain synchronises with
Phenomenal Trade Expansion."

Now% if great expansion of national trade means anything at

all, it certainly should include, among other things, full work
and prosperous times for the people; and without being
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over-sanguine we should certainly safely calculate on that. But
as a matter of fact it means nothing of the kind ; it only means,
in this connection, that fuller work may be found for a time
for those who are ah-eady engaged ; but for that vast throng of

those unfortunates who are not engaged—and these are in

their hundreds of thousands and their millions, as the emigra-
tion returns prove—there is No Work and No Hope.

In plain, terse English, those who are responsible for the

present state of affairs, have, between tliem, killed the National
Industry, the chief source of the people's support and employ-
ment, and liave given them nothing in return save a lot of

vapid promises and an international trade policy of so Utopian
a nature as to result in nothing but poverty to millions of our
countrymen.

And it is just here that we shovdd do well to bear in mind
that most of these millions who have been driven from their

country by inept fiscal laws were of the body electorate, and
had an inalienable right to participate in, and benefit by, the

wise and well-considered legislation of those whom they sent

to Parliament to govern in the interests of the body politic.

Every one of these unfortunates, and every one of those who
are being exiled to-day, has a well-defined grievance, nay, a

just cause for deep-rooted, bitter animosity against any Govern-
ment and its followers who, solely for political motives, bolster

up a system which long experience has proved to be as faulty

as it is fatal.

And what of tliose who stay at home to share with their

wives and families in the evils which a misguided fiscal policy

must necessarily produce ?

Have they no grievance against their rulers ? Can they
look around and say, " We are content "

? Is work so plentiful

with them, so stable, so remunerative as to cause them to say,

"We have nothing to complain of" ? Can they say that our
professions, trades, and industries are so exigent in their demand
for labour that a man is snapped up by one or the other of

them the moment he is out of employment ? Do we, as a people,

find, in short, that the labour supply is so scanty, the demand
so great, and employment of all kinds so certain and so well

paid as to have justified the destruction of our great land
industry years ago ?

We have seen that because we alone, of all countries in the

whole world, have attempted to make agriculture subservient

to trade and manufactures, we have failed as we deserved to

fail. The land is the source of being, the source of wealth
;

from it we are taken, to it we must return ; without it we
cannot live. Man, in making the most of the land, in working
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it for all it will produce, is Ijut lollowing a natural Law, and
he wlio contends at^^ainst tlie operation of natural Laws, pits

his puny strength ai^uinst a Force that is simply irresistible.

We must cultivate highly every acre that is capable of

being cultivated in the kingdom, or we shall fail as signally

in the future as in the past.

Tliere is no escape from this fact ! No possibility of evading

this Law with impunity.
Will Nothing ever arouse the people of this country to a

true sense of their position ?

Is there anything under heaven that will awaken them
from that fatal sleep which the destruction of their land

industry plunged them into fifty odd years ago ?

Is there any power on earth that will make them under-

stand the simple fact that if they have an industry capable

of giving employment and support to twelve or fourteen

millions of people, and they muddle it so that it can only

employ and support 5,000,000, they have made a shocking

mess of their own affairs ?

Will they never understand that unless they work their

great National industry on sound, economic, and commercial

principles ; work it for all it is worth ; work it in a manner to

produce the maximum of National wealth and afford employ-
ment to the maximum head of the population : immense loss of

National strength, power, vigour, energy, vitality, and wealth

must result ? Will they never realise that want of work,

poverty, and a complete derangement of social and economic

conditions are but the natural sequel of National Waste ?

Cannot they see for themselves that because of theii" blind-

ness, infatuation, madness ; because they have allowed false

teachers to lead them astray, to lead them away from the real

source of their strength and vitality, and from those springs

of National productiveness which are as essential to the well-

being of the people as the sun's warmth is to the ripening corn

:

poverty has fallen upon them as a scourge, and that poverty

and its attendant horrors will continue to haunt them so long

as they cling to false creeds and worn-out beliefs ?

Tlie prevailing poverty of the people and the eminently

unsatisfactory condition of the entire question affecting labour,

have brought us face to face with a grim fact ; and now we
realise that our troubles proceed from the land, we should not

cease in our efforts till agriculture has been built up in a

manner that will render that industry strong and abiding ; till

it has, in short, been rendered capable of providing food for, and
employment to, our people just as it does in all other civilised

countries in the world.
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In the consideration of this subject, which is vastly more
important to the nation than any other question of the times,

the sound advice and the earnest pleas of the authorities

referred to should not be lightly put aside as of no value in

the economy of individual lives, because it will surely dawn
on the national intelligence—sooner or later—that, in spite of

past apathy and present ignorance and indifference, this much
despised, or at least misunderstood, agricultural question will

after all furnish the key to practically all that is wrong in the

national life.

It will be found that although Protection, Tariff Eeform,
Labour struggles, and Socialists' efforts, and the rest of the

political and economic influences that are disturbing the people

so much to-day, may do something to lessen congestion and
alleviate distress, it is the land—agriculture and all that it

holds in its wide embrace—that must eventually strike the

dominant note in social, economic, and political questions.

The people are heirs to a vast inheritance, and it is through

the land that they will enter into their great possessions.

" The stars come nightly to the sky

;

The tidal wave unto the sea
;

Nor time, nor space, nor deep, nor high,

Can keep my own away from me."



CHAPTER XX

HOW WAR WOULD INTENSIFY POVERTY—GRAVE PERIL TO
THE NATION—OUR FOOD SUPPLIES AT THE MERCY OF
enemies' agents, " CORNERERS," AND SPECULATORS

Let us uow try to realise what might, and assuredly would,

happen to us if war broke out between this country and one

or more of the great European States, particularly with a

country possessing a powerful navy. Do not let us shirk this

question as we shirk so many others, because there are visible

signs that war is not at all improbable unless we change much
that is objectionable in our foreign policy, or rather the " pin-

pricking" policy assumed by a certain section of the Press, as

also in the internal social and economic conditions of the

country. That we should be armed at all points is unquestion-

able, but that we should arm resolutely and quietly, and in

a dignified manner, instead of talking so much about it, is

equally certain.

The strongest proof that could be brought against the

fatuous policy which destroyed national agriculture would lie

in the immediate effect that war with a European State

would have on the price of corn, and, for that matter, of all

other food-stuffs.

No country can be in a state of war without suffering

seriously from dislocation of trade ; increase in price of com-
modities ; unemployment, and consequent poverty : but the

country that grows its own food staples is likely to suffer less

than the country which imports them.

France, for example, during the Franco-Prussian War,
suffered comparatively little—save in beleaguered cities—from
this cause, because of the immense food reserves which lay

behind the universal agriculture of the country ; and it was
this fact, coupled with the tremendous wealth and recupera-

tive power of the great land industry, that ultimately saved
France from financial destruction.
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What would iiAPrEN were we at War

Now, it requires neither a statesman nor a statistician to

determine what would surely happen to us if we were at war
with any European country, because every citizen of this

country can, if he chooses, sum up the position for himself.

It is variously estimated that there is from three to six

weeks' wheat supply in the country, represented by floating

stocks, while, of other food supplies, it is estimated that such

as there are would be consumed within about fourteen weeks
of war breaking out, if once we lost command of the sea.

There are a number of people who still believe in the

invincibility of the British Navy and the inviolability of the

British Isles ; and up to quite recent times such a belief was
justitied. Under the vastly altered conditions, however, in

the relative strength of naval armaments brought about by the

enormously rapid development of Germany's war vessels, the

justification for such a belief at once disappears.

It is within the memory of even very young men that

Germany's naval power during the South African War was
represented by a few armoured vessels wliich are now obsolete

;

our naval power, on the other hand, dominated the seas at that

period, and the belief in its invincibility and the consequent

security of our insular position was justified.

Germany's Powerful Squadrons

To-day, everybody knows that the German North Sea fleet

represents one of the strongest squadrons of warships afloat,

and that the Germans are building others of the Dreadnought

class with the greatest rapidity, their means of production

being quite equal to our own. This being the case, it does

not require an Admiralty Lord to tell us that the status of

European sea power is so changed by this one fact alone as to

necessitate a complete change of front on our part.

No man denies that our navy is now more powerful than

Germany's ; but, on the other hand, no man is foolish enough

to believe that if war broke out with that country the whole of

our fleet would, or could, be kept intact for home defence.

We are, unfortunately, so dependent upon a number of

foreign countries for four-fifths of our corn, and for a vast

quantity of our otlier food supplies, that an enormous fleet of

vessels is constantly engaged in bringing these supplies to our

shores. To convoy this great flotilla in war time, and protect,

at the same time, our vast over-seas trade with all parts of the
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world, a large nuinlxn" ol" wai'ships would necessarily have to

he detached from tlie lloiue Ih-et and detailed for tliis duty.

The annual value of tliese initfe food imports reaches the
astouudiu,L? total of £172,000,000,* and it follows, that if we are
foolish enough to depend upon foreign countries for nearly the
whole of our wheat, and for the hulk of our other food supplies,

we must necessarily sufler in spending enormous sums to main-
tain a powerful fleet of war vessels to keep the seas clear, while
we must also be prepared to detail a powerful squadron of

these vessels during war time to convoy our food ships.

That this paramount duty would draw away a number of

vessels and considerably weaken the Home fleet, there is no
question ; but whether this weakened fleet would still l)e

powerful enough to guard our Islands and crush the formidable
squadrons of Germany, even naval experts are not able to

decide.

What Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge says

One of our admirals, writing on the subject as recently as

August, 1908, said—

" Germany, as a matter of fact, is far from having a immb^r of

fighting ships equal to ours, and the strength of her naval personnel

is less than half the strength of ours. It is, therefore, probable to

the verge of certainty that Germany would not now, and cannot foi-

some time to come, prove superior to us at sea."

" It seems desirable to remind people that war is a two-sided

affair ; and as war between us and Germany must be waged largely

at sea, it is now, and if we do not relax our ]»reparations it long will

be, in our power to do her much more harm than she could do us."

" In order to injure us in war to the point of forcing us to yield

to any terms that it may impose, a great Continental State must
try . . . to starve its inhabitants into submission by stopping our
supplies of food and raw material ; ... to capture or ruin our
mercantile marine.

" These two operations must be purely naval. If Germany proves
superior to us at sea, she may reasonably look forward to being able

to cany these out." |

It is interesting, and alarming, to note that although

Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge's somewhat sanguine predications

* "Agricultural Statistics" (Board of Agriculture and Fisliorios, 1907, Cd.
4264).

t Admiral Sir Cvprian Bridge. Extracts from a letter to the Clarion,
August 14, 190S.
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in regard to Germany's naval strength were uttered in August
of 1908, the debates in Parliament of March, 1909, prove how
fallacious even the views of naval experts may be on naval

matters—a short six months, and the country is rudely awakened
to the fact that the sea power of Germany, measured in Dread-

noughts, which one of our most famous admirals assured us

—

" As a matter of fact, is far from having a number of fighting

ships equal to our own,"

is already within measurable distance of our own naval strength,

and may even exceed it in 1912. The fact is, the rapidly

increasing wealth of Germany, her enormous commercial and
industrial expansion, and the almost boundless ambition of her

people, render her a new and somewhat unintelligible factor in

the economy of the nations, and a good many people fail to

understand her. There is no wonder, then, that Sir Cyprian

Bridy;e failed to read the riddle aright.

What Admiral Hakding Close says

Here is what Admiral Harding Close said on the subject in

1903—

" We spend thirty-one millions a year on the Navy. You might

as well chuck that money into the sea for all the good it will do, for

what is the use of our going to sea and winning battles of Trafalgar

if we leave a starving population behind ? ... It is no use your

boasting that we have a powerful Navy, and that, therefore, having

command of the sea, our food supply is safe. You cannot get a

naval officer to say so. We never had command of the sea, so far

as the protection of our merchant ships is concerned. If there was

a period in the history of this country when we might say we had

command of the sea, surely it was after the battle of Trafalgar,

when there was not an enemy left on the sea. Yet after that

battle, hundreds of our merchant ships were captured ; and it will

be so again. We cannot protect our merchant ships ; the thing is

impossible. The true blockade will be the impossibility of our ten

thousand slow merchant ships obtaining any insurance, and being

laid up as the United States merchant ships were laid up when the

Alahama was about. This will prevent the weekly arrival of the

four hundred merchant ships which bring us our food, and cause

panic on the corn-market, the enemy having made food contraband

of war." *

No comment need be made on these statements of two of

our great admirals, save this—that when naval experts disagree
— (inyiliiiKj 'may lia'p'pen!

* " The Murder ofiAgriculture," pp. 5G, 57.
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England Dependent upon Foreign Countries for Food

The people of this country to-day aj-e dependent upon the

r/oodivill offorclijii coLi/iiirks for their daUi/ hrcad, ?i\i([ out of this

fact they may well conjure up many evils that may overtake

them. There is a race goinj^ on between England and Germany
in the building of Dreadnougltta, and no living man can

predict how this insane struggle may end. One thing is

certain, that Great Britain is enormously adding to lier

expenditure by this wild career of warship building, which
must add to the burdens of tlie tax-payers, and yet it must
be admitted that under existing conditions there is no other

course open to this country.

It is said that as long as we hold the seas all fear of our
food supplies being cut off may be dismissed. This may be
true ; and tlie absence of a really formidable European naval

power during tlie last half-century has been the justification

for such a belief. But the past is past; the present exhibits

new and alarming aspects of this phase of the question ; and
the future no man may read.

Germany has declared that she is determined to have a

sea power that will at least rival our own : and what Germany
says, that will she do. She is wealthy, powerful, and ambitious,

and certainly capable of performing what she promises.

The remarkable and rapid growth of her vast mercantile

marine has startled the world, and what she has done with
her trading vessels she can and will do with her warships.

Germany is the power to be reckoned with here, and to pooh-
pooh the idea of that country being the chief factor in the

situation would be weak and foolish.

Germany has already got together a powerful fleet of war-

ships which stands as a menace to our own shores ; and as she

has done this in the remarkably short space of seven years, we
may well be anxious about the immediate future.

If, under the vastly altered conditions in the status of

European sea powers brought about by Germany's attitude, we
still persist in pooh-poohing the matter, we shall deserve the

disaster which will surely overtake us as a people.

In this connection the following criticisms by German
newspapers of Mr. Asquith's speech in the Naval debate in

the House of Commons in July last, will be of interest

—

" The Rfiichsbote criticises it in a hostile manner, saying that
' the matter, and, of course, the manner, in which the sous of Albion
arrogate to themselves the dominion over tiie sea is arrogance which
other Powers cannot tolerate. England may be the greatest naval
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Power, but to establish a principle and a progTamiuo to tlie effect

that England has a right to govern not only the seas surrounding

her, but to limit the movements of other States according to her

own views in East Asian, American, African, and Australian waters.'

" This right of sovereignty cannot be acknowledged by any
nation. The ocean is free, and all nations have the right to move
on the sea freely."

"The Kreuzzpitung says 'the question of the maintenance of

England's two-Power standard for the Navy will be answered
differently in a decade's time, and less favourably than it was
answered yestei'day in the British House of Commons,' " *

A Graver Danger even than War

There is, however, another factor whicli is destined to play

a more important part in the situation, and, it is feared, have a

far more terrible effect on the people of this country than even
the defeat of our Navy and the invasion of our shores by a

ibreign army, and that is the holding up of corn supplies both

by the country with which we may be at war, as also by a large

number of independent speculators who would at once seize

upon such an opportunity as the means of making money.
Let us separate these two extra factors and deal with the

ibrmer first.

Here are a couple of quotations from recent writers on
the subject—

" Now think what that (a barely fourteen weeks' supply of wheat
in the country just after harvest) would mean in time of war. I

mean a war waged against us by one or more great naval Powers.
' Oh, but the Navy !

' perhaps you say. But does it not strike

you that perhaps our Fleet would have something better to do
than convoy grain ships across the Atlantic during war time ?

That its operations might be seriously hampered by having to

perform this big service ? Easily, then, the country might run
short of food ; for it is not only wheat, but all sorts of food-stuffs,

for which we are largely dependent upon imports. That is to say,

famine prices would at once result. Corn merchants estimate that

the commencement of a naval war against this country would mean
the immediate rise of wheat to anything between one hundred
shillings and two hundred shillings a quarter. What would be the
effect of that to-day upon the working classes ? With trade dis-

organised, and wages therefore lower or non-existent, it would mean
grievous suffering, bread riots, revolution—unless the country sought
])eace at once upon any terms the tnemy would give it. But would
there be any grain to convoy ? By a few smart and secret operations,

agents of the enemy could corner the world's wheat supply ; and as

* Daily Express, July 28, 1909.
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this n-ouH be the most effoetuiil metliod of brin^anj^ En^djindfiuickly

to her kiu'ca, it is more than probuljle thut such a course would be

followed."
*

"Think what it means for Liu; whole pojnilation of England and

Wales to be entirely dependent upon ifrain-carrying ships bringini;

wheat over the sea for the daily bread of this great population.

_

" Not much iraiigination is needed to see that such a condition is

full of national danger, not only in time of a quite possible war, but

also in times of peace. . . . And he would be a bold man to deny

to the vast power of financial trusts, constantly developing, th(!

possibility of gaining a similar control over the price of wheat sold

in England. And in time of war, the simplest tactics of an enemy
would be to harry our food supplies, and so starve us out in a few

weeks. And these tactics would be relatively easy because our Navy
would have to be guarding our great and exposed coast-line against

mihtary invasion." f

The Mischief of Crass Igxoiiance

Tho mischief is that hardly a niau in ton thousand ever

takes the trouble to think such questions out for himsc/f ; indeed,

ho prefers not to think about such matters at all ; they arc

unpleasant, and as he can do no good—at least so he thinks—
by bothering himself over them, he dismisses them and proceeds

to the consideration of pleasanter, and, as he believes, more

profitable questions.

This ostrich-like attitude is, however, destined to be rudely

disturbed; moreover, it is not only a cowardly attitude but the

most unprofitable one that could possibly be assumed.

Every schoolboy, even, knows that war time offers the rarest

opportunity for the cupidity of every man engaged in trade of

whatsoever description, and he never fails to take the fullest

opportunity of it. He knows full well that war is cataclysmic

in its effects, and that practically every economic condition is

upset and dislocated. It is, indeed, a golden opportunity, and

every tradesman and merchant in the kingdom takes the fullest

advantage of the occasion and, in the slang of the period

—

" runs the show for all it's worth."

The recent experiences of the South African war teach us

that when war breaks out, even in remote parts of the Empire,

markets at once become disturbed, " corners " are formed,

supplies are " held up," and prices advance all along the line.

The writer remembers going into a shop to buy some silk

* " Our National Peril," Ernest E. Williams ; Windscrr Magazine, April,

1902.

t
" British Agriculture and 'raritl llcfonn," John Molt Schooling; Windsor

Magazine, .\ugu.it, 1908.
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socks
;

prices had considerahly advanced, and he asked the

reason why. " The war has affected tlie price," was the answer.

" But," he remarked, " we don't get our silk from South Africa."

" Oh," said the sliopman, " I don't know about that, socks are

dearer, anyway."
Do not pass this little incident over with a sndle, for it is

no laughing matter, but one of serious import and full of

tragedy.

What War with Germany would Mean

War with a great European Power means far more to the

l)eople of Great Britain than the South African affair did, and

It is our business to understand what it does mean to us.

If there be one among us who is foolish enough to suppose

that once war breaks out there will be set up among our shop-

keepers and traders a bond of brotherhood, of love and goodwill

whence will spring a generous philanthropic spirit and a keen

desire to keep prices down : that man had better divest his mind
of so fatuous a belief and accept the hard matter-of-fact reality,

or betake himself to some other world where wars vex not.

War is a catastrophe, and although in certain directions it

may develop loyalty and patriotism, nobility of character, self-

sacrifice and heroism, it is sure, on the other hand, to bring to

the surface much that is ignoble, base, selfish, cruel, and

avaricious in human nature.

At any rate, the sad experience of the past plainly tells us

that, whatever else may happen, prices are sure to rise, and

once this takes place it matters not whether the cause be

the cupidity of shopkeepers, the holding up of supplies liy

" cornerers " or by the secret agents of the country we may be

at war with, the result is always the same—disaster to the

nation, and misery and semi-starvation to the people.

Whatever else may happen then

—

the people must suffer and

suffer tcrribhj.

Said the writer in the Windsor Magazine—

*

" with trade disorganised, and wages therefore lower, or nou-cxistent,

it would mean grievous suffering, bread riots, revolution—unless the

country sought peace on any terms the enemy would give it."

He then adds

—

" But would there be grain to convoy ? By a few smart and

secret operations, agents of the enemy could corner the world's

* "Our National Tcnl," Ernest E. Williams; Windsor Magazine, April,

1902.
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wheat supply ; and as this would be the most eli'ectual method of

bringinfi: En,<i;laiid (juickly to her knees, it is more than probable

that such a course would 1)3 followed."

What tiii<: People should Eealise

The deadly peril which besets the people of Great Britain in

respect hereto is that they cannot be brought to a realisation of

what that terrible passage—" lUit would there he (jraui to concoiji
"

—means to tliern and theirs.

It is always difficult to get a man who has dined well and
sumptuously to enter into and realise the full extent and mean-
ing of the term

—

suffering from tlie pangii of hunger—while it is

just as difficult to make people who, although not necessarily

rich, have, nevertheless, in a general way a sufficiency of food,

understand the meaning of

—

famine.
But it is this word, and no other, which exactly expresses

the condition in which the people of this country would be
once war broke out between England and a powerful European
State—Germany for example.

The weakest link in our chain armour of defence is our
dependence on outside countries for the very food we consume

;

and it is this utter helplessness which constitutes our greatest

danger. It is this weak spot the enemy would strike at first

;

and, quite irrespective of the fact that we may continue to h old

command of the seas, the world's wheat supplies could be
" cornered " and held back from a starving people

—

hy a few
smart and secret operations of the enemy's agents. Our own
vessels may be there ready to keej) the seas open and to convoy
food supplies—" But would there he grain to eonvog ?

"

One great cardinal fact stands out prominently, and it is

this—that once we were at war there would be a sharp rise of

prices in corn and all other food-stuffs, and all the fleets in the

world could not prevent it, because the operating factors would
lie beyond the iniluence of the nation, and consequently

entirely beyond the control of any Government.
That this would be the case is testified to by the fact that

during the Peninsular War corn was terribly high, in spite of

another fact that at that period we were not in the habit of

importing very much wheat, while our command of the seas

was complete.

To again quote Admiral TIartling Close :

—

" If there was a ])eri()d in the history of this country when we
might say we had command of the sea, surely it was after the battle

of Trafalgar when th"re w.is not one enemy left on the sea. Yet
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after that battle, hundreds of our merchant ships were captured ;

and it will be so a_<;ain."

Although we were not at that time in the habit of importing

much corn or other food-stuffs, the price of wheat, nevertheless,

averaged cightij-four shilling.'^ ikv quarter, during the war.

'MVhcat, which in 1792 was so low as forty-seven shillings per

(luarter, rose in 1801 to one hundred and eighty shillings. During

some weeks of that year the quartern loaf sold at one shilling and

tenpence. Throughout the war wheat averaged eighty-four shillings

per quarter. . . . The grain-ships of neutral Powers were stopped on

the high seas, and a forcible sale of their cargoes exacted." *

Wheat £9 pee quarter during Peninsular War

This brief excerpt from the history of that time is full of

significance. It tells, in the first place, that although we drew

\ery little of our food-stuffs from foreign countries, this fact

alone was not sufficient to prevent an enormous rise in the

price of corn.

It further teaches us that, if under the stress of war the

price of wheat rose to famine prices when we were practically

independent of outside supplies, they would be sure to rise

much higher when we have to import foiiv-jifihs of our

wheat besides a vast quantity of all other food-stuffs, every

pound of which would be entirely at the mercy of Britain's

enemies.

Another great difficulty is to get the people to understand

the enormous difference between our position to-day and the

period covered by the Napoleonic wars, and unless we take

the trouble to get tliis important factor fixed firmly in our

minds we shall surely court disaster.

One hundred years ago we were practically independent of

foreign countries for our food supplies.

To-day we are absolutely dependent upon a number of

foreign States for our daily bread.

If that bread be withheld for the brief space of a few weeks,

vast numbers of our unfortunate people would literally starve

and die.

This is the crux which the masses fail to realise. The

people must suffer, and yet they appear to be indifferent.

The latest agricultural statistics on the subject to which we
ha^-e just referred .show that £172,000,000 annually are sent

abroad to i)ay for imported food.

" The Niucteeuth Century, a History," p. 73 : Robert Mackenzie.
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"What the Government Report Discloses

This Iie})ort furnishes much information wliich is not only

interesting but intensely thrilling. It not only discloses the

fact that more than four-fifths of the Avheat consumed in

the United Kingdom comes from foreign countries, but that

the iiidicidual cx2)cndiiurc on food imjiorted from ahroad has

'practicallii trebled during the last fiftij years. For the seven

years 1859-65 the ex])enditure per head of the population was
^1 2.S. 2d. For the last seven years it was £3 -is. lid.

These foods included meat, cheese, Ijutter, eggs, vegetables,

fruit and

—

vjheat

!

Now it is clear enough to the average mind that, given a

state of war, the price of corn would not so much depend upon
our su]iremacy at sea as u])on other factors, which, conceivably,

may be less under our control than the command of the great

ocean water-ways.

There is, as we have just pointed out, considerable difference

of opinion even among our admirals, as to whether we could or

could not effectually protect our merchant ships if we were at

war with a yiowerful foe—there is, however, but one opinion in

regard to our country being entirely at tlie mercy of that foe in

respect to buying and holding up food su])plies.

The People should fear " Coknerers " and Speculators

There is no doubt about our being at the mercy of every

speculator or group of speculators in this country and in

America, who would remorselessly use their millions in

"cornering" -wheat and every other article of food consump-
tion besides, jtrovided they could make money out of their

trinsactions. The Chicago "Corner" of Z. A. Tatten, in

A])ril of this year, affords the latest exam})le of these villainous

transactions.

And this also is true, that they would carry on their
" cornering " transactions to the bitter end, quite irrespective

of the fact that their operations were reducing the })eople

of this country to literal starvation, and causing widesjiread

misery and death to thousands of unoffending men, women,
and children—innocent people who had never done harm or

injury to this ])lutocratic group of merciless financiers.

It is furthermore beyond dispute that if these millionaire

commercial oi)erators—whether they be l^iglish or Americans

—had met together in secret conclave to devise the best and
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safest means of selling this country to its foes, they could not

possibly adopt surer measures than by buying up, even for

a brief period, large quantities of the world's food su])plies.

The consideration of this one ([uestion alone 0])ens up a

wide held of controversy, but we can only deal here with one of

its many aspects.

American citizens are, of course, beyond the jurisdiction of

Great Britain, but the bill introduced in the House of Kepre-

sentatives by Charles F. Scott on April 15, 1909, to prohibit

gambling in wheat, shows that the United States Legislature

is fully alive to the necessity of stamping out a form of

gambling which necessarily involves the misery of an un-

offending people.

To make huge fortunes out of the sufferings of fellow-

countrymen, or to reduce the people of a friendly State to

starvation and death, is to do that which is cruel and wicked

—

to commit, in short, the worst possible human crime, and all

the commercial customs in the world do not, and cannot, alter

the fact. The United States House of Eepresentatives have

earned the gratitude of all peoples by the introduction of their

AVheat Gambling Bill.

British citizens, however, come under a different category,

and if there are no laws in the British code dealing with such

cases, then the sooner they are passed and codified the less

chance will there be of our own flesh and blood tampering

with the people's food supplies, and of betraying this country

to the enemy.
Britain, of all countries, should have taken the lead in this

matter, seeing she is more at the mercy of "Cornerers" than

other nations are. She, however, failed to lead, but she can

follow, and the people of this country have a perfect right to

demand urgency for a measure that will once and for all

prohibit gambling in wheat or other food supplies; the

punishment for the offence should be

—

rigorous imprisonment

and rcditution of all profiU on the jyohihited transactions.

That we are a nation of traders is beyond dispute. The

development of our commerce and manufacturing industries

is, within certain limitations, which need not be referred to

here, good for the country ; and unless there were inexhaustible

vigour and increasing enterprise, our trade and manufactures

would languish and we should fall behind in the race for

wealth.

This desire to be in the forefront of the fight for the world's

trade, while highly commendable in itself, has engendered a

spirit of commercial recklessness which aims high and is not

stopped by trifles. To malcc moncij is the chief aim of life, and
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so long as that Ijc accomplished, tlic meaus are often subordinated

to the end.

The great " Combines," " Trusts," " Syndicates," and the

rest of the modern trading associations, have not been formed

for philantliropic pur])nses, but solely with the oliject of keeping

prices up and extracting the last possible i)enny from the

pockets of the people.

The " Standard Oil Company " is a case in point, and the

prodigious wealth of Mr. Rockefeller alone, among the many
vastly rich men connected with the Company, affords ample
proof of the enormous profits that have been made out of the

business for many years.

Questionable Quality of Commercial Mor.4.lity

Commercial morality in many countries is questionable, and

our own is not an exception to the rule. Civen occasion, and

men would " corner " wheat in war time as readily as they do

in times of peace, and who and what shall stop them ?

The writer was recently discussing this very question with

one of our London merchants who did not seem to regard this

last Chicago wheat "Corner," for example, as anything out of

the common. " You should always liear in mind," said he,

" that your ' Cornerer ' has to take his chance, as wo all have to

do. If the markets favour him—good ; if not, well—he is

simply ruined, ])oor devil, that's all."

What a ])rofnudity of commercial immorality is revealed by

this simple incident, and what cruel indifference to the suffer-

ings of others ; and yet this human attitude, full as it is of

hardness of heart and malignity to the human race, is, after all,

])orn more of commercial custom and ignorance of results than

of anything else.

Here we have a typical example of how the commercial

world regards such matters. Everything in life is reduced to a

money standard. If there is money in the particular trans-

action upon which a man enters it is simply regarded as a

legitimate line of business and there it ends, always provided

he has managed to keep within the very wide limits of com-

mercial law. The incalculable harm that may be done to

fellow-creatures never enters into such a man's calculations
;

commercial transactions of the kind referred to are sanctioned

by custom and within tlio meaning of the law, and that is

enough for him.

The object of the writer is, as is plainly manifest, to arouse

the peo])le to a sense of their danger in respect hereto, a}id
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to point out Low necessary it is, in their interests, to bring

abont certain reforms in the agricultural system of the country

which would render tlieni less liable to, if not immune from,

those dire results which would indubitably follow the opera-

tions of unscrupulous speculators in food stuffs, once we were

at war with a foreign State.

The nature of these reforms will 1)C explained in the

succeeding chapter.



CHAPTER XXI

THE FALLACIES OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE—ITS INAPPLICA-

BILITY TO AGRICULTURE

The man who can convince the British people of the monstrous

error that it is more economical to allow their land to run to

waste because they can import their wheat a little cheaper

from foreign countries—which is as much a fallacy as was the

old belief that the earth was the pivot of the universe around
wliich moved the sun, and moon, and stars—will be a greater

benefactor to this country than those who gave to the world

steam and electricity.

Man can do witliout these latter, but without agriculture he
cannot live.

The Land is the source of all things that man enjoys on
earth : it furnishes him with light, heat, dwelling houses,

carriages, raiment, wine, oil, and Food. It is the fountain

of all wealth and the source of life itself.

It is inexpedient tliat fallacies should exist in respect to any
of our life's affairs, but that a prodigious fallacy should cling to

the very industry from whicli springs the fountain of human
existence, is simply destructive.

The Fundamental Error

That this monstrous fallacy does cling to our agriculture

is beyond question, and strangely enough the only part of this

great misconception which bears the semblance of truth is just

that part of it which furnishes economists with their base of

operations, namely, that if wheat can he j^Toduced clicapcr al/road

it should not he (jrow n locally. But, admitting that it niight and
can l)e imported slightly cheaper than we can grow it ourselves,

this surely cannot possibly sum up all the ^>ros and eons of

the case, nor dispose of those numerous factors which must
necessarily radiate from so im])ortant a question of pulitical

economy as the one ^^'e are considering.

205
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The fact is, the considerations involved in the question are

well-nigh inexhaustible, and the more it is studied the more
this fact becomes apparent.

The following brief examples show liow this question of

whether we should grow our own wheat or import it ramifies

through society and affects the body politic, and how impossible,

nay, indeed, how suicidal it would be to determine so compli-

cated a problem by the arbitrary and narrow " laws " of

economics.

Political economy is unquestionably an interesting study,

and to its students and professors it no doubt offers many
fascinating problems ; but you can no more apply all its

principles to the domestic economy of our individual lives

than you can make water run uphill.

The simple fact is that no science has embraced, nor ever

can, all those thousand and one commonplace individual

requirements of human life which are continually cropping

up to prove how utterly impossible it is to apply scientific

principles to the domestic uses of the people. In this respect

much science must remain inoperative, and, therefore, theo-

retical, fallacious, and %isclcss.

Let us put the matter to an individual test. We liave, we
will suppose, an agricultural family of three—father, mother,

and grown-up son. Work is not to be had, and it is with them
a question of the workhouse or emigration.

The latter is out of the question for certain reasons, and

there is nothing l)ut the workhouse.

We will now reduce the case, just for convenience, to a

mere matter of money, in order to see how this single example

affects the public exchequer.

Our present Poor Law system is inelastic and uncompro-
mising ; if paupers go to the workhouse it costs the State tax-

payers so much per head to keep them there, and there the

matter ends.

Let us, however, presuppose a less arbitrary system of State

aid, whereunder an honest man could be helped on in life,

instead of being crushed out of existence by the foolishly mild

yet degrading system which obtains to-day.

With an agricultural system somewhat on similar lines to

those obtaining in some of the Continental States, our Govern-

ment would be in a position to let the man acquire, say, four

acres of land on easy terms, at three per cent, interest on

capital value of land, as also on an advance for tillage and

working expenses.

This would be the relative position so far as the State is

concerned.
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Under Present System
£ s. il.

Cost of three adult paupers at £12 I3s. Od.* por aniiniu . 37 U)

Annual loss to State 37 19

N.B.—This is a mere statement of cost for food, clothing, liglit,

etc., and does not include capital outlay and interest thoreon of im-

mensely costly pauper establishments, hut it will serve the present

purpose.

Advance of State Funds
£ .1. d.

Capital value of four acres of land at £25 per acre . . 100

Advance for tillage, implements, seeds, etc., £25 per acre 100

Total advance . . . ^£200

Expenditure— Cost to the State

£ X. d.

Interest at 2f per cent, on capital value of land, £100 . 2 15

„ „ „ advance for tillage, etc., £100 2 15

Total cost to the State . .£'5 10

Iievem(e

£ .?. d.

Interest at 3 per cent, on capital value of land, £100 ..300
,, ,, ,,

advance for tillage, etc., £100 .300
JE6

Annual profit to the State 10

The loan might gradually be paid off by a sinking fund of

two per cent, on the total amount advanced, -which would
necessitate an annual payment of £4: by the occupying owner.

Here we have a condition of things whereby the State

becomes a gaiuer of 10s. per annum instead of a loser of

£37 19.S-. in its transactions with this single indigent family

;

but assuming that Government has to pay three per cent,

for its loans instead of two and three-quarters per cent., such a

transaction could still be carried out without the necessity of the

country losing a penny over it.

Paupeks become Puosperous Citizens

Viewed from another standpoint this case assumes an alto-

gether different and more important aspect. The indigent

family of three has been saved from pauperism, and instead of

beiug a permanent burden on the State excliequer it has

become a prosperous unit of the community, producing some-
thing as well as consuming much.

Foor Law Report, February 17, 190'J. Figures for 1903-1904.
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With its four acres, one acre is put down in wheat each year

to ensure a proper rotation of crops. The average produce per

acre on well-tiUed land is thirty-two busliels. Tlie average

consumption of wlieat per head of the population is six bushels

per annum, or eighteen bushels for this family of three. This

leaves fourteen bushels per annum for the market.

As a producer of wheat and other food-stuffs this family at

once becomes an important factor in the commonwealth.
]\lultiply this system of State aid to our deserving poor

;

let every man who is willing to work have the chance and the

right of acquiring on easy terms—and yet at the cost of the

State—a parcel of land which will not only support himself

and his family, but produce, at the same time, something over

for the use of the community, and it is easy to see that you

would launch into existence a veritable army of prosperous

agriculturists who would at once become a highly important

part of the Commonwealth and a tremendous factor in the

national economv.

What the Fouu-acee Principle ^^ieans

Carried through to a logical conclusion, we find the applica-

tion of this four-acre principle of small holdings to the whole

of the land of this country means the production of such a

prodigious quantity of wheat that we become fairly astonished.

Here is the position.

We have 48,000,000 acres of "cultivated" land, or

64,000,000 acres of " cultivated " and " cultivable " land, and
it follows that if one-fourth of a four-acre holding produces

thirty-two bushels of wheat, we shall find that in one case we
shall produce 384,000,000 busliels of wheat, and in the other

512,000,000 bushels—both quantities being largely in excess

of the national requirements of 280,000,000 bushels—while

reserving the remaining ihrec-fourihs of the land for ordinary

crop rotation. It will also be found that, in such a case, the

entire population of tlie country would have to be employed in

agriculture.

Such a condition would bo neither necessary nor desirable,

and this single illustration of what mvjht be done with our land

is simply introduced, parenthetically, to show the euormous
potentialities of agriculture.

Eeduced, however, to a rational system of land tenures, as

described in Chapters 24, 25, and 20, our land would be capable,

as has l.'cen pointed out, of producing every quarter of wlieat we
require for home consumption, and all other stai^lc foods hesides.
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The Fact c. the Fallacy

Tbo truth is—
1. That we can, under an a!,a-icultural system, favourable to

the entire country, grow all our own wheat.

2. That while there is no necessity to perpetuate the system

of pauperising the poor, there is, on the other hand,

every reason why we should at length adopt a sensible,

practical system of converting, at least, the deserving

and capable ones among them, into useful members
of the community, and give tliem that stake in the

country which is their inalienable right, but which

has, most disastrously, hitherto been denied to them.

Then one more thing becomes equally obvious, and that is

the practical impossibility of applying the laws of economic

science to individual agriculturists.

Ask the man, fur example, who produces his 32 buslicls

of wheat, and consumes 18 of them for his daily bread, what he

thinks of the political economist who tells him that it is wrong
to grow wheat when he can import it a slnlling or two per

quarter cheaper, and his reply will be forcible if not polite.

What on earth has he to do with the subtleties of political

economy or the unfathomable mysteries which enshroud the

entire question of economic science ? His business is to live

;

he knows he can live by and out of his land, but bitter

experience taught him that he could not live without it. He
knows full well tliat if the State had not given him the oppor-

tunity of acquiring his four acres on terms that gave him the

only chance he had of pulling himself together, he and his

would have been paupers in a State workhouse, or dead of

disappointment and want.

It is just here, however, that your political economist waxes
triumphant over the poor agi-iculturist who, knowing full well

tliat he is right in his simple system of practical economics as

applied to the everyday re([uirements of his domestic life,

cannot, nevertheless, rebut, the seemingly irresistible logic of

the theoretical economist.

Fa.millvk Fallacies

" But, ray dear man," argues the economist, " liow can you

say that it pays you to put your surplus fourteen bushels on the

market when it is proved by all the laws of economics that

wheat can be imported from many foreign countries at least one

or twi) shillings per quarter cheaper than it can be grown in

p
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Eu'^land ? " Then follow the stock arguments with which the

world is so familiar.

!Meanwhile our unfortunate agriculturist has been so

badgered by his antagonists and pounded l)y the numerous

batteries which " scientists " have erected against agriculture,

that he has become (^uite confused. " I can't answer all your

artruments in a single Yes or No," says he, " because it seems

to me that such an answer would not meet the case. I know,

liowever, that I do grow an acre of wheat each year out of my
four acres holding, and that I consume part of it for my own
bread and put the other part on the market. Taking one thing

with another, I find my little agricultural venture pays me,

and this is what chiefly concerns me. If I lose a shilling or so

on my wheat, I certainly make up for it on the other things I

grow and sell ; if this were not so I could not carry on my farm

from year to year."

Such a reply as this has been given by many agriculturists

during the last fifty years or so ; and when we come to think of

it, it is, after all, the only practical reply that can or should be

given to a really practical question. If a man's business pays

him, well—it pays him, and that is his chief concern.

To your " scientific " economist, however, this eminently

practical reply is so utterly opposed to all the canons of

economics as to evoke profound pity and contempt for the

foggy perversity of the bucolic mind, and there the matter

ends as between the practical agriculturist and the theoretical

scientist.

EcoNOxMic Science Tested by its owx Fallacies

Let us, however, draw a parallel between agriculture and
the manufacturing industries, as a further illustration.

It is not for a moment supposed, except by the unin-

itiated, that every line of goods that a manufacturer makes is

exceedingly profitable, or—equally profitable.

Questioned on the point, he will frankly tell you that this

particular line is more profitable than that; that some goods

hardly pay to make, and that, in one or two instances, he is,

owing to excessive local competition, cheap imitations, or other

causes, really working at no profit, or even at a slight loss.

Asked why he does not give up producing goods that do not

pay and he will tell you that the nature of his business would
not admit of his doing so, many of his customers being buyers

of at least half a dozen of the lines of goods he is in the habit

of making, and that, taking one thing witli another, it pays
him to go on manufacturing the more or less unprofitable lines.
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He would then add :
" I have to look at the ji^eneral result of

the business rather than to uniform prolits on individual lines.

1 would, of course, prefer that everything I manufacture should

produce equally good profit, but, as this is impossible in business,

I can only look to the result in the aggregate ; if tliat is satis-

factory, 1 have good reason to conclude that my business pays
me on the wdiole."

TiiK Plain Facts about Economic Science

AVhen we get down to the substratum of fact which
underlies this, as all other things in life, the simple truth is

that much "science" remains inoperative, and therefore

—

useless, because of its inapplicability to the domestic require-

ments of the everyday life of the people. No sane man,
knowing the enormous benefits that Science has bestowed
upon the human race, would be foolish enougli to carp and
sneer at her marvellous achievements, particularly so as much
scientific discovery has been practically applied to the needs of

mankind. On the other hand, it will be as freely admitted
that the quality of " science " which is unpractical is but a

waste product of the human ])rain, and therefore—useless.

No rational man is inclined to cavil at the science of

Economics, much benefit having been derived from its appli-

cation to human affairs, but few men would admit of its

applicability to every item in the domestic economy of the

people.

Cobden, following the teaching of Adam Smith, said that

we ought " to buy in the cheapest market and sell m the

dearest
;

" and so we ought, in every case where so excellent

a commercial principle can be practically applied, but like so

many other fascinating objects which we constantly come across

in this world, we fmd that this attractive morsel in the menu
of our domestic lives, although bearing tlic semblance of an
" economic " law, is in reality not possible of universal applica-

tion, because—as has been shown in other chapters—the first

cost of an article does not necessarily include other costs which,

when added to the original amount paid, renders first cost much
greater than was ever intended. Shortly, although the principle

is theoretically sound, it is practically impossible, and Adam
Smith's famous dictum thus becomes a mere adage and not

a

—

laiv.

" Science," " Laws," and " Doctrines " are useful and bene-

ficial up to a certain point, but if we attempt to apply them
witli arbitrary rigidity to every one of our life's alfairs, we shall

couie to grief.
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The Laws of Motiou, lor example, although essential aud
applicable tu the vast, complicated cooaomy of the physical

imiverse, could not be applied effectually to a drunken man
who prefers to lie prone in the gutter rather than maintain

Lis natural equilibrium. In this case they would, therefore,

remain

—

inoperative.

Xor would your most learned professor be bold enough to

assert that a bird must not, should not, or docs not know how
to tiy, because some " scientists " assert that he flies against all

the laws of mechanics.

The minds of many great thinkers are so impregnated with

ligures and symbols, with algebraic signs and scientific Ibrnmlce,

that they become utterly subordinate to their influence.

The " Exact " Sciexces evex Fp.audulext

In illustration of this well-known fact, a very amusing, yet
highly instructive article appeared in the Bailif Express of

April, 1U08, entitled "The Fraud of Mathematics." The
writer * said :

—

"AVhen you meet a mathematician, and find that his mind is

utterly subordinate to figures and symbols, that he explains Nature
by numerical values, reduces a sunset to a, b, and ;r, takes no
account of human or other susceptibihtics, but works out everything
by a rigid order of thouglit—though you know that Nature is

never rigid, that no two waves are ever the same—yet, because
you are baflied, you may even think you ought to admire the
mathematician.

'• But when somebody who does understand the higher mathe-
matics comes over to your side, and roundly declares that they arc a
fraud and a delusion, and that algebra ought to be abolished as a

mighty hindrance to thought—then you may whoop ia joy and
fearlessly shake a fist in a Senior Wrangler's face."

He then goes on to tell his readers that one of our Scientists,

Mr. Frederick Hovendeu, has a profound contempt for what he
calls " Educated Ignorance." This is what he says

—

"
' Eiglity per cent, of human sufl"ering and misery,' he said to

me gravely, ' arises from ignorance, especially from that most terrible

form of ignorance—educated ignorance due to false education.'
"

" Here are some of the things that can be done by algebra :

Horaething can be subtracted from nothing ; something can be
subtracted from something half a time to produce two somethings

;

something can be added to something half a time to produce liaif a

* "The Fraud of ilafchematics," Mr. Jlarcus Woodford; Daili/ Express
April [), rJ08.
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something ; nothiog can be subtracted no times from nothinjr to

produce any number of sometliiii<:s ; while under cerfciin mathe-

matical conditions algebra pays that addition is the same as

subtraction, and that something can be multiplied by or into itself."

" Fancy multiplying a line into a line to produce an area, or

multiplying an area into a line to produce a cube. It is impossible

physically ; but it is possible in higher mathematics."

Such men as are here referred to, although possessing minds

of transcendent power and ability, are, so far as many of life's

affairs are concerned, of an exceedingly impracticable nature.

In respect to the highly important item of dietetics, for

example, your learned professor is, as a rule, proverbially

careless, despite the fact that suitable food and the proper

nutrition of the body are, after all, the most important factors

in our physical being.

He does not know, for example, that a pound of Dutch

cheese contains two and a half times the amount of nutriment

that beef does, and that all kinds of nuts contain nearly three

and a half times as much, and that both form better fuel fur

the human machine than does the time-honoured beef.

"The people owe a deep debt of gratitude to their scientistf^,

philosophists, and thinkers ; to that splendid array of cultured

men and women who have given to the world all that is useful,

noble, and uplifting : and we stand in admiration and almost in awe

at the mighty deeds they have done, and we wonder at the greatness

of their intellectual power. But behind all this transcendent learn-

ing, these great ones of the earth are, in many cases, mere tyros in

the matter of feeding ; mere babes in knowledge and of no wisdom
whatsoever." •

"What, then, is the use of that marvellous inventive genius of

the age which has strewn the world with such wondrous shapes and

devices for man's comfort and enjoyment, if the iuvi;nt()r himself

remain ignorant of the tirst principles of life, ignorant of that

fundamental truth upon which his own body is built u]i, and

which it is absolutely essential he should know."!

" SciEN'CE " OF Little Use in Domestic Economy

At any rate it will be patent enough, at least to the

majority of people, that men who are capable of nmltiplying

a line into a line to produce an area, (jr, in other words, of

performing— on paper— a pJn/sical 'hnpossihi/ifj/, might con-

ceivably not be quite the sort of people to apply to in order

* " Errors in Eating," Sir W. E. Cooiper, pp. 37, 38^

t Ibid., p. 37.
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to decide the question as to whether it would be better all

round, and generally more economical, to cultivate one's garden
patch or leave it lying waste. Surely such men would be able

to prove by all the laws of science, and notably by the science

of economics, wliich is by no means an " exact " science, that

to grow your own spring onions and your new potatoes, or to

produce early cabbages and new peas, when you can buy
foreign importations cheaper from the costermongers' barrows,

would be to fly in the face of all the laws of political economy.
Your cottager may be iitterly confounded by the man of

science who reduces everything in life to a^ h, and x, and
expounds every question by algebraic jargon, or by what is

called the laios of economics, which are as mutable as sand,

but he goes on cultivating his garden plot all the same, despite

the pessimism of the learned scientist.

Leave Nature alone to work out her own problems and we
shall find that, if we are capable of understanding her ways,
she never errs, and the application of her laws, therefore, to

man's needs are invariably the best and most economic, because
in obeying the laws of Nature we are but conforming to the
laws of natural science, which know neither change nor brook
interference.

It is as natural for a man to cultivate the soil as it is for

the duck to take to water ; and if we interfere with the opera-
tion of natural laws we shall as surely suffer in the long run
as does the man who derides and sets at naught the laws which
protect society from depredation and outrage.

The problem which the British people have to solve is of

the simplest possible nature, and, provided they set about it

in a direct, matter-of-fact manner, they will experience no
difficulty in its solution. The question is simply

—

vjhethcr or

no they shall cultivate their garden 'patch ?

The l)est way to answer the question is—by cultivating it.

This is the direct common-sense way, and tlie only practical

^vay.

Economic Science a Dam—Plow to Eemove it

When a mountain slide takes place and dams up the river

at the bottom of the valley we do not invoke the aid of your
learned professors of this 'ology or the other, nor do we ask
your political economist to determine by the " laws," so called,

of economic science whether it would be better to leave the

dam as it is ; on tlie contrary, we know that the landslip has

interfered with the natural tiow of the river, and we take our
picks and shovels and set the river free.
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This is tlie only practical way to take with the great land

industry; a political slip took place over half a century ago

which impeded the natural How of tlie tide of agriculture, and
the only way to effectually deal witli the matter is to

—

remove

the (htm.

It is regrettable that in all tliese years wa have never tried

to remove the dam, bub ratlier to explain and justify its exist-

ence. We delil)erately built up a great barrier against the

natural How and development of agriculture, and thus interfered

with the operations of a natural law ; and, instead of frankly

recognising our error and remedying the evil by removing the

obstacle, we have foolishly, ever since, been invoking the aid

of economic science to justify our position. Por all the good

it has done we might as well have trusted to the old cabalistic

Abracadabra of the ancients.

The simple task before the British people is, then, to

cultivate the land in the same simple manner that the peoples

of all other countries in the world cultivate their lands.

In agriculture, as in all other industries, where a number
of things are either manufactured or grown, you cannot always

pick and choose your way. In business you must take the

good with the bad, the profitable with the unprofitable ; if it

were otherwise it follows that every person engaged in business

would become exceedingly well-olf, if not vastly rich, and, in

many cases, disproportionately so in comparison with the

capital invested.

How Manufacturers remove the Dam of Economic
Science

Your coal manufacturer, your woollen and cotton goods
manufacturer, your furniture makers and the rest of them,

who turn out many lines of goods, will all tell you they make
more profit on some lines and less on others, while some hardly

pay at all ; and your railway managers will tell you that third-

class passenger traffic pays better than first, yet they are

obliged to maintain the latter. In every industry in the

world it is the same, some things pay better than otliers, but

all must be carried on together

—

because they are inseparable.

Because the land plays a more important part in the

economy of human life than anything else, it necessarily offers

a wider scope for the vagaries of political economists than
manufactures or other industries ; and we should therefore

be exceedingly circumspect in regard to many of the con-

clusions arrived at by economists, because political economy.
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not being one of the " exact " sciences, is necessarily not exact
in its conclusions.

At any rate, practical auriculturc demonstrates by the
simple process of putting down in CJreat Britain an average,

in round numbers, of 1,600,000 acres under wheat each year,

out of a total area under corn crops of 6,900,000 acres, that

it docs pay to grow wheat, or that wheat pays, grown in

conjunction with other thinfrs.

This being so, it is equally clear that he or they—scientists

or non-scientists— who declare that it is flying against all

the laws of "scientific" economy to grow wheat under such
" unscientific " conditions, are but advancing an untenable
proposition instead of demonstrating an ascertained fact. It

may be taken for granted that agriculturists know more of

such matters than the political economist who has never
turned a furrow or sown a seed, and it would be better for

the latter to leave farmers to look after their own affairs than
to teach them a science which, while not being exact, is

necessarilv

—

fallacious.



CHAPTER XXII

DISCOURAGERS AND PESSIMISTS—THE I'AllT THEY PLAY

IX THE AGPJCULTURAL QUESTION—UNDER SIMILAR

CONDITIONS, AGRICULTURE CAN RE AS SUCCESSFUL

AS MANUFACTURES

]\Iany misconceptions still exist in the minds of most people

in respect to British agiiculture being a possible industry.

These misconceptions exist because there are all sorts of

Ijizarre notions in respect to this great primal industry, the

inevitable outcome of environing it with unhealthy and, there-

fore, unnatural conditions.

Many people have become veritable pessimists and dis-

couragers in all matters pertaining to agriculture, and the

harm they do is not lessened because of their real belief in

tlie hopelessness of the industry tliey condemn.

WiLVT MANY People tihnk of Agriculture

Some flunk that the industry is hopeless because of the

general desire on the part of the rural population to get what
is called " a good time."

The peo})le want more amusement, it is said ; the}' like

the cheap restaurants, the cocoa-rooms, the public-house and
the music halls, the busy thoroughiares, the glitter of shops

and the well-lighted streets. They want more excitement

than they get in the country, and rural folk are, therefore,

well content to cliange the dull village life i'or the superior

attractions of a bustling town.

Others contend that tlie spread of education has made the

village lads and maidens discontented with the ordinary sur-

roundings of country life and its dull setting of colourless

background, and that they pine to break away from it all and
find an outlet for their now-born ambitions in other din'ctions
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where these natural aspirations for advancement will find full

scope.
" Why should our young people be kept back in the race of

life ? " it is asked. Education has opened their eyes to life's

possibilities, they contend, and it is but right and proper that

they should gravitate to the towns, and there find those freer

facilities for improving tlieir conditions of life, which are more
likely to be met with in the great centres of population.

Then there is the school which contends that the land is

hopeless as an industry because it does not pay, and that you
cannot expect people to grind out tlieir lives amid dull sur-

roundings, in hard dreary toil, without being able to make a

decent living. " Why should they ?
" they ask ;

" and how can

you expect any man to devote his life to any calling out of

which he is not likely to make a fairly good living ?
"

Then come those who ridicule the " Back to the Land

"

cry, and contend that the vast majority of the people would

rather 'iwt go back to the land, and tliat, if they did, they

would be sure to make a mess of it.

" How can you expect a city clerk and a girl typist, for

example, to take on a small farm and conduct it to a successful

issue ?
" they say ; and to unthinking, uncritical minds this does

seem to be somewliat of a problem. First appearances are,

however, proverbially deceptive, and, like many things, this

question will assume other aspects on clear examination.

Nor should we overlook that well-known section of the

community which belongs to the school of " experts," who love

to demonstrate by all the laws of this, that, and the other, that

British agriculture is impossilile, and that the land is practically

a negligible quantity.

The Battejiies of Science and Agriculture

Among this group may be found professors of political

economy and other cults, who will prove by all the laws of

science, and by every other conceivable ism that can be called

to their aid, that it is cheaper to import your wheat from the

far off plains of Western Australia, or from the remote Northern

Provinces of Canada, than to grow it at your own doors. This

school is well armed with all the up-to-date weapons of polemical

warfare, and when it charges its guns with deductive and
inductive logic, and those terrible figures which prove anything

or nothing, and trains them on the public mind, the people

succumb at once.

The ordinary " man-in-the-street " can no more stand against

a well-directed fire from the statistical batteries of political
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economists, or the jargon of the " yjrofessors " of this or that
" ism," tliaii flesh and blood can withstand the deadly fusilade

of the modern machine gun.

After this comes that great school of " controversialists
"

which perhaps exercises a wider influence over tlie minds of the

people tlian any other school extant, Ijecause of the onmifarious-

ness of its studies. No subject is too lofty for its ambitions,

and none are l^eneath its consideration. It will tackle the

most abstruse problems in astronomical science as readily as it

will devote its attention to the best way of boiling broad

beans ! Tell a member of this scliool that it is better and
truer economy to cultivate your garden patch than to leave it

lying unfruitful, and he will prove by all the laws of science,

and entirely to bis own satisfaction, that you are as wrong in

your position as the man who happens for the moment to be

standing on his head.

Nor sliould we overlook the political economist, pure and
simple, who inay be likened unto the spider that spins on and
on until his web is broad enough to enmesh all those who are

unwary enough to come in contact with it. This man is a great

thinker, a professed student of all matters pertaining to the

movement of trade, the import of food products, and the export

of merchandise, and he will prove to you that the man in this

country who attempts to grow bacon and make butter, when he

can import both of these commodities cheaper from Chicago and
Denmark, is nothing more or less than an imbecile.

Interested Merciiaxts, Bankers, and ^Manufacturers

Then there is that great army of those who, for excellent

reasons, are deeply interested in the maintenance of existing

conditions, and whose widespread influence militates seriously

against the chances of carrying British agriculture to a successful

issue.

In the ranks of this army are to be found bankers, merchants,

shipowners, stockbrokers, produce-brokers, commercial com-
panies of many sorts, the " Trusts," those engaged, directly or

indirectly, in the import and export trade, and a host of otliers

too numerous to mention. Question these last—the " hoi-

poUoi" of this crowd—as to the advantages or otherwise of

preserving the .^tdUa^ quo in respect to this matter, and they will

probably know little or nothing of tlie subject; but ask the

Ijank director, the merchant, the shipowner, or the " Trust

"

magnate whether we should grow our own corn or import it, and
his answer will be short, emphatic, and to the point. ^Merchants

and exchange bankers, dock owners, and ship owners are.
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naturally enough, all hugely interested in the iniportatiou of
food-stulfs, and this much may be accepted in strict verity, that
neither in the future nor at the present time can help be
expected to come from this large and influential group, which
would assist in the smallest degree in solving the agricultural
problem. All who are connected with this powerful coterie

are financially interested, or think they are, in maintaining
present conditions, and to a man they would fight for their
continuance. It is a fallacy, yet it exists all the same.

The Greatest Pessimists

The man who exercises the most malign influence is perhaps
he who is a pessimist by nature, a born grumbler, and one of
life's failures. This man is to be met with everywhere, and
wherever he may be encountered, or under whatever conditions,

he always deals in cold douches and doles out wet blankets to

his friends. Take him into your confidence, tell him of your
little plans in regard to turning the land to account for the
betterment of your life's conditions, unfold your schemes and
talk of your hopes and your chances of success, and, as sure as
fate, he will so cool your ardour with his chilly douche, and
quench your hopes with his wet blanket of everlasting dis-

paragement, that you will be filled with discouragement and
despair. This is the type of man who will say to you, " Don't
for goodness' sake, my dear fellow, do anything of the kind. I

tried that game some years ago, and found it was an utter
fraud

; in fact I dropped more money over it than I could
afford." " Or," he may say, " don't you believe it, old chap

;

you'll only drop your money if you try anything of the kind.
Look at old Smith, for example, he thought he could make
something out of it, but after a year or two he dropped it like a
hot coal. Stop where you are, is my advice."

This type of man is as plentiful as bees in summer, and as
ubiquitous as the sparrow. He is to be met with in every grade
of society, as also in the columns of the daily Press; but
whether his utterances be oral or written there is always the
same pessimistic note running through them which proclaims
him to be what in reality he is—one of life's failures, or at
least a pessimist of the worst type. Nevertheless, this man,
failure that he may be, and born grumbler that he is, exercises
considerable influence over certain members of the community,
and he is, therefore, a factor in the ([uestion we are considering.

If you venture to point out the significant fact that all

other countries in the world but ours make much of their

agriculture, and regard it as their most valuable indnstrv, he
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will reply, " Ah, it's all very well tor Lliem, tlioy have been at

it for yeirs, and know what they are up to ; but how, in the

name of fortune, can you expect agriculture to pay when you
can import wheat, bacon, butter, cheese, and everything else

cheaper from a dozen countries than you can grow or produce

them for yourself? If agriculturists cannot make it pay how
can you expect townsfolk to nuke good farmers; wluit do tli(!y

know about it :" Take it from me you'll drop your money if

you try that game."

l>i;i 11611 Indlstuial Workers Opposed to
Ar;RlUULTURAL UeFOR.M

Last, l:)ut by no moans least, comes that great array of

British workers who toil in towns.

The report of the Chief Inspector of 1^'actories and Work-
shops for 1907, issued on July 17, 11)08, shows that last year

there were 107,321 factories, 146,1J17 workshops, and 7,210

laundries under inspection in the United Kingdom.
The total number of workers was more than 5,500,000,

and of these 1,(343,824 were women and children.

Deducting the women and children from that total, we are

left with 3,85(j,176 men who, ho.vever much tlieir views in

favour of Tariff Eeform may have changed, would practically

vote solid for no change in tlie fiscal and economical conditions

which environ agriculture to-day, liecause of the belief that

/heir interests are best served by maintaining them. This is

altogether a fallacious view, and, indeed, disastrous to their

cause ; but as this matter is dealt with in other chapters there

is no need to discuss it h(?re.

This powerful section of the community naturally exercises

enormous influence over the question by assuming an attitude

hostile to the establishment of national agriculture ; but as

many of them have at length been brought to realise that Tarifi'

Ticform may serve their purpose more effectually than Free

Trade, so will they soon recognise that the existence of an
immense universal system of agriculture in this country is

no more incompatible with the existence, or with the expansion,

of manufacturing industries than it is in every other civilised

country on earth.

Ignorance Eules the SiTt^vrioN

Ignorance that is crass and widespread rules the situation

to-day, and all is darkness where there should be light, but
there are, fortunately, signs of dawn on the horizon and the
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jtromisc of ^4ad simshine. The sooner a brighter day dawns
the better will it be for England.

Looking at this much discussed and sorely misunderstood
question in this way there certainly seems, at first sight, but
little hope of making anything of it. We are met all along
the line with such a veritable host of discouragers, and others

who are influenced by self-interests, that what we regarded as

a perfectly simple matter, indeed as the common experience
and the common knowledge of the human race of an industry

that is as old as the hills, and as well understood as the simple
law that water will run down a hill but not up it, now seems
to be invested with all sorts of difficulties which reduce us
well-nigh to despair. Our friends and acquaintances cannot
help us because the greater part of them are hopelessly ignorant
of a question which should be as widely understood as the ftict

that it is more economical to turn raw cotton into calico than
to leave it standing in the fields ; while the majority of the

people are entirely influenced by what the discouragers say, or

by those wdio have private interests to serve.

If we turn to that popular educator—the Press—for help,

we find that, with a few notable exceptions, the newspapers
offer little encouragement to, nor advocate, a universal system
of agriculture. Between this host of pessimists, dissuaders, and
others, those wdio hunger after the land find themselves between
the " devil and the deep sea," and so they leave the land to

look after itself, just as it has been left for the last half century
and more, uncared for, profitless, and a standing reproach to

the country.

Now, whatever may be said to the contrary by this formid-
able host of discouragers, there is not only money in the land,

but good money, too. But, like money that is found in every
other industry, it has to be sought after, properly located, and
then dug out by hard, honest work, and the application of

the self-same essentials to success—brains, skill, enterprise,

assiduity, and the rest of it, as are necessary to success in other
occupations.

The Eoad to Success

We are never likely to succeed in anything in this world
unless we first of all form clear conceptions of what it is we
wish to essay ; satisfy ourselves that the thing is reasonably
practical, that it, indeed, forms one of the well-known occupa-
tions of human life, and that it offers to the essayer every
reasonable chance of success.

This is the attitude assumed by all sorts and conditions
of men when dealing with economical ([uestions of every
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description, and, obviously, il is the only rational attitude that

can be assumed in regard to agriculture.

" Is this a practical industry ? Can it be made to pay ?
"

are the only two questions that shrewd business men in every

conceivable economic condition at the present time ever find

it necessary to ask. The question—" Can it be made to pay ?
"

—

is the only one that concerns us here, because agriculture, as a

widespread industry, is too well known to render any other

question necessary.

Agriculture can be made to pay as every other industry

can, but no industry, however common it may be, is likely

to succeed unless those engaged in it possess the necessary

essentials to success. Two men may start in the boot and

shoe manufacturing business, for example, each of them being

equipped with the necessary capital and knowledge of the

trade. One succeeds and the other fails—why ? The answer

is simple enough—because the one who succeeds knows what
he has to do and how to do it, and the other does not.

Two men may start farming under precisely similar con-

ditions, the one succeeds and the other man makes a mess
of his venture—why ? Because one has all the essentials

to success, namely assiduity, the faculty of absorbing know-
ledge and assimilating experience, coupled with industry and
thrift, and the other lacks some or all of these necessary

qualifications. What other result but failure for the one

and success for the other can there be under such conditions ?

And so it is all through life. You may do your best to

equalise opportunities so as to give every man the same chance,

but you are l)ouud to fail, because those who start in the race

vary so widely in temperament, ability, and those qualities

which make for success, that even a handicap becomes

impossible.

Misconceptions about Agricultuke

Agriculture itself is a case in point. The common belief

is that the land industry in this country is so hopeless as

to be practically a negligible quantity in the economy of the

nation
;
yet, in spite of this widespread idea, agriculture is still

by far the largest and most important industry of the country,

inasmuch as, in spite of the fatuous agricultural policy of

the past, it still engages a greater head of the population than

any two of our largest industries put together, namely, tlic

wliole of the textile maaiifaetures and the miiiiiuj indudry.

That there are successful farmers and unsuccessful ones

is as certain as that there are successes and failures in other
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industries ; but tliis only exemplilics the fact that agriculture

has its ups and downs, and that those engaged in it must take

theh' chances like other men.
No man in his senses can, in face of the overwhelming

evidence in favour of agriculture being still our greatest

industry, legitimately assert that there is no money in the

laud, tiiat It does not pay, that it is altogether a quantUe
iiajllgeuhlc, because such a contention would argue that all

who have been engaged in the industry during the last tifty

years and are engaged in it still, are fools, and have only been
throwing good money after bad all that time. Few there are

who would be bold enough to assume so indefensible a position.

The Tkutii about Agriculture

If we delve down to the stable foundation of solid truth we
shall find that, in spite of the fact that everything has been
done by the Governments of the past to ruin the land industry

and to discourage agriculturists in every possible manner, the

land may still be regarded by capable, hard-working, thrifty

persons as a calling by which men may make a decent living.

To assert, however, tliat the industry is in a flourishing con-

dition because some of those engaged in it do fairly well, would
be as foolish as to contend tliat there is no money in it because

ali do not make a fortune, or because some eu^a-jed in it fail.

It is the fashion to believe that there is no money in

agriculture, and that it could not be worked profital)ly, even
if it were conducted with the same skill and energy and Ixicked

up by ample capital as other industries are. Let us, however,
briefly examine this view of the case and see if there is a real

truth underlying the belief!

In the first place we must not overlook the important fact

that up to this period agriculture has not been v/orked on the

same lines as other industries. For years past the land has

been farmed chiefly l)y poor, unenterprising men who, if they

had the will, certainly had not the power of spending large

sums of money in fortifying their lands with those manures
which are necessary in maintaining their maximum produc-

tiveness, or in ec^uipping themselves with all those costly,

up-to-date agricultural labuur-saving machines and implements
that are essential in economical production. This fact is

exemplified by the reduced yield per acre in wheat, for example,
and in the primitive agricultural methods that are still followed

in many parts of Great Britain.

This is an age of progress, of push and enterprise, and if

farmers stand stdl where other men press onwards with energy
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and ever-incrcasiug vigour, can it be wondered at il' tliey iall

l)ehind in the race ?

Is it reasonable, then, to expect other results from agricul-

ture than those wliich the country is familiar with ? If the

industry is starved for want of capital, and the soil remains

poor and thin, what right has the farmer to expect good proJits

and rich ainindant crops ? If he fails to put money into the

land, what hope lias he of getting money out of it ? As he

sows, so must he reap !

On the other hand, the farmer has a deep-rooted grievance

against past and present Governments fcjr that sore neglect of

his industry which has been so often referred to in these

pages; a state of affairs which, while being prejudicial to

complete success, does not necessarily render partial success

impossible.

^VIoRE Grotesque Beliefs

There are, indeed, all sorts of strange misconceptions

abroad in regard to the land, and not one of the least of them

is that almost anybody is good enough for an agriculturist.

This idea is so prevalent that it extends probably to four-fifths

of the people, but there is no more justification for such a

belief than tliere would be if it were applied to any other

industry.

Every occupier of a suburban villa with his narrow strip of

back garden, and every labouring man with his eighth of an

acre in "The Workman's Plots," fancies himself an agricul-

turist, but neither of them has more right to the title than has

the man, who occasionally scans the midnight heavens with a

pair of binoculars, to call himself an astronomer.

Dabbling in a back garden with spade or pruning-knife, or

growing a few potatoes or cabbages in a town plot, certainly

affords one glimpse of agriculture, but it requires deeper

insight and wider experience than this to make a successful

agriculturist.

A hundred years ago it was said by one of our great novelists

that all the fools of the fainily were pitchforked into the Navy

;

to-day the fool of the family considers himseK good enough for

agriculture.

With such ])revalent misconceptions as these, there is no

wonder that, although most of us have been more or less

familiar with the land, in some form or other, all our lives,

either through the medium of our back garden or through some
other feeble connecting link, there is, nevertheless, widespread

ignorance among the people as to the agricultural industry and

its up-to-date requirements. It is, moreover, clear enough that

Q
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unless every misconception in respect hereto be removed and
a more rational view of the entire question set up in their

place, agriculture will continue to pine and languish.

Success only Possible to those who command it

AVhat right has any man to expect that, unless he applies

the same brains, knowledge, experience, skill, capital, assiduity,

and energy to agriculture as must necessarily be applied to all

other industries before success can be hoped for, he will succeed?

Why should ignorance, want of knowledge, lack of experi-

ence, shortage of capital, combined very frequently with feeble

effort, absence of assiduity, and a flabby conception of thrift,

hope to succeed in agriculture wdien it is well known that such

an undesirable stock-in-trade would be bound to ensure failure

in every other industry ?

Once these misconceptions are understood by those engaged,

or wish to become engaged, in agriculture, there is no reason

why a man should not make a decent living, even under the

present foolish and malign conditions with which past wrong-
headedness has invested the industry.

But, let it be organised under proper tenures, assisted by the

State, and helped onward by co-operation, support, and sympathy,
and the people given the same chances of working agricul-

ture to the best possible results as are given in every country

of the world—except our own—and the city clerk and his

typist wife, the grocer's assistant, the Manchester warehouse-
man and lawyer's clerk, the briefless barrister, the struggling

doctor, the penniless literati, and a host of other earnest,

willing, and capable men who now suffer from a congested

labour market in all trades and professions, will have an
excellent opportunity of turning their talents to account.

Failures there are bound to be in agriculture as there are in

every industry, but the capable man who essays agriculture is

bound to rise if the chance be given him.

Demand ceeates Supply in all Industries

It is just here that your discourager waxes eloquent. " How
do you propose to find several millions of capable agriculturists

out of the overplus of your town populations whicli must
necessarily include the dregs of the unemployed and the unem-
ployable ? Nice farmers they would make," says he. The answer
is simple enough. There is no proposal to permit so valuable

an asset in the national economy as the Land to be seized upon
l^y the dregs of tlie unemployed, or by wastrels of any degree.
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The land will be reserved for the sober, thrifty, diligent, and

intelligent citizen, to whom every encouragement and State aid

will be accorded, but to no ufhcrs ; and if, out of the vast

numbers of English people who would gladly settle on the

land if reasonable opportunities were ofl'ered, there cannot be

got together a great, capable agricultural population, the world,

for the first time in history, will witness an unique economical

phenomenon.

New Manufacturing Industries find no Lack of Labour

Compared with the lionourable eld of agriculture, most of

our scientific discoveries, the invention of mechanical contriv-

ances and their application to manufacturing processes, are but

things of yesterday—of a brief sixty years or so—and yet there

is no lack of skilled labourers in our great urban industries.

If millions of capable workers can spring up with so rapid a

growth as to fulfil the exigent and difficult demands of new
manufacturing industries, it is obvious there cannot possibly be

any difficulty in getting men to fulfil the requirements of a

simple industry like agriculture

—

with which man has been

familiar even before the dawn of history.

There is, one way and another, so much premeditated or

unconscious hostility to agriculture in this country from so

many directions that the wonder is, not that it is in a languishing

condition, but that it is alive at all.

That it dues exist is due neither to Governments nor to the

people, but to agriculturists themselves who, despite the cruel

blows dealt to their industry by the administrations of the last

sixty years, have held to it tenaciously. This fact alone offers

the best proof of the stability of agriculture, of its indestructi-

bility and, therefore, of the necessity of regarding it as the

irrimal industry ; and it must be clear to all who will not permit

their vision to be obscured by political prejudice or party bias,

that if agriculture has not entirely succumbed to the destructive

processes which have been directed against it for more than

half a century, and it is still Inj far the greatest iiuhistry of the

day, the greatest employer of labour, the greatest life-giver and

the cleanest, wholesomest, and most manly industry of them all

:

it must necessarily be the industrial fulcrum upon which all

other industries move and rotate.

Much is being done to make the people acquainted with

these things, and the sooner their eyes are opened to them, the

sooner will the dawn of better times appear.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE INSENSATE " PARTY " SYSTEM IN PARLIAMENT—
COGENT REASONS FOR DRASTIC REFORM—A BAR
TO REFORM AND A MENACE TO NATIONAL
INTERESTS

In discussing the grave results of the present party system, the

writer was recently asked by a friend, " What would you
substitute for the Party system ? " " Boil it down," he said,

" transmute it, reduce it to an irreducible quantity, and you
would still have—a Party."

This is true ; there would still be—a Party. You cannot
have a one-man State nor a one-man Government ; the thini; is

impossible.

No Government of the past in any great country in tlie

world ever consisted of one man, and no Government of the

present time, nor in the future—so far as we may determine

the future by to-day's standards—will be a one-man Govern-
ment. No man wants a one-man Government, nor is it likely

that such a Government would be a good one if it were possible

to have it.

There is, however, a vast difference between a " one-man
show " in the form of a Government, or even a Government
attenuated to an irreducible minimum, and the party-ridden

form of government we have been accustomed to in this party-

distracted country.

The Abuse of the Party System

There have always been political parties in every civilised

State, and it is more than probable there always will be. The
political party, qua party, is not in itself objectionable, but it is

the terrible abuse of political power that has grown up and
around the party principle and which has wrought such in-

calculable harm to the nation, that the people are beginning to

object to.

The party in power, for the time being, instead of being left

228
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free to devote their lirains and energies to the true interests

of the commonweal, are more concerned with watching the

movements of the Opposition than with framing measures of

national usefulness.

Then the party out of power are practically concerned only

with the one absorbing question ns to how and when they can

turn their op])onents out of office.

Is it possible that national interests can be furthered when
the party in office is afraid to embark on any course of real

and much-needed reform because of the dread that their

opponents out of office may make political capital out of it ?

Does it not become abundantly manifest that under such a

suicidal system there can be no hope to-day, nor at any future

time, of any real lasting good resulting from so pernicious a

state of afl'airs, because of the paralysing eflect that such

a system must necessarily have upon human effort ?

What Government, harassed by the present system, and
working always under the lash of the Opposition, fearing even

the censure and perliaps the defection of some of its OAvn

followers, can possibly work in the real interests of the

Em])ire ?

Is it likely that, under so impossible a condition, any
Government, of whatsoever denomination, can carry through

any measure that would really benefit tlie people ?

Is it not highly probable, nay, indeed certain, that every

lUll brouglit up for consideration, instead of being framed in

that broad, liberal setting which is essential in all questions of

real national reform, must necessarily be drawn up in a manner
simply to disarm criticism and give the Opposition the least

])ossible chance of making ca})ital out of it ?

Is it possible tliat national legislation, conducted in so craven

a spirit, and aiming only at half-hearted, palliatory measures,

can ever result in real good ?

Instead, however, of dealing with abstract principles, let us

reduce this question to one simple concrete example.

Evil Effect of Pai;ty System : A Conceete Example

Let us take, as an illustration of the grave question we are

considering, the case of a mechanical engineer who has been

employed by a large public company to ])ut together the seem-

ingly complicated yet i)erfectly simple parts of a mighty engine

wdiich lie scattered a])road on the floor of a great factory.

The engineer is an expert and knows exactly what to do
and how to do it, and if left to himself the work would soon be

accom})lished satisfactorily.
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Unlbrtuiialely, however, there is a lar<^'C Board oi" Directors,

whose interests are not altogether identical. Some pull one
way and some another, and what with conflicting interests,

clique serving, jealousy, seltishncss, obstructiveness, and general

interference, the expert finds it impossible to get on, and he is

compelled to give up his work.

Another expert takes his place, but the attitude of the

Directors remains unchanged ; each man has his own particular

axe to grind ; the Board is split up into two separate parties

;

work is retarded ; the business of the company suffers, and,

between one thing and another, the unfortunate shareholders

are well-nigh ruined.

Tliis is but an example of what takes place not infrequently

in the commercial world. Many a good business has been
ruined by bad management, and many a public company has

been brought to grief either by an incompetent Board of

Directors or by men who had some narrow, selfish purpose of

their own to serve.

As witli men, so it is with Governments. You can no more
carry on the business of a nation with one party of the national

directors pulling one way and another party pulling in the

opposite direction, than you can satisfactorily conduct the

business of a firm under similar conditions.

The Pakty System an Impossibility

Yet this is precisely what we are trying to do every day in

our National Board of Direction.

The members comprising that Board are disunited. They
are split up into two distinct parties, each forming a faction

professedly hostile to the other. Their interests are diametri-

cally opposed to each other, and their antagonism is such as to

preclude the possiljility of the party out of office helping on the

national business by supporting or encouraging the efforts of the

party in oiifice.

It is, indeed, a point of honour and of duty with the party
out of power that every measure, whether it be good, bad, or in-

different, brought up for consideration by the office-bearers for

the time being, shall be as vehemently attacked and as violently

opposed as though it were some effort to defeat the ends of

justice and ruin the nation.

The British Constitution provides for a system of govern-
ment wliereunder there shall be two political parties, one of

which shall carefully watch the proceedings of the other, so

that a salutary check may be exercised over the proceedings of

the party in office for the time being. It is a most excellent
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system and a necessary one, and nobody objects to it in principle.

Theoretically, it is sound enough, but in practice it has proved

to be impossible, and fatal in its effects.

One has but to examine the Statute Book for the last

twenty years to understand liow lare it is of really useful

Acts ; how devoid it is of that series of splendid legislative

enactments which should stand forth as national achievements

bearing tlie impress of great minds, which, moved thereto by
loyalty and patriotism and an earnest desire to riglit that which
was wrong, liad given the country something that would help

the people onwards towards peace and general prosperity.

The National Statute Book : What it should show

Our Statute Book should be full of the records of Statesmen

;

that is to say, there should be a number of Acts of public utility

conceived in the true interests of the country and carried out on
those broad, generous lines which, while conserving in full all

national interests, should be equally fair to all classes of the

community. It sliould be full of useful, helpful, rational, up-to-

date enactments which would carry with them the unmistakable
imprint of tliose six hundred and odd legislators who, having
been sent to Parliament to do the work of the nation, had
done it well, and in the true interests of the commonweal.

Such Acts should clearly bear the impress of loyal, patriotic

minds, of minds unbiassed by party and untainted by selfishness.

They should show that they had Ijecn framed in recognition of the

national necessities, and with the sole object of serving national

interests. They should plainly demonstrate that, while not

hostile to our relations with foreign countries, nor in any way
inimical to Imperial interests, they were of such a wise, far-

seeing nature as would help the people to make the most of

the internal resources of their country without the slightest

fear of harm or injury accruing to their trade and industries

from external influences.

Every Act should clearly show that one trade or industry
would not benefit at the expense of another, or tliat one section

of the community, or one particular class, had not been helped

to the detriment of another section or class.

What the National Statute Book does show

What the Statute Book docs show is the very antithesis of

this.

With a few very rare exceptions it is evident, from the

effect of their operation, that many Acts have been badly
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conceived, loosely framed, aud are of a nature undoubtedly
injurious to the commonweal.

What, for instance, can be more inimical to the people and
disastrous to the nation than our land laws ? Ages ago, Avheu
land was supposed to be rich enough to bear it, lieavy burdens
-were laid upon it to meet State and Church demands.

Sixty odd years ago agriculture was sorely smitten by the
repeal of the Corn Laws and the introduction of Free-trade,
which was professedly set up by Cobden and his party to serve
manufacturing interests, and it may naturally be asked why
the national industry of the people was not given an equal
chance with manufactures, by removing from it altogether the
grievous burden of those tithes and taxes which were imposed
in the dim ages of the past, when the land industry was con-
sidered rich enough to support both Church and State. Or, if

the administration of Cobden's time did not care to venture so
far, why were not both land tithes and land taxes taken in
hand, duly considered, readjusted, and then equitably dis-

tributed over botli agriculture and manufactures ? It was
Cobden's avowed intention to serve manufacturing industries
at the expense of agriculture, and this being the case, it becomes
clear that, as agriculture would suffer in the process, while
manufactures would benelit, it was the height of folly and a
gross injustice to force an impoverished agricultural industry
to continue bearing a burden which sorely tried it even in its

time of comparative prosperity.

Why Cobden sacrificed Agriculture

The agricultural industry was sacrificed by the manu-
facturer-reformers of Cobden's time in a deliberate, cold-blooded
manner on the altars of Commerical-Industrialism, so that they
might become rich. There was not the least necessity for the
sacrifice, as has been shown in other chapters of this book,
nevertheless, it vms made, and the reformers became rich, as

they would have done under any circumstances. The
agriculturists became ]3oor

!

_" I am afraid that most of us entered upon the struggle with the
belief that we had some distinct class-interest in the question,"

said Cobden in 1843, in speaking of the anti-Corn Law agitation.
This exactly describes the position, and after sixty years of
injustice the tardy question is being asked, fortunately by an
increasing number of fair-minded men each succeeding year,
" Why VMS the outrage ivrmittalV The answer is, " IJecause
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theu, as now, the commercial and iiiflustrial forces lca,c;ucd

against agriculture were powerful, coiuhincd, w(3ll organised,

unscrupulous, and vigorously represented in Parliament, while
the interests of agriculture, were, and are, scattered, uncombined,
without organisation, and—practically unvoiced in the councils

of State."

There is no wonder, then, that under such conditions

Cobden and his party found no difficulty in subjugating the
land industry and sacrificing its interests to serve their own.

Each Party afraid to tackle the "Tithes" Questiox

It has been said that " to tackle tithes and land taxes would
be to stir up a hornet's nest," and considering the interests

involved the position is easily understandable. Whether a
hornet's nest or a scorpion's, a " cockatrice's " nest or a lair of

any other fabulous monster be disturbed in the process of

righting a wrong, the wrong should be righted nevertheless.

In the years tliat are gone history tells us that in the days of

its comparative prosperity, agriculture was sorely burdened
because of its tithes and taxes ; while to-day, because of this and
because of other injustices to the great land industry, which are

freely referred to in other chapters, agriculture, instead of being
the greatest national wealth-producer, the universal employer,
and the veritable industrial sheet-anchor of the people, it is

entirely subdued by, and subordinate to, otiier industries that
liave failed to respond to such national requirements. There is

jirodigious wealth, but the people declare—and rightly so too

—

that it is too unevenly distributed, and is, therefore, individual
instead of being as it should be and— must he— collective.

They justly point to the widespread pauperism of the people in

proof of this contention, while they contend with equal force

that the ever-present and ever-growing Unemployed question
proves the hopelessness of the idea that trades and manufactures
can afford efficient means of employing the people.

In sacrificing agriculture to serve the narrow interests of
party, a grave political blunder was committed and an un-
pardonable wrong inflicted on the people; and despite the
sneers of certain politicians and the derision of certain in-

terested individuals, the time is not far distant when these
views will be fully vindicated.

Drixk Traffic Question used for Political Purposes

Then again, what greater injury could be done to a nation
than by the laws which govern the administration of the drink
Lraftic ?
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The Government derives about thirty-six milliuus in

revenues from the manufacture and sale of intoxicants !

The brewers and distillers are among the wealthiest interest

in the land, while several of them are multi-millionaires

!

" Another great factor in the situation is the enormous political

power possessed by those whose interests are wrapped np in the Hijuor

traffic : the brewers, distillers, and licensed victnallers ; and this is

a power to be reckoned with, in Parliament and out of it. They
are well organised into businesslike and powerful associations, and
many of their representatives occupy seats either in the Lords or

Commons. The political party which shows them most sympathy
naturally gets most support, and they are strong enough to make
their influence felt in all the councils of State.

" Here we are dealing with one of the strongest forces in human
nature—self-interest. This rules the situation, and we cannot get

away from the fact that, however pressing and calling for reform the

people's business may be, it reijuires a man of more than ordinary

greatness to put public interest before private gain."
••

Between the ineptness of past Administrations on the one

hand, and the powerful influence of the brewing and distilling

interests on the other, the people are between Scylla and
Charybdis. They have suffered terribly in the past through the

incapability of the one and the cupidity of the other of these

two forces, and they are suffering to-day, and yet when an

attempt is made to relieve the situation to some extent, the

party out of office, hoping thereby to catch the vote of brewers,

distillers, and licensed victuallers, and a host of others

interested in the drink traffic, howl and rant and stump the

country denouncing vehemently what they call the " Confisca-

tion " policy of a Eadical Government.

How THE Opposition " ej^gineered " the " Confiscation
"

Bill

Apologists for the present iniquitous system profess to be

the poor man's friend by raising the cry of " Why rob a poor

man of his beer ? The poor man has as much right to his drink

as the hotel visitor or the club lounger."

Nobody wishes to deprive a man of his beer, or of any
reasonable facility for getting what liquor he requires, but
there is every necessity to curb the licence which has grown up
and around this liquor question.

It is not an uncommon occurrence to find four or five

public-houses in a small village of 25 to 30 houses ; to find

* " Drink and the Britisli People," p. 14, Sir W. E. Cooper.
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a public-house at every street corner in most towns, with

others at t're([uent intervals aloii^' tlie street.

It is a common occurrence to find in nearly every town in

the kingdom a hundred facilities where ten would suffice, and

since the drinking shops are so freely scattered throughout the

length and breadth of the country, the wonder is not that

drunkenness is common, but that there is not more of it. That

it is not more prevalent is due to the good sense of the people

themselves, and the masses would gladly welcome salutary

reform in the laws which now regulate this traffic.

How Vested Interests killed the " Confiscation " Bill

A better exemplification of how national requirements arc

still subordinated to private interests, and how easy it is for

well-organised industries to make sport of the needs of a people,

cannot be found than in the wreck of this " Confiscation " Bill

in the House of Lords.

Allowing for the self-interests of those engaged in the trade,

as also for the ]iarty bias of the Opposition, tliere will hardly

be found a man in the kingdom who, having studied the ques-

tion from a rational, common-sense, and independent point of

view—realising that during tlie last ten years the people have

spent an average of about £180,000,000 annually on intoxicating

liquors, and recognising that the curse of drink has settled

upon masses of the people as a deadly blight—will be found

to uphold the action of those who killed the Licensing Bill.

This is not the place to discuss the Bill, but this may be said

—that it was an honest attempt on the part of Government to

amend, to some extent, the many evils which spring from this

unbridled drink traffic. The Licensing Bill is now a matter

of history, but its stormy passage through the Commons,
and its destruction in the Lords, serve to emphasise the tremen-

dous ditficulty there is in this party-ridden country of getting

a single measure of real reform through Parliament once vested

interests are threatened. It has been well termed " a victory

of wrong over right, of the trade over the community," and
brings, as the Lord Chancellor said, " no honour to the victors."

Drink produces £35,000,000 to Eevexue

Because of the easy facilities of raising enormous revenues,

past Governments have connived at the growth of a monstrous

evil which has taken hold of the people with a deadly and

unrelenting grip. Millions have sulfered in the past, incal-

culable liarra is being done to-day to vast masses of uufortunates
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who canuol resist the widespread temptation to drunkenness,

and yet the "trade" is so well organised, disciplined, and

eqnipped with all the newest weapons of political warfare

—

M'hatever these may be—that the C4overnment are powerless

to help the ])eople. As with the land, so with the traffic in

intoxicating drinks

—

certain vested interests bar the luay to

reforms of a nature that would he of real help to the people, and
the thinrj becomes impossible.

Self-interest is, perhaps, the strongest force in lunnan nature,

and it rules this country with arbitrary sway, all men and all

classes being subject to its universal influence.

106 Peers gathered when Lord Egberts spoke on

NATIONAL DEFENCE

When Lord Eoberts made his great speech in the House of

Lords in the autumn of last year on the pressing necessity of

National Defence, 106 peers were in their seats in the Upper
House, in spite of the fact that the Press had been commenting
on the forthcoming speech and calling attention to the dangers

of foreign invasion a couple of months beforehand. The debate,

however, fell flat, little interest being evoked at the time, and

—none since

!

368 Peers killed the Licensing Bill

In the final debate on the Licensing Bill, at which its

obsequies were performed, 368 peers voted while others were

in their places who did not vote.

Commenting on it, one of the London dailies had the

following :

—

" The beginning of the ending of the Confiscation Bill was

carried out tu-night in a briUiant setting and an atmosphere of

tranquiUity.

"The attendance was the largest the Gilded Chamber bas wit-

nessed this year. There have been no such gathering of Unionist

peers, and no sucli crowded galleries of peeresses, smce the last

occasion on which the House of Lords killed a measure. This was

in the sprintj, when they made short work of the Scotch Land Bill,

which the Commons had flung back at them for the second time." *

If this episode means anything it is this : that while the

Peers of the Piealm are not pre])ared to exert themselves in

the least where National Defences are concerned, or, at the

best, take but a languid interest in the movement, the crowded

* Dailu Express, November 26, 1908.
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House on November 25, 1908, and the keen interest taken in

the destruction of the Licensinj^; Bill, ])rove how excessively

energetic they can be once vested interests are threatened.

Another of the London dailies had the following :

—

"PEERS AS BREWERY SHAREHOLDERS
Mkn Who KiUiED the Bill in the Lords

REMARKABLE BLACK LIST

" In the majority at^ainst the Licensinj]^ Bill in the House of

Lords yesterday were the following peers whose names appear as

shareholders in brewery companies. Some of these peers liold the

stock as trustees, either for their families or for others.*

"This list, moreover, is not exhaustive, for only forty or fifty

companies out oF 200 are examined, and the debenture holders, who
are probably a larg(!r class, ai-e not known.

"In the lists of shareholders examined 1-iO peers own between
them as much as £2,41G,000 worth of stock.

" It is obvious that the position of a trustee places a peer in a

different position from a private stockholder, and in quoting these

names we do not for a moment suggest that these peers were

influenced by considerations of private interest. But the list shows
to what an extent the class from which the peers are drawn have

been induced to invest in companies for the sale of liquor, and
demonstrates the hold which the trade has acijuired in high places.

" It is a statutory rule that no magistrate shall sit as a licensing

justice who has an interest in the trade. If this salutary condition

had been applied to the Lords, so that no peer should vote against

the Licensing- Bill who had interests in the trade, the majority for

the Bill would have been much smaller." f

Pakty System up for Tpjal

These two notable examples of the failure of the present

political system to meet national requii-enients will suffice,

although numberless instances of its hopeless inadequacy

might be cited.

The Party system was designed to serve nobler interests

than these, but it has failed, and the People are asking for

reform in no uncertain voice.

" Where are those laws," they say, " that should prominently
mark the efforts of our legislators in the cause of the people,

and justify them as iitting representatives of the nation?"
" Where are those reforms which it is the right of British

* The list of peers who voted is omitted,

t Daily Chronicle, November 28, 1908.
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citizens to obtain, and which we, the people, will and must

liave before this country can emerge from that gloomy region

of poverty and general unprosperity which, alas ! enshrouds

too many of our unfortunate countrymen to-day ?
"

" What man can point to this law or that and honestly say,

from his heart, that here is a measure conceived by wise and

far-seeing statesmen : a measure born of a parliament of loyal

patrioticlegislators, and put into operation by tliat body for

the good, and in the interests of the people ?

"

'' Shall it not, on the contrary, be said that practically all

the laws in the Statute Book for years past illustrate rather

the hopelessness and impracticability of our legislative system

than vindicate its usefulness ?

"

Ugly Questions eequiring Answers

These are ugly questions, but they must be answered sooner

or later.

That the national legislative body is, for the above reasons,

among others, an incompetent body, and utterly incapable, under

existing conditions, of giving to the country a code of simple

laws whereunder the people would have an equal chance with

the peoples of other States of making the most of all their

trades and industries, is perfectly obvious to every man who,

unbiassed by political influence and untainted by party corrup-

tion, takes the trouble to think this matter out for himself.

If it were not so, if these Acts had been framed on the

broad principles of public equity and utility, is it possible that

there would be with us to-day that foul and ever-growing mass

of pauperism which is the hete noir of the Exchequer, and

the despair of statesmen, forming the most grievous and yet

unnecessary burden to the rate-payers of this country, the like

of which finds no parallel in the world's history ?

If these Acts had been of a national nature, meeting the

needs of the people without sacrificing the interests of the

tax-payers; had they been of a kind that, while conserving

Home interests, would not necessarily militate against Imperial

unity: would the unemployed now be tramping the country

seeking work and finding it not, or would discontent and

political unrest dog the footsteps of Government with the

pertinacity of a sleuth-hound ?

Had the people's representatives at Westminster taken

warning Ijy the signs of the times, and had they framed their

legislative measures during the last twenty years so as to have

met, wholly or in part, those proper claims of the people to

certain well-understood and wholly necessary reforms, is it at
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all likely that Socialism, which has arisen as a menace to tlie

nation, would have developed its present aggressiveness ?

Socialism, in some form or other, is perhaps nearly as old

as the human race, but Socialism, as we know it to-day, breeds

and thrives best in the foul miasma arising out of the despair

and discontent of the people ; and whatever may be the out-

come of the intense political unrest of the present time, the

country's legislators will be wholly to blame for having per-

sistently squandered their time in silly, petty wranglings and

senseless party strife, instead of wisely using it in the promotion

of national interests.

Grave Debates degenerate into Party Wrangling

The people of this country have become so accustomed to

the spectacle of party warfare in the House that a man now
enters the Strangers' Glallery more with the idea of witnessing

some " fun " than with the hope of hearing a debate on some
weighty national question conducted with that sense of grave

dignity and responsibility which should characterise all the

deliberations of the national representatives at Westminster.

For the same reason a man scans his newspaper for the

day's parliamentary news more with tlie idea that he will find

something there to amuse him—a quip or sally from some smart

member of the Opposition and the caustic rejoinder of a Govern-

ment speaker—than with the belief that he will find there a

grave, sensible, and helpful debate on some question of national

importance.

It does not, however, follow that this attitude on tlie part

of the public, regrettable though it is, is born either of apathy

in regard to national affairs, or of indifference to public needs.

It is an attitude born solely of the foolishness of party strife,

the pettiness of party wranglings, and the hopelessness of the

party system as practised to-day ; and if men look for amuse-

ment out of such a jumble, who shall blame them ?

A few years ago, those who advocated reform in this direction

might have exclaimed with the prophet Elijah, " I, even I only,

remain a prophet of the Lord, but Baal's prophets are four

hundred and fifty men."

Men are Sick of Insensate Party Strife

To-day there is a growing and widespread desire for reform

in respect to this party warfare, and, although it moves with

tardy steps, it will surely come in time.

The party principle, within certain limitations, is necessary

in State interests, but the party principle as practised to-day is
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malignant and baleful in its results ; hence the widespread

desire on the part of the more thoughtful men to curb its

harmful pro]iensities.

That this is so is proved by the free and scathing remarks
that one now hears in every grade of society from men who,
tliough they may nominally belong to one political party or

another, owe no blind allegiance to it.

Such men are to be found in every drawing-room in the

kingdom, in every club; in tlie railway carriage and on board

the ocean liner ; in every section of the community and in

every village and town ; and as their numbers are increasing

every day, while the spirit of freedom from political thraldom
is growing rapidly, there is every indication that this determina-

tion to cast off those shackles which have hitherto bound men
as slaves to the party they followed, will furnish the surest

means of disintegrating the party spirit and modifying its more
objectionable features.

People must Fight this Party Demon

What the peo])le of this country should do is to take steps

to see that this spirit of opposition to the present impossible

conditions of our party system, which has at length found

expression in words, should now be conserved and crystallised

and fashioned into a moving material force having for its

conscious object the invasion of that domain wherein dwells

this malignant party spirit. They should aim at its complete

overthrow and its subsequent subjugation to a more rational

up-to-date system, whereunder the national business would be

helped on, and not retarded, by a scheme of obstructive tactics

which serve no purpose but to thwart and paralyse the indi-

vidual and collective effort of those who for the time being

exercise, by the will of the people, the executive powers of

State government.

It is not difficult to estimate the enormous loss the country

must have suffered through the constant and inevitable waste

of thought-power ; of that unapplied mental energy which is

continually being given out by great minds, which, if wisely

conserved and carefully directed, would result in much-needed
reforms conferring real lasting benefits on the people.

The People are awakening

The people are at last beginning to realise that there is not

the remotest chance of the country getting—at least, under the

present policy of obstructiveness which marks the daily doings
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of the various [jolitioal parties in the House oi' Commons

—

those necessary measures of reform in many parts of our liscal

system which they really must have l)efore they can be said to

])0ssess the same reasonable chance of making the most of their

agricultural and manufacturing industries as is enjoyed by the

peoples of all the other great civilised States.

They, moreover, realise at last tliat unless such fiscal and

other reforms as may be necessary in their interests are intro-

duced, and introduced at once, the chance of being able to

compete with their foreign rivals with any probability of success

becomes manifestly hopeless.

The question for the electorate, then, is liow this suicidal

party system of internecine strife is to l^e curbed and kept

in check.

The Principle admitted, but its Abuses deplored

The essential principle of party politics is admitted, and it

is questionable if a saner system could be devised.

The abuses which surround the system arc as apparent as

the stars on a clear night.

These abuses can best be overcome by precisely the same
process which removes most foul things in this world,

namely, by the simple yet perfectly remedial process of rrcog-

nillon ami realisation. Recognise the evil in the first place

and then bring yourself into a complete realisation of what
it means to you and yours, and the evil, whatever it may be,

will soon disappear. A foul, festering mass of rubbish in your

back yard, so long as it remains unrecognised as an evil, is

ignored ; but if it be complained of as a nuisance by your

neighbours and you find it is causing sickness to the members
of your own family, you at once enter into a recognition and
realisation of what it means to you and yours, and—the rest

follows as a matter of course.

Let the body politic, and particularly the body electorate,

enter into a complete recognition and realisation of what this

insane party strife means to them and theirs, and something

will soon result.

This pernicious system of party strife has dipped deep down
into the pockets of the people and placed in deadly peril their

best interests, and it is time they took overt action to protect

that which remains to them and to restore that which has

been lost.
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Overt Action necessaiiy

Overt action may take many forms and expressions—letters

to the Press, articles to the magazines, leaflets to the people,

discussions at working-men's clubs and institutes, a word now
and again to street corner audiences, reference to the subject

by Hyde Park " orators "
; consideration of the matter at dinner-

tables, in clubland, in debating societies, and by the hundred
and one means usually taken in spreading abroad questions of

public interest.

Public opinion has the curious property of quicksilver,

which, once aroused, spreads itself in every direction like that

eccentric mineral, until every section of the community is

affected and moved to the necessity of action. It is the political

thermometer of the people; it is the barometer which marks
political change, and the compass by which politicians steer

their course. Arouse public opinion, then, in the direction we
are indicating, so that politicians may mark its unmistakable
trend and—the rest will speedily follow.

Once public opinion be set in favour of certain necessary

changes in our social, economic, or fiscal systems, no political

party in existence would be foolish enough to attempt to stem
the current; if they did they would be swept away as easily

as the on-rushing tidal wave sweeps away a child's sand castle

on the seashore.

The party principle in politics, in some form or other, is

nearly as old as the hills, and perhaps as necessary as air ; at

any rate, it is part of the British Constitution. It has been, it

is, and it will be, and this being so, it must be accepted as

a factor in the situation.

Licence in Party Politics has engendered Abuse

We cannot divorce ourselves from it; it cannot be killed

and cast out, nor can we get rid of it in any other way, but

it can be caught and held in check, and moulded and fashioned

to suit public requirements. The miscliief is that it has been

left by the apathy and indifference, but chiefly through the

ignorance of the people, to run riot ; no restraining hand has

ever been laid upon the contending political parties ; licence

has grown out of this lack of restraint, and the simple fact

remains—as the only outcome—that the party war is now
waged by and between the contending parties in Parliament

with that blind insanity which practically sacrifices, in nearly

every instance, the broad interests of the nation to the narrow,

selfish, and sordid interests of party.
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Words instead of work is Lho cluiriicteiistio oi' the Parlia-

ment of to-day, and the cupia verhoi-win of its six liundred and
seventy members not only clogs the wheels of the State machine
but not infrequently stops it altogether.

That which was intended, therefore, as a blessing has proved

to be a curse, and so long as the people of this country fail

to recognise the fact, so long will the evil remain as a standing

menace to public interests.



CHAPTER XXIV

LAND TENURES

—

A PRESENT JUMBLE OF INCONSISTENCIES

—WHAT THEY HAVE RESULTED IN—COMPARISON

WITH OTHER COUNTRIES

TliE most important question under consideration in these

pages is that of Land Tenures. It forms the hub of the

industrial universe, and is the fulcrum upon which moves and
depends not only the agricultural industry itself, but every

other industry in the country.

This vital question should, iirst of all, be considered from

the agricultural standpoint, and then from that of its connection

with, and its influence upon, manufacturing industries, as also

upon the general economy of the country.

The economical system upon which a man holds his land

necessarily provides, at the same time, the determining factor

of

—

Success or Failure. If a man liolds a plot of ground on

terms which are one-sided, inequitable, and of a nature that

offer no inducement to " run it for all it's worth "
; or, in other

words, to work his oivn life into the very furrows of the soil

he cultivates, there is bound to be either—failure, or, at the best,

partial success of so dubious a quality as to be of no value as

an asset in the great life of the nation. If there be failure in

the primary industry this failure radiates from the point of its

initial motion and gradually spreads to, and subsequently

envelopes, all other industries.

Suitable Land Tenures of Paramount Importance

The system, then, on whicli British cultivators are to hold

their land becomes of paramount importance, and too much
attention cannot be given to the question. There are many ways
of accomplishing most things in life, and there is generally a

minimum and a maximum quality in all human effort. The
21

1
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lands of Great Britain may be cultivated so as to produce the

minimum results—as at present—they may be farmed in a

manner that will employ, support, and feed a few hundred
thousand more people—men, women, and children—than are

supported Ijy agriculture to-day, or, our land may be so manipu-
lated that from ten. to fifteen miliums of our pco'ple may he settled

wpon, and employed, sujjported and fed hy a yreat agricultural

industry and the many subsidiary industries resultiny therefrom.

Obviously, then, an industry that is charged with such

enormous potentialities and is either capable of affording

profitable employment and full sup])ort to one-third of the

J>ritish people, or, of employing and barely supporting—-as at

present—less than one-cicj/ctJi of the population, is an industry

that should be carefully handled and jealously guarded and
conserved, otherwise leakage and loss are sure to result.

Agriculture, in fact, is elastic as indiarubber, and plasmatic

as potter's clay. An acre of land badly cultivated will only

yield eight bushels of wheat, for example ; highly cultivated it

will easily produce forty bushels. Manifestly, an industry of so

pliable a nature should never be allowed to fall into the hands
of those who are either indifferent to its interests, unconscious

of its importance as a dominating factor in the national life, or

politically or financially interested in preventing it from

assuming its proper position in the national scheme of economy.

Agriculture the Dominating Factor

The land question and the agricultural industry play the most

important part in the ])olitical economy of every civilised State

in the world—save our own—and nothing is perndtted to interfere

with its interests or to obstruct its progressive prosperity. It is

rightly regarded as the primal industry, the great permanent

labour- employer, the industrial sheet-anchor, and the chief

wealth-producer and wealth-distributor. It is common know-

ledge that the universal adoption of this wise yet necessary

attitude by the nations towards the greatest of all the many
eQonomical questions which flow out of and surround human
existence, has resulted in the establishment of such conditions

as ensure siiccess to agriculture and render the industry safe

from the corroding infiuence of vested interests, the intrigues

uf political parties, or the predatoriness of Parliaments.

The best vindication of industry is the measure of its

success. All the countries that have conserved and fostered

tiheir great land industries, while vigorously prosecuting their

manufacturing industries and rendering them so formidable as
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to rival and imperil our own, nevertheless contrive to send us

largely of their surplus agricultural produce. The United
States is our largest supplier of wheat and flour, France and
Germany send us large quantities of agricultural produce, while

Belgium, with her flourishing manufactures, sends us of the

surplus of her farm produce. We get £1,229,000 worth of eggs

and poultry annually from that country. Do we suppose that

she sends us her own farm produce, and then buys foreign eggs

for her own consumption ? Belgium is far more densely

populated than our own country, with G30 head of the population

to the square mile against our 360, or, in other words, about
twice as densely populated as the United Kingdom ; and yet,

in spite of this, she contrives to produce as much butter,

poultry, etc., as she requires for herself and something over for

export.

Belgium is cited as a single instance of what the land is

capaljle of under a wise system of land tenures and the fostering

care of the State, but the same measure of success may be
claimed by every civilised State in Europe and the Western
world.

Comparative Agricultural Eesults: Great Britain and
OTHER Countries

No good purpose will be served here by describing the

system on which lands are farmed in this country, as that is

too well known already. A very useful purpose will, however,
be achieved by pointing to some (jf the results of that system,

and di^awing a comparison between them and those of certain

other countries.

Here are some statistics showing, for example, the relative

position of the United Kingdom and some competing countries

in respect to live stock.

Live Stock in United Kingdom and Three othee Countuies*

Horses .

Cattle .

Sheep .

Pigs . .

Goats

United Kingdom.

2,079,470

11,588,560

29,932,064

3,953,834
Nil

Gerniany.

4,267,403

19,331,568

7,907,173

18,920,666

3,329,881

France.

3,165,025

13,968,014

17,461,397

7,049,012
1,461.616

Belgium.

244,893
1,779,678

235,722
1,148,083

241,045

* Statistical Abstract for tbe United JCingdom, 1893-1907 (Parliamentary
Plue Book),
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Percen'tack of Live Stock to evkky IIcxDnrj) IIevd ok the
Population

Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Pigs.

United Kingdom
Germany
France
Belgium

4-05

7-09

8-11

3-G7

20-75

32-20

35-81

26-5G

70-0

1311
44-77

3-52

9-40

31-50
18-07

1713

Fewer Sheep means IIigheu Agi!Icultuue

These figures clearly show that there is nothing in the

tenurial system of these countries tliat prevents agriculturists

from hecoming rich in the more valuable of the domestic animals

—horses, cattle, and pigs, while in respect to sheep it should be

borne in mind that a decrease in these animals necessarily

means a corresponding increase in iho, food-'prochieing area and

consequent employment of more people, a condition of agricul-

ture especially designed by every country in Europe except

Great Britain. Eeferring to this, an eminent writer on German
agriculture * has the following :

—

" It is true that at the same time the number of sheep has

declined by more than 15,000,000 (in twenty-seven years, 1 ,s7;]-l:)(j()),

largely owing to the shrinkage of pasture land which was turned

into fields ; but this shrinkage is not so serious as it seems. la

Germany two pigs represent about the same vahie as do five sheep."

This means that the great superiority of Germany in pigs,

nearly 15,000,000 in excess of the number in this country, or,

according to the German computation, equal to 37,500,000

sheep—a number in itself largely exceeding the total herds of

this country—her enormous excess in cattle and horses, and her

3,329,000 goats, of which Great Britain possesses liardly any

worth enumerating, all point to the fact that, among the many
advantages which arise out of the system of foreign land

tenures, tlie maintenance of a proportion of live stock greatly

in excess of that admissible under the British system stands

out with remarkable clearness.

The Results of British and German Agriculture

As Germany is our principal European trade rival, and is

destined, moreover, to play the final game with Great Britain

llr. 0. Eltzbacher.
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for the world's trade supremacy, let us test the system of the

respective tenures in another way.

Partly owing to her fiscal policy and partly to her system

of tenures, Great Britain has been forced to devote practically

the whole of her cultivated area either to pasturage or to green

crops for her cattle and sheep, hecause it in asserted hi/ fanners

that the rearing of sheep and cattle is the most irrofitablc hind of

farming they can adopt. The last Statistical Abstract * gives

the total cultivated area of the United Kingdom for 1907 at

49,611,589 acres, of which 41,294,176 acres were under
" Permanent Pasturage," " Green Crops," etc. Only 8,317,413

acres were returned as under " Corn Crops," but of this area only

1,665,017 acres were under "Wheat," the remainder, namely,

6,652,396 acres, being under barley, oats, rye, beans, and peas.

Among the " Green Crops" there were 1,151,632 acres returned

as under "Potatoes," and this acreage, added to that under
" Wheat," gives a total of 2,816,649 acres, out of the total culti-

vated area of 49,611,589 acres, as being under crops for Man-
Feed, all the rest, namely, 46,794,940 acres, being under Cattle

and Sheep-Feed.

Stock Eeaeing: How Germany beats Britain

If a country devotes practically the whole of its cultivated

area to pasturage and green crops for the rearing of live stock

chiefly for human consumption, it follows that that country

should be able to show a larger head of live stock for a given

number of acres than a country that does not make a speciality

of live-stock rearing, but devotes its lands principally to arable

cultivation. Simplifying the matter as much as possible, and
reducing it to a calculation on the pasturage area alone, here is

a comparison between the number of live stock produced in

this country and in Germany

—

I

Horses, 2,079,471 or 7 per 100 acres

Cattle, 11,588,560 „ 42 „ „
Sheep, 29,932,004 „ 104

Pigs, 3,953,834 „ 14 „ „

t Horses, 4,207,403 or 29 per 100 acres

,, / Permanent pasturage,
j Cattle, 19,331,508 „ 131 ., „uerniauy

| ^^^^^^ 14,747,088 \ Sheep, 7,907,173 „ 54 „

( Pigs, 18,920,600 „ 127 „

With the exception of sheep, the shortage of which in

Germany is, as we have just seen, more than compensated for

* Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom, 1893-1907 (Parliamentary
Blue Book).
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by her tremendous preponderance in ])if,'s, that country, although

arable to the hilt, nevertheless succeeds in rearing a number
of live stock, acre for acre, so enormously in excess of the

num])er rais('d in this country, in spite of the fact that British

agriculture is almost exclusively devoted to t]i,e rcarliiff of live

stuck, as to make it abundantly clear that the British system
is an unmitigated failure and fundamentally wrong,

N"o Apology made for " iiuBBixa it in
"

As this question deeply affects the vitality of the nation,

no apology will be made in these pages for " rubbing it in,"

or, in other words, of citing proof after proof of the unsuitable-

ness of British tenures and the madness of maintaining them.

Here is a statement showing the number of persons employed
in agriculture in four European countries besides our own

—

Acres under Cultivatiou, Persons Employed
Country. including' Permanent

Kmployed.
per every lOU

Pasturage and Forests. Acres.

United Kingdom . 49,61 l,.o8n 2.262,452 4-58

Germany . . . 99,759,320 8,150,317 8-20

France .... 107,992,900 8,430,059 7-80

r.elgiiim .... 4,362.70(3 449.902 10-30

Hungary . . . 50,850,276 6,055,390 10-65

This, in itself, forms a sufficiently strong indictment against

the ineptness of the British system, but the fact that in the

above " cultivated " areas are included 34,50!), 7'.'4 acres of

woods and forests in Germany, 22,224,134 acres in France, and
22,202,483 acres in Hungary, while in the United Kingdom
there are but 3,009,375 acres of woods and forests, renders the

British position worse by comparison—a given area of forest

land obviously employing less labour than a similar area of

arable.

British Agricultuee supports Smallest Head of the
Population in Europe

Viewed from another point, this wretched question takes

a still more unfavourable aspect. It is generally calculated

that in agriculture where one person is em'ploijed, there are

about two and a half persons emplm/ed, svpporhd, and fed.
This rule, applied to the above table, gives the following

result :

—
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Cmintiy.
Persons Employed and

Supported.
Total I'upulatidn

Last Census.

Percentage of
Employed, etc., to

Total Population.

United Kingdom .

Germany . . .

France ....
Hungary . . .

5,656,130

20,390,793

21,075,147

15,138,475

41,550,773

60,005,183
38,961,945

19,254,559

13-61

33-66

54-00

78-60

Here is a terrible disclosure, and one that constitutes a

sweeping condemnation of the British system. While the

United Kingdom employs and supports less than one-eighth

of her population in agriculture, Germany employs more than

one-third, France employs more than one-half, and Hungary
more than threc-fovrthji, of their population on the Land.

Here, then, the British people liav^e presented to them a

number of agricultural paradoxes and anomalies. On the one

hand, we, who profess to make a speciality of live-stock rearing

by turning our best arable land into grazing lands and rich

meadows, find that all those countries which have converted

their grazing lands and meadows into arable, beat us hands

down in live-stock rearing, (lermany, for example, produces

—

(a) Four times as many horses.

(Jb) Three and a quarter times as many cattle.

(c) A Less Number of Sheep (more than compensated for

by excess number of pigs).

{d) Nine times as many pigs.

Damning Proof against the British System

Now, of all the damaging, damning evidence that can
possibly be brought as to the utter worthlessness of our
agricultural system, this is surely the most convincing. Here
we have further clear, unmistakable proof, set 1)efore us year
by year in unemotional statistical works of reference, that we
are shamefully beaten by neighbouring States in tlie one branch
of the great agricultural industry in which we lay ourselves

out to excel, which fact in itself surely forms a sweeping,
condemnatory indictment of our wasteful and futile methods.

Europe, recognising that she has not the limitless grazing
areas at her command which are to be found, for example, in some
of our great Colonies, in Argentina, and in the States of South
America, wisely restricts her cattle-growing operations to certain

limits. Her ricli arable land pays better to cultivate than to

graze, and, as a rule, only low-lying or waste land is devoted to

pasturage. Yet, in spite of this fact, Europe succeeds in rearing
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enormous numbers of cattle. (Jovvs pay l)etter than steers, and
perhaps two-thirds or four-fifths of the cattle reared in many
of the European states are milkers.

What ]Iolland does

In Holland, where the land is nearly all water-logged, the

people have Luilt up a great industry Ly devoting the land to

the only thing it is suited for—grazing; and they have done
it wisely, and with due regard to the principles of strict

utilitarianism. They leave the raising of large herds of steers

to those countries which possess prairies and pampas and almost

limitless areas of grazing land ; and because they know that a

given area of grass land will support (jnly a certain number of

cattle, they go in for cow-rearing almost exclusively, for out of

this a vast number of people may be supported, while the grow-

ing of beef merely supports the grower and the butcher. The
Dutch farmers regard the growing of cattle for food purposes

as the most wasteful, unfruitful system of farming that could

possibly be devised, and they leave it alone.

What Britain should not do

The United Kingdom is the only country in the world

which has followed the topsy-turvy plan of turning her ricli

arable land into pasturage, and then, singularly enougli, adopt-

ing a system of cattle and sheep-rearing which is the most
wasteful and unproductive and the least suited to the needs of

a small country where every acre should be tilled and utilised

to its utmost capacity in support of the people. The English

farmer resorts to this tliriftless, senseless method because it is

said to be the one thing that pays best ; and this fact alone

affords overwhelming evidence of the degeneracy of the present

system, and the hopeless condition of the entire industry.

Then, in spite of the fact that labour trouljles press us

sorely, and Unemployment has become a veritable curse to the

country, turning the social and economic conditions upside

down and rendering it well-nigh impossible to live in our fair

land in comfort and peace, the land, the agricultural industry,

instead of being regarded as the great labour-employer and the

national industrial sheet-anchor, is becoming more attenuated

and useless each year as the result of allowing more land to

go out of cultivation. The number of persons employed on the

land is not only the smallest of the four countries cited, but
it is by far the smallest in J^urope. There is a vast area of the

finest laud in the world waiting to be tilled, and nobody to till
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it. There are millious of people on the verge of destitution,

and tliere is plenty of land, yet none is available. There is

land everywhere, and yet not an acre for a starving population.

There are land-less men and man-less land waiting to he brought

together, and nobody to do it.

Agricultural Paradoxes

The entire agricultural question is a veritable jumble of

inconsistencies, anomalies, and paradoxes ; it is, moreover, a

disgrace to every parliamentary administration of the last

sixty- two years, a rank injustice to the people, and a standing

menace to the prosperity and peace of the country.

This odd mixture of incongruities is the result, partly of a

system of tenures which is as unsuited to the recpiirements of

this or of any country as the gauzy draperies of an Indian

dancer would be to an Esquimaux belle ; and partly of a selfish

system of economics, which was forced upon the country by a

powerful band of manufacturer-reformers sixty years ago, and
maintained by clever political prestidigitation, operating detri-

mentally to national interests.

Some of the evil results of this pernicious system have been
revealed in these pages ; others there are that ramify among
the people and are lost to public view, while others that will

assume even more malign aspects will surely arise to perplex

honest citizens and cause further confusion, unrest, and dis-

content among the people ; but whatever else may happen, this

is certain, that until the land tenures of the country be funda-

mentally altered, and the present fiscal system be forced to

give place to a better and more equitalile one, no measure of

relief—worthy tlie name—may be looked for by the British

people.
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LAND TENLTRES (i'Olltumed)—WHY NO DEFINITE CON-

STRUCTIVE SCHEME IS PUT fORWAUD—BETTER

PURPOSE SERVED BY SHOWING HOW TEXTILE INDUS-

TRIES WOULD HAVE FAILED IF RUN ON AGRICULTURAL
SYSTEM OF TENURES

Having referred in the previous chapter to certain advantages

accruing to foreign States owing, among other things, to their

superior system of land tenures, it is necessary to suggest certain

remedial measures which might be adopted with considerable

advantage by CJreat Britain. It will be well, however, first to

review the position, because it is absolutely certain, in this

dissonant age, when political interests can be served by a cheap

system of economics, and certain powerful sections of voters

would be prepared to maintain the Hiatus quo ante at any sacrifice

of national interests, that whatever system may be suggested,

it is sure to meet with as much organised opposition as though

it were a measure proposed to defeat the ends of justice and

overturn the stability of the Empire.

The Opposeks of Land Reform : Why thev object

The political trimmer would obviously oppose any kind of

land reform that appeared to be in want of harmony with the

programme of his party 'p'>''^ ^giii. The manufacturing interests

—with the exception of those who have come over to Tarilf-

reform, erroneously believing that a prosperous universal agri-

cultural industry for Great Britain would seriously militate

against their overseas trade—would oppose land reform of a

nature that would give British people the same chance in

agriculture as is enjoyed hy the people of all otlier European

States. The landlord and farming interests, although their

political power is practically a negligible quantity, owing to

lack of organisation, would, strangely enough, not favour land

reform unless many of the objectionable features of the present

253
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Leuures, which arc more or less respousible for the present

agricultural impasse, were preserved. The landlord, for example,

would oppose the abolition, or the extreme modification, of the

rental system, in spite of the fact that such a system is, and
must he, an insuperable obstacle to successful agriculture,

whether under the present rer/hne of Free- trade or even of

Tariff-reform ; and also of the added fact that this fatuous cling-

ing to an impossible method of using the land has contributed

more to the enormous loss of agricultural wealth during the last

tliirty years than any other single item in tlie long table, save

that of the more fatuous policy of past Governments. The land-

lord is too conservative to favour the removal of the rental

system, and the farmer would oppose it because he has some
absurd, undefined ideas that the substitution of a universal system

of permanent occupying ownership, for the present ever-changing

and tlierefore impossible system of tenures, would, in some
measure, militate against his interests. The working-classes,

erroneously believing with most of their employers—the manu-
facturers—that a vast internal agricultural industry would in

some way militate against their interests, would be found

arrayed against land reform of a nature that would place their

country side by side with foreign States in respect to its agri-

culture. Then there is a large number of pessimists who,

although they have nothing to lose, but a great deal to gain

by the creation of a prosperous land industry in our midst,

would nevertheless croak and declaim against any change
because " it is their nature to do so."

This section of the community grumbles at everything and
lielps to pull down, but it never lends a helping hand in

building up. Still, it must be reckoned with as having a

voice in State management—save the mark

!

Futility of peoposing Definite Land Eefokm Scheme

It therefore becomes apparent that whatever scheme may
be brought forward for the regeneration of agriculture, it will

surely be roundly abused and condemned by a large and politi-

cally powerful section of parliamentary voters. For these

excellent reasons, as also because not the slightest good to the

country has resulted from the efforts of the land-reformers

whose names have been referred to, no attempt will be made
in these pages to put forward any elaborate scheme of land-

reform. Obviously, such a task would be altogether super-

erogatory owing to the ease with which all schemes of the nature

can be pulled to pieces, the skill which political parties have

attained in political jugglery, the meretriciousness of economic
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"scionco," and the consummate case with which tlic i)Oople can

bo beguiled by such Will-o'-the-wisp political catchwords as the

" Big Loaf" cry, and many others of a similar nature.

A Better Scheme to compare England with otiiku

Countries

A more useful purpose will, however, be ser\ed Ijy coutining

the matter more to a ([uestiou of comparisons, for the reason

that once you establish a precedent you have half won your suit.

If Great Britain were the only country in the world, the estab-

lishment of a precedent for agriculture, or for any other in-

dustry, would be impossible, and the question would probably

remain a controversial one till the crack of doom ; the fact

of there being a score of precedents within a few miles of our

shores brings tlie whole question well into the open, and renders

political and economic legerdemain more difficult to perform.

France, which is acknowledged to be the richest ayricultitrcd

coicntri/ in the world, directly employs, as was shown in tlie last

chapter, nearly 8,500,000 persons on her lands, and M. Gourot,

President de la Societe Natiouale d'Encouragement a I'Agri-

culture, speaking on the subject in July, 1905, spoke of

'24,000,000 agriculturists of France. As we must assume that

the President of this Society knew what he was talking about,

we conclude that France's great land industry employs and

supports the enormous total of 24,000,000 of her population, or

nearly two-thirds of the whole.

Hungary, with a population of a little over 19,000,000,

employs and supports over 15,000,000 in agriculture, or, in

other words, her land industry employs and supports upwards

of three-fourths of the entire population of the country.

CJermany employs and supports about one-third of her

population.

Great Britain stands alone in that she employs and supports

5,656,000 persons in agriculture, or about onc-eightli of her

entire population.

These are hard, unemotional facts which can neither be

minimised by political trickery nor whittled down by the

" economic " paring-knife. These countries, and indeed every

country in the world, manage to maintain a highly prosperous

agricultural industry and employ a far larger head of the popu-

lation than Great Britain ever dreamed of doing, and the time

has come for the British people to ask the reason "Why?
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Eextal System impossible in Agriculture

The reply is that it is partly due to an impossible system
of land tenures, and partly to the maintenance of those tenures

by a powerful political body who deem their interests are best

served by supporting a policy which is inimical to every national

interest, including those ivhicli are crroneoiishj held to he hencjited

hjj maintaining it.

Let us first consider the system of tenancies, or, in other

words, the practice of attempting to run the agricultural

industry of Great Britain on a system of Eents.
We are such creatures of habit that we become accustomed

in time to most abnormal conditions of life.

The practice of farmiug out parcels of laud for a certain

sum of money which we call rent, is a time-honoured custom
in our country, and, like many other " time-honoured customs,"

it has become unsuitable to the times in which we live, and
to-day it is a fact that we can no more afford to maintain the

custom than we could of building and maintaininLj a fleet of

wooden battleships for the defence of our shores and overseas

trade.

How Textile Industries would fare under a
Eental System

To attempt to run a great agricultural industry on a system
of " tenancies " is to essay the impossible. Let us take the

great textile industries of the North as an illustrative example,

and run them on precisely similar lines to those on which the

Manchester School compels the agricultural industry to run. Let
us say there are a number of landlords who own the whole of

the textile factories and mills, and who insist on forcing the

occupiers, or tenants thereof, to hold their mills under a

system of leases short or long, which reserve to the landlord

full powers in respect to renewal, rents, etc. Here we have

a " tenant-at-will " system with all the power practically on
the side of the landlord. A wave of trade prosperity would
certainly mean higher rents on renewal of leases ; while a

period of depression might, although it is not certain, mean
a slight reduction. Broadly speaking, however, it is certain

tliat any reduction of rent after bad years would surely be

followed by an increase after good ones—an unstable system

that would as surely fail in the textile as it has in the agri-

cultural industry.

Let us now try to imagine the chaos which would result if

our manufacturers generally were forced to run their industries
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under precisely similar conditions to tliose which they have, by
their supreme selfishness, forced upon agriculture. Sixty years
ago they had the power to free agriculture from its bonds, but
it pleased them to draw them tighter, and they have at length
eaten into the very vitals of the industry and produced such
abnormal conditions that would be extremely laughable were it

not for the under-current of tragedy which ilows beneath the

seemimj farce.

British Farmer reduced to Shifts and Stratagems

The rental system, the indifference of Governments, and the

selfishness of the Manchester School, have forced the British

farmer to resort to many shifts and stratagems to make both
ends meet. He has to travesty true agriculture by converting

rich arable into pasturage, and to have wasteful pastoral farming
where his best tillages should be, instead of feeding his sheep
on hillsides and moor and heath. The absurd " tenant-at-will

"

system forces him to defend himself by taking farms on short

leases, cropping heavily, manuring lightly, working the very
heart out of the land for a few years, and then throwing up his

lease. It is not an uncommon practice now for a man to take

farm after farm, work them in this manner for a few years, and
then move on elsewhere. Is it likely that agriculture can
thrive under such impossible conditions ?

Let us now place the cotton lords, for example, in a similar

position, and suppose that the whole of the mills are owned by
a number of men whose ancestors acquired the sole right

of ownership over this great industry. We will suppose that

centuries ago these mills were run under the old feudal system

;

to-day the system is leasehold, and although it is known to be
as unsuited to the times as the old knightly armour of the

Crusaders would be in modern warfare, yet it is the only one
that these overlords will permit.

Tenant System Conducive to Worst Possible Eesults

Long experience has, we will suppose, proved that runninor
mills and factories on the tenant system is productive of the worst
possible results. In the first place, no man is likely to do his
best for a business which depends upon either the goodwill or
upon the caprice of the landlord for its continuance, and,
moreover, with the certainty of a considerable increase in rents
if the last year or so, prior to the expiry of the lease, happen to
have proved prosperous. Is it likely that the tenant will put
those essentials to success into his business—vigour, intellect,

s
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imdiminished energy, tecbuical and scientific knowledge, com-
bined with high enterprise and abundant capital, when he is

uncertain whether his landlord will renew his lease on equitable

terms ? Or is it likely, on the other hand, that a landlord,

under an uncertain system of tenancies, would be prepared to

keep his mills in a thoroughly up-to-date condition to enable

him to successfully compete in the world's markets ? Is it

likely tliat under such impossible conditions, which we will

suppose to exist between him and his tenants, he would bo

prepared to spend money with no stinted hand the moment he
saw his machinery getting out of date and falling behind in that

productive capacity which is practically the only test standard

of efficiency in modern mills ? Is it likely that he would
condemn that machinery, and then spend fifty thousand pounds
in this mill, or one hundred thousand in that, so that his mills

may be kept np to the requirements of the times ? Tins heavy
outlay has to be faced not infreqiiently by those who are

engaged in the industry, so that their mills may be equipped
with new and improved machinery, and kept thoroughly up to

the requirements of modern markets. Enterprising men
recognise the necessity of doing this and never hesitate to act

whenever occasion demands, and they hardly ever fail to reap

the reward of their enterprise. Is it not likely that our land-

lord, recognising the uncertainties of the position here postu-

lated, would ratlier " go slow," to see how matters " panned out,"

as the Americans say ? In the circumstances he could hardly

act otherwise, and the result would surely be disaster sooner or

later, and ultimate—Chaos.

All Industries must be fed with Brains and Capital

Whatever your business may be it must be fed with the best

you have to give—assiduity, economy, enterprise, tlirift, brains,

and capital. That business succeeds best into wliich you work—yourself, your own life. Is it likely that a tenant-at~will

would put these precious qualities into a business, the con-

tinuance of which he could never be certain about ? Surely no
man would be such a fool.

Then is it not conceivable that, under so inharmonious a

system, neither landlord nor tenant would be in a position to

do the best for himself or for the industry ? The former would
surely starve the industry by withholding from it the essential

to success—the outlay of necessary capital, while the latter

would play his part in that listless, halt-hearted manner, born
of the hopelessness of the position, wliich would be bound to

encompass failure, or, at the best, but partial success, instead of
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with that whole-hearted thorougliiiess which lias characterised

the methods of British iiuinut'acturers and enabled them to

assume the foremost position in tlie commercial-industrialism

of the age.

Treated as Agriculture has been, Textile Industries

WOULD HAVE I'AILED

Is it likely that our great cotton industry would have

become the power it is to-day, had it been hampered by
a galling restrictive system similar to that existing to-day

between the owners of the soil and those who work the

agricultural industry ? Is it probable that had cotton, wool,

iron, coal, and a score of other British industries been made
the sport of political parties, sacriticed to the seliish ambitions

of interested reformers, treated with supreme indifference by
successive Governments, and been subject to the crass ignorance

of an unreflecting and an undiscerniug public, they would have

reached the position they are in to-day ?

If these industries had belonged to a number of overlords,

and had been leased out in parcels to tenant occupiers as they

lease out their lands, is it possible that they could have grown
into such great labour-employing and wealth-producing in-

dustries ? Is it not a fact that every industry in this world

must be free of hindrances before it can yield the best results i

and does it not follow that if British manufacturers had been

subject to the same difficulties and impediments that have

frustrated the operations of British farmers during the last

sixty years, they could not possibly have given to British

manufacturing industries the pre-eminent position many of

them enjoy in the world's market to-day ?

Crass Ignorance regarding Agricultural Failure

To all such questions an unqualified and an emphatic NO

!

can be given in answer.

No trade, profession, or industry can possibly be at its best,

can develop or flourish, that is hindered by foolisli restrictions,

or limited by absurd, impractical, and therefore impossible

conditions. How can it ? If you want a man to do bis

best in this world in football, cricket, or in any trade or

industry, you must start him on his way free of every im-
pediment and incumbrance that might clog his steps and
embarrass his forward movements; and you must be sure tiiat

the tasks you set him are in every sense reasonable and within

the scope of everyday practicability. These conditions
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complied with, a luau would succeed in agriculture just as well

as he would in any other industry, hut it is hecause these

necessary conditions have not been complied with that agri-

culture has failed, and will continue to fail.

The reader should pause here to reflect upon this "new
view of an old question "

; and it is because the British people

have oiot taken it into consideration that British agriculture

has failed as the agriculture of no other country has failed.

Every conceivable means have been taken by men of

various conditions and under varying circumstances, con-

sciously or unconsciously, to either kill outright or seriously

cripple the agricultural industry of the country ; and now that

they have accomplished their purpose, they either treat it as

being the poor feeble thing it is—an incapable, effete industry,

or wonder why people are foolish enough to cling to, or hanker
after, agriculture when—" there's really no money in the land,

you know."
As " The Free-trade Movement " has been of considerable

service in illustrating previous chapters, further reference to

it may be usefully made to prove the utter impracticability of

the rental system in agriculture, and how utterly unsuited it

was to the requirements of the industry, or of the country,

even in the so-called palmy days of agriculture.

Cobden's Plea for Agriculture

Quoting from one of Cobden's parliamentary speeches, the

writer of " The Free-Trade Movement " says

—

" The agricultural distress continued through the winter, and on
March l;), 1845, Mr. Cobden moved in the House to appoint a

select committee ' to inquire into the causes and extent of the
alleged existing agricultural distress, and into the effect of legis-

lative protection upon the interests of landowners, tenant-farmers,

and farm-labourers ' . . .
' How is it,' he asks, ' that in a country

overflowing with capital, when there is a plethora in every other

business—when money is going to France for railroads and to

Pennsylvania for bonds, when it is connecting the Atlantic with
the Pacific by canals and diving to the bottom of Mexican mines
for investment—it yet finds no employment in the most attractive

of all spots, the soil of this country itself ?
' He answers, ' Capital

shrinks instinctively from insecurity of tenure, and we have not in

England that security which will warrant men of capital investing

their money in the soil.' He goes on to maintain that ' the Avant

of leases and security deters tenants from laying out their money in

the soil.' ' Tenants therefore are prevented by their landlords from
carrying on cultivation properly. They are made servile and de-

pendent, disinclined to improvement, afraid to let the landlord see
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tluit they could improve their farms, lest he should pounce on them
for an increase of rent.' And he showed from specimens that when
leases were granted, the 'covenants were of such a preposterous

character that I will defy any man to carry on the business of

farming properly under them.' " *

It is clear from this trenchant attack of Cobden's on the

system of land tenures of sixty odd years a^'o, that it was then

regarded as unsuited to the requirements of the industry, and
as subversive to the true national economy as it is to-day,

and yet since 1845, when these words were uttered, no ad-

ministration—irrespective of its political cognomen—that has

assumed the reins of government in all these years, has ever

done aught to remove the reproach that, in its agricultural

policy, the British Government is dominated by veded intcrcsta,

and is therefore constrained to resort to class Ic/jislation.

Most people nowadays realise that Cobdcn, in condemning
the system, was not so much pleading for agriculture as

denouncing Protection, nevertheless, he truly depicted the

fundamental falseness of the agricultural basis. This view of

the position is borne out by the following :

—

" But the most powerful section of this speech is that in

which he demonstrates from agriculture the fundamental fallacy

of Protection." f

Further on it is stated

—

" In a powerful peroration he appealed to the gentlemen, the

high aristocracy of England, ' to play in a mercantile age that noble

part which in feudal times had made their ancestors the leaders of

the people
' ; but he adds, ' if you are found obstructing that pro-

gressive spirit which is calculated to knit nations more closely

together by commercial intercourse ; if you give nothing but
opposition to schemes which almost give life and breath to in-

animate nature, and which it has been decreed shall go on, then

you are no longer a national body.' "
X

Land Tenures condemned by Cobden

That Cobden and his followers were, at all events, fully

cognisant of the utter worthlessness of British land tenures,

is beyond doubt, and this simple truth is of more concern to

us here than the political uses he made of the fact. The rental

system was condemned as an impossible one in 1845 ; it was
condemned ages before that date, and it is condemned to-day,

and the British people have the right to ask pertinent questions.

* " The Free-Trade Movement," p. 80.

t Ibid., p. 87. X Ilji'i-
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Here are a few more references to the subject from tlic

same work

—

" Rent of land had risen nearly threefold dnring the war, and
the prices of all consumable goods were hi^ii." *

'• The same parliament, composed largely of landowners, had
already passed a bill (1815) which had for its object to niiiintam

the price of corn and keep up rents, while it aimed also at keeping

the land under cultivation and providing a sufficient supply of

home-grown corn." f
" Kents, which had been lowered after the fall in prices in 1814,

again rose, and prices fluctuated ; in good years the erops realised

less than half that which they produced in bad years. . . . From
18l'0 to 1822 there were no less than 47") petitions to the House of

Commons complaining of the distress and of the exhaustion of agri-

cultural capital, of high rents and rates, and of the poverty of the

farmers, whose rents had been based on the assumption of the higher

prices to be secured under the Corn laws." |
"A good harvest in 18o5 reduced wheat to Sas. per quarter.

Farmers were despondent, and complained that they would be ruined

by the plentiful crop, since they could not pay their rents." §

The pages of the work wq are quoting from so fully were
intended rather to denounce the old Corn Laws and reveal the

ugliness of Protection and the blessings of Free-trade, than to

afford examples of the ineptness and the iniquity of the land

tenures of Cobden's time, with the object of drastically amend-
ing them for the people's good to-day. As they, however,

enunciate a living truth in regard to agriculture, this fact must
constitute our apology to the author for putting an interpre-

tation to his utterances which he probably never intended they

should bear.

Fqethee Peoof of Tenancy System Failures

In further proof of the impossibility of working the greatest

industry of the country on the tenancy system, the Right Hon.
Jesse Ceilings, M.P., in his able work "Land Eeform," gives

some pertinent facts.

In the first place he says

—

" The laws relating to land are so complicated that only lawyers

can understand them."
||

"Land throughout England is the subject of 'tenure' and not

of ownership ; that aljsolute ownership of land is unknown to

* " The Free-Trade Jlovcment," p. 43. t Ibid., p, 44.

% Ibid., p. 57. § Ibid., pp. 61, 62.

II
"Land Eeform," the Right Hon. Jesse CoUings, M.P., p. 42.
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Enji^lisb law ; that in practice in early times, and in theory at the

present day, the only absohite owner is the kinj,^ and that every one

else holds such land as he may possess (whatever may be his rights

with regard to it and its free alienation) simply as a tenant of the

king." *

" Bnt it is hopeless to expect that, under our present system of

land tenure, there can be any considerable increase in the number
of peasant proprietors except by the means of State aid. In cases

where men hold a few acres of land as tenants—and there are large

numbers who do— their rents are very heavy as compared with those

paid by large farmers." f

"Some time ago the author of ' Land Reform ' visited two small

holdings in a midland county. One of them, about six acres, was
rented by two men at five pounds per acre." J

" The ' land hunger ' must indeed be great to induce men to pay

such large rents and to think themselves fortunate in being able

to get land at all. No doubt the six acres the two men rented at

five pounds per acre were worth five times as much per acre as the

adjoining field, lint it was the industry and skill of the men that

made it so, and the question naturally arises. Why should their

industry and skill be taxed to the extent of £24 per annum ? The
position is best illustrated by thus stating individual cases, provided

that the cases are not solitary ones, but are representative of a large

class which exists." §

Free-trade vowed to destroy Agriculture

Here, then, we have tho opinions of two eminent living

authorities, albeit their views on political economy are as

wide apart as the poles. The writer of "The Free-Trade

Movement " is, as his works prove him to be, one of England's

stauuchest and most doughty Free-trade champions, a man
who would not save agriculture and give it back to the people

as their greatest labour employer, their chief source of wealth-

production, by putting a duty of even one shilling a quarter ou

wheat.

" For good or for evil. Great Britain has become dependent upon

imported wheat to the extent of more than 70 per cent, of her con-

sumption. Cheap food is essential to her indusirial supremacy, and

only by free importation can an adequate supply be maintained,"
1|

says the writer of this most up-to-date Free-trade work, and

so it will be found all along the Free-trade line. The national

* " Laud Reform," the Right Hon. Jesse CoUings, :\LP., p. 43.

t Ihul., p. 229. X Ibid., p. 229.

§ Ibid., p. 230. II

" The Frco-Trado Movement," p. 1G9.
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industry, Agi;icultui!E, and every industry and interest allied

to, or arising out of it, must be sacrificed, so that notbiug may
be permitted to interfere with the Industiual SuriiEMACY of
our manufacturers. In other words, every other interest in

the country, all other sections of workers, and that vast body
of llritish citizens who I'ar outnumber those who are enuafred in

manufactures, must be sacrificed so that the only remaining
section—the comparatively small band of manufacturers and
their indmtrial loorkcrs—may have cheap food.

Land Eeform will save AcracuLTUiiE

The writer of " Land Eeform," on the other hand, takes a

broad, liberal view of the position. He recognises that Cheap
Food is not the only thing in this world, nor does it in itself

constitute the summum honum of human life. Everybody
admits that cheap food should be one of the chief concerns

of every Government, and that every reasonable care should

1)6 exercised in securing it ; but if in securing a bhd. loaf

instead of a 5|f?. one, enormous national sacrifices have to be
made in other directions, such a policy obviously becomes both

foolish and cruel.

" One might say that the two arch-evils of English economy are
* cheapness ' and so-called ' charity.' The keen rivalry in trade

caused by the competitive system makes cheapness the chief aim of

the trader. Hence the adulteration of food, the lowering of the

quaUty of products, and other hurtful results. It is worth con-
sidering whether or not these mischiefs arise from putting the

supposed interests of the consumer before the interests of the
producer and of the nation as a whole. It is true that after

the abolition of the duty on imported silks a woman could buy silk

dresses at a much lower price than before, but by the cheapening
process many thousands of silk-workers were thrown out of employ-
ment. To take a more humble example, by free import of matches
six boxes of these articles can be bought for a penny. The so-called
' free-trader ' may regard this as a triumph of his policy, and the
liouse-wife as a gain in domestic economy, but this cheapness is

S3cured at a cost of human suffering and want, such as the following

case, by no means a rare one, reveals :
' One of the women, Sarah

Ann Young, aged seventy, of 8hoi-editch, died, and at the inquest
yesterday her daughter, wlio was a widow with three little children,

said she and her mother had worked together at home at match-box
making. They earned 1.9. ?i^(L for seven gross of match-boxes. For
some work they were paid 2\(l. a gross and for other "Id. a gross, and
had to find their own paste. The po^t-mortein examination showed
tliei-e was not a particle of fat about the body. Death was due to
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exhaustion, consequent upon disease und want of food ' {iJaihj

Express, February 4th, 1!)()1)."*

So writes the author of " Land Picform," and as the views of

both of these authorities are thus placed in convenient juxta-

position, our readers can determine for themselves which policy

commends itself to their ju(l;:^mcnt—the coldly, selfish one of

the intolerant, austere Free-trader, or tlie warm-hearted, humane,
yet politically and economically sound one of the Tarifit-reformer

and Land-reformer.

* " Land Reform," the KigliL lion. Jesse Collings, M.P., pp. 407, 408.



CHAPTER XXVI

LAND TENURES {continued)—WHAT THE TEOPLE SHOULD
DO—SCHEME OP TENURES OUTLINED—A GREAT
AGRICULTURAL LOAN NEEDED

Trom tho two preceding chapters several vitally important

questions stand out with remarkable lucidity, which for the

sake of convenience may be referred to categorically.

1. Agriculture being the primal industry of the human
family, it necessarily enters into and ramifies along

every vein and current of human life, and is insepar-

able therefrom.

2. Agriculture being the greatest labour-employer and
wealth-distributor of this, or any other country, and
the industrial sheet-anchor of the people of every

nation, the system on which the land is worked
becomes of paramount importance in the national

economy.
3. Agriculture being charged with enormous and exceptional

potentialities in respect to employment, food and live

stock production, and other sources of fruitfulness and
wealth, this great industry should be regarded as the

rightful inheritance of the nation and should not be

made the subject of class-interest, class-legislation, or

the s]")ort of political parties.

4. Agriculture in the United Kingdom, while being capable

of employing as large a head of the population as

any country in Europe, employs on an average less

than half of that employed in other countries per

every 100 acres under cultivation; while the number
of persons employed, supported and fed by agriculture

in this country is but 24 per cent, of the number
similarly })rovided for in Germany, France, and
Hungary.

5. Agriculture having been sacriiiced to maintain the

SuPEKMACY OF BRITISH Manufactukkrs, national

2GG
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interests have necessarily been subordinated to class

benefits.

6. Agriculture being handicap] )ed by impossible land tenures

—wliioh, -while originally intended to serve the land-

lord interest, are now maintained to serve the selfish

policy of the Manchester School—has never liad a

chance of assuming its rightful position as the chief

industry of the peo])le, the chief labour-employer,

and therefore the chief solvent of the Unemployed
problem, and the dominant factor in the social and
economic conditions of the country.

7. The time has now come to realise the true position of

agriculture; the predominant part it ought to play

and must play in the national life, and to consider

the creation of a system of tenures which, for the first

time in the history of the country, will enable agri-

culture to assume and maintain its position as the

primal industry, the main source of employment, and

the chief wealth-producer and wealth-distributor.

What the People should demand

Bearing these cardinal points in mind, the British people

will be able to voice their demands in no uncertain tone.

British agriculture is to be placed in the very forefront of

British industries, and no consideration must be permitted for

a moment to interfere with this object. Class-interests, political

intrigue, political economists, the timidity of some Governments

and the trickery of others, have all played their part in keeping

the people out of their National Inheritance—the great land

industry—but the time has come for them to claim their own.

They must, however, beware of further trickery ; they must

stoutly refuse to allow this question to be made the subject

of further discussion ; it must be removed once and for all from

the field of polemics and dumped right down in the arena of

established facts. Successful and universal agriculture is just

as simple of accomplishment in the United Kingdom as it is

in any of the countries of Europe where it constitutes the main

source of the people's wealth and provides the chief national

pabulum ; but the question whether it shall or shall not be

established in this country must neither be submitted to the

Manchester School for opinion, to Free-traders for advice, nor

must it be thrown, like a bone to a dog, for " Scientific

"

economists to worry over. Vested interests must not be allowed

to bar its ])rogress further ; nor must Governments be permitted

to use it for crooked political purposes.
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How THEY SHOULD DEMAND IT

If any of these things happen; if a " Eoyal Commission,"
for example, be appointed to " Inquire into the practicabiHty

of cstabUshing a universal system of agriculture in this country,

etc.," it is certain tliat this would be but " a sop to Cerberus," or

in other words, a shelving of the question for an indetinite period.

Let the people beware of this ; let them make it clear to the

world that they are determined to have Land-Eeform of a real

abiding nature, of a nature that will convert those millions of

acres of our magnificently fertile lands—which, owing to the

trickery of politicians and others, are now lying waste—into

a vast source of employment and wealth : and that in the accom-
plishment of this purpose they will stand no nonsense. This

is the attitude, and the only attitude, that the people should

assume towards this vital question, and if they fail to adopt it

they will surely be worsted in the fight.

The people must no longer ignore the important fact that

the only reason for the failure of British agriculture in all

these weary years is solely Ijecause they have been beguiled

into the belief that the question of whether we should cultivate

our fields or leave them lying waste is a subject for controversy.

Cobden and his manufacturer-reformers of the " forties " had
most excellent reasons for misleading the people.

Agriculture sacrificed to Class Interests

" I am afraid that most of us entered upon the struggle with the

belief that we had some distinct class interest in the question,"
*

said Cobden in a speech to his Manchester followers on

October 19, 1843, and so they had. Tlieir interests in making
agriculture subservient to manufactures were precisely the

same as they are to-day.

" For good or for evil, Great Britain has become dependent upon
imported wheat to the extent of more than 70 per cent, of her

consumption. Cheap food is essential to her industrial supremacy," f

said a Free-trade economist in 1907, and in comparing the two
quotations it is clear they both s})ring from the same source

—

Class Intej;est. Cobden fought for the manufacturing interest

in 1843, and in 1907 the author of " Tlie Free-Trade Movement,"
in declaring that cheap food is essential to industrial svjprcmacy,

fights for exactly the same interest.

Agriculture is too old, too world-wide, too well understood

* " The Frcc-Tradc Movement," p. G9. t Ibid., p. 1G9.
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by the people of all countries on earth, too well known, as the

chief source of universal emiJoymont and universal wealth, to

Ije made the sport of (Jovenimeuts, the puppet of a coterie of

manufacturers, the plaything of political parties, a theme for

silly polemics, and a subject for " scientific " economists to

probe and cut up as a vivisector dissects, with cold-blooded

interest, the quivering body of his hapless victim. But, in

spite of this, the British people, in all the years that have

elapsed since Cobden won his fateful victory, luave permitted

their chief industry to become entirely subordinate to these and

other malign intlueuces, with the inevitable result—widespread

and growing unemployment, social degeneration, intense political

unrest, and a mass of aggressive pauperism which the State

cannot check, nor public and private charities satisfy.

People should demand Occupying Ownerships

With this necessary warning, the question of land tenures

can now be considered. It is a very simple one, namely,

that of Occupying Ownekships.

Great Britain must now make the most of her splendid

lands as other nations have done, and the only way to do it is

to "ive every man who tills his held the right to become its

owner. Little will be gained by going minutely into the

(question of present holdings, for the reason that there is not a

reliable statement on record as to how many there are in the

country.

In a return presented to the House of Commons in 187G

the number given was 972,836, but of these 703,289 were

owners of less than one acre each.*

The "Statesmen's Year Book" for 1906 gives the agri-

cultural holdings in Great Britain at 520,106, and Ireland at

545,102, but whether these be accurate or the reverse is of

small consequence to the larger issue involved in the question.

It is known that more than half the area of the whole country

is owned by 2500 people ;t and that the landlords (of more than

10 acres) number only 176,520, owning ten-elevenths of the

total area : :j: and these facts alone constitute the gravest charge

against the British system of land tenures.

The " cultivated " area of the country is given at 49,000,000

acres in round numbers, while there are about 16,000,000 acres

of cultivable land which could be soon added to this vast area,

once universal agriculture were established.

* " Land Reform," p. 85.

t Chiozza Money, " Kiches and Poverty," p. 75.

X Mulhall, " Dictionary of Statistics," p. 3i.
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Now, what is required here, so that every acre coukl he

utilised to the fullest possihle extent, is that these mighty
tracts of some of the most fertile laud in the world should be

owned literally by millions of occupying proprietors W'ho would
work their very lives into the furrows of their fields, rather than

they should remain in the keeping of a handful of men who, as

history teaches us, are incapable of converting the tremendous
potentialities of agriculture into a mighty, living, moving force.

Laxdowneus Weighed and Found Wanting

British landowners might retort, " Abolish Free-trade, give

British agriculture the same chance it has on the Continent,

and it will soon flourisli again," but history refutes such a

statement. The fact is, British agriculture never has flourished.

Under the old Corn Laws it had its ups and downs, which is

the utmost that can be said for it. With corn at 60i\ a quarter

and over, it paid farmers to grow wheat, but with low prices

they were ruined. A few prosperous " farmers' years " and
landlords put up rents, and so the farmer was compelled to

make his profit out of a sorely stricken, half-starving people on
the one hand, or be ruined by reasonably low prices for his

produce on the other.

The landlord was the dominant factor in tliose days, and
the history of the period covering the Napoleonic Wars, up to

the repeal of the Corn Laws, shows how he exercised his great

powers. Abolish Free-trade, put British agriculture in precisely

the same position it enjoys in every State in Europe

—

save

only with the single exception of Land Tenures—and it will fail

in the future as it has in the past, for the simple reason that

insecurity of tenure would bar its success. If the law permits

a man to make two pounds where he has been making one, the

landlord would as surely put up his rents and make his extra

pound to-day as he did in the years that are past, and this

single fact would prove fatal to British agriculture.

Even Fixed PcEnts unsuitable

Perpetual fixed rents might help the situation to some
extent, but to this system there are considerable objections.

The landlord, in the first place, could hardly look for a scale of

rents which must obviously be based upon ])rcscnt rental values

(and they are low enough in all conscience) that would yield a

fair return on liis patrimony, and this very naturally would not

satisfy him. The tenant would still be

—

a tenant, and in this fact

lies the root of the evil. No man who has a perpetual tenancy
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of a house, we will say, is likely to do so much for it as he who
is an owner ; there is an indefinable somelhirij in the term which
prevents him, and there the matter ends. The agriculturist

can no more i)ut his life, his very self, and that of his wife and
family, into a farm of which he is a tenant, than the house-

liolder can; it goes against human nature somehow, and there

the matter ends so far as he is concerned,

Whicliever way the " rental" system be looked at, it stands

condemned; in fact, it condemns itself: and the people of this

country sliould make up their mind on this point for good and

aye, and allow no consideration to alter it.

EouGii Outline of New Land-Tenuke Scheme

It now becomes necessary to briefly outline some scheme
that will approximate to the one which this country must
ultimately adopt before British agriculture can assume its

rightful position in the economy of the nation.

Every acre of agricultural land in Great Britain should be

acquired and held by the State for the benefit of the nation.

It should be taken from the present owners at a fair valuation,

and then made over to capable agriculturists on equitable terms

that would admit of a fair immediate return, aiul tlie ac(piisitiun

of the freehold on reasonable conditions. This must be done

by an Act of Parliament.

This Act might follow to some extent the Irish Land Act
of 1904, but with many important and far-reaching provisions

added thereto ; for example, the State should, in tliis case,

compulsorili/ take over every acre of cultivable land in the

country and hold it in trust for the beneht of the nation. In

other words, the land should be regarded as a National
Inheritance, and be held as such for the commonweal. Any
other measures of a paltering, half-hearted nature would but

deal with this broad National question in a pusillanimous

spirit and prostitute a great cause to sordid ends.

The State must LEAD

There should be a universal system of agriculture from one

end of Great Britain to the other, and the State should take the

lead everywhere. This would be an entire reversal of its present

policy in dealing with the industries of the people, but agricul-

ture is the exception which proves the rule. Indeed, it is so in

every country in Europe, the State has always taken the lead

in those countries, and the result is

—

uuiformli/ successful agri-

culture of the highest order. Every civilised country but our
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own has never ceased to regard agriculture as the main source

of national wealth, and the great fulcrum upon which moves
all human enterprise. Many wise edicts and laws have been
put into operation during the last century for the benefit of the

industry ; while the numerous agricultural colleges ; the schools

of tillage ; the State-aided agricultural works ; the special

grants for land reclamation ; the intinerant stalf of teachers

and lecturers who move to and fro imparting valuable informa-

tion to those engaged in the industry ; the many facilities

offered for agricultural co-operation, and other instances too

numerous to enumerate : all testify to the keen interest of the

State, and its direct aid to, and co-operation with, agriculturists

for the benefit of the industry.

In this party-ridden country it is enough to propose a

scheme of the kind to show that it will invoke bitter opposition.

One political party will avoid it, another will make political

capital by opposing it ; while Vested Interests will open
all their vials of wrath upon any party rash enough to counte-

nance so drastic a measure. Nevertheless, it will have to be
dealt with before British agriculture can assume its proper

position as the primal industry and the chief mainstay of

the British people.

Financial State Aid necessary

Then, the State should be ready with financial aid, and
while there is no necessity to throw money at a man, there is

every necessity that no capable, deserving man should be lost

to the country for lack of a little capital. In this connection

it should be borne in mind that Great Britain has lagged

behind other nations so long that she has no agriculture worthy
the name, and that she will have to create both agriculture and
agriculturists. In this process of creation all sorts and con-

ditions of men will no doubt be attracted to agriculture ; some
will be worthless, others worthy of help ; these latter should
be encouraged by direct State aid, retained, and built into the

great agricultural structure.

liecognising that ample capital is essential to the success

of the agricultural, as it is to that of other industries, the

State must come forward here as in other directions ; and, by
becoming the agricultural bankers of the country, maintain the

industry in a prosperous condition, undertaking only those

financial responsibilities which the country would, for such a

purpose, willingly subscribe to.

State Agricultural Banking Agencies should be established

in convenient centres throughout the kingdom, which for this
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purpose sliould l)c divided into circles. Each circle should 1)C

in cliarge of a manager who should make himself familiar with

all the farms in his circle, their value, capabilities, etc. : so that

he may be able to deal prom])tly and eflicicntly with all

applications for iinancial aid, and rc[)ort intelligently on their

administration.

All Farms may be State aided

All farms may be State aided, but proprietors must not be
allowed to borrow money on the security of their farms from
any other source tlian the State banks, and ste})S should bo

taken to render sucli a course illegal.

In the event of failure or bankruptcy, tlie State would have
tlie same rights as any other creditor or mortgagee. Provision

sliould, however, be made by previous enactment to avoid all

the tedious, irksome, and costly legal proceedings that usually

attend such cases, which are a curse to debtor and creditor

alike.

All farms should be under State inspection, as a guarantee
to the people that they are being carried on efficiently, lieports

on the working of every farm in the kingdom should be sent in

periodically to the proper offices.

Moke Agricultural Training Schools necessary

One important feature in the case is the want of facilities

for agricultural tuition, and one of the first steps to be made in

tliis direction should be the cstablisliment of training schools,

or agricultural colleges, where a thoroughly sound and ])ractical

training may be obtained by all who are prepared to enter the

industry and study it as it has to be studied in order to place

it on the same footing as other industries.

The training institutions at present in existence would not
meet the requirements of such altered conditions as have been
sketched. What is wanted is a number of agricultural colleges

[)ure and simple, situated in the country at convenient points,

where every branch of agriculture could be practically and con-

tinuously taught. The curriculum should be kept as simple
as possible, and eutii'ely up-to-date ; the college should, in fact,

assume the form of a large farm on which the students would
live and work, making practical application to-day of what they
learnt yesterday : a system certain to produce far better and
more rapid results than any amount of lectures, however
scientific and learned, delivered from a University i)rofessor's

chair.
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The freest facilities should be offered to all desirous of

entering on a course of training. The fees should be extremely
moderate, almost nominal, in fact ; and scholarships and ex-

hibitions should be obtainable with such ease as to place the

course of training within the reach of all who show the neces-

sary aptitude and industry.

All Sporting Estates to be brought under Cultivation

All culturable lands that are reserved for sporting purposes

by proprietors at the time of passing the Act, should, within

reasonable time, be brought again under cultivation and given

back to the country for the production of food supplies, and
for providing employment for the people; but it should be

optional with the proprietors to reserve a percentage only, in

proportion to the acreage of each estate, for sporting purposes,

the percentage to be fixed by enactment.

Grass land and pasturage throughout the country should

be reduced to a minimum commensurate to maintain the

maximum head of cattle, cows chiefly, which it is found the

country is capable of supporting without trenching on arable

preserves. This will require delicate discrimination, and nice

adjustment, but if the Scandinavian system of stall feeding be

adopted, instead of allowing the cattle to roam aimlessly and
wastefully over unnecessarily large tracts of grazing country,

it will be found that an infinitely larger number of cows can

be kept than are dreamt of under the present chaotic and
wasteful system.

Establisu-aient of Dairies and Poultry Farms compulsory

The establishment and maintenance of dairies sliould in

all cases be compulsory where tlic farms are large enough to

support the cows ; the dairies to vary in proportion to the size

of the farms.

The establishment and maintenance of poultry farms should

be compulsory in all cases irrespective of the size of the farms.

Under certain conditions the country is capable of supply-

ing practically all the dairy produce, poultry, and eggs that arc

consumed annually, and the farmers should be required to

supply them.

How to Eaise the Money

The money required for the purpose should be raised by
loan and added to the—National Debt. This may, and no doubt

will be objected to by many who are sufficiently interested
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111 rimintaiiiing tliu present state of affairs ; but if the people are
prepared to lend the State £770,000,000 to pay for its wars—
for killing people, in other words—they would be strangely
inconsistent if they refused to subscribe several extra millions
for the more peaceful purpose of saving the lives of their

fellow-countrymen and building up a great, profitable national
industry.

War Loan Unproductive

There would, however, be a wide distinction between a huge
M'ar loan and an agricultural debt. The ffjrmer is unproductive,
unremunerative, and an eminently undesirable item on the
wrong side of the national l)alaiice sheet. It produces nothing
for the people, nor affords them employment ; it is an immense
drag on the national finances, and costs the people about
£20,000,000 in interest with no return on the outlay. It is, in

short

—

sheer waste of imhlic moneij.

Agkicultuhal Loan Productive and Trofitable

An Agricultural Debt, on the other hand, would be the
antithesis of all this. It would be productive, it would afford

employment, and support and provide food to literally millions
of people

; it would rehabilitate lost conditions, repopulate our
country districts and give back to England that backbone of

rural strength and vigour of which the enervating, exhausting
policy of the last half-century has robbed her. It would
create throughout our land such a number of happy prosperous
homesteads that our country-sides would literally teem with a
cheery contented po]nilation of old men and women, young men
and maidens, who had regained their physical vigour, and had
found that bright gaicte de canir in agriculture which they had
sought for in vain among the industries of manufacturinrr towns.

What the Agriculturai Loan w^ould do

A great ngricultural loan would again launch into existence

all those subsidiary industries which arise out of, and depend
upon, agriculture, and would, at the same time, create in our
midst a numerous, prosperous agricultural population, the
purchasing power of M'hich would be enormous. It would be
a source of immense wealth to the people and therefore a direct

gain to the nation. Last, but not least, an agricultural loan,

whether it be for £10,000,000 or £500,000,000, umdd not cost

the country a -penny, for the simple reason that the extra half
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per ceut. over the borrowing rate, A\hicli would uo doubt be

charged to agriculturists for the accommodation

—

would cover

all costs of administration.

AVhichever way this question is looked at it presents the

same set features. It is a plain, common-sense proposition,

demonstrable by plain, common-sense methods.
Agriculture is a plant that will flourish well enough in this

country if set in natural surroundings and treated to a congenial

atmosithere. It has languished and become the poor weakling
it is to-day because sixty odd years ago it was plucked up by the

roots and subjected to such conditions as induced atrophy and
decay.

Will Paeliamemt Act on Siiii;k Eesponsibility ?

It now remains to be seen what the two great political

parties, which to-day control the destinies of this country, will

do. Neither of them is bold enough to admit that in The
Land lies the redemption of the people from all this present-

day turmoil and political and social unrest; perhaps they do
not realise it, but the fact remains that in the land, by the land,

and through the land, will and must come eventually, that

which all England is seeking—Prosperity and Peace.

It may be that the liadicals won't bring in a sweeping land-

reform measure because they are afraid it might be the means
of turning them out of office. It may be that the Liberal-

Unionists won't tackle the matter because of their fear of land-

lords and other vested interests. It may be that both parties

will fool away their chances and so play into the hands of the

Socialists, and then, the

—

Dchdclc.

The trumpet has, however, sounded the w^arning note of

danger ; the clarion voice of Truth has pealed in the streets and
in all the haunts of men, and if the representatives of the

people in Parliament, and the peo})le themselves, wilfully close

their ears and understanding to these signiticaut portents, they
must, of necessity, accept the consequence of their reckless folly

and mad infatuation.
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LAND TENURES (concluded) — OCCUPYING OWNERSHIPS
AND COMPULSORY SALE OF LAND NE(JESSARY—LAND-

OWNERS SHOULD TAKE THE INITIATIVE BEFORE IT

IS TOO LATE

One of the most important links in this lonc[ chain of evidence

in support of far-reachinf,' Land-reform, is the jjart played by
tlie landlord. Hitherto, his role has been that of landowner

and a mere receiver of rents, Init the time has come when so

equivocal a position can neither be maintained nor justified.

The Eesponsibilities of Wealth

The responsibilities of wealth are not only great, but they

vary in proportion to the nature of the wealth. The wealthy

financier, for example, whose possessions are in stocks and
shares, is, perhaps, under fewer obligations to the people than

the man wliose wealth is partly represented by many thousands

of acres of rich land that is capable of produciug enormous
quantities of food supplies, and affording employment to

thousands of people. But, be this as it may, there can be no
([uestion as to the responsibilities of the latter. Every landed

proprietor is, by the nature of his possessions, under grave and
serious obligations to his country. The land of all countries is

primarily for the purpose of supplying food for the people, and
the owners thereof, in taking up the lands, assume, at the same
time, all the duties, responsibihties, and obligations involved in

such ownership.

These responsibilities may vary considerably for many
reasons. In a sparsely populated country, for instance, where
land is plentiful and labour scarce, a man's responsibilities

would be less onerous than where the population is dense,

employment difficult to obtain, and land scarce and exceedingly

valuable. In the latter case it is the plain duty of every man
who owns land to put it to the best possible use, so that the

country may derive from it the most economic results ; and in

our own country, where these conditions largely prevail, and
277
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where we have so many great landed proprietors whose estates

run into tens of thousands of acres, individual res})onsibilities

often assume gigantic pro})ortions. Take the case of any man
with an inheritance of this kind, and gauge his stake in the

country, and his potentialities for good or evil. He is often

prodigiously rich, apart from his landed wealth, and it is a

matter of uo great moment to him whether his land lets for

five shillings an acre or hfty, whether it produces the maximum
yield of food-stuffs for the people, or whether it goes out of

cultivation altogether. He would of course like to see it well

farmed, highly productive, and bringing in good rents ; but if

farmers cannot make it pay, it had better be turned into grass,

or taken over for sporting purposes, and this is its fate in many
instances.

Landowners' Obligations to their Country

In this sense it may justly be said that these men have
failed in their obligations to their country and the people.

We have shown in other chapters how tlie farmer has

collapsed, partly througli want of capital and lack of energy,

and we have now to grasp the fact that the landlord has helped

to bring about the present impasse by a laisscz /aire attitude,

when he should have been vigilant and resourceful. He should

have realised that the great changes which were made in the agri-

cultural industry more than sixty years ago necessitated, in turn,

considerable changes in the system that had subsequently been
followed, and that, above all things, ample capital, the applica-

tion of up-to-date methods, rigid economy, and thrift, were more
than ever necessary to save the industry from destruction. He
should, moreover, have realised, that if his tenant-farmers lacked

these essentials, he, at all events, possessed, or at least had
access to, them ; and that it was his duty to turn this current of

life-giving forces, coupled with high enterprise and untiring

energy, on to the land to save a great industry from being lost

to the country, and a great number of people from incurring

poverty and semi-starvation.

Failing the tenant-farmer, the landed proprietor should

have farmed his own lands, and his justification for this would
not only have been found in tlie fulfilment of his obligations to

the people, but in the fact that it would have actually paid him
to have done so.

From such a standpoint it would certainly appear that our
landed proprietors have failed to realise their responsibilities,

failed to understand that, in becoming lords of the soil, many
obligations to the country were involved in that lordship, many
duties of a grave and onerous nature that are not involved in
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the ownersliip of sucli possessions as pictiircf;, for example, or

other ohjcts d'art, or even of stocks and shares.

This attitude of the landlord, which may have been induced

by a lack of appreciation of the position, by indifference, or by

other causes, has had disastrous effects on the nation from many
points of view, but it will perhaps suffice to say that it has

been especially inimical from an economic standpoint.

Bkitlsii Landowner Failed in his Duty

Arraigned before the bar of Public Opinion the British

landowner does not bear his examination well. Parliament,

during C(»bdcn's time, did what it could to ruin agriculture,

and tiie landowners fatuously clung to the policy of scpieezing

what rents they could out of their sorely-burdened tenants.

To-day, the landlord's position is as bad as the farmer's ; and,

while asking what has he done with his goodly heritage

—

that vast patrimony his ancestors be{[ueathed to him, whicii

he should have regarded as a sacred trust to be solemnly held

for, and worked in, the best interests of, the commonweal—other

questi(ms might be put at the same time ; namely, has his land

l)aid him, has it yielded that return which good property should

yield, or has it not? The landlord himself can best answer

these questions

!

The public have been led to believe that land is the worst

possible property to hold, and that in many instances it is not

worth the holding; while it is, moreover, affirmed that many a

big landowner, after paying the necessary upkeep expenses on

his farms, hardly gets anything out of his estates.

If this be the case, then one obstacle, at least, in the way of

establishing a different system of land tenures for this rent-

ridden country, disappears automatically, as no man can reason-

ally he expected to hold on to a condition of things which is

distinctly inimical to his own interests.

A Plain Duty for Landowners

Now, out of this laissez /aire attitude of the landlords,

coupled with the fatuous attitude adopted by Parliament sixty-

three years ago, has sprung an evil tliat has caused irreparaljle

harm to the people ; and although they have hitherto managed

to " rub along somehow or other," the signs of the times, which

are printetl plainly enough at every street corner and in every

news sheet, proclaim that somnolence must yield to wakeful-

ness and inactivity to indefatigable exertion. The Government

must now play their part in this great national drama in a

whole-hearted, statesmanlike manner, and the landlords must

play theirs on the same broad principles of thoroughness;
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while both must enter upon this new departure with due

appreciation of the cogent necessities of the case, otherwise a

worse evil will surely overtake the country

—

and the landowners.

This momentous question offered a splendid opportunity to

Lord liosebery to take the initiative when delivering his great

speech to the business men of Glasgow on the 10th September,

1909, but he failed to take advantage of it. As an ex-Prime

jMinister and a great landowner he had a rare chance of leading

the way to agricultural reform of a nature that would serve

national interests, but like so many of his compeers he pre-

ferred silent inactivity to overt action. The future will reveal

if his attitude on that occasion was wise and prudent.

In regard to the compulsory sale of land, it will no doubt be

contended by those who have some interest to serve, or fancy

they have, by maintaining existing conditions, that it would be

unjust to force a man to sell that wldch he would rather keep
;

and, although the public can readily understand and appreciate

such a feeling, they could not altogether condemn a measure of

this nature, because they could point to an equal measure of

" injustice " in many other matters relating to the administra-

tion of the affairs of the commonwealth, which are actually

acquiesced in and agreed to by that very class which would

condemn this occupyiug-ownership scheme. The income-tax,

poor-rates, death-duties, and other items of a kindred nature

in the domestic life of the nation, are all compulsory, but that

fact alone is insufficient to condemn them on the score of

injustice.

The various Acts which empower the authorities to acquire

land by compulsory sale for "Public Purposes" offer ample

precedents for a much more comprehensive measure of that

nature, but can there be a greater " Public Purpose " than to

acquire the land of the country for the people's good ?

None of us may exactly like these compulsory attentions on

the part of Government, but as loyal subjects we recognise the

necessity for their existence and—we submit to them.

If the same attitude be adopted in resi^ect to the compulsory

sale of the land, the principle involved is the same, but with

this wide difference, that, whereas in one case a man parts with

sometliing that belongs to him without receiving a quid 'pro quo,

in the other he would receive in return full market value for

that vMch he is asked to give tq).

There is only one course for British landowners to take, and

if they are wise they will not fail to adopt it while the daylight

serves.

(a) They should no longer hesitate in coming forward to

help in the solution of these difficulties that have
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taken hold of the country iiiul ^'ripped the people in

their widespread emljracc.

(h) They should recognise that the old plan of running the

agricultural industry on the " rental " system is as

dead as a salted herring, and that a new and better

one must spring out of its carcase, as the fabled

Phccnix is said to arise from its own ashes.

(c) They should come forward as an influential body and

ask Government to take immediate steps to take over

their lands on equitable terms, with tlie avowed object

of creating and maintaining a well-considered scheme
of OcCUPYING-OwNKliJ^IIll'.S.

((J) They should frankly admit the ineptness of the old

system and the necessity for a new one, and then help

in a wdiole-hearted manner to secure its immediate

accomplishment.

TUE AwAKENixa OF LaNDOWNEPwS

Fortunately there are not wanting signs of a desire to

improve the situation : the contemplated sale of the Thorney

Island estate of 20,000 acres, by the Duke of Bedford,* being

the most recent indication of the awakening of the great

landowners to the pressing necessities of the case. It should,

however, be borne in mind tliat while this instance affords

evidence of a ivilUngness on the part of landowners to sell,

the situation will not be improved in the least by sales of this

description. It is more than probable this land will be purchased

by some rich speculator who will continue to run it on the rental

system, or, it may be, the owner will offer it to Government

at a price that would render negotiations for the purpose of

Occupying-Ownerships impossible, and obviously this would

be but a transference from the frying-pan into the fire. This

vast estate should be ac(|uired at reasonable cost, either by its

present tenants or by capable agriculturists who would run it

for all it is w^orth, and work their own lives into every spit of

the spade and every farrow of the plough as their co/ifrercs do

in France and other countries, and as they must do in this

country before they can command uniform success in every

1)raneh of the industry.

The Awakening of the Public Mind to Compulsory
Affoiiestation

Then, this awakening of the public mind to the necessity for

compulsory sale of the land is further indicated by the " Second

Report on Afforestation,"! published in the early part of this year.

* Daily Mail, February 25, 1909.

t Royal Commission ou Coast Erosion and Afforestation, 1909.
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The Eoyal Commissioners, seeing the hopelessness of

bringing about the afforestation of the millions of acres which

our present " landlord system " has made waste, have, after a

most exhaustive inquiry into tlie entire question, very sensibly

and quite fearlessly recommended the acquisition, by com-

pulsory sale, of 9,000,000 acres of suitable lands in various

parts of the country.

The Eeport, which, by-the-by, is a common-sense, level-headed

document from cover to cover, goes so fully into the questions

as practically to leave nothing more to be said. It points out,

among other things, the improbability of sylviculture ever

becoming a popular form of investment for private individuals,

because it takes a long time to reap the full reward of invest-

ment—eighty years—and also because of the practical impossi-

bility of ensuring " continuity in the system of management."

That these two causes have perhaps almost entirely resulted

in the eminently unsatisfactory condition in which we find

British sylviculture to-day—although this part of the land

industry is the worst in Europe—seems beyond doubt, and

as British landlords have, for these and other reasons of an

equally detrimental nature, allowed a great industry to fall

away into nothingness, during the last one hundred years or

so, they are hardly the men one would call upon to set up in

Great Britain a scheme of afforestation which would result in a

universal system of sylviculture of a nature that would stand

the country in good stead in the days to come. As with food

supplies, so with timber ; we are practically dependent to-day

upon the foreigner for most of our wood ; and as it appears

certain from the works of the best authorities on the subject

that timber is becoming scarce in most of the great producing

countries, this country will, in the future, have to become

practically self-sustaining in many kinds of this widely used

commodity.

Sylviculture : Compulsohy Sals hecommemded

As part of the great land industry, sylviculture then

becomes as essential as arable cultivation in the common
interests of the country, and the Commission, rightly regarding

the present system of land tenures, the landlord system, or

whatever term we prefer to employ in the connection, as being

impossible, they unhesitatingly recommend the only system

likely to meet the requirements of the case, namely, CoriiiJuhory

sale and inircliase.

"Sylviculture in the United Kingdom is an enterprise which

rarely appeals to the private landowner or capitalist. The prolonged
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time for which capital must bo looked up before any return can be

expected, the loss of rent and burden of rates over the whole period,

and the absence of security for continuous care and nianaf^ement,

act as deterrents. None of these objections applies to the State,

whose corporate life and resources lend themselves in an especial

de<i:ree to an undeitakinj;" of this character. If the State plants, it

will certainly reap, which the individual owner can rarely hope

to do." *

"The success of forestry depends to a larj,'e extent on a well

thought out scheme of operations, with continuity of management
throughout the whole period of the rotation. On private property

such persistence is difficult to secure. One owner succeeds another

at more or less short intervals, and the personal views or private

needs of the individual may over-ride the forest policy of his pre-

decessor. The State, on the other liand, never dies, so that a scheme

of operations can be inaugurated with every prospect of Ijeing carried

to a successful conclusion. In other respects, too, the State can

accomplish much that is beyond the power of the individual." f
" Your Commissioners have no hesitation in recommending that

it is in the highest degree in the public interests that a beginning

should forthwith be made with a comprehensive scheme of national

afforestation. To accomplish this it will be necessary, at an early

stage, for the State to ac(juire suitable land, and at once the alterna-

tives arise of acquisition by negotiation or by compulsion. No
doubt some progress would be possible along the lines of acquisi-

tion by negotiation, and considerable areas might be obtained

in this way. But as the essence of success lies in suitable land

being obtained in suitable places, and, furthermore, as scientific

sylviculture demands that operations shall be carried out on large

compact areas, it does not appear to Your Commissioners pro-

bable that all owners of suitable land would be ready voluntarily to

sell on reasonable terms. We, therefore, recommend that compulsory

powers be obtained by legislative enactment, and that a general

survey should be made with a view of ascertaining what lands are

available for the purposes of State afforestation. These lands would

be purchased from time to time as required, the owner receiving in

compensation their full value in all the circumstances of each parti-

cular case, following the precedent of the Small Holdings Act, 1!)07,

so far as it is applicable. Compensation should be paid also to

sitting tenants.
" The compulsory purchase of private property in the interests of

the State is no new idea, and is exemplified in the Small Holdings

and Allotments Act, and in the Army Act. Even such a compara-

tively smad i)nrchase as that of Salisbury Plain could not be accom-

plished without the application of compulsory powers. In the view

of Your Commissioners the object is of no less importance in the

case of the acquisition of land for State afforestation, and they

* Royal Commissiou on Coast Erosion aud AHorestatiou, 1909, p. •12.

t Ibid., p. 33.
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have, therefore, no hesitation in recommending that this course be
adopted."*

" Yonr Commissioners are of opinion, basing their belief on the

most trustworthy information at their disposal, that there are roughly
*.),000,000 acres of land in the United Kingdom which may, with
advantage to the State, be afforested." f

"With these most excellent reasons there is no question that

the State, and the State alone, is the proper and, indeed, the

only agency capable of producing successful results in the

important industry of sylviculture, and all parties in the House
should unite in asking the Government to deal with the matter

;

b\it will they ?

If one may judge of the future action by past events, there

will be no more chance of the Government carrying out the

recommendations of the Eoyal Commission on Afforestation

than there will be of real reform in other directions. The
chances are that national sylviculture will be made the sport

of the various political parties in Parliament as scores of other

popular measures have been. Expcrtus metuit !

Difficulties of Back to the Land overestimated

There are two other points in the consideration of the

subject that should not be overlooked : («) that of investing

the question of finding a capable band of agriculturists to work
occupying-ownerships with greater difficulties than the history

of the past justifies
;

{h) in attaching more importance to what
is called the British " Territorial Aristocracy " than is justified

by results.

The first point has been made the subject of polemics for

years past, and a great deal of nonsense has been uttered by men
of all classes and cults, but the most matter-of-fact, common-
sense way to deal with this question—as with every similar

question in this world—is not to talk about it, but to act. If
" Geordie " Ste]>henson had talked about his locomotiv^e one-

fiftieth part as much as " experts " have talked about

—

the posd-

hUlly offinding caiMlle picasant 2)roprietoi's for our Small Hold-
ings, the railway locomotive would never have been im fait

accompli, so far as Stephenson was concerned ; but that shrewd
north countryman knew better than to talk

—

he acted.

Take the cycle and motor manufacturing industry as another

concrete example. In 1881 there were but 1086 workers

engaged in the trade ; twenty years later there were 33,356

persons employed—an increase of over 3000 per cent, in twenty

* Roval Commission on Coast Erosion and Afforestation, 1909, p. 34.

t Ibid., p. 37.
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years. To-day there are thousands more, all skilled, exjierieiiced,

and capable men. Then take any one of the great manufacturing

industries that have S])rung into existence during the last fifty

years and made Britain famous all the Avorld over. Had the

promoters made the subject of finding a sufficiency of skilled

workers for their various undertakings a matter for controversij,

many of them would have been still " in the air," even to this

day. They, one and all, took the better part ; they knew that

raw human material is as capable of being worked, moulded

and fashioned into the recjuisite form as is the clay in the hands

of the potter, and they B,\m]}\y—fashioned it.

Every man who is free of prejudice, uninfected with that

evil s])irit of controversy and scepticism which unfortunately

characterises many of the British people to-day, and who
happens to remain in possession of his sober senses, knows per-

fectly well that if a completely new industry like that of cycles

and motor cars, and many others that are absolutely new to tlie

human race, can be launched into being, furnished with capable

" hands," easily mastered, and conducted with skill to success-

ful issues, it follows that an old-world industry like agriculture,

about which almost every living man knows something, can be

similarly dealt with. Indeed, the case is so obvious, and the

proposition capable of so simple a demonstration, that to deny it

further would be to display regrettable obstinacy.

The Clay can be easily Fashioned

Agriculture can be supplied with hundreds of thousands and

even millions of capable men who would work their holdings,

small or large, to successful results, but they will have to be

moulded, fashioned, and trained in precisely the same manner as

men are trained for every other industry. If, in the process,

some of the raw material proves faulty and unsuitable, as not

infrequently happens to the clay, and some of the pots are broken

in the moulding, it cannot be helped. Agriculturists who happen

to be in training for the land industry must take their chance

as men in other industries do ; but whatever happens in the pro-

cess, one thing is certain, namely

—

that any number offirst-class

agriculturists will surely be forthcoming for any extension of the

land industry, in 2)recisely the same way that a sufficiency of
cajmble men has always been found for the extension of other

industries—or even for the equipment of nciu ones. R'perto crede /

The Tekkitokial Auistockacy judged 15V Kesults

The second point—the value of the " Territorial Aristocracy,"

is one that has formed a favourite theme for economic " experts
"

k
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and others for years, and to add to tlio mass of polemics ou the

(luestion wouhl he futile. The most sensible way of dealing

with the matter is to reduce it to its least common denominator—Results.
In reviewing the Eight Hon. Jesse Colli ngs' book, " Land

Eeform," in June, 1908, one of the London newspapers * said

—

" To judgG from what he says at page 236, Mr. CoUings would
get rid of our present territorial aristocracy, and substitute for them
a network of small proprietors spread over the whole country. . . .

]\Ir. CoUings is mistaken if he thinks be has Lord Bcaconsfield on his

side. Lord Beaconslicld undoubtedly would have hailed with pleasure

the enlargement of the yeoman class—whicb, by-thc-by, has never

disappeared—and a great number of peasant farmers on the land ;

but not at the cost contemplated by Mr. Collings. There was nothing
Lord Beaconsfield laid so much stress upon as ' our territorial con-

stitution,' and to this he attributed the strength and durability of

our Empire. Mr. Gladstone's well-known tribute to the value of

a resident gentry is a sufficient answer by itself to Mr. CoUings'
indictment."

While the writer would disclaim all intention of deriding

the judgment of these two eminent statesmen whose memory is

justly revered by all classes of the British people, or of carping

at the able reviewer of one of our best and most patriotic

journals, he would, nevertheless, do what he can to divest this

vital question of every (quality that might gravitate towards bias,

or engender sentiment.

Whether it is generally recognised or not, this country is

" at the parting of the ways," and there is, therefore, all the

more reason why every inch of the ground should be closely

examined. The "territorial aristocracy" question, like all

others that come to the bar of public opinion, must be treated

on its merits. It must be regarded as a purely economical

question and as one having far-reaching effects on the people.

If it be found economically sound—good ; if it be found un-

sound, full of sentiment, and detrimental to the commonweal, it

should, with other detrimentals, be cast into the melting-pot

and refined. No sane man wants to sweep away the " terri-

torial aristocracy," crush the " landed gentry," or svrongfully

deprive them of their possessions; but if they have wrongfully

used those possessions, or have not used them to the best public

advantage, then the question of relieving them of their duties,

responsibilities, and obligations becomes quite an equitable,

common-sense proceeding.

If there is anything in our "territorial constitution," or

* The Stmulard, June 2, 1908.
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" resident gentry " system of running our great land industry,

it will be manifested in results. If it be claimed that upon

such a system depends " the strength and durability of our

Empire," then it becomes indubital)le that the Ihitish system

is better, or as good as, those systems on tlic Continent, which

are the antithesis of our own. If it be found, on the other

hand, that, in comparison witli other countries, the British

system has not yielded equally good results, then the reason

fur maintaining that system cannot be longer upheld.

TERRITOltlAL AlUSTOCRACY SYSTEM—A FAILURE

Parliamentary Eeturns, statistical works, and common obser-

vation all prove, alas, that British agriculture, in spite of the

exceptional fertility of the soil, is the worst and most backward

in Europe—IN the World!
This single fact appears in itself so damning an indictment

against the British system as to need no furtlier corroljorating

evidence. British agriculture, while being the laugliing-stock of

the nations and held up by them to ridicule, serves them, at

the same time, with the means of growing millions of pounds of

agricultural produce which our inept system prevents us grow-

ing ourselves.

It will be contended that this failure is not due to the

" territorial aristocracy" system, but to the Free-trade policy of

the country, and although it is true to a certain extent it docs

not exonerate that system from the charge of being generally

inimical to agricultural interests. During the Peninsular War
the history of our country proclaims the fact that land rents

rose nearly threefold, that trade and agriculture were in a sad

condition, food was dear, employment scarce, and the people

endured considerable suffering. But let an independent witness

add his testimony to the case.

Some of the Tests

Referring to the agricultural distress at that period, the woi'k

so often mentioned in tliese pages has the following references

to the subject :

—

" The same parliament, composed largely of landowners, had

already passed a bill (1X15) which had for its object to maintain the

price of corn and keep up rents, while it aimed also at keeping

the land under cultivation and providing a sufficient supply of home-

grown corn."
'

" From 1820 to 1822 there were no less than 475 petitions to

* " The Free-Trade Movement," p. 44.
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the House of Commons compluinino; of the distress iiud of the

exhaustion of a<rricultural capital, of high rents and rates and of the

poverty of the farmers, whose rents had been based on the assump-
tion of the higher prices to be secured under the Corn-hiws." *

"A good harvest in 1835 reduced wheat to ;5.").s-. per quarter.

Farmers were despondent, and complained that they would be ruined

by the plentiful crop, since they could not pay their rents." t

So much did the agricultural distress of the times and the

wretched state of the industry appeal to the reformers of those

days, that it afforded them, indeed, a justifiable basis for that

political propaganda which culminated in the repeal of the Corn
Laws and the establishment of Free-trade. Had the British

plan of running its agricultural industry on the " territorial

aristocracy " system been all that is claimed for it ; had " the

strength and durability of our Empire " depended upon " our

territorial constitution," surely the reformers of the " forties
"

could have found no excuse for overthrowing it: yet, strange to

say, it supplied Cobden and his followers with the very fulcrum
upon which they worked their great Pteform lever.

"The present system robs the earth of its fertility and the

labourer of his hire, deprives the people of subsistence and the

farmer of feelings of honest independence." J

Speaking of the excessive poverty of the agricultural

labourers under the old " territorial aristocracy " system, he

said

—

" "What sort of consumers of manufactures do you think agricul-

tural labourers would be with the wages they get ? There are

060,000 agricultural labourers in England and Wales, and each of

them does not spend 30s. a year in manufactures on his whole family,

if the article of shoes be excepted. I would ask what can they pay
on Ss. a week to the revenue ? "

§

Peoof of Failuhe

Here, then, is a brief sketch of the " territorial aristocracy
"

system in action under " Protection." Neither the old Corn
Laws nor the enormous influence of the landowners in the

Parliament of the times was of the slightest avail in saving

the country from terrible distress, resulting from an agricul-

tural system as unsuited to the requirements of the people as

Arctic snows would be to tro])ical vegetation ; and this fact stands

out with startling abruptness.

* Cobden's speeches, " The Free-Trade Movement," p. 57.

t Ibid., pp. 61 -G2. X Ibid, p. 86. § Ibid., p. 87.
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If any reasonable man can find aught to defend in the

manipulation of the agricultural industry by the " territorial

aristocracy," under a fiscal system which finds its antithesis

in the present Free-trade one, and which many landowners
declare to be the source of their troubles and the origin of agri-

cultural decline, it will only afford but one more example of

that widespread spirit of fatuous contention wlnVdi is in reality

the bottom of half the troubles tliat have befallen the ]]ritish

people. More work and less talk is what is wanted in this

country.

The Big Fakm System a Failure

The " landed gentry," coupled with the " yeoman " system,

should now be briefly examined and compared with that of

other countries. If there is anything in this " big farm " system
which proclaims it to be a better and more economical one
than the smaller farm system run by Occupying-Owners,
then there shouhl bo evidence of it forthcoming. Those who
support the big farm system must produce their corrobora-

ting testimony, for the reason that the writer cannot find

any. Per contra, there is overwhelming proof that the intensive

systems of France, Belgium, Germany, and other countries,

where small farmers are the rule and large ones the excep-

tion, are far and away aheatl of the other, which is regarded

as wasteful, and suitable only to new and sparsely populated

countries like Canada and Argentina, where land is plentiful,

and cheap labour scarce, but utterly unsuited to the exigent

requirements of the people of the densely populated countries of

Europe, where land is dear and employment difficult to obtain.

llere is one reference to the suljject from Germany, although

scores might be produced from France and every country in

Europe

—

" The small agriculturists of Germany produce, on the whole,

larger harvests per acre than do the large landowners who cultivate

their fields with hired labour. Largely owing to this difference, the

middle and the West of Germany are chiefly devoted to high culture.

In the East of Germany, whore tlie large landowners sit, we find

poor fields, less thorough cultivation and smaller crops. East

Germany thus resembles Great Britain not only in this, that the land

is ill the hands of a few large owners, who like to enjoy themselves

in town and who leave the supervision of their estates to their paid

underlings, but in the fact that in those districts the raising of live

stock is more developed than is the cultivation of the soil. Never-

theless we discover the surprising fact that the small landowners in

the middle and the "West of Germany are not only more eflficient in

U
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agriculture, but also in stock-raisiug, for the small agriculturists raise

on their holdings far more horses, cattle and pigs per acre than do
the large proprietors in the East." *

It would appear from the foregoing examination of the two
points under consideration that there is not the slightest

foundation for the absurd notion that a lack of capable agri-

culturists would prove a l)ar to the extension of the " Small
holdings " system, or that the British " territorial aristocracy

"

system either serves the best interests of the country or con-

tributes even in the smallest degree to maintain—" The strength

and durability of our Empire."

The Eesponsibilities of Governmekt

The Government, too, has many responsibilities, and owes
a deep debt to the nation. Successive Administrations have
neglected their plain duty to the people, and the latter are at

length tired of the humbug and subterfuge that have cha-

racterised every Government since Cobden's time, whether
Tory, Liberal, or Eadical. In more recent times they have
played the same old game and told the same old story until

sensible people who want good government, irrespective of party,

are disgusted by their cheap rhetoric, and nauseated by their

never-ending empty platitudes and political chicanery. The
Conservatives, for example, were in power for about eighteen

years, namely, 1886-1892 and 1895-1905, and any person who
cares to search the Statute Book for that period will find it

practically bare of any measure of reform that would confer

real, lasting benefits on the people of this country. The Irish

Land Act of 1904 was but a sop to the recalcitrant Irish party

to stave off the bigger question of Home Eule, but that was
an Irish measure, and it in no sense affects the English and
Scotch people, who have their own cause for bitter resentment

against that and other Governments of modern times.

That both Tory and Eadical Administrations are fully alive

to the necessity of land reform is beyond doubt. The Allot-

ments and Small Holdings Bill of 1886 ; The Small Holdings

Act, 1892 ; The Purchase of Land (England and Wales) Bill,

1904; The Local Government Act, 1904; The Agricultural

Holdings Act, 1906 ; The Land Values (Scotland) Bill, 1906

;

The Small Landholders (Scotland) Bill, 1906 ; The Small Hold-
ings and Allotments Bill, 1906 ; The Scottish Land Bill, 1908 :

all point to this fact. Owing, however, to the insincerity of

political parties and the hopelessness of getting any measure of

* The Contemporary Review, April, 1908, 0. Eltzbacher.
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national reform through Parliamont under the present condition

of the party system, many good lUlls never develop into an

Act, and if they do they are so shorn of their best features, and
so battered and mangled in the fierce strife which rages round
them in their passage through the House, that they become
feeble and inert and powerless in puljlic interests.

Government Knows, but is Afiiaid

The present Government are just as much alive to the neces-

sity of drastic land reform as were their predecessors, but The
Agricultural Holdings Act; The Land A^'alues (Scotland) Lill

;

The Small Landholders (Scotland) Bill; The Small Holdings
and Allotments Bill; and The Scottish Land Bill show how
fearful tliey are of giving the Opposition cause for ofifence.

The result of this pusillanimous proceeding was a couple of

weak Bills which served no purpose but to provide the Oppo-
sition with a subject for cheap sarcasm and meretricious

rhetoric. The Opposition, on the other hand, while heaping
ridicule on the Government measure, and laughing to scorn

the utter inadequacy of its provisions M'ould, nevertheless,

introduce no Bill of their own providing for far-reaching land

reform—of a nature sketched in these pages—if they were
returned to power, because they would be afraid of their

opponents making too much political capital of it. And so

this game of humbug and deceit goes on year after year, and
between the two great political parties, who play their own
game and not that of the country, the people's interests con-

tinue to be fooled away.

Presumably every Government, whether Liberal-Unionist

or Eadical, knows perfectly well what is required to give the

people employment and the country prosperity and—peace,

but the half-hearted, inadequate, equivocal relief measures they

have brought in proclaim that they do not possess sufficient

courage to drive home their convictions, the extreme lengths to

which the party system is carried in Parliament precluding

the possibility of placing any real measure of national reform

on the Statute Book.

Universal Agriculture must come Sooner or Later

Whichever way this question may be looked at there is

but one conclusion, one prominent commanding feature always
before our eyes

—

The Land, which is and must remain the

dominating factor in the great life of the nation. It has
plfiased Governments and landowners to ignore this imminent
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power, or play with it to suit their own purposes : but, whether

they realise it or not, it will assert itself sooner or later and

shatter to pieces the flimsy harriers that both one and the other

have set up aji^aiust its natural development and doniinatini^f

induence, as surely as the stars come nightly to the skies to

remind ns of their existence.

Landowners have it in their power to save the situation by
taking the initiative with Governments, and the latter have it

in their power to force the landowner to do that which is right

if he proves recalcitrant. If neither of them will do the right

tiling, then it is certain that in the fulness of time Socialism

will step in and give to the people, by revolutionary methods,

that measure of universal prosperity which present-day arbiters

of the position might have brought about by more peaceful

means. The Liberal-Unionists aflirni that the old Liberal

party is dead, and that the political arena of the country is

now occupied by themselves and the Socialists; but whether
this estimate of the position is right or wrong, it must be
admitted that Socialism has made vast progress during the last

few years and that it is a progressive movement. Socialism

beiug, then, a considerable factor in the political situation, it

has to be reckoned with as a possible dominating factor in

national affairs. A Socialist Administration thus becomes a

possible quantity. Landowners, although not quite between
" the Devil and the deep sea," have, therefore, to choose between
one of the Governments of the present time and a possible

Socialist Administration in the near future. Let them make
the choice.



CHAPTER XXVIII

A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF FREE-TRADE PRINCIPLES

—

ADAM smith's FAMOUS APHORISM—WRONG INTER-

PRETATION BY FREE-TRADERS

One of the chief bcascs of Free-trade, and perhaps the chiefest, is

Adam Smith's famous maxim which is ijuoted by every Free-
trader, for out of it spring many of the Free-trade doctrines.

" It is the maxim of every prudent master of a family anvfr to

attempt to make at Iwme tvhat it will cott him more to malce than to

buy. The tailor docs not attempt to make his own shoes, but buys
them of the shoemaker. The shoemaker does not attempt to make
his own clothes, but employs a tailor. The farmer attempts to make
neither the one nor the other, but employs these dilTercnt artificers.

All of them lind it for their interest to employ their whole industry

in a way in which they have some advanta'jje over their neij^dibours,

and to purchase with a part of its produce, or what is the same
thing, with the price of a part of it, whatever else they have occasion

for. Wliat is prudence in Ike condwl of every priv(de fumihj can scarce

be folly ill that of a yrcat kingdom^ *

It is the easiest thing in the world to fling abroad principles

and lay down " laws," but a more difficult thing to get peo[)le

to follow them.

" Glendower. I can call spirits from the vasty deep.

Hotqnir, Why, so can I, or so can any man.
But will they come, when you do call them ? "

t

Human Fallibility

No man questions the genius of Landseer, or denies the

engineering skill of Eobert Stephenson, yet the former com-

mitted a fundamental error in technique in Ids famous picture,

" The Shoeing Forge," while the latter lost England the Suez

* " Wealth of Nations," Book IV. chap. ii.

t First part of Kincj Henry IV.
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Canal by reporting against the practicability of its construction.

Two notable examples of human fallibility ! Two concrete cases

of how even great minds may err !

No man is disposed to belittle the genius of Adam Smith,

but few men would be prepared to admit that all his arguments
are sound, his doctrines infallible, and liis teaching absolutely

indefective ; and yet he is quoted by many writers as though
his "The Wealth of Nations," and his "Theory of Moral
Sentiments." were written by Divine authority and taught to

the children of men by the angelic throng.

Adam Smith, John Locke, John Stuart Mill, llicardo, and
others before and after them have done men a service by
breaking the bonds of that old system of mercantilism which
encouraged exports at the expense of imports, and threw around
commerce those monopolistic fetters which held men as with
bands of steel ; but to accept their sayings as oracular, and
their doctrines as the ultima tlmle of economics, would be to

erect a monument to human folly.

That Adam Smith did more to break up this old spirit of

mercantilism which obstructed the free flow of international

commerce than any man before or after his time, is admitted,

but that he said the last word on the economics of foreign or

internal trade, the economics of agriculture, and the economical

needs of the British people, is denied by every man who is

prepared to consider the question from a purely economical

standpoint.

Many men nowadays are inclined to look at such matters

from a non-party point of view, and every man who does so

prefers to see his fellow-countrymen profit by the recognition

and adoption of a rational, up-to-date system of economy, which
would enter into the domestic everyday requirements of the

people, rather than see them foolishly and blindly following a

creed which, although theoretically correct, is as unsuited to

the modern needs of the British people as this cold, foggy

climate of ours is to the life and growth of tropical orchids.

Both may, in a sense, be said to be exotic, and nothing of an
exotic nature will exist for loner in unconG;enial surrouudincrs.

What Adam Smith would have told us

Adam Smith wrote his monumental work, " The Wealth of

Nations," at a time wlien profound ignorance of tlie science of

economics was a characteristic feature of the people, and when
the monopolies and anomalies of the mercantile system
demanded illumination and exposure, but if that great philo-

sopher—keen observer and reasoner that he was—were living
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to-day, it is certain that he would not force his principles on
the people to their detriment so zealously as do Ids followers.

Ho might, moreover, say to us—"My life's work was
intended rather to enunciate a princi})le than to establish a law,

and as it is certain that nothing of liuman creation is immutable,
so must everything born of human effort be liable to change.
The science of economics should, therefore, be regarded as the

pursuit of knowledge rather than the laying down of an un-
changeable law ; and if it be found that its teachings are

inapplicable to the requirements of modern life, then this fact

affords but another example of how fmite arc man's efforts and
how fallible is his nature."

" Mutatis Mutandis "

He might then say :
" I laboured hard to give to my

country, and to the world generally, a system of economics
which I know to be better than the prevailing mercantilism
which 1 sought to overthrow, but if in the fulness of time it be
found that, owing to the jealousy of nations, the conflicting

interests of individuals, and the innumerable obstacles which
bar the way to international Free-trade, my system becomes
impracticable of application, then it would be the quintessence
of human folly to persist in ap[)lying it." He might further

add :
" Nor did I attempt to prove that my system was

infallible, and tliat it should be rigidly followed to the detri-

ment of individual or national interests. ]\[y magnum ojyits

was only intended to point the way ; and as everything human
is liable to constant change, so must every man who gives to

the world a new scheme write after it

—

mutatis mutandis !
"

There was nothing narrow, mean or sordid about Adam
Smith; his life was perhaps as exemplary as his work was
great and noble, and he gave to the world the best that he or

any man can give—himself ; and whatever may be the ultimate
result of the present reactionary movement, no man will be
foolish enough to cast a stone at the memory of the great

economist and philosopher.

This view of the case, however, appeals not at all to Free-

traders, because to admit speculativeness in Adam Smith's
" Wealth of Nations " would be to acknowledge the immature-
ness of his deductions, and this would have been altogether

fatal to the formation of Free-trade principles. At any rate

the Free-trade movement s})vang out of this famous maxim,
among others, of Adam Smith, and to-day it is represented by
a powerful Free-trade party. On the other hand, there is a

powerful party, bitterly antagonistic to this party, and a battle

is impending.
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The Fkee-tkade "Fiddle"

The great question of the best economical position for

Great Britain to assume, rests then, between two contending

parties, namely, the Free-traders and the anti-Free-traders.

The latter is a comprehensive term and generally intelligible to

the voter. The former is fairly comprehensive, but not so

intelligible, because it seems to be capable of so many interpre-

tations as to puzzle those desirous of understanding its prin-

ciples. Irreverent satirists have likened Free-trade to a fiddle

upon which many tunes may be played to suit the varied

tastes of a " Constituency," and it certainly appears that a

smart politician or an expert political economist would
experience no difficulty in putting the Free-trade horse through

many and varied paces.

Cobden's ideas of Free-trade, for example, were less elastic

and capable of fewer interpretations than those of Mr. Lloyd-

George, whose Tariff Convention with the United States signed

on 20th November, 1907, and his arrangement with the

Australian Government a month or so later, in wiiich our slate

trade benefited by a preferential reduction of 5 per cent., while

the bicycle trade reaped even greater advantages, partook rather

of the nature of llcciproeity and Protection than of Free-

trade. Nor can it be said that the new Patents Act, which

forces foreign manufacturers to set up industries in this country,

is an essential i^rinciple of " Free "-trade.

Then again, although the avowed views of a Conservative

Government may differ considerably from those of a Liberal one

in respect to the meaning and import of Free-trade; and
although they declare them to be—for purely political purposes

—as wide apart as the poles, we do not find, that when a

Liberal Administration succeeds a Conservative one, it evinces

a feverish desire to smash up and vehemently cast out the

anti-Free-trade measures of its predecessors.

Taxes on Food—Fkee-tkade Inconsistencies

Sugar affords an example that the real difference between
the Free-trade party and the anti-Free-trade party is, after all,

more a matter of political technique than a solid disagreement

which stands rigid as a wall between the contending parties.

You can no more do witliout sugar than you can do without

bread, and yet the present Free-trade Government have no
scruples about deriving over £6,000,000 annually in duties

from this widely used and necessary article of consum])tion.
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There is also that long list of food-slufls such as cocoa,

coffee, tea, milk, aud milk prodiicLions, confectionery of all

kinds, fruits dried, jams and marmalade ; all of which pay-

duty before reacliing the people. A Free-trade Government
may call these articles

—

luxuries, but the people know that

they are necessary foods and no more luxuries than bread is

a luxury ; nevertheless. Free-trade Administrations appear to

have no more qualms of conscience about drawing revenues
from such sources than an auti-Frec-trade Government would
have.

Fi;ee-tkade " Eecipkocity
"

The present Government, which calls itself Liberal—but
which its political opponents dub Eadical—has in the New
Tariff Convention witii America entered into an arrangement
which is as diametrically opposed to the principles of Free-trade
as light is to darkness. The United States, wishing to secure
still greater advantages for her goods, and freer facilities for

her commercial travellers, says to us :
" You give us free entry

for our samples of dutiable imports, and we will give you
something in return. You profess to be a free-trading nation,

nevertheless, you arc just as much open to a l)argain, or in

other words, to those principles of reciprocity under wliicli the

protected countries of the world formulate their systems of
tariffs, as other nations are. You already draw £35,000,000
annually from your import duties on goods of various kinds,
many of them, such as sugar, for example, being necessaries

of life and in daily use l)y the people ; while we know from
past experience you would just as readily tax other articles of

common consumption if you wanted money for war purposes,
or for other urgent State needs."

Free-trade apologists will, no doubt, by many a specious

argument, attempt to explain away this extraordinary move-
ment of the Government in favour of Eeciprocity, this leaning

towards the very principles which their political opponents,

the Unionist Tariff-reformers, so strenuously advocate, but,

however much they may protest, this Free-trade principle has
been clearly, unmistakably,.and formally surrendered by their

own Government in this Tariff Convention with the United
States, and the matter is now uiifcdt accompli.

It is, however, contended by Free-traders that although

they have all the desire to abolish import duties on food-stuffs,

they are not in a position to do so, because it is necessary to

maintain them for revenue purposes, but this, surely, is not a

defensible position. If it be really right and proper in the
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interests of the commonweal that not a penny of the public

revenues should come from taxes on the people's food, it would
lie quite an intelligible platform—among others—for the Free-

trade party to stand upon.

Government Fi:ee-teade PrjNcirLEs not Clearly Defined

They do not, however, appear to make a strong point of

this in their electioneering campaigns ; indeed, it seems to be

kept pretty much in the background. That there is no indica-

tion that the Free-trade party intend to make the abolition

of all existing duties on imported food-stuffs the strongest

plank in then- political rostrum at the next general election,

would seem to point to one of two things, namely, that they
regard this source of revenue as a perfectly legitimate one in

spite of their many avowals to the contrary, or they have
good reason to believe that, once these easily garnered millions

were surrendered for a sentimental reason, they might experi-

ence exceeding great difficulty in recouping themselves in other

directions. They may have conceived the idea that, even in

these days of truckling under to the working man and playing

up to him on every possible occasion for his political influence,

the abolition of these duties and the transference to the so-

called " classes " of taxes to a similar amount, would not be
altogether a popular measure, and they possibly shrink from a

position which they hold to be charged with potential dangers.

If they are uninfluenced by either of tliese motives, but

feel constrained, for other reasons, to continue drawing a

considerable portion of their revenues from imposts on imported

foods, then, whatever these reasons may be, it is clear that

although—for purely political purposes—it suits the party to

champion the cause, they have no mind to sacrifice party

interests to the rigid principles of Free-trade.

Free-trade Government sacrifices Trinciples to Pockets

While the Free-trade party are, therefore, prepared to

espouse the cause, they practically admit that the Free-trade

principles, although excellent in theory, will not stand the

rough and tumble of everyday life.

Silk breeches and kid gloves may be very pretty and
Ijecoming, but good honest homespun and a stout pair of

leather gauntlets are better able to resist the hard wear and
tear of life, and enable us to grapple with those thorns which
crop up so often in our journey through this world.

To put it briefly, Governments, no more than individuals,
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can afford to ii^noro the pressing exigencies of life ; nor are

they proof against those temptations which touch self-interests.

The t^nited States wanted a com])arativcly small commercial
concession. " Certainly," says our Free-trade Government, " but
give us something in return ; reduce your duty on some of

our goods which you buy from us, and we will take certain

duties off some of the goods you send to our country, a small

bargain to serve some })ersonal interest, and lo ! Reciprocity

becomes the guiding principle even of a Government which
professes to be the avowed champion of what is, by misnomer,
called Free-trade— Vcrh. Sap. !

With these instances before us, is it not true that in spite

of their Free-trade 2^''ofGssions, Liberal Governments are quite

as ready to sacrifice their pnncii)les to their pockets, the

moment they want money, as their political opponents are ?

Is it not true that despite their much vaunted cry of Free-
trade, and their declared belief in its principles, they can no
more help taxing the food of the people than they can hinder
the return of the equinoxes ?

Without prejudice it may safely be asserted that Free-trade

will not stand the wear and tear of everyday life, nor can
Free-trade Governments resist sacrificing their principles to

party interests ; while it seems indisputable that, even if they
do regard Free-trade and a " Free breakfast-taljle " for the
working classes as the noii pins ultra of the Free-trade

principle, the fact that they have failed for the last fifty

odd years to give the idea material form, proves that they
have not, at all events, the courage of their convictions.

It would seem, then, that the term "Free-trade" is both
elastic and illusory and, therefore, incapable of exact definition.

It is not, in its application to matters of national economy, or

in its general operations, so easily definable as a great science

should be, and indeed, as the economical system of our country
must be, before it can be readily understood and appreciated

by the people.

Because it is not possible to determine the principles of

Free-trade by the methods of their present-day application,

and because Free-trade is built up on theoretical economical
propositions which are neither determinable by, nor capable

of, practical demonstration, it therefore becomes necessary to

ask some Free-trade authority to furnish certain examples
of the abstract principles of Free-trade which might then be
reduced to the more intelligible

—

Conercte form.
With this object in view " The Free-trade ]\Iovement"* has

been selected as one of the most np-to-date works on the subject.

* G. Armitage-Smith, M.A., 1907.



CHAPTER XXIX

A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF FREE-TRADE RRINCIPLES

(co7itinued)—CEKrAm concrete examrles showing
FREE-TRADE FALLACIES COBDEN's FUNDAMENTAL
BLUNDER

It is held by Free-trade economists that Great Britain should
buy her corn from Argentina, wo will say, where she could get
it a trillo cheaper than if she grew it herself, because, as imports
must necessarily be paid for by exports, and as about 75 per
cent, of British exports are manufadured goods, these manu-
factures would necessarily have to be taken in exchange for

the corn.

This is a very pretty theory, and it serves the interests of

Free-traders admirably ; but, like most of their theories, it is in
— the ahstract form. Will it bear reducing to a simple concrete

example ? Argentina has sent us £50,000 of corn, and wants
£50,000 worth of steel rails and bridge material for the exten-

sion of her railway system. Belgium and Germany are com-
petitors with us for the order, and can—as they have often done
—undersell us, and one or the other of them eventually gets it.

Where, then, do our manufactures come in ?

Let us see what further investigation may reveal.

Said Adam Smith

—

" It is the maxim of every prudent master of a family never to

attempt to make at home what it will cost him more to make than

to buy. . . . What is prudence in the conduct of every private

family can scarce be folly in that of a great kingdom."

This is what is termed by economists specialising production,

and as an " abstract principle " it is well-nigh unassailable.

Whether this principle can be rigorously applied in its

integrity to either the individual requirements of domestic life,

or to the larger life of the nation is, however, quite another

question.

300
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Commenting on this famous dictum, "The Free-trade

Movement " says

—

"No laugua^^e can state this principle of the efficiency of

exchange more simply or forcibly than thit of Adam Smith." *

He then follows with this—

"The increase of utih'ty derived hy spocialisiivj; production is

regarded by economists us tlie greatest advantage gained by trading,

but protective tariffs prevent tliis gain by checking the importation

of goods which a country can produce for itself though at a greater

cost. Canada has a s])arse population, and a soil well suited for the

production of corn, fruit, and timber; (Jrcat Britain lias a dense

population, vast capital sunk in machinery, and with her minerals

and industi-ial skill she is specially adapted for manufacturing.

If Canada devotes herself by preference to Agriculture, and Grept

Britain to manufactures, by free interchange both countries will

be wealthier than if each endeavoui-ed to supply its entire wants

in both departments of industry." j

The Famous Free-teaue Dictum

These are mere generalisations, and they deal only with the

abstract principles of a complicated science ; nevertheless, they

are useful in that they furnish a plain pronouncement of policy

based upon Adam Smith's dictum, from an avowed Free-trader,

on one of the most important points connected with economic

science.

Great Britain, owing to her dense population and vast

capital sunk in machinery, is to manufacture, while other

nations are to grow our corn, fruit, and timber for us. We are

to be lords of manufacturing industries, and they—lords of the

soil. This is the interpretation of the famous passage in the
" Wealth of Nations," and upon it has England been pledged to

her present economical system.

Now, out of such a condition spring so many objections, so

much loss of wealth, and so much danger, that it would take a

far larger volume than this to state one-fiftieth part of the case

against so anomalous and perilous a proposal, although, alas

!

it must be regretfully admitted that the evil has already fallen

upon us, and we are now reaping the fruits of our wrong-doing.

A policy of this nature carries with it a fundamental eco-

nomical error of the first magnitude, and it is, therefore, doomed
to destruction.

* "The Free-trade Movement," p. 198.

t Ibid., p. 198.
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A Clever Appeal to Human Cupidity

The reason that it has Listed for the last lialf-ccntury is

because it appealed to one of the commonest and worst sides of

human nature—cupidity.
" You have a splendid thing in your inexhaustible coal

supply," said the economists of years ago ;
" link it up with steam,

and run it for all it is worth. Spend your money in getting

together more and more machinery
;
push your manufacturing

industries ; build ships as quickly as you can, and capture tlie

trade of the world. Manufactures will pay you far better than

agriculture, because, with your superior trading facilities in

comparison with other nations, with your mercantile marine and
the rapid application of steam to sea-going vessels, you will be

able to bring your corn from foreign countries where they can

grow it cheaper than you can hero. Don't waste your time

and money over agriculture, but devote both one and the other

to manufactures and trade, and you will find there is more
money in it than there is in any land industry. And, above

all, do not forget that in all tliis you have the start of all

foreign nations, so—make the most of it while you have the

chance."

Such were the stock arguments of the manufacturer-econo-

mists of the first half of the last century, and such are they

to-day as we have just seen from Mr. Armitage Smith's book,

the second edition of which was published as recently as 1907.

Perhaps the strongest physical impulse to which human
nature is subject is—self-preservation. It enters so largely

into the composition of human life in such a multitude of forms

that it may be said to constitute the sumvuim honum of our

existence.

The body is our chief regard, and to keep it well and strong,

generously fed, comfortably clothed and well housed, and then

to give it the hcsi iJossibU time all round, is the individual and
collective aim of the human race.

We work early and late, we think, devise, plot, plan, and
scheme—sin even—so that the body may be well cared for,

and that our worldly state may be as good or better than that

of our neighbours. We run and push and struggle one with
another, and if, in that race for wealth and position, or for mere
existence, as the case may be, for which every human being is

bound to enter in this busy world, we push a brother here

and there off the stage—well, it's a pity, poor devil, but it

can't be helped.

Our own particular physical entity is what concerns us ; we
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must preserve that at all risks, and at any cost. Self-'preserva-

tion is the first Imv of nature, and any sacrifice must be made
that this law may be fulfilled.

Appeal to a man's pocket, and you arc sure to get quick

results of some sort. Tell a man he is a fool to waste his time

over growing turnips when he can make twice the money in

spinning cotton, and he will probably believe you.

Love of Gain the Chief Aim of Life

Gain of some sort, whether it be the gain of notoriety,

praise, fame, or money—chiefly the latter—forms the pivot of

life, and upon it most of life's affairs turn. It calls into exist-

ence much human effort, and converts latent potentialities into

an active living force.

It bridges the ocean with shi])S, re-peoples waste continents,

girdles the earth with electric bands, and is the parent of most
industrial enterprise.

Taken all round, the lust, or passion, or whatever part of

our nature this very common and yet perfectly natural sense of

acquisition is allied to, indubitably exercises the most powerful

influence over human life ; and when the manufacturer-reformers

of the early Victorian era appealed to this sense, with the per-

fervid zeal born of the misfortunes of a people, and of their own
interests, they were sure of ready listeners and eager followers.

In the bad times, covered by the period between the close of

the Peninsular War and up to, and after, the repeal of the Corn
Laws, reformers found splendid soil to work on. Times were

bad, bread was dear, the country was full of poverty and dis-

content ; and when Cobden, Bright, and theii' zealous colleagues

and followers put before the country their scheme which pro-

mised cheaper bread, higher wages, and better times all round,

the people naturally enough went over to them.

Gain was the bait here as it is all through life, and who
shall blame the people if they swallowed it ?

Work was hard to get, destitution was the common lot of

many, distress was widespread, and, if under such conditions

you can show a hungry man how to better his worldly state, he

is not likely to hesitate long.

Starving Men not Fastidious

The unemployment and destitution of a large portion of the

masses to-day furnish an excellent parallel. Point out to

these starving ones, who are neither employed by manufactures
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uor agriculture, that their case would be materially improved

by sacrificing manufactures to agriculture ; that the land is

the chief source of employment, of full wages and general

prosperity ; that all they have to do is to vote solid for the

re-establisliment of agriculture, and they would plump their

votes for a great national agricultural policy, in supersession

of the present industrial system, without any more discrimina-

tion than their forbears did in the days when Cobdeu and
his Manchester School preached the opposite doctrine.

The reformers and economists of the '•' thirties and forties
"

showed the people how they might better their condition, how
they might Gain, and those starving masses to whom Cobden
so strongly appealed gave their mandate to bring about the

changes recommended by their advisers with as little know-
ledge or regard to consequence as their compeers would to-day

if they were shown how a reversal of the fiscal policy, which
had reduced tliem to a state of semi-destitution, would ensure

better wages and a reasonable standard of comfort. How could

it be expected that a penurious multitude, many of whom had
not had a square meal for months, or, in some cases, for years,

could reflect on the remote economic consequences of their

mandate ? Is it likely that the destitute unemployed of the

present day, being Parliamentary voters, and finding no work
either in trades or manufacturing industries, would pause to

ponder over the far-off economic effect of their mandate if

they were made to believe that the establishment of a universal

agricultural industry, in siq^crsession of manufactures, would
serve their turn ? Not they ! It would be a race for

agriculture and—" The Devil take the hindmost."

The Mistake of the "Hungry Forties"

The mistake made in the " forties " was in sacrificing

agriculture, just as we to-day should make a similar mistake
if we sacrificed manufactures to agriculture. To sacrifice

either the one or the other was, and is, not only quite

unnecessary, but futile and fataL

With this digression, which is necessary to show the source

from which this fatal mandate of sixty years ago sprung, the

reader's attention is now drawn to that radical error in

economics which underlies the present agricultural and fiscal

system of the country ; and if the writer can but make it

clear that his efforts in respect hereto are made in no party
spirit, but solely with the object of helping the people to

come to some realisation of the terrible loss they incur under
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the existing system, the educational value of this work will be
considerably enhanced.

What Free-thade Eefoiimers postulated

The reformers of the early part of the last century laid

down the principle that the national interests of Great Britain

would be best served by her becoming a great manufacturing
nation ; that the capital and energies of tlie people should

be directed thereto : and that as outside countries could grow
our corn for us clieaper than we could produce it, agriculture

should be subordinated to manufacturing industries.

Let us, at the outset, regard this matter from a purely

commercial point of view—a mere everyday matter of Ijusiness

—because it is this aspect of the case that will most likely

appeal to the public.

The other aspect—which deals rather with the science of

economics than with the utility of the matter—being of interest

only to scientists and students of the cult, we propose to leave

severely alone, as a discussion from a " scientific " point of view
would serve no purpose but to confound and oljfuscate those

who prefer a plain statement of facts in a plain, understand-

able manner, to a learned and abstruse treatise on scientific

economy.
Now, when a man is asked to give up something he possesses

for something which he docs not possess, he invariably asks the

(question
—

" What do I gain by it ?
"

This question was without doubt raised by every man who
in the " hungry forties " was asked to give up the old order for

the new. The answer he got satisfied him that, in giving up
that which he had, he was getting something of greater value

in exchange for it.

He gave up Agkicultuhe, then, and got in return,

MANUFACTUliES.
Let us now count the gain or, rather, reckon the cost.

"If Canada devoted herself by preference to agriculture, and
Great Britalu to manufactures, by free interchange both countries

will be wealthier than if each endeavoured to supply its entire wants

in both departments of industry."

This single dictum of the economist, which, it must not be

overlooked, is but an abstract theory, opens up, nevertheless,

such a vast field for controversy, that only one phase of the

question can be dealt with here.
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Some of the Losses

The United Kingdom became a manufacturing nation, and

gave up her agriculture at the bidding of Cobden and his school

of manufacturer-economists. Is she the wealthier for it ?

It has been shown in earlier chapters that, owing to the

sacrifice of agriculture, the United Kingdom has lost enormously

in actual agricultural wealth, as also in further immense losses

arising from the dying out of the many subsidiary industries

depending upon a prosperous agricultural industry for their

support. It will never be actually known what this direct

and indirect loss amounts to, but it is variously estimated by
our ablest statisticians to total anything from £1,000,000,000

to £1,000,000,000 (see Chapter YI.); but whether it be the

smaller or the larger amount, no country that has lost so

stupendous a sum in about thirty years can be said, even by the

smartest conjurer among our many smart political economists,

to be the wealthier for it.

Then it has been shown in Chapters XII. and XIX. that,

besides colossal loss of agricultural wealth, the Mother-Country
has lost in that period many millions of the best and hardiest

of her children, who, forced thereto by the inexorable laws

which a false and pernicious system of economics has imposed
on the country, sought refuge in wholesale emigration to avoid

—

Starvation.

Loss OF Virile Power

Since 1853, during which year the emigration returns were
properly tabulated, showing the distinction between the Britisii

emigrants and foreign, it is found that the enormous total of

14,708,909 English, Scotch, and Irish emigrants were forced to

leave their native land for foreign countries. This vast army of

hjst citizens exceeds the entire population of the Australian

Colonies, New Zealand, and Canada—which at the census of

1901 was given at 9,926,977—by nearly 5,000,000 of souls.

Assuming, as we safely may, that had this country set up a

constructive instead of a destructive agricultural policy sixty-

two years ago, side by side with a constructive commercial and
industrial policy, the vast majority of this mighty host of

toilers would have been still with us, working out a splendid

universal system of agriculture which might easily have co-

existed with an equal universal system of commercial-indus-

trialism. These great sister industries should have been closely

drawn together by the strongest bonds of affinity—closer,
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indeed, than those ties which bind man and wife. They should
have been alHed, nob separated ; wedded, not divorced. But,
alas ! Cobden and his followers thrust them asunder so that
neither could assist the other, and both have suffered. Com-
mercial-industrialism prospered for a time and became rich,

but it might have become richer, because its wealth is enjoyed
by tlie few rather than shared by the many ; while it is

becoming poorer each year as foreign nations put their goods in

competition with our own. Agriculture, on tlie other hand,
never recovered from the shock of separation ; it lost the sup-
port of its sister-iudustrios, and it languished and faded away
into the poor pallid thing wo know it for to-day—a maimed
industry, weak and helpless as a palsied limb.

Does it not, then, become clear to every man outside the
narrow influence of party politics, or the equally narrow sphere of

that influence wliich the arbitrary doctrines of economic science

cast over its followers, that in losing our agriculture we have
lost the enormous internal purchasing power which such a loss

necessarily involves, and that although this loss can never be
redeemed, never recovered from the profound depths of a
calamitous past, it may yet be considerably mitigated by building

up a sensible, provident agricultural system which, while con-
serving the best of our manhood and womanhood, would bestow
a general mead of prosperity upon the people of this country
which they have certainly not experienced for the last century
or more ?

Fkee-thade Opposed to Successful AgkicultufvE

Free-traders, political economists, and others of that ilk tell

the people that these things cannot be ; that a universal pros-

perous agricultural industry is incompatible with manufactures
and commerce ; that the two cannot exist side by side, and that
the nation must actually " Put Back its Phogkess " * the
moment it commences to grow its own food supplies.

lint what avails discussion on a fundamental error in

theoretical economics of so obvious a nature, since Germany, the
United States, Belgium, and every civilised country in Europe,
or tlie Western world, which enter into competition with us in
the world's markets, offer object-lessons in i^ractical economy
which cannot be denied, contradicted, or upset ? All these
countries have a universal system of agriculture working har-
moniously with, and to the mutual benefit of, commerce and
manufactures. All these industries work side by side to the
benedt of the people and to the prosperity of the country, and

* " The Free-trade Movemcut," y. 193.
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as several of these coantries, while conserving and developing

their agricultural industry to an extent that enables them to groio

all their own food, are, at the same time, building up and deve-

loping their manufacturing industries, even to a greater propor-

tionate extent tlian we are, it follows that

—

to sacrifice agrmdturc
in order to give free facilities to manufactures and trade is notliing

hut a monstrous fallacy , horn either of ignorance or wilful decep-

tion, hut which, anyv:ay, demands the fullest jjossihlc exposure and
condemnation.

The enormous loss of agricultural wealth which the country
has sustained, together with the frightful drain on the country
of its vigorous manhood and womanhood, and the actual loss of

money by the decrease of the purchasing power of these banished
millions of our best workers, offer in themselves irrefutable

evidence of the elementary economical blunder committed by
"Scientific" economists in laying down the " Law " that

—

" //' Great Britain devotes herself hy preference to manufactures she

tt'iU be ivealthier than if she devoted herself to both manufactures and
ayricv.Uure.''^

Adam Smith's Dicta: Adages, not Commercial Laws

Of this also we may be sure, that when Adam Smith laid

down his system of economics he knew that no system of the

kind is, or can ever be, perfect and infallible. " Never attempt

to make at home ivhat it ivill cost him more to make than to

huy " * is, on the face of it, a saying, a maxim, the sort of proverb

that any business man might give utterance to for his son's

benefit, or for the general guidance of his business staff; but to

interpret it into a Law, as many Free-traders have done, and
moreover a rigid, inexorable law for the guidance and regulation

of our national trade, is to go further than Adam Smitli him-
self would have gone or ever intended to go. The great econo-

mist was more astute than most of his followers, and saw
further ahead than Cobden and his followers. Here is a striking

illustration of this ; speaking of CobJen's boast about the

universal adoption of Free-trade by the nations, we find the

following significant passage :
" Adam Smith had been more

awake to these difficulties wlien he wrote," j and we may
depend that his astuteness and foreknowledge led liim to decide

that what he taught in the broad field of economics was more
with tlie idea of enunciating certain general principles which
might be found of considerable use in national trade than of

aying down rigid economic Laws. Even to-day, with the

* " Wealth of Nations." t " The Free-trade Movement."
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added li^^lit of 13:3 years' experience, no man would be foolish
enougli to attempt to lay down laius in regard to so slippery a
" science " as economics, because of the ever-varying conditions
of national and international trade, and it may be taken for

granted that so far-sighted a man as Adam Smith would never
have attempted it. His famous maxim was intended to a]jply
only to fivd cost, and was as applicable to his time as to ours, but
the whulo nature of the man's great work reveals the fact that
he was not foolish enougli to force his maxims down people's
throats if he found that a slight saving in first cost meant con-
sideralde loss in the second, third, and fuurtli cost. ]Jut this is

exactly what his followers have done. To secure some saving
in the first instance they have sacrificed so many interests as
not only to nullify the initial saving, but to cause a loss which
is so widespread and which ramifies among so many sections of
the people as to be hardly traceable.

The question here, as indeed it is in so many other instances
in connection with this momentous question, is

—" How Long ?

"

Cobden's Boast tested by Time

Let us further examine the doctrines upon which the

country's commercial and economical system have been founded

to see if they will bear other tests. Will they bear the test of

Time's corroding touch ? Can it be truly affirmed that Free-

trade has fulfilled the ardent hopes of its founder and vindi-

cated his sanguine expectations ?

" I believe that if you abolish the Corn-laws honestly, and adopt
Free-trade in its simplicity, there will not be a tarill" in Europe
that will nut be changed in less than five years to follow your
example," *

said Eichard Cobden sixty odd years ago, and yet in all this

time the nations have not come our way ; a few of the minor
States of Europe have partially adopted Free-trade principles,

but all the great countries of the earth which have become our

most formidable competitors for the world's markets, have

forged for themselves strong weapons of Protection against which
Britain's Free-trade principles may not prevail.

Free-traders admit this, and in attempting to explain the

position they naturally do what they can to minimise the

disastrous and far-reaching effects that this unfulfilled prophecy

of the great Free-trader has had upon the country.

The failure of Cobden's famous prediction is freely acknow-

ledged in the ibllowiug paragraph :

—

* Cobden's speech in the House of Commons, Janu;iry 15, 184G.,
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"]\Iiich attention has been drawn to the sanguine but unfor-

tunate prediction of Cobden that if England led the way other

European nations, convinced by her example, would follow within

five years. But fifty years have now passed, and not only have

the European nations failed to follow the example of Great Britain,

but some have increased their tariffs, while the United States have

advanced still further on the lines of Protection, and even most of

our Colonies have rejected the policy of the mother-country in its

favour. This constitutes apparently a weighty expression of opinion

against the Free-trade doctrine, and calls for some examination."
"'

Immediately after the above comes the following explana-

tion :

—

" In the first place, however, Cobden did not rest the argument
for this policy upon its adoption by others. His prediction was no
more than an expression of his own firm conviction that the merits

of a doctrine, so clearly grasped by his own mind, would be brought
home with equal force to others when its actual operation in Great
Britain afforded visible evidence of its advantages. But he did not
make sufficient allowance for difference of circumstances or for

interested opposition. Adam Smith had been more awake to these

difficulties when he wrote ; John Bright also had no expectation of

the sudden conversion of Europe ; and Peel distinctly stated that

his action rested on the conviction, slowly and surely attained, of

the necessity of Free-trade for Great Britain, and not upon any
anticipation of its becoming the policy of other countries."

Clever Defence of Cobden's False Position

This is unquestionably a clever defence of the Great
Eeformer, but whatever may be said to the contrary it is clear

to all who are disposed to take an absolutely dispassionate

view of the matter that Cobden's Free-trade scheme did spring

out of the grand idea that it would prove to be the best

economic system upon which to conduct the world's trade, and
that the nations would adopt it as soon as they saw its many
advantages. Universal Free-trade was the basis upon which
Cobden built his economic structure ; it was the dream of liis

middle age, and the 2y'^''''^um mobile of his ardent crusade ; it

moved him to indefatigalile energy and animated his whole
being, and when, fired by his strong beliefs that his great scheme
would reKeve the poverty of the masses, create universal

employment, induce the inflow of enormous wealth, and lift

Great Britain into the exalted position of the foremost trading

country in the world, he naturally felt that the nations must

* " The Free-trade Movement," p. 145.
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come our way and adopt Free-trade ; there is no wonder then
that ho ilimg abroad his proud ])oast

—

" There will not bo a tarilf in Juu'opc that will not be changed in

less than live years to follow your example."

The nations have not altered their tariffs to follow ours.

Why? Free-trade writers have offered volumes of clearly

reasoned matter in explanation of the extraordinarily perverse

and wrong-headed attitude assumed by all the great civilised

States of the world who have now become our keenest com-
petitors in the great commercial and industrial campaign which
is being waged against us in all the world's markets ; but the

strong reaction which has now set in against Free-trade in our
own country, even among Free-traders themselves, proves that

Free-trade defenders have convinced nobody but the more
conservative section of their own followers.

Dealing with another phase of the question, the following

extract will very briefly indicate the attitude assumed in

respect hereto by at least one Free-trade economist.

"Nor must we forget the nature of the trade of other countries.

Great Britain is unable to provide herself with sufficient food ; raw
materials and food-stulfs together account for nearly 75 per cent, of

her imports, while manufactured goods are about 75 per cent, of

her total exports. This is the case with no other country. It is

true that France and fJerinany both import some corn, but their

chief imports, and almost the entire imi)orts of most other protective

countries, consist of manufactures, materials for manufactures, and
luxuries, on which the pressure of duties is less severely felt than
would be the case if they were levied upon the immediate necessaries

of life. While, then, different circumstances have fostered the pro-
tective principle in Europe, the United States, and the Colonies, in

all of them the facility for collecting revenue by the customary
method of duties on imports gave it an easy footing ; and in all

it has been maintained by the sentiment of sn[)porting home
industry, and the fallacy that more employment is found for

labour in the country by excluding foreign competition." *

A Statement of Many Inaccueacies

This passage is remarkable for many things.

It contains the statement that CIreat IJritain is unable to

provide herself with sufficient food, which no man outside the

narrow circle of Free-trade economists will for a moment admit.

Great Britain does not grow her own food to-day for the excellent

reason the country is now acquainted with, but that she ccui

and will grow every quarter of wheat and every pound of bacon
" The Frcc-trado Movement," p. 14G.
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and cheese she requires for the consumption of her people

there is not a shadow of doubt. It is but a question of time.

Then we are told the Protected countries which are our trade

competitors import hardly any corn because

—

they groio their

own. Their imports consist almost entirely of manufactures,

materials for manufactures and luxuries, on which the pressure

of duties is less severely felt than would be the case if they
were levied upon the immediate necessities of life.

This seems to be giving the Free-trade case away with both
hands. In the first place, if the imports of Protected countries

consist largely of materials for manufacture, it argues that

they have a considerable manufacturing industry

—

in spite of
the fact that they grow their own corn and of their ring of
tariffs—which require to be fed by large imports of raw
material. It further follows that if they can launch into

existence and maintain in a state of progressive prosperity

large manufacturing industries which, in nearly every instance,

exceed the proportionate rate of progression of our own trade,

it becomes clear, even to the most casual observer, that these

countries found no necessity to sacrifice tlicir agriculture and
import their food from foreign States.

The unpleasant fact, moreover, reveals itself that if these

countries could continue to provide themselves with all their

own food and, at the same time, create and carry on in pro-

gressive prosperity large manufacturing industries—for it must
not be overlooked here that most foreign countries had but few
manufacturing industries sixty-two years ago—there was not
the slightest reason why Great Britain, which at that time was
far ahead of any other nation in existing manufacturing
industries, should have discontinued growing her corn and
other food staples.

^^ Free-trade was therefore a necessity prior to the full and profitalle

expansion of those industries which have enriched Great Britain during

the last fifty years,''^ *

said the same Free-trade economist only a year or two ago, and
this remarkable idea, which time, and the examples of other

nations have shown, contains an elementary economical error

of enormous importance, evidently took firm hold of the

manufacturer-reformers of Cobden's time.

Foreign Duties less Burdensome than Ours

Then it further becomes apparent that if the economical

condition of these countries enables them to levy duties on a

* " The Free-trado Movement," p. 132.
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class of goods on vjhieh the presence of duty is less severely felt

than vjould he the case if they vjere levied upon the immediate

necessaries of life, such a condition must necessarily be superior

to our own, wliich, in spite of " Free "-trade, finds the necessity

of levying considerable duties on many of our Food imports on
wliicli the duty is severely felt.

Then again, if the *' Protective " principle offers free and
eiisier hicilities for colloeiing revenue from duties on goods

which can bear them without being felt so severely by the

people than if they were levied on foods, why in the name of

common-sense do tve not adopt a system of the kind so as to

give our people a chance ?

But the most remarkable portion of tliis remarkable excerpt

is that the " Protective " principle has been maintained in all

countries—whether our competitors or not

—

" By the sentiment of supporti/iy home industry, and the fallacy

that more employment is found for labour in the country by exchuliny

foreign competition.''^

Now, if the question of "supporting home industries" is

nothing but a mere

—

Sentiment ; in other words, if the vital

question of whether we shall or shall not employ, support and
feed our own people is nothing but a fancy, a gnomic utterance,

a sentiment: then we have 1)een deceived. Tlie world at large,

however, regards the food and employment of the people as of

paramount importance, as, indeed, the most important item in

that interminable list of economic questions which arise out of,

and are involved in, that vast subject which men call Sociology.

You cannot get food without employment, therefore it

becomes a necessity to find emj)loyment. You cannot have
employment without industries, therefore it becomes necessary

to establish and maintain them. If you establish industries in

a country and then by the laxity of your fiscal laws permit
other countries to compete with you at all points, practically

without restriction, you are bound to lose some of your trade,

and if you do this you deprive your people of employment and
—food, A people deprived of food and employment means
Starvation ! This is precisely the condition of masses of the

British people to-day ; many are reduced to dire poverty and
are standing on the very brink of that abyss which engulfs so

many of our unfortunate countrymen and women.
There is nothing fanciful, hysterical or sentimental about

Starvation.
In regard to the last line of the paragraph, few people

nowadays, even Free-trading manufacturers themselves, are

foolish enough to believe—" that more employment is found foi'
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Icibour ill the country hi/ excluding foreign competition " is a

fallacy. The generally accepted opinion which has been thrust

upon this country, by irresistible proofs of too material a

nature to admit of scepticism is, that if you want to protect

your own industries and find employment for yovu' own people

—you must exclude foreign competition, and this opinion, formed

out of convincing evidence which is forthcoming from every

direction, would appear to be absolutely irrefutable.

But do not let us accept either view of the case without

first of all reducing the question from an abstract principle to

concrete examples.

Supposing, in the first place, we manufacture 100,000 tons

of steel rails per annum which requires the services of 10,000

men. If we employ British labour, 10,000 Britishers are

simply—employed. Let in foreign labour in competition with

our own countrymen, and every foreigner employed means the

displacement of a British workman.
If by " excluding foreign competition " the writer of " The

Free-trade Movement" means that we should not attempt to

exclude the competition of foreign countries for our orders of

100,000 tons of rails, then the case simply resolves itself into

this—that every ton of rails made by a foreign country, in part

of that 100,000 tons, means less work for British manufacturers

to that extent.

If the writer means neither of tliese things, then he had
better explain his meaning.

These, then, are the conclusions which must inevitably arise

out of the condition postulated by " The Free-trade ]\Iovement,"

and although it is, perhaps, not quite the interpretation the

writer intended it should bear, it is, nevertheless, the only one

that rationally minded men are likely to give to it in these

times when real, far-reaching reform is necessary to save the

country from a worse fate. In other words, this remarkable
passage which deals in abstract principles rather than in

concrete cases, is but another example of the danger of
" generalising " and of the exceedingly mutable basis of all

questions of economic "science."



CHAPTER XXX

A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF FREE-TRAUE PRINCIPLES

{continued)—MORE concrete examples showing

FREE-TRADE FALLACIES—THE RACE FOR THE WORLd's

TRADE—HOW BRITAIN IS BEING OUTDISTANCED

One or two fuither moves in this interesting game l^etween

Free-traders and those who are on the "other side" might

now be considered.

In " The Free-trade Movement," pp. 205, 206, we find the

following passages :

—

" The advance in manufactures made by other countries in the

last quarter of a century is indisputable : in Germany the progress

in population, industry, and commerce since the consolidation of

the empire has been very great."
" All these countries have now reached a much more advanced

industrial position than that which they occupied thirty years ago. It

was the good fortune of Great Britain to attain a high level in manu-

facturing industries at a much earlier date ; the products of her mines

and factories long held the markets of the world with ease, since she

had practically no serious rival, and under the regime of Free-trade her

commerce expanded rapidly. j\Iore recently otner nations have been

developing tlieir resources of coal and other mineral wealth, and have

been increasing their scientific knowledge and mechanical skill ; and

they are now well equipped as competitors in many of the fields of

manufacture and of commerce. It is not remarkable that their

relative progress should appear rapid in comparison with that of a

country which attained industrial maturity at an earlier period, and

that it should even give rise to erroneous views as to its real nature

and magnitude, and the causes to which it should be ascribed. It is

inevitable that, at an earlier stage, growth may proceed at a greater

pace, but it does not necessarily follow that the ahsoUite increase is

really greater, or even that it is an amount of vital significance."

"Statistics prove that, for the present, Great Britain retains

her pre-eminence as the leading manufacturing and commercial

country."

315
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These are caudid admissions of Britain's altered position

and of her weakness, and the writer, while admitting the

seriousness of the competition between Great Britain and rival

countries, seeks to reassure his Free-trade readers as to the

erroneousness of the views in regard to " its real nature and
niamitude."

Feee-trade Idiosyncrasies

It has been truly said that " man's idiosyncrasies are

innumerable and his follies unfathomable," and "The Free-

trade Movement " adds its testimony to the verity of the saying.

If you know a man has delirium tremens as a result of exces-

sive drinking, why attempt to disguise the fact by calling it

a " slight aberration of mind, due to worry or sunstroke ?

"

England has a kind of delirium tremens owing to excessive

indulgence in—Free-trade, and she is as surely going to the

Devil as a man is who poisons himself with excessive doses

of alcohol. Free-traders are perfectly right in affirming all

those things of British trade contained in the pithy paragraph
just quoted. The advance in manufactures made by other

countries in the last quarter of a century is truly indisputable,

and that they are now equipped with all the scientilic know-
ledge and mechanical skill to enable them to become formidable

competitors of Great Britain in all the markets of the world,

and notably in our own country, there is not a vestige of doubt,

and this fact is so manifest to the whole world that not even
Free-traders—as this verifiable excerpt proves—dare dispute

the fact. This being the case why seek to minimise the

enormous importance of the question and its inevitable effects

on British trade, by attempting to show that the great relative

progress our foreign rivals have made in their industrial expan-

sion, in comparison with ourselves, " give rise to erroneous

views as to its real nature and magnitude " and that, in itself,

it is not—" an amount of vital significance."

The reason given in " The Free-trade Movement " for this

lums a nan lucendo method of dealing with a matter of such
high economic importance is

—
" that Great Britain retains her

pre-eminence as the leading manufacturing and commercial
country," but it will be shown presently that this fact, whicli

may to-day serve the Free-trade purpose of bolstering up a

tottering cause, is, nevertheless, but a broken reed to depend
upon.
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Britain's Trade Pre-eminence a Delusion

The pre-eminence of Great Britain's trade is a matter of

common knowledge, but as most things in this world are esti-

mated and measured by their relation to something else, so

must Britain's trade be measured by the same relative standard.

The man who possesses £100 may be considered wealthy by
his poorer compeers, while a man with £100,000 may be

regarded as a poor man by a multi-millionaire who possesses

untold wealtli. Britain, with her Import and Export trade of

£1,000,000,000 annually, may truly be regarded to-day as pre-

eminent in the magnitude of her commercial transactions, but

even Britain has to submit her case to the same Standard
OF ItELATKJN. " What is licv relative jwsitiun '. " is the question

here, and the only question that can or should be asked, and
when it is answered, it will be seen that, althougli pre-eminent

in magnitude, she is by no means pre-eminent in the more
vital question of Eelative Progression.

Here is an attempt on the part of " The Free-trade j\Iove-

ment " to show that because the incidence of British Imports
and Exports per head of the population happens to be greater

than in some other countries, it necessarily means individual

and collective prosperity to the British people ; an ingenious

method of manipulating National statistics, but fortunately

one not calculated to deceive anybody, save those ultra-con-

servatives of the Pree-trade party who prefer to be deceived.

Here is the table

—

Value of Expouts of Domkstic PRooucTci per head of the PoruLAxioN
OVER Two Quinquennial Periods *

1870-1874
1890-1894

United Kingdom. Germany. France. United States.

£ s. d.

7 7 3

G 2 11

£ s. d.

2 IG 7

3 2 9

£ s. d.

3 15
3 11 4

£ s. d.

2 9 11

2 19

Similar Taule for Domestic Im touts.

1870-1874 9 2 4 4 G 3 3 15 8 2 18 7

1890-1894 9 7 3 4 2 2 4 8 o U 11

The writer then says

—

" From these figures it appears : (a) Tliab the imports and

* " The Froe-trade Movcmout," p. 206.
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exports of the United Kiugdom per head of the population are

nearly double those of any one of the three great progressive

countries ; (b) That British imports per head have increased in

money values, while the exports have fallen slightly in value in the
twenty-five ycare."

High Incidence of Tkade per Head of the Population—
A Delusion

Dealing first with the conclusions arrived at in this extract

it would appear that they should rather alarm than reassure us.

Great Britain is admittedly ahead of other nations as a manu-
facturing-exporter, and while she continues in this position her

exports must necessarily be larger per head of the population

than those of rival countries. Such an economical condition

may indicate weakness rather than strength, and individual

wealth rather than collective prosperity. This position is, how-
ever, being rudely assailed, as will presently be seen; indeed,

we have lost much of the distance by which we led other nations

for so many years. But the crux of the whole matter is not

—

that our exports per head of the population

—

" are nearly douhle those of any one of the three great progressive

countries,^''

but that the composition of the population of Great Britain is

totally differentfrom that of these p)rogressive countries.

It has been shown elsewhere that France employs and
supports 24,000,000 of her population, and Germany 20,000,000

by agriculture, while Great Britain employs and supports about

5,000,000, or, in other words, both these countries possess an
enormous agricultural population in tremendous excess of our

own. This fact established, it at once becomes obvious that the

larger the agricultural population of a country the smaller

becomes the incidence of manufacturing exports per head of the

general population and

—

vice versa. In other words, the less

food-stutfs a country grows the more must it import, and the

more it imports the more must it export in exchange for the food

it is obliged to buy abroad. Briefly put, the British incidence

of exports per head of the population is the highest, perhaps,

in any civilised country in the world, because her agricultural

population is the lovjrst. This appalling fact is not a subject

for congratulation but for infinite and genuine regret.

Impoets consist lakgely of Food Supplies

Nor can consolation be drawn from the other fact—that our

imports are nearly double those of other progressive countries.
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l)ucause of our total imports of £007,888,500, food accounts for

£172,000,000.^ (See over page.)

Put in an(jther way—the destruction of agriculture forces us

to buy thrrc-foitrths of our food supplies from forrAfjn countries,

and, this being the case, the incidence of imports per head of

popuhition naturally ranges high, mucli higher, indeed, as is

bound to be the case, than it can possibly be in those countries

which grow their own food supplies, and therefore liud no
necessity for importing any.

In this simple fact lies deep humiliation to the British

people, and the eagerness witli which Free-traders seize hold of

it, to buttress a falling structure, is but evidence of the weak-
ness of the cause they are so tenaciously clinging to.

The following passage is also full of significance :

—

" The most important conclusion, however, to be drawn from the

tabic is, that while a change in the magnitude of the trade is clearly

going on. Great Britain retains her leading position."

From this passage it is clear that the writer of " The Free-
trade Movement " takes an optimistic view of the position of

liritish trade, and explains to his readers that so long as Great
IJriiain retains her Icadinrj 2^ositioii, there is really nothing
to fear.

Britain Losing iieu Leading Position

Now, when we talk of a " leading " position, the British

people are sporting enough to know that it is a relative term
which may mean much or little. Dorando held a " leading

"

position in the Marathon race, but this did not prevent it being
wrested from him by a competitor from America. If a horse

wins by a score of lengths, we say, " it's no race " ; nor is it,

because there was no competition worthy the name ; but if the

race be won by a "short head," or by a "nose," our excitement
becomes intense, and we call it a " close shave."

Then, if in the course of the race, certain " outsiders " creep
up length by length till they nearly overhaul the favourite, and
come in a short length behind the winner, we call that a

"good" race, and we mark those "outsiders" down in our
1 letting books as horses desliucd to play an important part in

future races. As with the turf, so with trade ; real competitors
always claim our attention ; the rest are—nowhere.

Let us now send the competitors down the course just to

look at their paces.

* Gd. 4258. Statistical .\bstract for the Uuitcd Kiugdom, rj03.
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Here is a parade of some of them

—
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This plain statement of facts exactly describes Great

Britain's position in the threat race for the world's trade supre-

macy, and althou,L;li it tells its own tale plainly enough, a little

embellisluncnt will accentuate the p<Jsition.

In the last chapter "The I'rce-trade Movement" told us

that

—

"raw material and food-stuffs together account for nearly 73 per

cent, of her (Great Britain's) imports "
;

and once we take in the real meaning of this, its significance

becomes alarming.

First, we have to import almost countless millions worth of

food-stuffs, and then—since all imports are paid for in ex])orts

—import raw materials, work them up into manufactured

goods, and re-export them to pay for the food that foreigners

grow for us.

Under so topsy-turvy a system the incidence of imports per

head of the population is necessarily bound to range high ; but

the fact, rightly understood, is a tremendous indictment of our

economic policy. If we grow our own food-stulfs—as we ought

to do in accordance with the economic usage of the other great

civilised countries of the world—this high incidence would
happily disappear, and, instead of paying foreign food growers

for our imported food in our own manufactures, we should simply

jxijj our own agriculturists. This plain economical fact is at

length being borne in upon the minds of parliamentary voters,

and, when it is generally understood, the old order will yield

place to the new.
Commenting on the progress of other countries with Great

Britain, we find the following passage on pages 134 and 135 :

—

*' To compare their progress in some respects with th;it of Great

Britain would be to compare the growth of the child with that of

the man. Takhig note of like circumstances, no country has made
the same relative progress as Great Britain during the past fifty

years."

This was true for a time; but the above statement con-

clusively proves that whatever we gained in the earlier part of

the fifty years referred to, we are rapidly losing now.

The work from which this table has been compiled pro-

claims that the information is drawn from an unimpeachable

source, while it is, moreover, of a nature that would render

further indifference on the part of the British people not only

foolish, but positively suicidal.
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Britain Sorely Pressed by Competitors

For a considerable time we maintained such a lead in the

race for the world's trade as enabled us to outdistance every

competitor. "The products of her mines and factories long

held the markets of the world with ease," says "The Free -trade

Movement " ; and it was so. But the conditions of the race

have changed. Britain still leads, it is true ; but she is being

so pressed by competitors immediately at her heels that she is

feeling the strain sorely. " Other countries are advancing, but

as yet they have not overtaken British foreign trade," quotes

the above book ; and in this single sentence there is an under-

current of deep pathos which is clearly manifest to all those

who care to read between the lines. The race has ceased to be

a one-sided affair or a foregone conclusion ; Britain's competitors

are creeping up, and the near future will witness an exciting

finish. That this is the accepted view, even of Free-traders, is

proved by the following passage :

—

" The competition of progressive countries in many branches is

very real, and will become more acute as each year adds to their

skill and capital. Great Britain cannot retain permanently the

advantage of her earlier start, inasmuch as there is a general levelling

up of capacity and effectiveness, and a tendency towards assimilation

of the circumstances governing both labour and capital in progres-

sive countries. The contest has begun, and it will become increas-

ingly keen in the future. "Whilst it is necessary to recognise this

fact as a comparatively new element affecting British commerce,

there is no occasion for despondency, and still less rational would be

recourse to measures of a retaliatory or hostile character, which

only lead to further dislocation.*

We are, then, face to face with the irreducible fact that

British trade has reached " the parting of the ways," yet

attempts are still being made to make people understand that

all this is of no consequence, and that there is no cause for

alarm. Here is an illustration of this

—

" The coal and iron industries of the United States and Germany
have advanced enormously since 1870, and yet the output of Great

Britain is greater than ever." f

The following table is then appended in proof of the fact

that Britain is still Leading :—

* " The Free-trade Movement," p. 214.

t Ibid., p. 209.
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Coal Puoductiox (Boaku of Tkadk Mkm.)

United Kingdom
France . . .

(lermany . . .

United States .

Annual Average,
1870-lH7t.

Million Tons.

120
15

32
42

Annuul Average,
]8r)0-18'.l4.

JlUllon Tons.

180
26
73
153

Increase.

I'er cent.

50
73-3

128-1

2G4-3

Pig-Iron Produced (Board of Trade Mem.)

Annual Average, Annual Average,
1870-18T4. 18i)U-1894.

Million Tons. Millioa Tons.

Increase.

Per cent.

United Kingdom . .

France
Germany
United States . . .

0-4

1-2

1-8

2'2

7-3

2-0

4-9

8-1

14-1

GG-7

172-2

2G8-2

FllEE-TRADERS MINIMISE EviL EFFECTS OF FkEE- TRADE

The writer then comments on the state of affairs disclosed

by these tables

—

loMch is distinctly inimical to British interests

—as follows :

—

" It will be noticed that the output of tlie United States and
Germany has increased much more than that of Great Britain. This
is not wonderful ; their industrial development began later, and
their mineral wealth is at the base of their manufacturing progress.

AYliether these countries will ultimately take the lead in manufactures
remains yet to be seen." *

As the reader is quite capable of forming his own conclu-

sions from so plain a pronouncement of the perilous position of

two of our chief mineral industries, further comment here

would be supererogatory.

Further on, however, " The Free-trade ^Movement," while
deprecating many things that have been said about the unsatis-

factory condition of British trade, has the following :

—

" Sensational alarms as to the decay of British industry and com-
merce have been seen to be baseless, but sufficient ground exists for

" The Free-trade Movement," p. 209.
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anxiety that the nation sliould realise the nature of the competition

to which it will in future be subjected, and that it should recognise

its own defects."

Whether these " alarms " be " baseless " or not, is best

proved by referring to the table above, as also to the more
comprehensive tables a page or two back.

That there arc dangers to British trade, the author of the

book quoted from fully admits, but he holds that these should

be looked for " nearer home."

" There are other dangers to our trade and manufacturing supre-

macy which originate nearer home. These are the industrial con-

flicts that from time to time check production, paralyse industry,

and dislocate the export trade, thus giving an opening to foreign

competitors." t
" The dangers from this quarter are only to be averted by the

exercise of great forbearance, and by an appeal to the common-sense
of those directly concerned. If British industry be made thoroughly

efficient, it may hold its ground against the world, but both work-

men and employers cannot be too fully impressed with the fact that

their skill, ingenuity, and industry are now pitted against those of

the most intelligent and progressive nations in the same classes of

employment, and that there is no form of Protection which can

avail them in the struggle for superiority." X

Enough has now been said to show the trend of Free-trade

thought in connection with the subject under consideration. It

is admitted all along the line that although Great Britain held

the lead for many years in the world's markets and outstripped

her competitors with the greatest ease, other nations are rapidly

coming up with her and may pass her in the race before long

—

"whether these countries will ultimately take the lead in

manufactures remains yet to be seen," observes " The Free-

trade Movement " ; and while this is a tacit admission of a grave

danger, there is, on the other hand, no semblance, even, of

the possibility that the gravity of the position may be due to

Free-trade itself.

Free-tuaders Blame Everybody but themselves

After discussing, at some length, certain well-known causes

which are said to militate against British trade, among them
the " sweated labour " question and that conservatism in British

merchants who adopt with their foreign customers " the take

it or leave it" attitude, instead of meeting their wishes in

respect to alteration of patterns, styles, etc., the writer says

—

* "The Free-trade Movement," pp. 220, 221.

t Ibid., pp. 221, 222. % Ibid., pp. 221, 222.
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" The problem of the competition of British produce with that of

other countries, whether in our own or neutral marivcts, is finally one

of skill ami vljUicmij, of adaptation to circumstances, and of wise

economic arrangements ; but is not a matter which Government
interference or regulation by tarift's can determine in our favonr."

*

" The present point is whether our foreign trade has been injured by

the progress of other nations, and if so, whether Protection can Jietp to

maintain our siipremanj or arrest the advance oj rivah^ f

The first thing that strikes one in regard to the first part

of these excerpts is the noli me tangr.rc attitude assumed by
Free-traders. It is admitted that many things have happened
to British trade but—" Don't blame me," cries the Free-trader—" look elsewhere for the causes." They tell us our workmen
lack skill and efficiency ; we do not adapt ourselves to circum-

stances ; iu the departments of chemistry, electrical engineer-

ing and in other directions we are behind other nations, as also

in scientific and technical training, and much more besides
;

and while all men of rational minds w^ill admit there is truth

in this, they deny that these defects in themselves are sufficient

to account for the enormous loss to British trade by foreign

competition.

Loss OF Trade not due to British Inefficiency

Agriculture, the leather industry, boots and shoes, the

carpet trade, glass, cotton, woollen goods, minerals, the glove

and hosiery trade, hops, fruit growing, and many other in-

dustries, have suffered severely because of unfair foreign com-
petition ; and as these plain facts have been, and are being,

rubbed into the public mind by all sorts and conditions of

anti-Free-traders, it is extremely unlikely that the British people

will admit that these widespread losses, which practically affect

every trade and industry in the United Kingdom, are due to

their own universal inefficiency, lack of skill, want of technical

and scientific training, and the rest of the shortcomings charged

to them by the Free-trade school.

Nor are they prepared to admit that the many evils wd)ich

British trade has suffered from could not be removed by
Government interference and a carefully regulated system of

wise, helpful tariffs. They very reasonably point to the trade

of every other country, especially to that of our two great

trade rivals, in proof of their contention, and hold that, if under

a carefully devised system of tariffs, Oermany, the United States,

and other Protected countries can create, develoj), and main-

tain their trade and manufacturing industries in a state of

* " The Fi-co-trade Movcnicut," p. 223. t -f''J'?.> p. 210.
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pro;:;ressive prosperity, and, by so doing, employ, support, and feed

their populations without excessive pauperism and widespread
unemployment, wc can do the same if we choose.

In juxtaposition to this happier condition of things in the

land of our rivals men point to the state of affairs in this

country and contend that excessive pauperism, widespread

destitution, extreme and ever-growing unemployment, general

discontent, and intense political unrest may be taken as

indicating the social and economic conditions of the people

—

as the readings of the national barometer—and as such con-

ditions must necessarily have grown out of and undergone
development under Free-trade, for the simple reason that the

country has no other cconoviical si/stcni for the last sixtij-two

years, it can hardly be maintained l)y Free-traders that such
conditions point to the prosperity of British trade.

They further maintain that because the Governments have
ahstaincel from interference, for well known political reasons,

this evil has overtaken them, and claim that the time has come
for the direct intervention of the State, and the institution

of a fiscal and economical system, which, in many respects,

must be the antithesis of the Free-trade system which has

proved, after long trial, a veritable failure.

A Difference of Opinion

The second part of the particular passage we are considering

has been partly answered in the preceding paragraphs, but with

due deference to the writer of " The Free-trade Movement," the

point the British people are gravely considering to-da}^ is not

whether our trade " has been injured by the progress of other

nations, and if so, whether Protection can help to maintain our

supremacy" but, " to what extent can the enormous injury done

to British trade by the present economical system he repaired by

the aholition of Free-traele 1 " Paraphrased in this manner, the

question assumes more intelligible shape and comes better

within the grasp of the " man-in-the-street."

The point at issue is, however, of such high economic
importance and capable of so much "scientific" interpretation

that it had better be removed altogether from the sphere of

economic science and set up as a simple business proposition

of a nature which business men are called upon to deal with

every day of their lives.

How Economic " Science " can be Manipulated

This is just one of those cases which economic " science
"

can so manipulate as to make it boar a multitude of aspects.
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It can be so treated as to make it clear to Free-traders, at all

events, tliat the loss to the British woollen trade, for example,

is really a gain to the British jjcople ; that a decrease in

exports is compensated liy an increase in imports ; that the

aggregate increase in both imports and exports spells trade

prosperit}^ and that the balance of trade is still in favour of

Great Britain. Indeed, Free-trade economists can so turn and

twist this particular case into so many shapes, and so befog

the minds of those who happen to be innocent of the intricacies

of economics, that they will hardly know whether tliey are

standing on their heads or on their heels.

This economic " science," not being in the nature of an

"exact" science, as before pointed out, is subject to extra-

ordinary vagaries, and there is hardly anything it cannot do in

national or domestic economy—on paper. The woman who
makes her flannel petticoat at home, instead of buying it at

the nearest store, is an imbecile ; the man who paints his own
front gate and fencing instead of employing a painter is an ass

—

economically ; and the man who cultivates his field so that it

may employ labour and produce food, instead of employing

foreigners to grow it for him in their own country, is entirely

beyond the economical pale and is hopelessly lost. Economic
" science " not only teaches this and much more, but what is

worse it has persuaded the people to do all these things, and—
they have done them. Many things that they could do far

better for themselves they employ foreigners, or others, to do

for them, and an inevitable result of this is that the people have

lost that handiyicss which formerly characterised them, and

they have become helpless and dependent upon others to such

an extent that both the United States and Canada now regard

many of the English immigrants as undesirables !

What History Tells

History tells the tale that those countries which threw

away their self-support and relied upon outside aid always

came to grief in the long run, and history has an unpleasant

habit of repeating itself. The United Kingdom is becoming
daily more dependent upon the nations for many things she

requires. We encourage foreigners to manufact\ire for us, and
we ask them to grow three-fourths of our food, and as sure as

the stars come nightly to the skies so will the fate of our own
folly overtake us sooner or later.

That we may no longer be obfuscated with all this farrago

about economic " science," let us reduce this case to a simple

concrete example.
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The Carpet Trade a Concrete Case

Years ago we had an extensive foreign carpet trade; we

grew onr own wool, imported some from our Colonies, and

niade our carpets on British soil by British workmen. Our

Axminster and Brussels were in considerable repute abroad,

and wo shipped our productions largely to foreign countries.

Twenty years ago we sent away an average of 7,400,000

yards of carpet of various sorts; to-day we export to those

countries just half that qimntUy.

Twenty years ago we exported to foreign countries

£15,000,000 worth of our woollen and worsted manufac-

tures ; to-day, despite the natural growth of the world's trade

and the larger demand consequent therefrom, we send them

some £1,500,000 worth short of that amount. Then, in the

"eighties," we imported an average of £6,480,000 worth of

woollen goods from foreign countries; to-day we import over

£9,000,000 worth, or an increase of nearly £2,600,000. These

two instances will furnish the example we are seeking for, for

although many others miglit be cited, the question before us

is this—"/5 our trade injured hj foreign comiKtition}" The

answer is
—" Certainly it is."

This is how the proposition is demonstrated. If we grow

our own wool, import some from outside sources, make our

carpets and other articles of wool, and then export a consider-

able part of our manufactures to foreign countries, we have

established industrial conditions which imply employment

and prosperity to a certain number of people, and a certain

increase in national wealth.

The conditions of trade change. We export less of our own

woollen manufactures and import more. In the process our

manufactures must decline w^hile those of foreign countries

must proportionately expand.

To put it another way. If our exports of manufactured

woollen goods to foreign states fall off by £2,000,000^ annually,

and our imports increase by a similar amount, British manu-

factures are displaced to the extent of four millions annually,

and British labour and British trade proportionately suffer.

This is a perfectly simple illustration of what is happening

to our industries in many directions, and one that is readily

understandable by most people, but it is just here that we

should stop, otherwise we shall surely sink in the shoals and

quicksands of economics. British trade, both home
_

and

foreign, is being seriously injured by foreign competition,
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aud Free-traders have a difficult task Ijcfore them if they still

persist in trying to make the people believe otherwise.

Free-trade economists point to so many universal benefits

accruing from Free-trade that many volumes would be required

for their consideration ; we can only deal with one other point.

Higher Standard of Comfokt Shaked uy all Nations

Much is made of the higher standard of living which the

Bi'itisli people enjoy to-day in comparison with years " lang
syne."

Tliis is perfectly true in the main, but for tlie purposes of

exalting the beneficence of Free-trade it suits these economists
to ignore the fact that all other civilised nations, not, hcing Free-
traders, have e(|ually shared in this higher standard of living

which is obviously the natural outcome of the universal

progressive prosperity of the world, rather than due to the
particular fiscal system of any country. The development of

the railway system of every country, the freer facilities offered

to over-seas trade and international communication, tlie applica-

tion of science to all departments of manufactures, the spread
of hygienic knowledge, cheap literature, and the thousand and
one civilising influences of the last fifty years, have all con-
tributed to mental culture and a higlier standard of thought
and material comfort ; and to state that the British people owe
these benefits to Free-trade is to advance a proposition which is

not only absurd but—untrue.

" Statistics of wealth, commerce, rates of wages, savings, con-
sumption of food, etc., of shipping, revenue, aud of the expausiou of

the great staple trades, give in(lul)itablc evidence of the vast

advance in comfort of the nation since the aboHtion of the protective

regime.''''
*

It is at last realised that, in spite of that boasted com-
mercial and industrial progression Avhich this country has
enjoyed during the last fifty years, other nations, which have
l)rotected themselves with all sorts of tariffs—which, by the
way, are chiefly directed against Great Britain—have not only
experienced similar trade expansion but have actually progressed
in commercial and industrial development to a greater extent

than we have.

Beal Cause of HraiiEu Standai;i) of Living

The freer facilities for communication with other countries

have opened the people's eyes to many facts. Among others

* " The Free-lrade ^Movement," p. 134.
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they find, despite the pretty optimism of Tree- trade writers in

respect to the greater comfort enjoyed by the British people,

the better food, housing, clothes, and the higher standard of

living and the rest of it, that in some respects tlie advantages

are the other way about. Who, for instance, knowing most of the

Capitals of Europe and many of the foreign manufacturing towns,

can say that the people are better housed in the foul, festering,

two-storied dens which compose many of the streets of Lambeth,
"Whitechapel, and a score of other poverty-stricken purlieus of

London, than those who occupy the spacious buildings erected

for the accommodation of M'orkers in Paris, Berlin, Home, and
other Capitals ? Then, who would be bold enough to say,

having been to both places, that the mean squalid homes of our

workers at Oldham and AYigan are superior to those splendidly

built, spacious, and wholesome workpeople's homes at I'rankfort

and Cologne ?

This fabulous belief in the superior advantages of British

workers, in this respect at least, is dead—killed by its own
falseness.

In conservancy many foreign nations are ahead of us, while

in respect to lighting there is hardly a town in this country that

can compare with practically any town in Europe ; the electric

light is everywhere, while in some places even the town clocks

are electric. Theatres, Opera-houses and Concert-halls, are a

feature in most Continental towns, while excellent music is

cheap and has the merit of being run for the iKoplc.

The prosperity of foreign countries has enormously increased,

and that this prosperity is general is evidenced by the vast

accumulations of the money of the people in the National Savings

Banks of most foreign States.

Savings of Eoeeign Workers Greater than our Own

The Eeport of the Gainsborough Commission, copiously

referred to in other chapters of this book, conclusively shows
that, so far as Germany is concerned, her trade and manu-
factures have enormously increased, her people are well off, well

clothed, housed and fed. There is neither general poverty nor a

mass of pauperism as with us, demanding immense State aid

and stupendous private charity ; there is no constant and grow-
ing unemployment among her workers ; while the £598,000,000
lying to the credit of German workers in German Savings

Banks, against our £209,000,000, offers evidence of a nature

that may not be assailed by Eree-trade economists—that the

phenomenal commercial and industrial prosperity of the German
Empire since the Eran co-Prussian war of 1870-1, when she
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pernuinently estal)lislicd tlie Protective system, has at least been

shared by the German ^;fo^)/c.

Then they are struck with the extraordinary fact tliat this

progressive prosperity is universah France, Eelgium, Italy,

Austi-ia-Hui)gary, the great German Empire, the United States,

our own Colonies, liruzil, Argentina, and the other States of

South America, as indeed practically every State in the civilised

world, while still adhering to the Protective ])rinciple as the

basis of their fiscal policy, have one and all shared with Pree-

trade Great Britain that wonderful trade expansion, that pro-

gressive commercial and industrial prosperity, and that advance

in material comfort which Pree-trade economists would have

the people believe is—so far as this country is concerned—really

and truly the result of the Pree-trade policy.

In face of this mass of opposing evidence it is sufficient to

say that to advance a proposition of the kind is to declare its

absurdity.

Insult to Poueign Peoples

If Free-traders will for once shake themselves free from the

ridiculous notion that Great Britain is the unlij nation m the

world capable of industrial effort and business enterprise, and

of evolving out of their commercial acumen the only possible,

and therefore the only practical tiscal scheme as a common basis

for international usage, the better it will be for this country.

In assuming this attitude they have not only insulted the

intelligence of foreign peoples, but as the United Kingdom is

now used as the common dumping ground for the surplus com-

modities of every nation which has become our industrial com-

petitor, this country is held up as the laughing-stock of every

manufacturing nation in the world, as also of those who compete

with us in agricultural produce.

Foreign nations are quite capable of looking after their own
fiscal arrangements, and the fact that in every case they have

shared with this country in that marvellous trade expansion and

progressive prosperity which was the common experience of the

last half-century proves that, whatever else may be the case, this

much-talked-of prosperity which is claimed for Great Britain

does not, at least, owe its origin to Free-trade.

This simple fact, indeed, underlies the whole position. The

start we obtained with our railways, the rapid conversion of

our great mercantile marine into steam vessels, our wealth of

coal and vast mineral resources, gave us for a time a decided

advantage over other European States ; and we wisely took it.

This country then embarked on its great industrial and com-

mercial career on a —Pree-trade basis.
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The other competing countries which came up to the start-

ing line at a later period embarked on a similar career on a

—Protective basis.

Peogkessive Tkade due to Natural Expansion

Tliat both have been ecj[ually successful proves that this

enormous trade expansion is nothing more or less than a natural

development resulting from the phenomenal growth of oceanic

communication and the extension of a universal railway system,

which renders international intercourse and rapid exchange of

commodities perfectly easy. Trade, in short, has but responded
to the very natural law of demand and supply, and with the

evidence before us of how rapidly all the civilised nations of the

world have resj)onded to the demand, it is clear that the opera-

tion of this law, while remaining practically unaffected by the

nature of the fiscal policy adopted by the competing States, is,

on the other hand, most powerfully influenced by their pro-

ductive capabilities, as also by the cost of their commodities.

Germany and Belgium, for example, can put certain commodities
made of iron on the world's market cheaper than Great Britain

can, and these countries naturally supply the demand, irrespec-

tive of whether they adopt the Free-trade or the Protective

principle as the basis of their fiscal system. In other words,

once you give the peoples of the earth ample facilities for free

interchange of commodities, the world's trade is bound to

expand, and go on expanding, irrespective of the fact of your
calling yourself a Free-trader or a Protectionist. This being
but the working of a perfectly natural Law, Great Britain would
obviously have had her share in this progressive development,
including a higher standard of living, had she maintained her

Protective policy of sixty years ago and altered and adapted it

to serve the needs of the people, not only in one branch of

industry, but in all branches, as other countries have done.

The nations of the civilised world have long recognised this

fact, and it has prevented and probably may prevent, for an
indefinite period, most likely for all time, the fulfilment of

Cobden's famous prophecy

—

" I believe that if you abolish the Corn Laws honestly and adopt
Free-trade in all its simplicity, there will not be a tariff in Europe
that will not be changed in less than five years to follow your

example."



CHAPTER XXXI

A BKIEF EXAMINATION OF FREE-TBADE PRINCIPLES {COU-

Cliuh'd)—SOME CATEGORICAL REPLIES TO FREE-

TRADE QUESTIONS

One of the chief features of most works on economics is its

fondness for dealing in abstract principles rather than in

concrete examples. To deal in the abstract is to generalise,

and to deal in generalities is not to convince.

There is an old saying that
—

" an ounce of practice is worth
a ton of theory," and it is true. The abstract partakes too

much of—theory. The concrete is nearer to—practice.

The following passages are examples of the abstract :

—

Free-tkade Postulations

" If Great Britain were to insist by means of prohibitive tariffs on
making her people grow all their own corn, much labour would be

diverted to agriculture, and vast portions of inferior land would need to

be cultivated. Since all imports of corn would now cease, the exports

of cloth, machinery, etc., by which they are at present purchased

would cease also, and the industries which supply them would decline,

the mercantile marine, which conducts the trade, would be unemployed,

shipbuilding and other subsidiary industries, so far as they depend

upon this branch of commerce, would collapse and a vast army of

unemployed artisans, now receiving high wages, would be driven to

agriculture to provide a bare subsistence from a niggardly soil, or what

is more probable, they would leave the country in search of a better

livelihood. The effect upon home industry would thus be dis-

astrous." *

" In no circumstances known at present could this country feed

her enormous population of 4o,ooo,OOU people at their existing

standard of subsistence ; to be self-sutlicing as regards food, a portion

of the population would need to emigrate, and of the remainder, the

majority must betake themselves to agricultural pursuits. Is the

* " The Free-trade Movement," pp. 112-113.
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nation prepared to put back its prot^'ress and revert to that position

in order that it may be self-sustain in<4-, wlien by means of free ex-

change it is able easily to maintain its vast population in considerable

comfort ?

"

" Our dependence upon other countries has a counterpart ; if we
take food from them, they take from us manufactured goods ; they

seek our products as eagerly as we desire their grain." *

" Other countries are for the most part self-supporting as regards

food ; in this respect the case of Great Britain is exceptional." f
" For good or for evil Great Britain has become dependent upon

imported wheat to the extent of more than 7U per cent, of her

consumption." X

Grim Fateful Dicta of Economics

Whatever else these grim passages may mean, they tell the

British people in plain unmistakable language that, irrespective

of all other considerations, they must abandon and cast aside

the greatest of all national industries—agriculture—so that

Industrialism and Commercialism may have full sway. No
other economical interest, and no other human consideration

must, for one single moment, be permitted to stand in the way
of the onward march of these Imperial forces ; everything in

the land must yield to them, and whatever sacrifices are

necessary on the part of the people, even to the extent of

yielding up their chief means of subsistence

—

National Agri-
culture, such sacrifices must be willingly and cheerfully made.
There must be no opposition, and no regrets. Industrialism
and Commercialis:\i are to be enthroned as the sovereign rulers

of the British people, and the people would do well to submit
humbly and peacefully.

The Free-trade Moloch

Since that far-away time when the old Phoenician god
claimed his human sacrifices, and the cold-blooded priests of

Moloch committed their victims to the flames, there has,

perhaps, not been a crueller wrong done to a people than in

committing this country to the destruction of its national

agriculture and setting up in lieu thereof other industries.

The Israelites lost home and country by destroying the temple

of the veritable God, and in setting up altars to Baal and
Ashtaroth, and the British people have lost much by sacrificing

agriculture to the gods of Industrialism and Commercialism.

" The Free-trade Movement," p. 195.

t Ibid., p. 1G4. X Ibid., p. 169.
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Nor is it likely there will bo found in all tlie broad pages

of the world's economical history a more humiliating, a more
fateful, and, withal, a more unncccHsary dictum than is contained

in the statement at the head of this chapter.

GiiEAT Britain Punished by Witless Man

To say that Great Britain cannot grow her own food

supplies—as practically all other civilised countries do—because

of certain exceptional economic conditions which especially

attach themselves to her, but which have no application to

other States, is to declare the fact that the people of this

country have been singled out for condign punishment, not by
the Master of Destiny, but by the wit of man.

Here is an admission of national weakness and failure ; of a

people's utter helplessness and their complete dependence upon
the foreigner for the very bread they eat : the foreigner who,

although he may write himself friend to-day, may to-morrow
declare himself a foe. This mighty nation of ours, this vast

empire upon wMcli the sun never sets, this great people who,

by the help of I'rovidence and theii' own strong right arms,

have carved out for themselves and their children an inheritance

the like of which the world has never yet beheld, are, never-

theless, reduced to the position of a paralysed cripple.

There is hardly a more pathetic sight in this world than to

see a strong muscular man, endowed by his ]\Iaker with a

splendid frame and ample virile energy, suddenly smitten from
hris high estate and reduced to the monotony of the sick-couch

or the weary perambulations of the bath-chair. To such a

nature the administrations of his female friends and nurses,

although necessary to his enfeebled and helpless condition, are

but the offering up of daily testimony to his crushed manhood
—and full well he knows it.

The Fikst Law of Nature

To deprive a people of the means of feeding themselves is

to take from them those means of self-preservation which is

axiomatically called—" The first law of Nature." To reduce a

people to a state of utter dependence upon outside aid for their

daily bread, is to put them in the most unenviable and, indeed,

the most perilous position which it is possible for the wit of

man to devise.

To devise such a position, either for an individual, or a

people, is obviously the very thing that should not have hee/i

done ; and this should be added, that whatever may have been
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the considerations which prompted such a fiital position ; how-
ever great the interests served by so deplorable a disobedience

of natural laws : the people should never have been deprived

of the means of self-support. That was a fatal error from

every point of view, and capable of neither extenuation nor

condonation.

For Good or for Evil

For good or for evil Great Britain has hecome clepcnclcnt

upon imported wheat to the extent of more than 70 iKr cent, of
her consumption,

says " scientific " economy ; and " scientific Free - trade
"

economists now uphold the policy which dead and gone
manufacturer-reformers thrust upon this country sixty odd
years ago.

The first question that naturally arises out of this anomalous
and most unnatural position is this

—
" Is it possible to conceive

any circumstances, or any condition or set of conditions, under
wliich one or more sections of the community would be justified

in depriving the remaining sections of the means of self-

preservation ? " To such a question there can only be one

emphatic answer—" No."

An Unnatural Course

But unfortunately this is the exact position the British people

are in to-day. A small band of distinctly interested manufac-
turer-reformers, sixty years ago, took the unnatural course of

depriving the country of its agriculture, and the people of their

chief means of support—of self-preservation^—and, as a conse-

quence, most untoward and unnatural results have supervened.

Now, out of this amorphous condition strange forms and
customs have arisen, and many and various are the remedial

measures which have been suggested and applied by all sorts

and conditions of " scientific experts," and, strangely enough,

instead of regarding the matter as an inevitable result of a

simple disobedience of a natural law, numbers of people have
come to regard the unique position we have foolishly assumed
among the nations as a perfectly normal condition which can
be met by the application of the ordinary usages of p)olitical

economy.

This aberration of the national mind, after fatuously seek-

ing aid in all sorts of unlikely places, has now focussed itself

on "Employment," but in snatching at the shadow it has
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again missed the substance. " Give tlie people Employment,"
says Socialism. "Give us Emi'LOYment," cry the people. "We
must find Employment for the people," says the Government
of the day ; and so all along the line the cry resounds for

Employment.
Up to a certain point those who cry for employment are

right, but does not the experience of the past clearly show that

when the chief source of employjuent has been cut oil", all

other forms of employment must necessarily become more or

less precarious ? Tariff-reformers say, " Ah ! but when we
give home industries the chance they want, by a little judicious

help here and there, there will be a regular boom in our manu-
facturing enterprises, and there will be no lack of labour then."

True, again, up to a certain point; but this sanguine prediction,

like Cobden's famous Free-trade prophecy, will surely fail unless

we grasp the eternal truth, here and now, that until we take

the great Land industry into our consideration and give it the

place of honour in our deliberations ; unless we regard it now,
and at all times, as the greatest factor in the economical con-

siderations of this or any other country ; unless we allow it to

grow up side by side with our other industries—as all other

civilised nations do—and encourage it with our sympathy and
support, and hel]) it onwards with our aid and with our material

help, if necessary : our efforts to relieve the position will have
been made in vain.

EOBBING TeTER to PAY PaUL

It should be understood here that while there is no attem])t

made to thwart the efforts of Tariff reformers, or in any way
to belittle the advantages that would undoubtedly result from
a judicious application of some kind of Protection for our indus-

tries, the writer would make it quite clear that to help our
manufacturing industries and to leave alone the greatest in-

dustry of all—agriculture, would be but robbing Peter to })ay

Paul. This is the very thing we have been doing for the

last half-century and more, but it must be obvious to e\'cry

man who cares to look at the matter without party bias or

foolish prejudice, that nothing in the shape of real relief of a

permanent nature has ever resulted from any effort to relieve

the situation by and through the means of our manufactures,

while it remains certain that no lasting relief can come from
manufactures alone—because tlie thing is impossible. Tariff-

reform and Land-reform combined will do what is needed,

but one without the other in either case would be but a lop-

sided afiiiir that would ensure only lop-sided results. Science

z
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has taught us that bricks cati bo made without straw now-
adays, but even science cannot show us how to make them
without clay ; nor can economical science teach us how to

render a people self-supporting and prosperous by depriving

them of the means of support and, therefore, of all chances of

becoming i)rosperous. It is clearly against the canons of

common-sense, and therefore—impossible.

Britain the Laughing-stock of Europe

This is the problem before the British i)eople to-day. They
have been forced into a position which is the laughing-stock of

all civilised peoples, and which is as full of incongruities as it

is of fatal intluences ; and, instead of seeking directly for the

simple truth which underlies this question, they prefer the

devious course which leads them directly away from it.

Six Famous Fallacies

Beduced to a concrete form, which alone is likely to appeal

to the ordinary mind, the chief fallacies to be remembered in

the passage quoted at the head of this chapter are

—

Fallacy 1. "In no circumstaMces know/i at p?'esew^ could this

coiL'iitry feed her cnornions iiopulation of 40,000,000 i^cople

at their existing standard of subsistence."

'Fallacy 2. " To he self-sufficing as regards food, a 'portion of the

population looidd need to emigrate, and of the remainder,

tice majority must betake themselves to agricultural pursuits,

. . . to pirovidc a bare subsistence from a niggardly soil,

and a vast army of unemployed artisans noiv receiving high

wages would he driven to agricidture."

Fallacy 3. " Since all imports of corn 7Could now cease, the

exports of cloth, machinery, etc., by which they are at presemt

purchased, would cease also, and the industries which siip)p)ly

them would decline . , . sldpbnilding and other subsidiary

industries . . . would collap)se."

Fallacy 4. " Our dependence wpon other countries has a counter-

part ; if we take food from, tliem, they take from us manu-
factured goods ; they seek our 'products as eagerly as we seek

their grain
."

Fallacy 5. " Other countries are for the most part self-support-

ing as regards food ; in this resp)cct the case ofGreatBritain
is exceptional."

Fallacy 6. "For good or for evil Great Britain has become

dependent upon imported wheaX to the extent of more than
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10 j)ev ccnt.of her coiiSii.m2-)l.ion. . . , h the nation prepared

to init hack its 2'Jrofjrc.ss and revert to that j^osition in order

that it may he acl/sustaininr/ ?
"

These questions of enormous moment will bo dealt with

seriatim.

Fallacy 1. "In no circumstances hioion at jircsent could this

country feed her cnormo^Ls population of 40,000,000 people

at their existing standard of sithsistence."

Britain can easily Feed iieii Population

To affirm that Great Britain cannot feed her population

—

in

no circuvi.stanccs known at 2^^'(-'scnX~—is to imperfectly state a

proposition, and a partly stated question can only be partly

answered. The ([uestion which is before the country is this

:

" Can Gkeat Britain Feed iiek own Population ? " The
answer is :

" Yes ! With Pekfect Ease."

To put this momentous case before the public in any other

form would be to l^eg the question, and the people are sick and
tired of the fine-spun quiddities which have been cast around
this matter for the last half-century. They want straight

questions and straight answers ; a scpiare, stand-up fight, in

fact, and neither the quibbling of political parties nor the clever

prestidigitation of " scientific " economists will be of further

avail.

To ask if Great Britain can grow all her own corn and other

food-stuffs to-daif, is to ask if a man, although a strong swimmer,
who has been tied up hand and foot, and trussed up like a

turkey ready for roasting, would be likely to swim if cast into

the water ?
" Not likely " is the answer here, but remove his

bonds ; release him from his trussings, and he would swim fast

enough.

In respect to growing all her own food supplies. Great
Britain is like the tied and trussed swimmer—she can not only

grow all the corn she requires for her own consumption, hut

millions of quarters hcsides, but she has been so tied up by the

bonds which political parties have cast about her for the last

sixty years and more ; and so trussed and girded about by the

fetters which economic "science" has forged for her out of the

fecundity of its own immateriality : that although even now
she might be able to grow what she requires, it would be

difficult.

But loose her from her bonds and trussings, set her free

—

as every other civilised country in this world is free—from all

those absurd restrictions which a ridiculous agricultural system
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and a faiuous fiscal system have cast about her laud iudustiy,

iiud she will be able to grow all her own corn, butter, cheese,

poultry, eggs, bacon, vegetables, and practically every ounce of

food she requires for her own population, and—a great deal more
besides if neecssary.

The bill for these importations amounts to £172,000,000
annually, every penny of which could be put into the pockets

of our agriculturists with the greatest ease.

Peese^'t BapvS to Successful Agi;icultui;e

The restrictions to agriculture are well known and well

marked, and consist chiefly of two formidable obstacles,

{(() Impossible land tenures
;

{h) an impossible fiscal system.

Tarift-reforms will most likely remove the latter obstruction

before long ; while the former will soon be entirely changed
and remodelled on up-to-date rational lines by the common-
sense of the people. Agriculture, "

!<mall holdings" " hack to the

land" and such-like matters, have been much in the public

mind of late, and public thought will soon find material

expression in overt action.

Give to the country a sensible system of land tenures where-

under every cultivator of the soil, who could render a good
account of himself, would have reasonable chances of acquiring

proprietary rights over the land he tills, and this country would
not only grow all her own corn, but a lot more for export, if

other people wanted it—which they are not foolish enough
to do.

As the ways and means to this end have been clearly set

forth in Chapters XXIV. to XXVIL, it is only necessary to

add that, as this country possesses, according to Parliamentary

returns, 49,000,000 acres of " cultivated " land which comjmM's

the jincd wheat-growing lands in the vjorld, the 280,000,000

bushels of wheat which the United Kingdom requires annually

for her own consumption could be grown with the greatest

case.

Here is the matter in a nutshell

:

The average wheat consumption of the United Kingdom is

280,000,000 bushels. The average yield per acre is 32 bushels.*

The average area under wheat annually to produce the 28 0,000,000

bushels would be 8,750,000 acres.

Ample Akea for Corn Growing

This wheat area, which represents a little more than one-

sixth of the " cultivated " area, is, as every farmer knows, well

* Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1908, Cd. 4445.
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within that projjortion denianded by a reasonable systoiu of

crop rotation, and from this point of view, at least, the question

of growing all our own corn comes clearly within the scope of

practicability. There is, however, as is shown in other chaijters

of this book, a vast "uncultivated" area of about 10,000,000

acres which could easily be brought under the jdough—once
this country were given a sensil^le agricultural system—and
added to the " cultivated " area (jf 41),000,000 acres. Much of

this added area would prove to be excellent corn land.

That the agricultural possibilities of this country are

enormous, there is no question.

That this power is to-day expressed by potentialities rather

than by a living, active force, is also true.

Tliat our great land industry is still a potentiality, instead

of a vast power exul)erant with vital energy, is partly due to

inept administration influenced by the vested interests of the

Manchester School, and those who uphold present land tenures,

and partly to political economists, who, by the laws of an
inexact " science," teach the people it is better to let their land
lie idle than to cultivate it.

Science is an excellent thing to have and to hold, and
without it there would be but little progression in many human
affaii'S. It is as necessary to the individual as to the nation,

and no man would be foolish enough to deny its efficacy or

deride its teachings. But there are certain limitations beyond
which even Science may not venture, and if she has the temerity

to do so she becomes as much liable to a rebuff as would an
ordinary individual who had rashly exceeded the limitations set

by Prudence.

Scientists confound "Laws" with "Theorems"

If political economists call to their aid the doctrines of

economic science, and persuade themselves that they are dealing

with the la'w>i of an exact science, and not with the (hvorems of

economists, they lay themselves open to a rebulf the moment
the invalidity of their reasoning becomes apparent.

Over sixty years ago the people were persuaded to abandon
their land when there was not the slightest necessity for doing

anything of the kind. Since that period political economists
have done more to keep alive this fatal belief than any other

section of the community, and have exercised a greater influence

over the question than anything else in the kingdom.
The time has now come to treat the entire matter of growing

our ov.-n corn from a rational, common-sense point of view, a
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poiut of view which by no means commends itself to Free-

traders or to "scientific" economists; nevertheless, this view

must bo taken in naiional interests, or Great Britain will lose

her exalted position among the natiims.

The next point under consideration is :

—

Fallacy 2. " To he sclf-sufjicinj as regards food, a po7'tio7i of the

population would need to emigrate, and of the remainder, the

majority must betake themselves to agrieultural imrsuits . . .

to 2)T0vide a hare suhsistence from a niggardly soil, and a

vast army of imemployed artisans now receiving high icagcs

would he driven to agrieulturc."

This statement postulates a position which has no material

basis, while it, moreover, contains a radical economical error of

the first importance, which seriously impairs the validity of its

writer's reasoning. It shows, at the same time, an imperfect

knowledge of the enormous power of Britain's great land

industry, and a disbelief in the marvellous fertility and
tremendous capabilities of British soil.

The mischief of all this is that so long as we have '•' econo-

mists " who disbelieve in the far-reaching advantages arising

from cultivating our own soil instead of allowing it to remain
untilled ; and " scientists " who tell the people it is better for

them to import their food-stuffs from abroad and pay for them
with manufactured goods

—

as the sole means of supporting our

industries—than to grow them themselves on their own splendid

soil and with tlieir own strong hands, so long will this mis-

chievous fallacy be maintained to the national detriment and
the people's ruin.

Fight the Fallacy ly Explaining it

The best way to fight this evil is to explain it

!

In the first place, to say that if we grow our own corn

—

a vast army of unemployed, artisans, now reeeiving high vjages,

would he driven to agrieulturc—is to generalise, and to generalise

in economics is one of the easiest things in the world; and it is

because people have hitherto accepted these doctrinal generalisa-

tions of " expert" and " scientific " economists as the laws of an
" exact " science—which economics is a long way from being

—

that they have been beguiled into all sorts of extraordinary

beliefs in respect to that valuable labour-employing and wealth-

producing jjossession of theirs

—

The Land,
Political economy, or economics, political science, and any

other 'ology or 'ism that has to do witli the politics of any
country, is necessarily a complicated affair, and in the hands of
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dexterous men it is as ca])able of Ijeing i)layod u])uii to suit tlie

particular taste of the o[)erator fur the time being, as is a

musical iustruuieut iu the hands of a skilful perfunu'T ; and the

sooner the people of this country awake to the realisation of

this important fact the better it will be for them.

Political economists, Free-traders, and all who are interested

in kee[)ing the great agricultural industry in its present debili-

tated and impotent condition—a condition for which they are

entirely responsible—are in the jjosition of the man with the

battle-axe who, having lopi)ed off his adversary's sword arm,

taunts him because of his powerlessness to defend himself. The
enemies of agriculture first deprive the land of its fertility by
throwing it out of cultivation, and then taunt it with its inability

to feed the people. " In no clrcuimtanccs hiiown at 2)rese)U could

this country feed her enormouH pojyidatton," cry Free-trade

economists, and were it not for tlie deep tragedy underlying

the irony, the situation would be like " Charley's Aunt "

—

utterly ridiculous and brimming over with fun.

Why will not those who have placed their country in

this anomalous position condescend to enlighten their fellow-

countrymen, who are seeking information, how the lands of

England can produce food for her people when they are lying

—

Waste ?

Do Men oatiieu Gkapes of Thorns?

" Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles ? " said

the Master ; and to-day it might be asked—" Do waste lands pro-

duce corn ? How can they feed the people when an arbitrary,

unjust, and suicidal economical system, born of interested Free-

traders, decrees that they shall lie Stekile ?

"

The facts are clear. To grow all our own corn is to premise
a state of agricultural prosperity in this country the like of

which has not been witnessed for generations ; in fact, a state

which has never been witnessed in the history of our country.

Internal agricultural prosperity, of that universal nature
which this industry must necessarily assume, once we produce
all our own food, would assuredly create a large extra demand
for all kinds of manufactured goods which does not exist at the

present time, because of the attenuated and poverty-stricken

agricultural class which now clings to an enfeebled agricultural

industry.

As the purchasing power of a vast community of thriving

agriculturists planted in the midst of a great manufacturing
country must necessarily be greater than that of the present

insignificant body, many of whom are so badly paid as to be on
the verge of destitution, it follows that a strong natural impulse
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Nvould be given to all our manufacturing industries which could

but have the effect of raising vk'ages and assuring employment
to all artisans, instead of throwing them out of employment.

Industries do not decline nor does commerce collapse

because you create in your midst a great agricultural industry

where none existed before, nor does the creation of an extra

industry, added to those which already exist, give birth to
" a vast army of unemployed artuenis." The very reverse of

this is bomid to happen automatically, and yet certain political

economists—as we have seen—tell us that it cannot be so, and
that if you start a great agricultural industry you are sure to

bring ruin upon many other industries.

A Fundamental Ekeor

The first part of this extraordinary statement contains the

fundamental error that has just been pointed out, and the

writer of the passage should now explain his proposition, as

most people fail to see how it is possible for a large army
of industrial artisans to be thrown out of employment by
the creation of another industry—agriculture—which must
necessarily take in exchange for its products a like value of

man ufacturecl commodities.

This part of the Free-trade dictum contains such an obvious,

fundamental economical error that it would be a supererogation

to consider it further.

The other question involved in the point we are considering

is that the vast army of unemployed artisans, which growing our

own corn would start into life, "would he driven to agriculture

to provide a hare subsidenee from a niggardly soil."

To call the magnificent land of the United Kingdom a
" niggardly soil"-—is either to wilfully mislead the people or to

show a most profound ignorance of the agricultural capabilities

of the country.

If there is one country more than another which possesses

the most highly productive land in this world, it is this country,

and we, moreover, possess it in such abundance that there

would not be the slightest need for any recourse to " those vast

portions of inferior land" which so much alarms the writer of

"The Free-trade Movement," and to which he refers in the

excerpt which heads this chapter.

Ample Land roii Food Production

The Board of Agriculture tells us there are in round numbers
49,000,000 acres of "cultivated," and 16,000,000 acres of
" cultivable " land in the United Kintidom : but leaving the
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latter item out of consideration for the moment—althougli most

of it is just as good land as the " cultivated " area—there is, still,

the larger area available for wheat.

It is true that only 1,063,000 acres were in wheat in 1007,

but this deplorable fact offers no evidence of the unsuitableness

of such land foi arable purposes, but only of the ineptness of

our present agricultural system which forces tlie farmer to

convert the Ijulk of his best arable land into pastures and sheep-

feeds, because it pays him better to grow sheep and cattle than

to till it for the purpose for which it was primarily intended,

and to which purpose it is put in every country in the world

save our own, namely, to produce food for, and give em])loy-

ment to, the peo})le.

Briefly, it may be stated that this so-called " cultivated
"

area of 49 millions of acres, taken as a whole, constitutes the

best area of corn-producing land which can be found on this

globe.

Here, for example, is a little statement of facts culled from

the latest Parliamentary papers on the subject, and, in face

of the plain truths therein set forth, it might well be asked

—

" What justification has the writer of ' The Free-trade Move-
ment ' for his condemnation of the very finest corn-growing

land in the world ?
"

AvEKAOE Yield of Wheat per Ache ix Different Couxtries *

Bushels.

United Kingdom . . 33-98

Argentina .... 10*58

Austria 17*49

France 19*88

Germany .... 29*59

Hungary .... 15*19

Busliela.

India 10*71

New South AVales . 11*69

Ontario 21*90

Queensland .... 8*41

United States . . . 13*57

Victoria 11*13

British Soil the most Productive

Here we find that Great Britain heads the list in point of

productiveness of practically every corn-producing country in

the world, and heads it by a long lead, and the question which
has now to be put, and to which a direct answer will be

required, is this :
" For what purpose, and with what intent, were

the people led to believe that theirs was a ^Niggardly soil,'

and that if Great Britain were to grow her own corn

—

'vast

2}oriiun!i of inferior land would need to be cnltivated '
?

"

Much has been made of Britain's agricultural weakness by
Free-traders, political parties, and political economists—each

one having some interest to serve—and between them all tliey

* Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1907, Cd. 4445.
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have reduced the people's greatest wealth-producing industry to

the pitiable condition it is in to-day—the laughing-stock of the

nations and an ever-present menace to a world-wide Empire

;

but to call our magnificently fertile land " a niggardly soil " is

to open all at once the vials of vituperation on that much-
abused and sorely degraded quantity ; while to assert that vast

quantities of inferior land would need to be cultivated before

we could produce our own wheat is simply to—mislead. But
"any stick to beat a dog" is good enough, and it is evident

that those who take a delight in belittling Britain's agriculture

avail themselves of this and all other means to that end.

There is nothing " niggardly " about British soil, but there

is much that is niggardly and wrong about these British

])olitical parties, British political economists and others of

that ilk, who, whatever may be the considerations which
urge them to it, persuade the people that it is better to sacrifice

their splendid agricultural resources on the altars of Commer-
cialism and Industrialism than to run them side by side with
those industries as, indeed, with every other industry which
this great country is capable of launching into existence. A
bar to successful agriculture exists ; a mighty obstacle purposely

put there by the manufacturer-reformers of the "hungry forties "
;

but remove the bar and there would be no more misleading

statements about niggardly soil, inferior lands, and the rest of

such claptrap phrases.

More Scientific Fallacies

Fallacy 3. " Since all imj^orts of corn would now cease, the

exports of cloth, macliincrji, etc., hg which theg are at present

imrchased, would cease also, and the imlustries which supply

them would decline . . . shipbuilding and other suhsidiarg

industries . . . would collapse."

Here again the writer indulges in abstract theories and
generalisations instead of giving concrete examples showing
how, and when, and in what specific instances, our industries

would suffer by this country ceasing to import its corn.

In pages 103-7 and in page 120 of "The Free-trade

Movement " we are particularly reminded that the world's trade

is carried on by commodities in exchange for commodities, and
that these are practically the only means of exchange, money
being but a token, or the measure and standard of trade.

" Trading is done in terms of money, that is, in price ; gold is

the measure and standard, but its transport is avoided as much as

possible. And as in the internal trade of the country cheques and
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bills are estimated to perform some '.);'> per cent, of the excliani^es of

the ii.itiuii, so ill furei;j,n commerce exchuu^^es are clVected by means
of bills. The operations are relined and technical ; the result is that

debts for floods are balanced a<(aiiist one another thron^^h the a,i,^ency

of credit documents representini^ money, and by the aid of the

machinery of bankinj^. Thus the foreii,Mi trade of the world is

carried on with (jomjiaratively little metallic currency
;
goods are

bou.t^ht with goods, imports with exports, balances (jnly being j)ai(l in

gold.
" The object of international, as of individual exchanges, is to

obtain the commodities we need, and the goods we part with are

merely instruments for gaining as mucli as possible of those we
desire."

This is a commercial law which is well understood and to

which no objection can be urged. It is, iiioreover, a law which

knows uo change and applies as inexorably to the internal trade

of a country as to its external commercial transactions. Indeed,

the writer of the work we are quoting admits this

—

"As in the

internal trade of the country cheques and hills are estimated to

perform some 95 per cent, of the eoxhnnges of the nation, so in

foreign commerce, exchanges are effected hy means of bills." In

other words, goods, commodities, kind, or whatever term we
may prefer to employ, play the chief part in the exchanges of

the world, while the actual money transactions play a com-
paratively insignificant part.

Goods must be Paid for by Goods

It follows, then, as commodities must necessarily be paid

for in commodities, it matters not at all whether the 170 odd

millions' worth of agricultural produce which we need to pur-

chase annually for our consumption, be produced in foreign

countries or in our ow^n. Goods must he paid for hy gauds ; that

is the commercial law, and it follows that under any circum-

stances the agriculturists—whether they be foreign or J British—

•

who produce the £170,000,000 worth of agricultural produce,

must necessarily receive that amount of other commodities in

exchange.

It then remains quite clear that whether we grow our own
corn or import it, manufactures, merchants, antl traders would

still be called upon to produce various commodities to exchange

for an equal value of agricultural produce, and their position,

together with the workers engaged in the })roduction of the

commodities, would not be affected one way or the other.

But when we get down to the great masses of the iteo])le it will

presently be seen that growing our own foods in our own
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country, or growiui,' them iu foreign countries, has a far deeper

sigiiiticauce for them than most people realise.

The first result of growing our own corn would be the

cessation of imported corn, but commodities of equal value

would still be required to pay for the corn locally produced, since

the economic law holds good here, as everywhere else, that

the world's trade is carried on by commodities in exchange for

commodities, and not by gold in exchange for goods.

A CoxcEETE Example Demonstrated

This proposition is easily demonstrable by taking a concrete

example of a small farmer holding fifty acres, we will say, who
produces agricultural commodities to the value of £500 annually.

Witli the proceeds he buys all he requires to enable him to

carry on his industry—seeds, manure, agricultural implements,
horses, carts and harness, food, clothing, fuel, lighting, and all

other necessaries of life. Then he spends money on the erection

of new buildings or the up-keep of old ones. The residue at

the end of each year is profit, and whether this be £5 or £50
it represents the insignificant i)a.Tt that gold really plays in

the world's trade—everything else having been paid for hy

cominodities in exchange for commodities.

As our farmer of fifty acres, then, is forced by an inexorable

commercial economic law to exchange his agricultural produce
for other commodities, every other agriculturist in this country,

or elsewhere, must do likewise, for it is a law that none may
evade. It further follows that as British agriculturists are

likely to require in exchange for their agricultural produce
much the same kind of goods as their confreres in foreign

countries, who have hitherto grown our corn for us, it matters
not one jot to our manufacturers whether the demand for such
goods comes from this country or from abroad, so long as there

is a demand. To swpfly the demand is wliat mainly concerns

them, and so long as they are called upon to do this, the source

of the demand is necessarily of comparatively little moment.

How Economists ignore Eacts

But there is yet another aspect of this many-sided question

wliich it pleases Free-trade economists to ignore. It is this.

The United States sends us £1000 worth of wheat; we send
them £1000 worth of manufactured goods (not that we do so,

but we admit the principle) in exchange, and there the matter
ends. Nobody benefits from the transaction in this country
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save the merchants and inanufactureis and those engaged in

producing the £1000 worth of commodities.

If we grow our own £1000 worth of wheat, the merchants,

manufacturers, and those engaged in the production would still

be called upon to make their £1000 worth of commodities, to

exchange for the wheat, while a number of other persons would
also benefit owing to the many subsidiary industries which
necessarily grow out of agriculture.

It is beyond question, then, that a given amount of agri-

cultural produce, whether grown in Great Britain, Argentina,

or the United States, would necessarily have to be paid for in

other commodities^—including cloth, machinery, etc.—of like

value. It then becomes clear that the contention of Free-trade

economists that " the industries which supi^bj them would

decline," is built upon a fundamental economical error, and is,

therefore, void of foundation.

The remaining contention on this point that " shipbuilding

and subsidiari/ industrirs would, decline if ivc ceased to import our

food supplies," while offering certain prima facie evidence of the

validity of the argument, is capable of bearing an altogether

different aspect when looked at more closely.

Danger of Dealing in Abstilvct ri;iNcii'LEs

The practice of dealing in abstract principles is dangerous,

because you cannot, in many instances, apply them to the daily

needs of our domestic life. You may theorise to your heart's

content in the complicated and widely ramifying properties of

economic science, and honestly believe that you have, by

induction and deduction, not only fixed certain principles but

laid down actual economic laws, only to find that the moment
you attempt to apply your " laws " to the individual or

collective requirements of your fellow-mortals, your laws

are not laws but only a set of economic theories of so fragile

a nature as to be shattered to ])ieces the moment they come
in contact with the rude touch of human life.

This is apparently the line of reasoning largely followed by

most political economists, and so long as they indulge in such

easy generalisations in this post hoe, ergo propter hoc method of

dealing with so grave and complicated a subject, the validity

of their judgment in all economical questions must remain

open to serious objection.

In the particular matter under consideration, the writer of
" The Free-trade ]\Iovement " has lel't out of his calculations

several factors destined to play an important part in the game
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M'e are watclimg. That he recognises the importance of suh-

aidiary industries, is shown by his reference to such industries

in connection with his predicted decline in our " shipbuilding
"

trade. This is the passage

—

"Shipbuildintr, and other subsidiary industries, so far as they
depend upon this branch of Commerce, would collapse."

What Fkee-traders Ignohe

He, however, conveniently ignores the importance of the

many industries that are subsidiary to agriculture, and which
would spring into vigorous existence the moment agriculture

became a strong national industry, full of life and energy, instead

of the poor, crushed, enfeebled thing we have in our land industry

of to-day. This is blowing hot and cold in the same breath

!

It has just been shown that the first result of growing our

own corn would be the cessation of imported corn, but it should

be made quite clear by repeating the important fact that this

coidd not possibly mean any decrease in the volume of imported

raw or semi-manufactured material of equal value to the agri-

cultural produce less imp)orted, since commodities of even vcdue

would have to he made hy us in exchange for all agricultural

produce, whether imported from foreign countries or grown in

Great Britain.

The only effect that growing our own corn could possibly

have on the British shipping trade, would be in ceasing to bring

us a certain amount of wheat and flour ; but as it is a statistical

fact that Great Britain owns but one-half of the world's carrying

trade, it follows that her shipping trade would only be partially

affected in respect hereto.

But even this slight falling off in tonnage would be more
than compensated for by the creation and establishment, on a

firm basis, of a universal system of agriculture in the midst of a

great industrial country, which would be sure to offer a strong

stimulus to trades and manufactures ; and as more and more
raw material from foreign countries would be required to meet
the ever-growing demand of this immense prosperous agri-

cultural community, there is every probability that the aggre-

gate result would be an increase in our imports and a

corresponding increase in our exports, rather than a decrease.

Subsidiary Industries : their Beneficent Effect

Tlien, it by no means follows that this is the last move in

the game ; on the contrary, it is but the beginning of a new
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order of things which is destined to liavc a far-reacliing

beneficial effect on tlio British people: and certainly not that

grievous consequence to British shipping which the writer of

" The Frec-trado Movement " would have us suppose.

The immediate effect of producing in our own country

£170,000,000 worth of agricultural produce would be the

creation of a widespread agricultural ])Opulation, which would

be numbered in millions, and whose purchasing power would

obviously be enormous. This prosperous community, inter-

spersed throughout the length and l)readth of the land, demand-

ing from our manufacturers, and others, at least £170,000,000

worth of goods annually in exchange for their agricultural

produce, would manifestly launch into being a veritable host of

subsidiary industries which certainly do not exist to-day.

Seedsmen, chemical manure makers, agricultural im})lement

makers, cartwrights, harness makers, horse breeders, buihlers.

carpenters, blacksmiths, painters, grocers, bakers, clothiers,

bootmakers, drapers, haberdashers, stationers, booksellers, agri-

cultural labourers, and many other wage-earners too numerous

to mention, would grow out of a widespread, pros])er(nis, agri-

cultural industry as naturally as good wheat grows on a fruitful

soil. The collective purchasing powers of these subsidiar}'

industries would form no inconsiderable factor in the industrial

question of the day, as they would be sure to invigorate our

manufactures and trades, and to leave them out of calculation

is to commit an elementary error in economics.

Agricultural Profits lost to the Country

Another highly important factor in the situation which it

pleases Free-trade economists to ignore is the question of

—

'profits and tltcir destination.

To carry on an annual trade in food-stuffs of £170,000,000

annually, there must be profits, and considerable profits too.

What becomes of them ? The Indian ryot hoards them ; tliat

is to say, any surplus cash he may have at the end of his year's

work, he either literally buries in the ground, or he melts his

rupees down into bangles for his women. The liussiau peasant

is not particularly enterprising in the investment of such

profits as he may make; while it is certain that the wheat

growers of the United States, Canada, Argentina, or the farmers

of other foreign States from which we draw our food supplies,

do not invest their profits in this country.

It may be contended by these economists that they do

invest their profits in this country inasmuch as the sale price
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ot" a commodity iiicluJos cost, charges and profits; but however
profound may be the knowledge of the gentlemen who dabble

in national statistics and parade before a wondering world

whole battalions of statistical statements, they can never prove

that the Indian ryot who buries his savings in Mother Earth,

or the astute American farmer who sells his hundred dollars'

worth of wheat to his English cousin across the water, take

from this country an exact cqiilvalcnt value in British goods.

The thing is impossible of proof, and however proud we may be

of our economic science, our statistical knowledge, and of

our many 'isms and 'ologics, no " scientist " will ever be able

to prove to anybody's satisfaction that the foreigner, who sells

us a quarter of wheat, or a hundred fowls' eggs, invests his

profits in this country or takes in exchange for them an exact

equivalent value of British goods.

FOEEIGNEES BUY FROM US LESS THAN THEY SeLL

Nor would such a contention find any support from the

national statistics themselves; indeed, these would appear to

prove the contrary, inasmuch as our imports largely exceed our

exports. Here are the figures for 1907 : Imports, £645,807,942
;

Exports, £426,035,083 ;
* and when it is officially declared

that we import £127,000,000 worth of goods annually more
than we export, it can be well understood that those who
supply us with the enormous total of our imported foods have

ample scope of buying from us less than they send us. Briefly

—the foreign countries do not buy from us as much as they

sell us, nor are their profits on the £170,000,000 worth of

agricultural produce, which we buy from them annually, in-

vested in this country.

If, on the other hand, we produce this stupendous amount
of food-stuffs in our own country, it follows that the profits

accruing from so great an industry would be invested and re-

invested in and among our own commercial enterprises. In

addition to this the numerous subsidiary industries which
must necessarily spring out of so universal a system of

agriculture, would, in combination with this intelligible factor,

play so important a part in stimulating our own trades and
manufactures that extra supplies of raw and semi-manufactured

material from foreign countries would have to be imported to

meet the increased and growing local demand. The extent of

this new, and yet perfectly intelligible, demand is impossible to

* statistical Abstract for the United Kinjrdom. Cd. 4258 : 1908.
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determine because of the multitudinous ramifications of all

economic (|uestions ; but that it would go far to compensate for

any falling off in imports of wlieat that might be experienced

through the local production of our own corn supplies, is clear

enough. It miglit fully compensate for such decrease; indeed,

this would appear to be the case for the following reasons :

—

Growing our own Corn unaffects Carrying Trade

It is held by economists that the world's carrying trade is

not affected by the increase or decrease in the imports or

exports of any particular country, but only Ijy an increase or

decrease in the lujurajalc trade of the world. This is an
economical dictum that practically amounts to a law. The
fact of growing our own wheat instead of importing it does not
diminish the world's trade by a single ton, it simply shifts the

venue from one country to another, iu so far as this particular

item of merchandise is concerned ; and as our country—which
would assume the new rule of wheat growing—is infinitely

richer than many of those that have hitherto maintained it, it

is evident that its purchasing power would be ureater.

The greater the purchasing power of a people, the greater

is the demand for commodities ; and the gi-eater the demand for

manufactured goods, the more must raw material be imported.

This also is an economical dictum practically amounting to

a law.

Although, then, there seems to be a certain amount of imrna,

facie evidence that growing our own corn would result in a
falling off of imports to that extent only, it does not seem to be
capable of substantiation when the pros and cons of the case are

circumstantially examined.

Summing up the case, it seems as though there is at first

sight a certain amount of evidence that might support the

abstract theory that growing our own corn would result in a
falling off of imports to the extent and value of the corn less

imported ; but, like many " abstract " propositions, it is utterly

incapable of demonstration the moment it is tested by the

practical common-sense experience demanded in " concrete

"

examples. Indeed, few, if any, of these pretty economical
theories are capable of substantiation, when the pros and cons

of the case are circumstantially examined ; and those who care

to put practically the whole of the Free-trade contentions, as

expounded in "The Free-trade Movement," to similar tests, ^vdll

soon learn upon what an unsubstantial basis the entire Free-

trade structure has been founded.

2 A
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We might now briefly consiiler the next point, namely

—

Fallacy 4. " Our dcjjcndencc upon other countries has a counter-

part ; if ivc take food from them, they take from us maoiu-

facturcd goods ; they seek our pvducts as eagerly as we seek

their grain."

This remarkable contention has been answered in the

immediately preceding pages ; but as it stands in the original

text of " The Free-trade Movement," as a separate proposition,

and as it, moreover, forms one of the main contentions of

Free-trade economists, it may well be entitled to separate

attention.

Now, unless there be some indefinable economic subtlety

deeply underlying this significant affirmation, of so fine-spun a

nature as to remain undiscernible by the ordinary intellect, it

is singularly remarkable for its naivete.

That such foreign nations as supply us with food must take

our goods in exchange, is perfectly true, and that in this they

are simply obeying a universal economic law, or commercial
custom, from which it appears that no nation or individual in

this world may escape, is equally true ; but to affirm, or to lead

unreflecting people to suppose there can possibly be any other

way, or method, or form of payment, or that our products

would not be as eagerly sought after by our own people—if we
ceased to depend upon other countries for food, and grew it

ourselves—is either to display a most elementary knowledge of

economics, or to wilfully mislead the people. Abandoning
sophistry, the plain statement of the case is as follows :

—

British Peoducts in Demand irrespective of Source of
Food Supply

Suppose Germany, for example, provided us with the whole
of our food-stufl's, Germany could only take from us in exchange
an equal value—or as much as it suited her to take—of other

goods. Substitute the United States for Germany and precisely

the same thing would happen. Change the source of supply
to our own colonies and call upon Australia and Canada to pro-

vide our food for us, and still no change in the mode of payment
would be experienced. Shift yet once more the venue from
Canada to Ireland—supposing for the moment that the Emerald
Isle could supply us—and it would still be found that Ireland

would take in exchange for her wheat and other foods a corre-

sponding amount of other commodities.

Now make your final change and grow all your wheat and
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other foods in the United Kingdom, and still there would be no
departure from the universal law that (joods mud he 'paid for in

goods. Tlio United Kingdom would have to pay fur her home-
grown agricultural produce in precisely the same manner as

she now pays Argentina, Jiussia, and the United States for the

corn and other foods they supply us with—namely

—

in other

commodities.

Whatever may be the amount of agricultural produce grown
on British soil, it must be paid for chiefly in British manu-
factures, goods, or other commodities demanding the employment
of Britisli labour. In spite, then, of all the fine-spuu subtleties

of economic "science" and the mendaciousnessof the Manchester
School, who fancy they would lose by destroying existing con-
ditions, Britisli merchants must continue to import from foreign

countries that vast amount of raw material which must come
to us annually, to enable British manufacturers to supply goods
in exchange for British grown wheat and other agricultural

produce. It is, moreover, plain that there would be no diminu-
tion in value or in volume of these annual imports, because,

since produce must be paid for by produce, goods, commodities,
or whatever term we prefer to use, it matters not to British

merchants and manufacturers whether Britain grows her own
corn or whether she imports it.

British-geown Wheat paid for in British Manufactures

Since, then, the fact stands out with remarkable clearness,

that under every conceivable economic condition that can be
applied to this question, British manufactures and British

merchants and traders must necessarily produce goods of British

make and give them in exchange for agricultural produce of

like value, whether grown in this country or hivportcd from
cd)road, the question which naturally suggests itself to the

mind of every British subject, who remains untainted by the

views of party politics and unfettered by the restrictions of a

narrow economical creed is
—"Why was so shallow a pretext,

containing, as it does, an elementary economical eiTor, ever

put forward ? " Those responsible for the proposition can best

demonstrate it.

The point now under consideration is this

—

Fallacy 5. " Other countries are, for the most part, sclf-stipporf-

iiig as regards food ; in this respect the case of Great Britain

is exceptional."

To dispossess a country of its natural means of self-support

and then to charge it with being in an exceptional position in
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respect to its food supplies, is to deprive a man of bis eye-sight

and then to reproach him for not being able to see.

CyxicxVl Indifference to Facts

This line of reasoning is so deliberately cold, selfish, cruel,

and professedly cynical, as to positively offend and disgust that

enormous section of the British community which has hitherto

posed as spectators of what they regarded as an interesting

comedy l)etween Free-traders and their opponents, but which
they now perceive is a vast National Drama full of pathos and
deep tragedy. They are, moreover, tired to death of the Jesuitical

juggleries and the eternal Machiavelianisms of " scientific

economists," political economists, and others of the same cult,

and would prefer to see the entire question of whether we can,

or cannot, grow our own corn, and whether we should, or should

not, grow it, reduced to its last and proper denomination

—

Grow it, and then let the common-sense of the British people

determine the results. " Too much talk and too little work "

is, perhaps, the greatest enemy of the British people to-day, and
it is certain that so long as they permit their better judgment
to be beguiled by those who tell them that Great Britain is, as

regards her food supplies, in an Exceptional position, so long

will the fallacy be maintained to their own undoing and the

destruction of National interests.

Whether we grow our own food supplies or get foreigners to

grow them for us, is a vital question that affects the interests of

the British people as no other question can affect them ; and yet

Free-trade economists treat it as a matter of course, and either

with light-hearted levity, or a supreme disregard of every

interest outside the narrow circle of their own selfish con-

siderations.

Great Britain is not in a position to provide her people

with ample supplies of home-grown agricultural produce, and
Free-trade economists not only put her in that position, but

keep her in a condition of helpless dependence upon foreign

countries for her daily bread.

PllODUCING OUR OWN FoOD A BURNING QUESTION

This is a question which has not found favour with the

British public till quite recently, but now that the pauper yoke
is becoming intolerable and the unemployed question pressing

;

now that militant Socialism is battering at the doors of the

commonwealth, and demanding from Society drastic changes in
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many directions ; now that reactionary measures are talked of

in the Clubs, in railway carriages, and the saloons of ocean
liners; in drawing-room and kitchen, by the rich man in his

sumptuous home and l)y the poor man in Ids cottage—the fact

of whctlier we are or are not to grow our own wheat and produce
our own butter, cheese, poultry, eggs, and the hundred and one
other items of food required daily for the sustenance of our
own people, is becoming one of the burning questions of the
day.

The British people are truly in the "exceptional" position
claimed for them by Free-trade economists, and they are in a
false position, a position wliich invites external attack and
breeds internal pauperism, unemployment, well-grounded dis-

content, disloyalty and degradation, all of wliich, and much
more combined, will surely result in the disintegration of the
empire. The people are deprived of the means of producing
their own food and the means of universal employment in the
wholesome, life-giving, and wealth-producing industry of agricul-

ture because, forsooth, in their mania for securing cheap food
for what they euphoniously call the masses, those who have
some purpose to serve have insanely sacrificed every other
interest. They have, moreover, wilfully ignored all those varied
complicated considerations which ramify through the lives and
domestic economy of a great people as the tendons, fibres, and
nerves ramify through the human body.

Who foem "The Masses"?

If, for example, those uncompromising economists, Free-
traders, political prestidigitators, the Manchester School, and the
rest of that coterie of possibly well-meaning but misguided
enthusiasts, who have thrust what is, by misnomer, called a
"Free " trade policy upon the British people, had for a moment
considered that what it has pleased them to call the masses, the
working-classes, the iirolciariat, and the rest of the catch-penny
phrases they are so fond of trotting out at election times, must,
or should, in this, as in every country in the world, ncccssarihj

consist chdcfin of the agricultural classes—they might possibly
have been induced to pause before finishing their work.

Agricultural Poi'ui-ation LAiiCEST in all Countiues

It has been shown in other chapters that tlie agricultural
population of practically all civilised St;itos is necessarily larger
than any other section, while even in this country, with a sorely
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attenuated and enfeebled land industry, agriculture still employs
a gi'eater head of the population than the whole of our great

textile and mining industries imt together. Given, however, a

sensible, sound, practical system of land tenures, as suggested

in other parts of this work, which Great Britain must have

before she can emerge from the sea of troubles whicli now
surround her, she would then have an agrieultural ijopidation

of anything from ten to fifteen millions of iieople emjjloycd in the

land industry and subsisting ujwn the fruits of the earth.

These are the masses, the working classes, the iiroletariat which
have suffered terribly at the hands of those who forced their

Free-trade scheme upon this unfortunate country. Ten millions

of the people have been left out in the cold so that other ten

millions, we will say, might have cheap food. Ten millions of

our fellow-countrymen have practically been deprived of the

means of providing themselves witli food, at any price, so that

the favoured ten millions might buy their food a trifle cheaper.

The vast agricultural population which is the greatest wealth-

producer of every country in the world, civilised or uncivilised,

and which is rightly regarded as the backbone and mainstay of

every nation, must be deprived of their rightful and legitimate

occupation and driven into the great towns to swell an already

overflowing population, because certain commodities must be

cheapened to a more favoured section of the population. This

great agricultural population which, added to what is called the

siibmerged tenth, although far exceeding in numbers those indus-

trial workers which somebody has called the " aristocracy of

labour," must, nevertheless, submit, partly because the sacrifice

of all agricultural interests forms part of the Free-trade policy,

and partly because these industrial workers, owing to their

trades unions and general powers of organisation, have become
a powerful political influence in a country wherein the interests

of the commonweal are invariably subordinated to the interests

of the party. The agricultural population, on the other hand,

owing to its sore distresses of the last half a century, remains

unorganised and therefore—unrepresented in the affairs of the

nation and as voiceless as a mute.

Class Interest the bottom of Fkee-thade

Class interest was the vera causa of the Free-trade move-
ment sixty odd years ago, and class interests are now fighting

hard to maintain the Free-trade policy. The following admission

is significant :

—

" It has been charged against the uiovemcnt that the manu-
facturers were fighting and providing funds for the League in their
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own interests. This was true in a certain sense, for their trade was

languishinj^ ; but they also pleaded the cause of their workmen, who
were starving owing to want of employment, because foreign markets

were practically closed by the tax on the commodity with which

foreigners were willing to buy their goods. Further, it was a cause

in which all purchasers of food were interested, for the benefits accru-

ing from activity in trade and an abundant supply of food cannot be

restricted to any one class or industry ; they concern the nation as a

whole. In a speech afterwards made in Manchester, Cobden
admitted fully this class-interest in the movement. He said, '1 am
afraid that most of us entered upon the struggle with the belief that

we had some distinct class-interest in the (juestion.' As Mr. jMorley

remarks, however, ' The class-interest widened into a consciousness

of a commanding national interest. The class-interest of the manu-
facturers and merchants happened to fall in with the good of the rest

of the community.' " *

The contention here that "food cannot he restricted to any
one class or industry ; they concern the nation as a whole" is pre-

cisely what "we are contending for. To serve " Class interests,"

and therefore to benefit " one class or industry " at the expense

of another class, is exactly what was done by Cobden and his

followers, and as this is vouched for by Cobden himself in the

passage quoted above, there can be no doubt that to promote

the manufacturing interests of the nation at the cost of agricul-

tural interests was, and is, the guiding principle of Tree-trade

policy.

Morley's " Life of Cobden " does what it can to minimise

the unfavourable effect that so damaging an admission is bound

to have on the public mind ; Ijut, however much his biographer

or apologists may attempt to gloss the matter over, the fact that

class interest was not the least powerful of the influences which

prompted Cobden to undertake his great Free-trade campaign

is clear beyond doubt. " The class iuLerest of the manufacturers

and merchants happened to fall in with the good of the rest of

the community," says Cobden's biographer ; but whether this be

true of the times in which Cobden fought and gained his Free-

trade battle, or not, it is certain that nobody to-day will V»e

found to agree with so specious a line of reasoning save the

Manchester school, in which Cobden himself was so able a

teacher, and those who, for various motives, are personally in-

terested in maintaining a policy which, l)Orn of class interests,

can only be maintained to serve sordid ends instead of the broad

generous interests of national needs.

* " The Free-trade Movement," pp. 68, 69.
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Fatal Results of Class Interests

Tf Cobden'.s policy for the last fifty years and more had
falleu in " with the good of the rest of the community," should we
he required to collect annually from over-burdened ratepayers

the stupendous sum of £35,000,000 in Poor Eates, and spend

half of it in providing relief for the more aggressive forms of

pauperism in our over-crowded pauper establishments ?

Had Cobden's policy not dispossessed nearly one-half of the

entire population of the country from their legitimate and
natural means of subsistence, would there be to-day an
enormous and ever-growing host of unemployed marching up
and down the country in search of work and standing as a

reproach to his own scheme and a menace to the commonwealth ?

Had the " good of the rest of the community " been truly

served by the destruction of the people's greatest industry,

would there be that deep-seated resentment on the part of the

people to practically all existing things and institutions, which
has found expression in the form of Socialism, and which
threatens to uproot society itself and give to the world a new
order of things because of the many grievances of a long-suffer-

ing people ? Universal land culture, among other things, is one

of the prominent features in the revolutionary programme of

the Socialists, and is it likely that these red-hot reformers

would have marked this vast question down for immediate

reform had they not been alive to the supreme importance

which agriculture plays in the lives of the people ?

Had the interests of the mas>ics been served as Cobden's

biographer would have us believe, would there be cause for all

the sullen discontent, the political and social unrest, and that

seething sedition, which sears and corrodes the people's minds
as the lightning blasts and destroys the sturdy oak ?

Tlicse, and a score of other questions of a kindred nature,

might well be asked in connection with this single part of a

many-sided question, but it would serve no purpose to prolong

the investigation. It is enough to say that, although by grave

mischance, the people of Great Britain are in the unique and
unenviable condition of not being in a position to grow their

own food supplies, they are only in that " e.iteptiomd" ])Ositiou

because of the folly and selfishness of Cobden and his followers,

who sixty years ago thrust upon the British people a trade

policy which time has proved to be as unsuited to the best

interests of this country as the winter snow would be to the

golden time of harvest.
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Fallacy 6. " For good or for evil Great JJritaiii has become

dependent ujion imported wheat to the extent of more than
70 J9C7' cent, of her consumption. . . . Is the natio7i prepared
to put hack its 2JT0f/ress and revert to that position in order

that it may he self-sustaining ?
"

is tbo question that is gravely asked in the sixth and last item
in the group of fallacies we are considering in this chapter.

A MoNSTKOus Fallacy

The statement, in other words, amounts to tliis. To produce
our own food woidd he to put hack the nation's ptrogress.

This is tantamount to saying that to cherish the body is to

retard its development—to water the plant is to stop its growth,
a proposition that is neither demonstrable by any known
" scientific " formula, nor determinable by any common-sense
method of reasoning known to the human race to-day. Then
it may be truly said that to advance a proposition is not to

demonstrate it, and to ask a riddle is not to expound it.

The uttercr of this remarkable dictum was no doubt honest
in his convictions, and sincere in his ])eliefs, or he would not
have given them to a cold, calculating, and unbelieving world,

but to be sincere in our beliefs is not always the best proof
of their verity.

It is said that Torquemada was most devout, most sincere in

his beliefs, and convinced of the righteousness of his cause
when he provided his royal master and " Most Catholic King "

with those constant auios da fe which were as sweet -smelling
incense to the nostrils of that most Christian monarch ; but the
hapless victims who fed those terrible fires knew better. Later
judgments not only confirmed this, but pronounced these con-

victions and devout beliefs to be mere pretexts to enable Torque-
mada to remove from his path all those who were bold enough
to disagree with the bloody tyranny of the In(|uisition.

How THE Power of Steam was derided Years Ago

A later and more practical illustration of how dangerous it

is to trust in one's beliefs is found in the pessimism of those

who, in the years that are gone, derided the possibility of apply-

ing steam to sea-going vessels.

In those days, when the steam-engine was in the ex])cri-

mental stage, an Englishman, well known in the scientific

circles of the day, wrote a pamphlet proving entirely to his own
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satisfaction tliat it would be impossible for steam ever to be

used in ocean navigation because of the impossibility of any
vessel to carry suffi.cient coal for its fm'naccs. Steam is a mighty
power to-day on and off the ocean, and while there may be none
now living who question its efficacy or deny the enormous
benefits it has confeiTed upon the human race, there are, un-

fortunately, many who question the potentialities of the laud as

a mighty factor in human affairs, in spite of the fact that this

tremendous energy has been turned into a stupendous living,

all-impelling force in every country in the world save our own.

Pkee-teaders Fail to Demonsteate their own I'ropositions

Now, it seems but fair that when a man advances a proposi-

tion he sliould prove it. The writer of " The Free-trade Move-
ment " does not do this, and he thus leaves it to others to prove

that his proposition is unde7nonstra'blc.

The question before us is this :
" Has the writer any justifica-

tion for his remarkable economical conclusion, or has he, in

advancing this extraordinary proposition, committed an

elementary error in economical law ? " The full text of the

paragraph which contains the unaccountable passage to which
the whole nation—even including Free-traders themselves—is

justified in taking exception is this

—

" In no circumstances known at present could this country feed

her enormous population of 40,000,000 people at their existing

standard of snbsistence ; to be self-sufficing as regards food, a portion

of the population would need to emigrate, and for the remainder, the

majority must betake themselves to agricultural pursuits. Is the

nation prepared to put back its progress and revert to that position

in order that it may be self-sustaining, when by means of free

exchange it is able easily to maintain its vast population in consider-

able profit."
*

It is only with the latter portion of the paragraph we need

deal here, as the questions involved in the first portion have
already been dealt with.

If there be the slightest justification for these amazing con-

clusions, it follows that every one of those nations which has

had the temerity to assume a srlf-sustaining position in regard

to its food supplies, must necessarily have jmt hack its jjrogress

to an extent that its trade and manufactures should be in a

deplorable condition : its national credit seriously impaired,

* " The Free-trade Movement," p. 193.
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and its people reduced to cmij,a'ation to avoid starvation ; while

the majority would practically be driven back to the land.

Here is a little statement of facts showing the position of the

United Kingdom and some other countries in rcsi)ect to trade

and manufactures, the people's savings, taxable area as determined

by the Income-tax lieturns of this country and CTcrmany,

emigration, etc., for periods varying from 1875 up to 1907,

Comparative Imports *

United Kingdom
(ierniiuiy. . .

Franco . . .

Austria-Hungary

441,808,004
211,771,000

151,944,000

58,816,000

607,888,500
394,410,000
225,092,000

97,550,000

Percentage of
Incrcaue.t

37
86
49
67

Exports

1896. 1906.
Percentage of

Increase.

United Kingdom . . .

(Jermany
France
Austria-Hungary . . .

£

240,145,551

173,217,000

136,036,000

64,500,000

375,575,338
312,651.000

210,620,000

99,170,000

56
80
69
54

Comparative Exports %

(a) Domestic Produce and Manufactures

United Kingdom
France . . .

Germany . . .

United States .

234,000,000

138,000,000
155,000,000

165,000,000

1903-07.

338,000,000

195,000,000

287,000,000

340,000,000

Increase.

104,000,000

57,000,000

132,000,000

175,000,000

Per cent.

44
41
85
106

Note.—United Kingdom figures exclude new sliips and their machinery not

recorded prior to 1899, German figures inchide sliips and ''improvement

trade "since 1897.

* Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom, Cd. 425S and 1265 : 190S.

t Percentages calculated by the author.

t The " Tarid-rcformcr's Pocket Book," 190'J.
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(b) Manufactured Goods only

1880-84. 1903-07. Increase.

United Kingdom
France . . .

Germany . . . , ,

£

200,000,000

73,000,000

93,000,000

272,000,000

99,000,000

194,000,000

00,000,000

20,000,000

101,000,000

Per cent.

32
36
109

Deposits in Savings Banks

United Statps.

(PreBent Population
86 millions.)

Prussia.

(Present Population
37 millions.)

United Kingdom.
(Present Population

44 millions.)

1875
1898
1907

1875

,nt.

£
185,000,000
405,000,000

699,000,000

50,000,000

250,000,000
*439,000,000

£

08,000,000

173,000,000

210,000,000

Increase since 514,000,000 389,000,000 142,000,000

Increase per a 278 778 209

The United States figures are taken, at 5 dollars to the £1, from the
United States Statistical Abstract.

The Prussian figures are talvcn from Mr. Consul-General Schwabach's
Report on the Trade of the Consular District of Berlin for the year 1907.

The United Kingdom figures are taken from the Statistical Abstract for

the United Kingdom.

Bkitisii Income Tax Returns

(From the Reports of the Commissioners of His Majesty's Inland Revenue,
Cd. 3C8G and 4220.)

Year ended Income on which Tax was received.
March 31st. £

1897 604,000,000
1907 040,000,000

Increase, 27 per cent, or 130,000,000

Prussian Income Tax Returns

(From Report on tlie Trade of Germany for the year 1900, by Mr. Consul-
General Schwabach, of Berlin.)

Year. Total Amount subject to Income Tax.

1890 313,000,000
1900 530,000,000

Increase, 71 per cent, or 223,000,000

* I'JOG figures.
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Emi(;ration

(From Cd. 4258 and 42G5 : 1908.)

Germany.

1901
1902
1903
1JI04

1905
1906
1907

Averacce

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

Average

Population.

56,874,000

57,767,000
58,629,000
59,475,000

60,641,278
61,177,000

62,097,000

7)416,660,278
^ 59,522,897"

United King'lum
I'Mpnlrtlicin.

41,458,721

41,961,000

42,371,000

42,793,000
43,221,000

43,661,000

_ 44^100^00

7)2997565J21

42.795,103

Emigratioo.

22,073
32,098
3(5,310

27,984
28,075
31,074
31,696

7)209,310

29,901

EiniRiHtiun.

171,715\

205,662
*

259,950
271,435
262,077

1

325,137'

395,680
;

7)1,891,656

270,236

jRoucjlily 1 in every

\^ 2,000 persons.

English, Scotch, and
Iriah Emigrants only.

f
Roughly 1 in every

\ 160 persons.

In other words—12i times as many British subjects find the necessittj fur

emigrutiwj from the United Kingdom as Oerman subjects do from the

Fatherland-

Kingdom (IS Oerman subjects do fr
-a crushing indictment of the British Free-trade system.

National Debt

(From Cd. 4258 and 4265 : 1908.)

United Kingdom . . . 739,882,117
Germany 30,574,000
France 986,475,129
Austria-Hungary ... —

652,286,000
110,536,000

1,036,572,355

552,070,000

788,990,187

180,263,000

1,035,382,276

626,090,000

The rise and fall of the volume of the National Debt is not an infallible

guide of a nation's prosperity or adversity, and a decrease in a country's

liabilities does not necessarily mean national prosperity.

This plain statement of fact offers evidence of so practical

and irrefutable a quality as to the falseness of the conclusions

arrived at by the writer of " The Free-trade Movement " as to

leave him apparently without a vestige of justiiication for what

must meanwhile be regarded, by every reasonably-minded person

in the kingdom, as a most unwarrantable attack on the verity
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of the economical position of the British people. These statistics

clearly prove that none of these evils liave happened to other

conntries by growing their own corn, which " The Free-trade

]\Iovement" postulates for Great Britain, nor have they

—

put
hacJc their j^rogrcss. On the contrary, they have progressed more
than we have, and the British public will determine if there is

the slightest warrant for the position assumed by the writer of

the work in question.

It has been conclusively proved by the position of other

countries that " to he self-sujfici/if/ aft regards food " is not to

put back national progress, and, this being so, no man, whether
lie approaches so grave a matter from a purely party point of

view for the sole purpose of catching votes, or from the less

sordid point of view of the scientific student, as the writer

of "The Free-trade Movement" appears to have done, can

ever plead justification for misleading the people. He either

knows what he is doing, or he does not know. If he knows and
gives out to tlie world that which is not true, he wilfully deceives.

If he does not know and yet sows an untruth, he may escape

the charge of wilful deception, but he can never be exonerated

for the mischief done. In the case we are considering it appears

that the writer of " The Free-trade Movement," while doubtless

believing in the conclusions which were forced upon him after

a long study of the subject, gave to the world certain " beliefs
"

which it would appear were established on so unstable a basis

as to be easily overturned the moment they came in contact

with the solid structure of living truth.

A Network of Fallacies

Indeed, it would appear that the arguments arrived at in
" The Free-trade Movement," such as they are, are founded on
a veritable network of fallacies, or on that still more dangerous
quality—half truths. Tennyson truly said

—

" A lie that is all a lie may be met with and fought outright,

But a he that is half a truth is a harder matter to fight."

In every chapter of " The Free-trade Movement " a number
of economic conclusions are arrived at which, while at first

sight, being apparently convincing and, indeed, almost unassail-

able as abstract principles—are, nevertheless, utterly fallacious

in most cases when reduced to their proper denomination, namely—concrete examjjles based wpon common-sense pri7iciples and the

everyday requirements of the peoiile. A few of these airy economi-
cal bubbles have been pricked in these pages, but as the book
we are quoting from is full of economic theorems and dicta,
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based upon the abstract principles of a very inexact " science,"

rather than upon the practical, up-to-date needs of a strenuous
people, it would be impossible in this work to do more than
give, as has been done, a lew examples of the fallaciousness of

its author's reasoninf^.

To attomi)t to determine the many, ever-varying, and far-

reaching domestic requirements even of a single family, by the

hard-and-fast rules of " economic science," would be foolish

;

but to attempt to confine the multitudinous ramifications of the
domestic economy of A People, l)y the narrow, inflexible, and
absolutely inapplicable " laws " of such a very slippery " science

"

as political economy, economics, or whatever term may be used,

would be to try to confine the waters of an onrushing river in a
fishing-net. The thing is obviously impossible, yet it is being
attempted every day by men who devote their undoubtedly
high mental powers to " scientific " research. " / have en-

deavoured to deal wiili the suhject in the scientific sjnrit of
inqxiiry" said the writer of the book we (|UOte from ; and it is

just this spirit which has done Groat Britain incalculable harm,
as we have explained in other chapters.

Scientific Legerdemain

If a man be " scientific " enough he can solve any problem
and expound any subject " scientifically "

; and although his

hearers may not be smart enough to controvert his conclusions,

they nevertheless believe that though they may appear "scientific-

ally " right, they know them to be fundamentally and practically

wi'ong. The man who convinces people by his " laws," " isms,"

and " ologies," that it is better to allow the fertile lands of

Great Britain to lie waste and unproductive than to convert

them to the use and benefit of the nation, does irreparable harm
to the people, and the time has come for plain speaking and
hard hitting.

Fortunately others, having discerned the danger of this

" scientific " teaching, have taken up the cudgels in behalf of

common-sense. The following is from a recently published

economical Chart, entitled, " National llemedies for Unemploy-
ment and Low Wages," published by Mr. B. Sansome of East

Finchley, in March, 1909, and forms one of the many examples

that might be cited :

—

"AEE IMPOr.TS PAID FOR BY EXPORTS?
The Professor's Answer

" Some time ago I received an invitation card to hear Professor

Armitage Smith on Free-trade at the National Liberal Club, White-

hall. Mr. Smith, in the course of his lecture, said :
' If the London
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County Council advertised for tenders for £100,000 worth of steel

rails, aud Belgium secured the order for £90,000, the London County
Council would be saving £10,000, which they could spend on other

goods, and it would be a clear profit to London and the country

to the value of £10,000.' I put questions to Mr. Smith, and the

following are the questions and replies :

—

" J//-. Sansome : ' Do you agree with the estimate of the JjIuc Book
that there is quite 60 per cent, wages paid on steel rails made in

England ?

'

"J//-. Smith: 'Yes, I agree with that estimate.'

" Mr. Sa/i.wme : ' Then does it not follow that England lost

£60,000 wages ?

'

''My. Smith: 'You forget that we should send £100,000 worth

of soft goods to Belgium.'
" Mr. Sa/ifiome : ' How can that be so, when as a matter of fact,

Belgium is sending us an increased quantity of goods year by year,

and we are sending Belgium less goods each year ? '—No answer.
" Mr. Sansome : ' I am not done with the loss yet. Would it be

true if I were to say that the £60,000 wages, if paid to English

workers, would have been paid over to the shop-keepers and trades-

men of the district in which the rails were made ?
'

" A gentleman in the audience said :
' Yon are making a loss of

£120,000 if the order were given to Belgium.'
" 3fr. Sansome : ' Yes, that is just what I am contending and

proving.'
" Mr. Sansome further contended that, if we had protection, the

greater part of £60,000 paid over to the tradesmen would be by

them paid over to Lancashire and Yorkshire, and other home
producers.

" Professor Smith hurriedly collected his papers, and Lord
Welby quickly closed the meeting."

" Science " veesus Sense

Here we find the writer of "The Free-trade Movement" con-

tinuing in the Lecture Hall and in the Club the same " scientific

spirit of inquiry" which led him to give to the world the

inferences, deductions, beliefs, and conclusions arrived at in its

pages some years before, and the British people have now to

determine for themselves between "Science" and common-

sense. " Science " tells the people that Great Britain cannot

grow her own corn, that her fields must therefore remain

sterile, and her population emigrate, and that if we attempt

to make ourselves " self-sustaining " the nation " must p^ct hack

its progress." Common-sense replies in common parlance

—

" bunkum " ; we can grow all our own corn and other food-

stuffs just as well as any nation in the world, and better
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in respect to corn, because of the extra fertility of our soil ; wo
can convert every waste field into highly productive land ; we
can stop the wasteful drain of excessive emigration which is

sapping the virility of the nation : and, by creating in our midst

a great agricultural industry, with numbers of subsidiary

industries which must necessarily spring therefrom, we can

give such an impulse to manufactures as would considerably

Advance national progress, instead of throwing it back.

Every man wlio happens to remain in possession of his

sober senses, and is absolutely unbiassed by political considera-

tions, untainted by the sordid infhieuces of the Manchester
School, and unaffected by the glamour which economic " science

"

casts over some of its students, knows perfectly well that all

these things, and more, can be accomplished, and easily accom-
] Wished too, by tlie simple a])plication of common-sense methods.

He has no further inclination to listen to false teachers who
have already done immeasurable harm to the Ihitish people, and
who will surely in the end cause the economic destruction of the

British Empire, unless the meretriciousness of their doctrines

be explained and exposed by the strenuous efforts of those who
have no purpose to serve, save to show the people how the

application of common-sense methods to this, as to everything

else in life, will serve them to far better purpose than listening

to the nonsensical farrago about the necessity of applying the

shifting laws of a slippery " science " to the simple require-

ments of everyday life.

No Man derides Real Science

^ Xo sane man would lightly deride the enormous benefits that

real science has bestowed upon the human race, nor would ho

deny the possibility of its application to many of life's affairs
;

he would, on the contrary, be ready to admit that unless the

very latest discoveries in meclianical and other science be at

once applied to many of our industries they are apt to fall

behind the times and lose their place in the race. He would
not even stop at agricultural progression, but would frankly

admit that in agriculture, as in other pursuits, the industry

must be equipped and brought up-to-date by the application

of the latest scientific discoveries in practical agriculture. There,

however, he would draw a hard-and-fast line, beyond which his

sanity would not permit him to go. For example

—

(a) He would not admit for a single moment that there

are two opinions as to whether the people of this

country, or that, should, or should not, cultivate

their lands.

2 B
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(b) He would not admit that it is more profitable for any
nation, under any economic condition Joiown to the

human race, to allow its soil to become waste and
unproductive, producing no food for the people, nor

affording them employment, and then employ foreign

peoples to grow its food supplies and buy these from

them.

(o) He would not admit that the country which possesses

in abundance vast areas of the finest corn-gi'owing

land in the world should be forced by Economic
reasons—that is to say, the economic reasons pro-

mulgated and well understood by the Manchester

School—to allow this enormous source of wealth and
employment to run to waste.

{(1) lie would not admit that any nation has the right to

cripple or practically crush out of existence one

industry, under the mistaken notion that others might

1)6 benefited in the process.

(c) He would never admit that the simple question of

wliether man should, or should not, till the land,

a question which has been thorougldy understood by

peoples of all ages and settled by them thousands of

years ago, should now become a question of " economic

polemics," because, forsooth, the interests of those

engaged in certain other industries are said to be

involved in the issue.

(/) He would not admit that Great Britain or any other

country which grows all its own food supplies and
then becomes " self-sustaining " can possibly " Put
Back its Peogkess," because the common experience

of every other nation in the world proves that such

a position is but a mere postulation and is opposed

to actual facts, while it is, moreover, opposed to

reason and offensive to the canons of Common-
sense !

The British people, while having no particular objection to

economic science, ^x'r se, would like to see it tempered with a

judicious admixture of sense; and unless those who write

learned books, showing how a nation can become rich and
prosperous by neglecting its chief industry, and how a man
can thrive by allowing his farm to become waste, can so temper
their discourses, they are likely to end in failure.



CHAPTER XXXII

A SYNOPSIS

Many questions of gi-ave importance to the people have been
considered in these pages, and those who have been interested

enough to follow the writer so far have doubtlessly been im-
pressed by the many facts that have been revealed, and the

enormous need which exists for general enlightenment on the

vastly complicated yet fundamentally simple agricultural ques-

tion, and of the other questions involved therein. So many things

have become manifest that it would be as well to bring them
together synoptically, so that at least the main features of the

questions dealt with may be easily recognised.

The Fundamental Blunder about the Land

The first thing that becomes clear—save to those who have
some purpose to serve in maintaining existing conditions—is,

that whatever else happens, the Land must be set free to work
out its appointed destiny.

No man having a plot of ground, and no country having

millions of acres, can, under any economic conditions known
to the people of the earth, afford to allow that land to lie

uncared for, untilled, and unproductive, because to do so would
be to set up an artificial condition of economics which would
surely result sooner or later in disaster. To cultivate the soil

is to obey a Natural Law, not to do so is to disobey it ; and
in the history of the world there is not a single instance on

record of a country having disobeyed that inexorable Law with

impunity.

In this age of rapid progress and much learning, men are

apt to deride and set at naught many of the old laws and
customs as being foolish and antiquated. Among them, the

cultivation of the land has fallen into desuetude because

"Economic Science" told the people it could be given up to

371
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tlieii' own advantage. After the lapse of more than half a

century of bitter experience and grievous results, it is found

that this " Economic Science " is not only fundamentally wrong,

but, what is woi-se, has actually been made the tool and
plaything of a powerful party—the Manchester School

—

which is politically and financially interested, or fancies it is,

in sacriticing agriculture to manufactures.

Tliis incident serves as an example of human gullibility,

of the danger of too readily accepting the teachings of '" Science,"

and the Machiavelianism of political parties. It also furnishes

au excellent illustration of how easily men may arrogate to

themselves, and take unwarrantable liberties with, many things

in life, unless checked and exposed. We see this in The
Ukdue Assumption of Supeiuoeity by Fpee-traders, referred

to in Chapters II. and III., and not the least mischief of the

situation is, that owing to sixty years of arrogant licence, every

Eree-trader, and many others besides, really believe that such

blessings and benelits as arc to-day enjoyed by the British

]ieople are the actual result of Free-trade. It is said tliat

" A lie oft repeated bears the semblance of truth," and this

old saw loses none of its force in its present application. Free-

traders have had a long innings and have played their game
with vigour and boldness. With the audacity born of sixty

years of unbridled licence, they affirm that every stride in

national progress made by the British people, in scientific in-

vention and mechanical application, in arts, manufactures,

trades, literature, learning, hygiene, food, music, lighting,

housing, and sanitation ; the electric telegraph, and the penny
post ; cheap and abundant newspapers, and the thousand and
one benefits arising out of the natural progression of the

liuman race owing to the numerous civilising iniiuences of the

List iifty years or so, are due to Fjjee-tPiAUE.* They con-

veniently ignore the fact that similar benefits and advantages
have been shared in and enjoyed by every civilised nation

in Europe, and in the world, and that in many of them the

relative progress has been greater than in our own. But when
they gravely affirm, or insidiously imply, that even our games
and sports—football, cricket, and the rest of them—are also

due to that much-belauded economic condition, then it becomes
evident that Free-traders have been too long at the wickets

and should be taken off, as they have entirely " lost their

heads."

* See Chapter VII., " The Free-trade Movement."
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The Economic Incongruities of Free-trade

One of the most curious things about Free-traders is their

imperviousness to ridicule. Free-trade is a veritable jumble
of paradoxes and economic inconsistencies, and yet its votaries

C(mtinue their absurd gasconading. Great IJritain is the only
great State wliich has Frce-tradi;, and yet she far excels any
other nation on earth—small or great—in foul pauperism,
widespread distress, and growing unemployment. Cobden and
his fellow manufacturer-reformers in the " forties " led the
people to believe that the land would be tilled, distress and
pauperism vanish, employment be plentiful, and general pros-

perity secured, by abolisliing the Corn Laws, and l)ani.shing

what in those days they called "Protection." After sixty

years of expectancy the people find that not only have none
of these things been accomplished, but that poverty and
unemployment have become so general as to breed wide-

spread discontent and threaten revolution ; indeed, it may
truly be said that—given the opportunity—" the masses " were
never more ripe for a general uprising than they are to-day,

and although these facts are patent enough to " the man in the

street," the pachydermatous nature of the Free-trader cannot
be brought to realise that these evils are, and must be, due
to the unfortunate results of the economic system called Free-
trade, for the simple, yet irresistible, reason that for the last

sixty-two years the country has known no other sijstcm !

There is abundance of land lying unproductive, and vast

unemployment, but Free-trade is incapable of bringing them
together. There is an immense British mercantile marine
carrying more than half of the world's trade and capable of

giving work to vast immbers of our own unemployed, and yet

our ships are largely manned by foreigners.

With unrivalled industrial skill and command of raw
material, with a plethora of skilled labour and ample capital,

we nevertheless prefer to buy in foreign markets, force our

own workpeople to emigrate, and drive our capital abroad so

t\i'dit foreign, eompetitors mag use it against ux.

With matchless facilities for growing our own food supplies,

and thus affording employment to millions of our fellow-

countrymen, we spend £172,000,000 each year abroad so that

the foreigner mag grow them for us.

With vast facilities for universal employment in our land,

with numerous trades and manufacturing industries wherein
productive lucrative work could be found for every man and
wouiau in the country, we prefer to hug our rags and tatters to
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our hearts and find occupation for the vast hordes of Un-
employed in works that are unproductive and useless, and

which serve no purpose but to increase the burdens of British

rate-payers and tax-payers.

These are but a few of the many anomalies and grotesque

results of Fkee-tkade, which should soon give place to other

and better contlitions. But the Free-trader discerns none of

these outward and visible signs, and it is doubtful if anything

in this world will arouse him to a sense of danger until his

Free-trade structure is brought rattling about his ears like a

pack of cards. His Free-trade system is as full of economic

paradoxes, ludicrous inconsistencies, and grotesque commercial

solecisms, as an egg is of meat, yet he sees it not, nor does he

want to see it. Eidicule may kill that Free-trader, but it is

doubtful if anything else will.

Loss OF Agricultueal Wealth

When our most competent statisticians affirm that in thirty

years agricultural wealth has decreased by £1,600,000,000 it is

time the British people took note of the fact, for they may be

sure that no country, however rich it may be in other respects,

can lose Sixteen hundred millions sterling of its wealth without

the people feeling it sorely. Loss of agricultural wealth means
loss of a great industry, loss of employment, loss of a wage-
earning power, loss to the people, and the marvel is that—the

people have endured the loss so patiently. It also means extra

rates to rate-payers and extra taxes to tax-payers, and the

sooner those who provide the funds for municipal and Imperial

expenditure realise this simple fact, the earlier will come that

psychological moment when they will cry—halt ! to the horse-

leech policy of every Government, whether Tory or Eadical.

These patient " shellers out " have hitherto been to Governments
what the aphides are to the ants—a source of never-failing and
easily acquired wealth—but their eyes are opening to the fact

that their surrendered millions no more mitigate the sufferings

of the people, or remove the festering mass of pauperism which
clings to them as a foul growth, than the toy spade of a child

can remove the mighty mass of sand on the seashore. They,

moreover, realise that this ever-present pauperism, distress, and
increasing unemployment which demand £135,000,000 in Poor
Bates and Public charities (see Chapters X. and XL) from the

people of this country every year, is not the result of normal,

social, and economic conditions, but solely the outcome of an
abnormal, selfish, and vicious system of national economics,

jjorn of the sejf-iuterests of a bajuj of manufacturer-reformers
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under Cobdeu, and kept alive by the self-interests of that

powerful manufacturing section of the community known as

the " Manchester School."

This awakening of the people to such astounding trutlis,

although tardy, is none the less real and abiding, and the time

has come for Governments to realise that the old order must
give place to the new, and that the British people are no

longer disposed to submit to a state of affairs as disgraceful as

it is unnecessary, aiul which, while maintaining a fiscal and
economic condition utterly unsuited to this or any other

civilised country, only serves to bolster up the sordid interests

of a comparatively small coterie of manufacturers and merchants.

In spite of the denials of Governments and of political parties,

their policy has been, and is, to trim their sails so as to serve

Existing Interests, which include vested interests and class

interests.

The legislative measures of the Conservative Government,
which had a long innings of some eighteen years, showed how
they trimmed their sails to catch the political breezes, while

the measures of the present Government show what course theij

steer. Neither of them tackles this burning ([uestion of

pauperism and unemployment save from the old time-honoured

custom of mulcting rate and tax-payers, and until they are

forced by public opinion to abandon these predatory methods of

raising the wind to feed the ever-open pauper maw, they will

adopt no other.

But perliaps the most damning indictment against the

fiscal and economical system set up in this country sixty odd

years ago, and which men call, by misnomer, " Free-trade," is

the fact that it costs 135 millions slerlinrj in Slate and iniblic

charities to maintain it.

This is a view of the case which has not appealed to the

average Englishman till quite recently, but now he finds that

his heavy rates and taxes, and the never-ending and ever-

increasing charities afford no real relief to the situation, the

strain has become intolerable, and John Bull is at last

determined to look into the matter himself. He at length

realises that the State actually raises £35,000,000 annually in

Poor liates, and he knows that the vast majority of the British

people are necessarily engaged year in and year out in helping

their destitute brethren. He knows also the aggregate amount
of these universal charities must be stupendous, and if they

reach the colossal figure of £100,000,000 annually he would nut

be surprised.

It then occurs to him that nny social, economic, or fiscal

condition that demands £35,000,000 from tax-payers, and
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another £100,000,000 from philanthropists annucdli/ to support

it, is about as bad a state of alfairs as coiiki possibly exist, and

he, moreover, discerns that if this adventitious bolstering up

were withdrawn, the condition of the masses would be so awful

as to cause instant revolution. The only conclusion John lUdl

can come to is—that this Free-trade system, which he has been

obliged to adopt, literalli/ and truly costs the iKOple £135,000,000

annual! 1/ to maintain.

It Costs £135,000,000 Annually in Charities to Buttress
Free-trade

This is the charge that will be vehemently denied by those

who, for various reasons, are personally interested in maintain-

ing existing conditions, but however much they may rave and

bluster, the Government finds it necessary to raise £35,000,000

annually in Poor Ftates, while what is called the—Philanthropic

Public—find it equally necessary to contribute each year over

£100,000,000 (see Chapter XI.) to provide merely for the most

prominent and aggressive cases of pauperism, drunkenness,

vice, crime, and sickness.

It is held by the anti-Free-traders that the poverty of the

United Kingdom is so phenomenal as to constitute a shame to

Governments, an unnecessary drain on national funds, an

insuperable obstacle to the prosperity of the masses, a curse to

the people, and a standing menace to national peace. Upwards

of one-half of the entire population never cease in their efforts

to mitigate, to some small extent, the sufferings of the other

half, wliile the Salvation and Church Armies, through their

Soup Kitchens and Night Shelters, the perennial " lielief

Works " of the State, and the numerous dodges resorted to by

Municipal bodies throughout the kingdom to find work for the

poor and needy, all proclaim the fact that the British people

are in a state of destitution, the like of which finds no parallel

in the civilised world. The added fact that, in spite of this

mighty effort, only the most acute cases of poverty are dealt

with, furnishes indubitable proof that the 'poverty and destitu-

tion of the British ixople is really heyond human power to grapple

with cffectualbj. It is then deliberately affirmed that this mass

of pauperism and unenviable destitution is the direct and

inevitable result of a set of social and economic conditions that

are peculiar to Great Britain, and as unsuited to her needs as

they would be to those of any other civilised country.

This degrading and contemptible condition, which Socialists

declare forces 31»,000,000 of the population of this country to
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the verge of destitution, is as unnecessary as it is cruel and
disastrous; and when the ]tooj)le realise that this terrible

sufferin^^ is nothing more nor less than a direct and unavoidable

result of the suicidal Free-trade policy which Self-Intkrests

have thrust upon the country, they will cast it from tliem as

something that is loathsome and unclean.

But is there anythhig in the denial of Free-traders that the

unenviable and unparalleled condition of the masses of our

fellow-countrymen is not attributaljle to, or a result of, Free-

trade ? The degradation and pauperisation of a people is one

of the gravest charges that could be brought against any
administration or any political party, and, if brought, it should

either be clearly disproved by the accused, or substantiated by
the accuser.

In face of the enormous mass of evidence favoming the

views of that great body of the British people who liold that the

present deplorable conditions are a result of the Free-trade

system, the mere denial of the Manchester School, and others

who favour Free-trade, is obviously altogether insulFicient. The
system of economics on which the United Kingdom has been

working for upwards of sixty years, was designed by Cobden
and his manufacturer-reformers to do away with the destitution

and unemployment of the times in which they lived ; and while

it would serve no purpose to compare the poverty and un-

employment of the British people during the " hungry forties
"

M'ith that of other nations at the same period, it becomes an

urgent necessity, in tlie interests of the present generation, to

make it clear that the dcsiitution and widespread imevvploi/mcnt

of the people of this country to-day finds no counterpart in Europe

or in any civilised cojintry of the v:orld, in spite of the fact that in

nearly every one of these countries the economic and fiscal

system has been " Protection," and not " Free-trade," or

—

the

very antithesis of our own. At all events, the anti-Free-traders'

case is proved up to the hilt ; the onus of disproving it now rests

with those who bolster up the present system.

Will Takiff-refouim alone afford Full Employment
FOR All?

Is a question that should never be lost sight of by the

people, because in its proper appreciation enormous issu&s are

involved. Tariff-reform there must be, because the accumulated

evidence of the last sixty years proclaims the fact ; but in

determining this point let us beware, " Lest we Forget." Tariff-

reform is one factor in national prosperity, but alone it will nut

suffice. Every civilised nation that has shown progressive
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prosperity during the last half a century and more, has com-
bined Tariff-reform with Land-reform and universal a/jriculture,

and it is to this happy combination, this blending of essential

factors to success to which they owe their prosperity, and not

to the adoj)tion, of one of fhem to the exclusion of the other. Each
one of these countries first of all established agriculture as its

2Jrimal industry, after which they set about building up and
developing their manufactures. That they have succeeded in

both of them is too manifest to need demonstration. Had they

sacrificed the land industry, or even suliordinated it to manu-
factures, they would as assuredly have failed as Great Britain

failed, indeed, as she will again fail if she attempts to run
British economics on the Tariff-reform platform alone. The
land industry and other industries have so many affinities that

to separate them woukl be to sever ties that would cause atrophy

and death. To repeat what has been written on this subject

would be mere supererogation ; but to point out that we have

had enough of folly and madness in the past by attempting to

disregard the puissance of agriculture, is to counsel precaution.

Agriculture and manufactures are so bound together as to be

absolutely indissoluble, and not even " Protection " would
repair the damage and fill the breach if Tariff-reformers were
mad enoush to trust to Tariff-reform alone.

The "Cheap" Loaf—A Fkee-tkade Sham

The greatest economic fraud of modern times is that of the
" Cheap " loaf of the Free-traders. It is needless to go further

into the matter here, as the bubble lias burst and the working
classes at length realise what a veritable political " Will-o'-the-

wisp " the whole thing was. Indisputable evidence from every
conceivable source proves that the price of bread is practically the

same in every European country, includiny our oivn, in spite of the

fact that in nearly every case those countries favour "Protection."

This meretricious " Cheap " loaf cry served its purpose for a

time ; but it has proved to be a dangerous, two-edged weapon
to those who used it, and it has now turned and smitten the

wielder. It is a commercial fact that the price of bread is not
regulated by the particular tariffs adopted by this country or

that, while it is also true that the price is, for some inscrutalde

reason, apparently outside and beyond the canons of economic
law. It is, moreover, known that for thirty years after Great
Britain adopted Free-trade, the price of bread was not reduced,

and even when it conmienced to fall, the market rates for wheat
were affected rather by the opening up of railways in all

countries, the application of steam to the mercantile marine.
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the universal clieapeniug of land and sea transit, and the use of

mechanical appliances to haudlin;,', than by Free- trade. That

this is so is proved by the incontrovertible facts just referred

to, namely, that tlte price of bread is the same in all Uurojjean

countries irres2)ectivc of varyivg fiscal systems. That there was
no truth in the " cheap " loaf cry ; tliat it was, in plain English,

a deliberate lie purposely put forward by a great })olitical party

with intent to deceive, also becomes evident, and that it has

done irreparable harm there is no doubt.

The question the Britisli people sliould now determine is

this—to what extent should political parties—admitting that

they are equipped with much of the best brain-power in the

country—be i)ermitted to use their intellectual endowments in

the manufacture of political falsehoods with the S(jle object of

serving their party by deceiving the people, and doing incalcul-

able harm to national interests ? It is true that custom has

sanctioned many things in politics that are regrettable ; but

when able pu])lic servants pollute the thinking principle of

their brain l)y inventing sordid scliemes for immoral purposes,

the bad usage born of unbridled licence should be cruslied out

of existence by the irresistible force of public opinion. No
private individual is permitted to indulge in acts that are

publicly immoral or harmful to others, and no man who serves

public interests, or no collective body of such servers of the

State should be permitted to indulge in practices that are harm-
ful to the commonweal. The time has now come to stop such

immoral practices in national interests, and the peo})le are right

in demanding that the law should be consideraljly enlarged and

extended so as to provide for such cases, or that a fresh Act be

placed on the Statute book empowering the authorities to deal

drastically with any proceedings on the part of public servants,

or representatives of the people that are vicious, and therefore

subversive of the public good.

Old Age Pensions—an Additional State Charity

Whatever scheme may exist in the fertile brain of ]\Ir.

Lloyd-George in respect to future arrangements, it is clear

that the Old Age Pension Act of 1908 is nothing more nor

less than a huge extension of the existing Statf: Chakities.

Whatever may be the needs of the masses, or the political

exigencies of the Government, no justification can possibly

exist for such a predatory piece of legislation as that launched

on the country by the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; indeed,

the whole business is in complete agreement with that official's

"hen-roost-robbing" policy which he so jauntily talkeil about
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a few months ago, but of which he is now heartily ashamed.
What justification can there possibly be for a legislative

measure M'liich unequivocally plunders the tax-payers to cover

the default of present and past Governments ? The people of

this country had, and have, a perfect right to an Old Age
Pension scheme of so comprehensive a nature as to provide

literally for every case in the country, and that this scheme
has not been in operation is a standing disgrace to every
Government for the last three or four decades. But that fact

does not, and cannot, justify the present Government—in its

tardy awakening to the necessities of the position—in thrusting

a piece of Class Legislation on the country which robs one
section of the community of six to eight millions annually,

in addition to their other burdens, to support another section.

There is not a man in the kingdom who objects to the

fundamental principle upon which all taxation is founded,

namely, that the national cesses should fall upon the rich

and not upon the poor; but this is just a particular case

which proves the exception to the rule. Every man, whatever
his position, should make provision for sickness and old age,

and if he fails to do so—given the chance—he is neither a true

man nor a worthy citizen. Bismarck gave the German people

the chance twenty odd years ago, and they availed themselves

of it to an extent that to-day £34,000,000 annually are

paid out of the German Pension funds in Old Age and Sick

pensions. The German scheme is Conteibutory, the w^ork-

people and employers subscribing upwards of

—

One-third
each, and the state subvention amounting to—less than

One-third,

The question the British tax-payers are deeply interested

in is this

—

" Why did the Liberal-Piadical Government, having
the splendid example of the German scheme as a guide, devise

a Pension scheme for Great Britain which is as predatory in

its nature as were some of the autocratic enactments of the

Plantagenet kings ? " The answer is obvious—" Because they

wanted to conciliate the Lahour Party and the Socialists."

The famous epigram of Horace, paraphrased as under, fits

the present Government.

" Make political capital, honestly if you can ; if not, by whatever

means you can, make capital."

The most significant feature of this miserable piece of

legislation is that after it was made law and the tax-payers

robbed of their millions, Mr. Lloyd-George was seized with
a desire to visit Germany for the avowed object of studyiiuj

the Germa'ii Old Aye Pension system. The public would
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like to know—" JVhi/ did he not go before ! " The obvious out-

come of this must be one of two things—citlior Mr, Lloyd-

George's visit to Germany was undertaken with tlie object of

throwing dust in the eyes of the justly angered tax-payers,

in which case nothing more will be heard of it; or, after

passing his plundering piece of legislation, he awoke to the

conscionsncss of its manifest injustice and was honestly

desirous of re]5airing his error. If the latter be the case, it

will bear fruit in due season. Let us await the dinoucment

of the play.

This Non-contributory Pension scheme of the Govern-
ment is born of Socialism, and it is of a spoliatory character.

It is a piece of Class Legislation, and is a dangerous quality,

always recoiling, like a boomerang on those who launclied it

forth. Those who have been unjustly roblied should never

cease in their demand to have this spoliatory Act wiped out of

the Statute book and replaced by a wise, well-thought-out

scheme, on the German principle, to which all classes would
be exj^ected to contribute. The present scheme is nothing

more nor less than a new State Charity, and the country is

sick and tired of charities, because it has found that most of

them are really unnecessary, and that they only serve to

emasculate the manhood of the nation.

The Penalty of not Growing our own Corn

One of the most grievous burdens imposed upon the P>ritish

])eople, through the violation of a natural law in not tilling

their land, is the enormous widespread loss resulting therefrom.

This loss is incalculable for the reason that it has the propertie-?

of quicksilver, of running here and there and finding its way
into every nook and cranny of human existence. It ramifies

through every vein of the national life and affects every class

of the community, directly or indirectly, and is so woven into

the very being of the people, that no man can estimate its

capacity for good or for evil. The direct loss in agricultural

wealth alone in thirty years has been estimated at sixfeai

hundred, millions slcrlinr/—and, stupendous though this be, it

no more plumbs the depths of the peo[)le's losses than a ship's

line can plumb the immeasurable depths of the sea.

Great Britain has been pledged to this sidcidal course

—

as Free-traders tell us—" For Good or for Evil," and after

sixty years of experience the verdict of the people is
—

" It is

FOR Evil ! " Every by-election proclaims this fact, and every
printed sheet—save those that still cling to the policy which
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thrusts this Evil on the country—exposes the monstrous fallacy

of encouraging the foreigner to grow our corn, and other food-

stuffs, when our own lands are lying untilled and our people

unemployed.
Every sane man who wishes well to his country knows that

we can grow practically all our own food and, by a wise system
of Tariff-reform and Land-reform, employ our own people and
stop that enervating drain of excessive emigration which has

robbed the country of its virile strength during the last half-

century. He knows that the sacrifice of agriculture involves

the sacrifice of those numerous subsidiary industries which
grow out of, and depend upon, the parent industry, and that

the loss of both one and the other must inevitably result in

widespread unemployment and poverty. It is also clear that

the destruction of these great industries carries with it the loss

of that immense purchasing power possessed by a numerous
universal agricultural population in the plenitude of its

prosperity. It is, moreover, manifest that as all agricul-

tural produce, whether grown in foreign countries or on our
own soil, must, by the operation of an economic law, be paid

for i7i other commodities, our own agriculturists would necessarily

be better customers of British manufacturers than are the

farmers of the United States or other countries from which
we now draw 75 per cent, of our food supplies. This is easily

proved by the fact that our Imports exceed our Exports by
£172,000,000,* which means that foreign growers, who supply

us with £172,000,000 worth of agricultural produce every year,

huij short in Britisli manufactures.

There is, in fact, nothing but loss in every direction, loss

that radiates from the neglected Land industry and ramifies

among every section of the people. It directly, or indirectly,

affects every form of occupation, and runs along the social and
economic lines of the country so that no individual, and no
trade, profession, or industry, escapes its blighting touch. There
is no single industry or group of industries that exercise over

the affairs of a people the same far-reaching effect as the single

industry of Agricultui!E, and once it be interfered with, and
its beneficence checked or cut off, no man is able to estimate

the extent of the evil that must inevitably result.

Those who destroyed agriculture and prevented the people

growing their own food supplies imposed penalties upon the

country which no nation can bear with impunity, and they

alone are responsible for the Evil that has overtaken the British

people.

* " statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom," CD. 4258 : 1908.
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Britain's Dependence upon Foueign Countkies fou
II Ell Food

Not the least of the many evils arising from a destroyed

ngriculture is the fact that 75 per cent of our wheat and Hour
comes from foreign countries. This means, in a nutshell, that,

even in times of peace, the Britisli people are entirely at the

mercy of a group of " smart operators " in wheat, who might at

any moment " corner " the world's wheat supply and send prices

up to starvation point. If we were at war with a foreign

power—Germany, for example—44 millions of people would
starve in a month, for it is absolutely certain that Germany
would first strike at our most vulneral)le point—our weakness
in self-sustenance. Once Germany decides on fighting us, she

herself, through her secret agents, would commence by '" corner-

) ing " wheat in all the gi-eat markets of the world months before

she declared war, so that at the psychological moment she would
be able to hurl her forces against a people enfeebled by short

supplies, and discouraged by the hopelessness of their insular

position and their utter dependence upon outside supplies that

no longer came to satisfy their daily needs.

Now that German invasion is not merely a nightmare but a

tangible, ponderable quantity, this state of affairs may, and
assuredly ivUl, happen once war breaks out with that country.

The British people are therefore right in demanding from
Free-traders, and the Manchester School of politicians, what
justification they can plead for thrusting upon the country an
economic system which will as surely bring about the defeat of

a great people and the destruction of their world Empire—soon

or late—as the deadly virus of leprosy, once absorbed in the

corporal body, destroys in time its entire structure.

Those who are responsible for the destruction of Britain's

self-sustaining powers in the matter of food supplies must
answer this question

—

for thcjj only ca7i ansiucr it.

The Fallacies of Economic Science

No man,who would maintain a reputable sanity of demeanour,
would be fool enough to carp and cavil at science and rail

against its application to human alfairs, but no man should
jeopardise his sanity by obstinately insisting that every item
in the domestic economy of the great human family should be
governed, regulated, and dominated by her cold, inflexible, and
arbitrary Laws, because such a position is really indefensible.
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Cobden and his Free-trade following, with the avowed

object of benefiting iiianufacturing interests, interpreted the

doctrines of Adam Smith and the great economists of long ago

in a manner which favoured the abandonment of our own agri-

culture. " Don't grow your own wheat if others can grow it

cheaper for you " was, and is, the keynote of their policy, and

this interpretation of Adam Smith and his fellow-economists

insured the destruction of British agriculture.

So many evils have sprung out of a murdered agriculture,

so many strange and unaccountable things have happened in

our social and economic world to puzzle and confound the

British people, so much destitution, unemployment, pauperism,

strife, unrest, copious outflow of British capital to foreign

countries, such a wasteful drain of emigration, so many incon-

gruities in economics, and so many inconsistencies and paradoxes

in the Inroad field of Sociology have cropped up to mystify

people, that one hardly knows what lias happened, while nobody

can predict what is goiwj to happen.

Cobden and liis fellows, by stopping the natural flow of the

great agricultural industry, dammed up the inlets and outlets of

national life, w^hich, once interfered with, will surely cause un-

locked for and untoward results. Dam up a swirling torrent,

and you will soon get results that will astonish you. Take

away your dam, and the trouble at once ceases. Economic

science may demonstrate—on paper—how to let your laud lie

waste and import your corn from a foreign country, in the same

manner that astronomical science can demonstrate the story of

the visible heavens ; but astronomers cannot trace the stars to

their source nor fathom the profound depths of inter-stellar

space ; nor can the economists trace or estimate the loss which

radiates from an uncultivated country and ramifies through

every section of public life, till it is lost in the distance of far-

away results. Those who destroy the agriculture of a country

launch into being a force of evil which gathers momentum as it

proceeds on its fateful course, and no man can measure its scath

nor trace the alpha and umcyct of its baleful results.

To apply the laws of a doubtful, slippery science like

economics to the cultivation of a field or the cultivation of one's

back garden, is to apotheosise science at the expense of sense.

Of course both the field and the back garden, as indeed, every

plot of land in this, and every other civilised country on earth,

must be cultivated, otherwise, how are the people to be fed and

employed ? To ask Science to supersede Sense is to do that

which Adam Smith himself never would have done, and which

he never asked his degenerate followers to do in his name. It

is common-sense to cultivate the land, of this, or any other
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country, for all that it's worth, and the height of folly and mad-
ness not to cultivate it, and any man who persuades the people

to abandon their land and buy their food supplies from foreign

countries simply deserves the punishment due to the committal

of a wrongful act.

The Evils of an Insensate "Party" System

There is perhaps not a man in the kingdom who objects to

the " Party " principle, 'per se, but it is doubtful if, outside the

narrow circle of that band of politicians who would sacrifice

every interest to party, there is a man in the Empire who does

not hold that, while the principle of party politics is right

enough, the flagrant and ever-growing abuse of the system has

wrought incalculable and irremediable wrong to national

interests. Few there are who would like to see the " Party
"

system abolished altogether, because men recognise its sanity,

and its essentialities to public service ; but, practically, the

whole nation recognises the sore abuses that unbridled licence

has cast about it, so that to-day Public Good is, in most cases,

completely subordinated to Party Interests.

This is a condition that all Englishmen deplore, and as they

realise that the situation has become strained and intolerable,

they therefore demand a cessation of that fatuous and insensate

strife which is the chief characteristic of parliamentary usage

to-day. The national arena at Westminster has been used far

too long as a bear garden for the " bears " and " bulls," but the

people have wearied of these dull farceurs and require a change

from the ridiculous party farces to the real drama of national

life.

To uproot a mighty tree, whose roots and fibres have taken

strong hold in the earth, is not an easy task, yet it is done every

day. To uproot a pernicious system, the roots of which have

struck deep down in the national life, is not done every day,

and is not so easy as the uprooting of a giant tree, yet it can

be done. Educate public opinion to the fact that the abuses of

the " Party " system in Parliament strangle eilbrt, check public

enterprise, retard national progress, and render useful and
necessary reform Impossible, and the contemptible sordid

strife and petty wrauglings that take place daily in the national

Legislative Assembly will soon give place to useful, practical

work of a nature that will serve national interests and promote

the welfare of the People.

2 c
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Land Tenures : Their Importance to the Nation.

Few people realise the euormous importance of suiting laud

tenures to the national life, nor do they realise how intimately

so apparently remote a question affects their own individual

entities. Without suitable land tenures the land will most
likely remain untilled and unproductive. If the land of a

civilised country remains unproductive, trouble and widespread

loss ensues, and every chapter of this and other cognate works,

shows how this loss runs along the highways and byways of life

and affects every person in that unfortunate country ; hence,

every individual is more or less affected by the system of land

tenures obtaining in his own country.

You cannot make bread without flour, nor can you have
successful and progressive agriculture without suitable land

tenures. The thing is impossible. The British land tenures

are a jumble of incongruities—a relic of feudalism, slightly

tempered with pallid landlordism, tinkered by Cobden, patched

up by Manchester, and maintained in thek- naked uselessness by
the fatuous indifference, or, rather, the ignorance of the people.

They are as useless to the British agriculturists as the flour

would be to the baker without the oven ; and until the common-
sense of the country is aroused to the necessities of the case,

and a reasonable up-to-date system of working the land industry

be demanded and set up as a permanent national institution,

the troubles of the people, and that widespread destitution and
unemployment which result from neglected agriculture, will,

and must continue. Education in this matter will alone save the

position, and it is to be earnestly hoped that the Press and other

instructors will never cease in their efforts till every man in the

country realises that suitable land tenures, whereunder every

acre of available land in the country will be brought under

cultivation, and worked in the interests of, and for the good of

the people, will be established on a firm durable basis.

The only remaining point that need be referred to here, and
one that should never be lost sight of for a single instant by

the people of this country, is that upon which most of the

questions considered in these pages revolve, namely

—

Free-trade: Its Fundamental Errors.

The first fundamental error of the reformers of sixty years

ago was in detaching this country from among the congeries of

nations and setting it apart as an entity requiring a separate
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existence and special treatment. Nations, like individuals, are

gregarious in their habits, and, if isolated, are apt to develop an
amount of morlddity dangerous to their existence.

It was admittedly wise to turn to account the enormous
wealth which this country possessed in its mineral and
industrial resources, in the industrial skill of its people, and
in its great mercantile marine ; but it was unwise and quite

unnecessary to suppose that, in order to accomplish this purpose,

it was obligatory to create for it a separate and uni([ue economic
existence which is as alien to the economic usage of all civilised

States as a tropical orchid is to the uncongenial climate of

Lapland.

The production of mineral wealth, the development of

industrialism, and the increase of national trade, could liave

been carried on quite well side by side with a great agricultural

industry ; indeed, this latter industry, if left to its natural line

of progression, would have advanced proportionably, and have
been conterminous with its sister industries in all progressive

movements. That this is true is proved by the single fact that

in every civilised country in the world, excejit our own, agri-

culture has developed side by side in progressive prosperity

w^ith all other industries.

Great Britain was, then, separated from the community of

nations by a band of manufacturer-reformers, and made to

undergo a separate existence. She was made to live apart

from her sister States in respect to economic usage, and was
subjected to a course of treatment so severe and yet so unneces-

sary that she has never recovered. This was the fundamental
blunder.

The next monumental en"or was in regarding the unnatural

outgrowth of evils, which necessarily resulted from so unnatural

a proceeding, as a deep-seated disease requiring high professional

skill and scientific knowledge in its treatment, because such an

attitude was bound to attract a veritable host of "experts," who
would prove as resourceful in their " scientific " remedies as a

quack doctor with his antidotes, prophylactics, and other un-

desirable nostrums.

In damming the stream of agriculture the people's great

source of employment was cut off, and, as a very natural result,

the overflow is felt to-day in every profession, trade, and
industry, causing congested labour markets, unemployment,
poverty, and many other evils which so foolish, so unnatural,

and yet so unneccssanj an action was bound to produce.

The obvious course to pursue here was not to treat these

results as belonging to a group of inevitable diseases which are

as certain to appear in the body politic, from time to time, as
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chicken-pox and measles appear in the corporal body, but to

regard them as an inevitable result of a most unnatural action
;

the dam impedes the current of the great agricultural industry,

and all that is required to stop the overflow, and the mischief

arising therefrom, is to cut through the harrier.

Instead of adopting this eminently sensible and practical

course, those who have been responsible for the affairs of the

commonweal have adopted the eminently un2Jractical course of

dealing with effects rather than with causes ; they have failed

to perceive that the many evils which have dogged the foot-

steps of the people for many a year are but the result of the

violation of a natural law which will automatically cease as

soon as the violation ceases

—

hut not he/ore.

The third and perhaps the gravest of the many blunders

committed in the past and at the present day in connection

with this country's agricultural industry is in supposing that,

under any conditions which are likely to environ our mundane
affairs, this or any country, being one of a community of

civilised States, which are forced to adopt a common line of

agricultural economy in the interests of the commonwealth, could

possibly maintain itself in that state of general progressive

prosperity which—other things being equal—every industrious

and thrifty country has every reasonable right to expect, if its

chief source of wealth production—agriculture—is destroyed.

This is the exact position of the United Kingdom to-day

;

her agriculture has been destroyed, and she finds she cannot
maintain herself in a state of general prosperity. Enormous
wealth is admitted, but it belongs to the few and not to the

many ; there is far too much precariousness of living ; too much
anxiety for the morrow ; too much real destitution among the

masses ; too many evidences of failure on all sides to warrant

the assumption that all is well with the people.

In this respect the United Kingdom stands alone. Other
nations have not destroyed thei?^ agriculture and, as a con-

sequence, they are not suffering as this country is.

Here the question naturally arises, " Why are we in this

position and why do we not get out of it ?
"

We are in this position because the Manchester School of

reformers of the last century, in dreaming of a world-wide

mighty Commercialism for Great Britain, set up certain economic
conditions which carried with them the germs of economic
destruction. Trades, manufactures, and a vast commercial-
industrialism that would sweep the markets of the world and
bring untold wealth to our shores were to be our portion, and
it is admitted that, up to a certain point, the preachers of this

doctrine justified their creed. Commercialism has exploited the
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world's marts, gold in abundance has come to our shores, but it

lias gone into the pockets of the merchant and the manufacturer,
while it has also benefited certain of our industrial workers.
The masses, however, are still sunk in that same pitiable state of

semi-destitution and of actual grinding, biting poverty in which
they were in the thirties and " hungry forties " of the last

century, and whicli called into being that Ijand of reformers
who subsequently gave to this country those fiscal laws whose
effects we are now considering. Admitting, for the sake of

argument, that those strenuous workers in the field of reform
may have been honest in their convictions and sincere in their

beliefs ; and that the people of those days had many grievances
and were in a condition demanding prompt aid and generous
support, while reform of a drastic nature was imperative, they
had no more right, when giving the country a new order of

economy and establishing their vast industrial and commercial
system, to supersede and subsequently destroy the great land
industry, than we should have to-day if, in re-establishing

agriculture, we foolishly and recklessly cast aside or destroyed
our manufactures and commerce.

Three great fundamental economical errors were then made
by those who gave to Great Britain her present economical
system, but a still greater error is connnitted l^y those who
cannot, or will not, see that it is in the perpetuation of tlie

error and not necessarily in its inception, or in its first appli-

cation, the danger proceeds, and until this simple fact is

recognised and admitted, remedial measures are impossible.

No country in the world is in a position, nor ever can bo in

a position, to treat the greatest of all industries—agriculture

—

as a factor of little or no importance in whatever system of

national economy it may choose to set up for itself, because this

would be to advance a proposition that is not demonstrable by
any laws that are known to man. History is incapable of

recording a single instance where this has been done, but, on the

other hand, it records several examples of the ruin of countries

and the crumbling away of empires hecausc of the neglect of
agriculture.

Cobden and Bright, however, dreaming only of that com-
mercial and industrial world supremacy which they were so

anxious to win for this country, gave to Great Britain an
economical system as uusuited to the practical daily needs of

a great people, as the gauzy raiment of the tropics is unsuited
to the cold regions of the arctic circle. Out of their sanguine-

ness, and at their bidding, she threw aside her agricultm-e, as of

no account, and arrogantly stood forth as the mistress of the

seas, the controller of commercial and industrial destinies, the
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champion of a new order of things, and the sole exponent of

what Cobden boasted would become a new system of universal

economics.

That all these grand schemes have failed to reach the lofty

ideals of that interested band of manufacturer-reformers is

simply and incontrovertibly proved by tlie pre-eminently un-
satisfactory social and economical condition of the British people

to-day. This condition has bred unrest, discontent, strife,

Socialism, and class-war ; and will, unless ameliorated by wise,

far-reaching and long-needed reform, breed

—

Revolution.
This simple and universally recognised fact speaks for

itself, and constitutes, in itself, the most damning indictment
that could possibly be brought against the utter unsuitableness

of Free-trade, and its evil effect on the condition and lives of

the British People.

I'EISTED BT WILLIAM CLOWES AKD 80N8, LIMITKB, LO^IDON AND BKCCLES.
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"^ " Any one who wants to know everything that Socialists, responsible or irrospfjnaiblc, with
following or without foUowiug, have said, will find it expounded and energetically traversed iu

this volume."

—

Tke Times.

"Sir William Cooper has already proved himself ... to be a vigorous and whole-heartrd
champion of the cause he espouses, and in 'Socialism and its Perils' these qualities are again in

evidence. Sir William taclvlis Socialism seriously for the benefit of the man wlio may not have
made himself acquainted with the arguments against it, and compresses a good deal of iufonnatlou
about it, and of reasons agaiust it, imo a volume of ;J38 pages. . . . The time is close at hand,
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—
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—
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—

The Olobe.

"In the book ('Socialism and its Perils') now under review Sir W. E. Cooper follows up the
work of his predecessors, throws yet more light into the dark corners ot Socialistic teaching, and
brings the weight of his great experience iu the public service to bear in his criticism of Socialistic

theories and exposure of Socialistic fallacies. The pertimncy of the quotations . . . shows that

the author has made a very careful and complete study of his subject. . . . The book is most
conveniently arranged for nfercnce with cross-headings, and gives in a concise and lucid form
a complete statement of the Socialist case, together wltii a clear and reasoned answer. U is a
work of public utility which should be widely read."

—

The Standard.

"This is a book we can cordially recommend to all readers who take an Interest in Socialism,

whether they be for or against it. Sir William Cooper is a well-known writer; and a former

work from his pen, ' The Murder of Agriculture,' secured a very large circulation, and proved him
to be both an ardent reformer and a broad-minded man."

—

Briijhtun Herald.

" As an exposure of the rash assumption of the wilder kind of .Socialism, this book deserves

a wide circulation, and not its least merit is its presentation of the views of his opponents in the

actual words of the leaders."—r/ie Western Morning News.

"Sir William Cooper has already written very forcibly on land reform, and he now writes as

trenchantly about Socialism. . . . The book is an interesting and valuable addition to the

literature of the subject, and it presents the student with much to think aboui."— Glasgow Herald.

"His exposure of the fallacies of Socialism is undeniable."— 77iti Vurkshire Post.

"Sir William Cooper has publisheil a timely exposure of some of the fallacies and dangers ol

modem Socialism. He has evidently made himself master of a great deal of the current literature

of the subject, both for and against. ... Its value lies in bringing pithy common sense to bear

against hare-brained theories."—WmtoJ Times and Mirror.

"The book should be extensively read by every one interested In his country's welfare."

—

The

Dumlee Courier.

" 'Socialism and its Perils,' is a valuable contribution to the literature of a pressing matter oi

present-day couiroversy. . . . The book embodies a patient and closely-nasoncd analysis ol

Socialistic preteusii us, and would be of greatest value to th(«e desiring to form an Intelligent

opiuiou on one of the most debated questions of the day."— Western Mail (Cardiff).

"The publication of this work is timely, as it is an able exposure of the fallacies of ."^ixrialism,

whose advocates are now very aggressive. It is writteu in a style which should attract the

leaders for whom it is rhiefly Intended. . . . Such a work as this Is much needed, and we hope

it will have a laige circuUtion."— i'^iAU''' yews-Letter.



THE MURDER OF AGRICULTURE.

SIR WILLIAM EARNSHAW COOPER, CLE.

Author of " Socialism and its Perils," " A Plea for Apriculture," " Auotlier Plea
for Agriculture," " Drink and tlie British People,"

PRESS OPINIONS.

" It is impossible to doubt the sincerity of the author in the appeal which he makes in this
volume on behalf of the agricultural industry. He sees in the gradual decadence of landed pur-
suits and rural employments a deadly menace to the welfare and stability of the nation. He
bemoans, as many others do, the national policy of the past half-century or more which has
stimulated commerce, trades, and manufactures at the expense of a more ancient and equally
inevitable pillar of national security—namely, a prosperous and energetic agriculture. Recog-
nising that matters have been allowed to drift periously near the precipice in this direction,
Sir William Cooper has issued this earnest appeal to the people to demand Imd, tariff, and poor-
law reform before recovery becomes impossible. His reference to the mistaken and one-sided
policy of successive Governments is marked by undoubted ability and knowledge of the various
questions in point, while the magnitude and multiplicity of the evils that have accrued from
neglect of the land and its utilisation are not overstated."

—

The Field.

"Sir ^\'illiam Cooper states a case for tariff and other reform in 'The Murder of Agriculture
a National Peril.' It is a vigorous plea for the reconstruction of fiscal law and poor-laws by way
of dealing with the menace to our national prosperity set up by the enormous amount of poverty
and misery in our midst. ... By elaborate quotation of statistics he proves that land may be
made to support the people."

—

The Globe.

" It is perfectly true, as Sir W. E. Cooper, C.I.E., puts it in ' The Murder of Agriculture,' that
there is no other country in the world with a population of 43,000,000 that is contented- apart
from all private charity—to go on spending £16,000,000 a year on poverty."

—

Weekly Times and
Echo.

".Sir \V. E. Cooper, the author of this very clear and terse little volume, speaks emphatically,
but not unreasonably. His facts and figures as to our Free Trade system and its effects are
convincing enough, and his conclusions are sternly logical."

—

The Essex County Standard,

'"The Murder of Agriculture.' It is a finely written treatise, free from any suspicion of bias,

upon the absolute nee.i of developing the .Small Holdings Act and reorganising the Land Acts.

Agriculture is the backbone of a nation's prosperity, and the author proves clearly tliat we have
jeopardised the national safetj' by ignoring the possibilities of the land. . . . He also explodes the

fallacy of Free Trade and the rottenness of the poor-law system, which manufactures instead of

discourages pauperism. Altogether the book, which is well bound, should be in the hands of

every intelligent voter."

—

Grimshy Daily Mail.

"Sir William Cooper has previously taken up his pen to advocate agricultural and other
reforms in this country with a certain amount of success. In his pppsent effort (' The Murder of

Agriculture') he gives his readers something lo think about, and they must admit that he has
dealt with his subject with hardly any noticeable party inclination in his arguments, which, in

itself, is a novelty in these days; while at the same time many of the suggestions put forward
in his book are so very practical that it is only the national fondness for red tape and party
procedure that prevents their being put into practice. . . . Altogether the ' Murder of Agriculture

'

is a readable book."

—

Andover Advertiser.

"Several pleas for agriculture have been written by Sir W. E. Cooper, CLE., and the latest

is contained in a book entitled 'The Murder of Agriculture.' . . . The book cannot but appeal
forcibly to all who have the welfare of the coimtry at heart,"

—

Liverpool Courier.

"The question is one which stirs the hearts and occupies the minds of all thoughtful people,

and it is with the object of throwing as much light upon it as possible that Sir William Cooper,
CLE., has written a book entitled 'The Murder of Agriculture,' which is now submitted for the
careful consideration of the reading public."

—

Belfast Evening Telegraph.

" There is no mistaking Sir William Cooper's earne.stness in the cause or causes he advo-
cates. . . . Ev(ry one will agree with him that the amount of momy spent by the poor-law
system and public and private charities in the relief of distress is appalling."

—

Glasgow Evening
News.

"Sir \\'illiam Cooper has all the pros and cnns of the question at his fingers' ends, and
students of tlie problems of Free Trade and Protection will find in ' The Murder of Agriculture

'

quite a storehouse of facts bearing upon them and handled with the familiarity of intimate
knowledge of the questions discussed."

—

Aberdeen Journal.

"After exposing the absurdity of our so-called Free 'i'rade theories and their baleful effect in

destroying home industries, Sir William Cooper attacks our rotten poor-law system, which has
wasted millions in the past and done so much to demoralise a large part of our population. . . .

The author is a bold, cl' ar thinker, and his writings are marked by undoubted ability."

—

The
Welshman.
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With 16 Illustrations ami 10 Plans.
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By Professor JAMES LONG, Author of ' firitish Dairy F.irmin;;,' ' F.irming in a
Small Way,' 'The Story of the K.irin,' &c. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. dr.

LIVERPOOL DAILY COURIER.— ' A lucid, most informing volume. . . .
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With 98 Illustrations. Large post Svo. $s. net.
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SIR HENRY REDVERS DULLER, Q.C.B., P.C.,

V.C., &c.

With 3 Portraits and a Facsimile Letter. Demy 8vo. 35. 6d. net.

SIR REDVERS BULLER.
By LEWIS BUTLER.

DAILY CHRONICLE.—"lh\% sketch of his life is very welcome. ... It is

both informing and readable, and it has a revealing personal touch, not to speak of
stories.'

Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d. net.

MILITARY NEEDS AND MILITARY
POLICY.

By the late Rt. Hon. H. O. ARNOLD-FORSTER, M.P.,

Author of ' The Citizen Reader,' 'English Socialism of To-day,' &c.

With an Introduction by
Field-Marshal the Rt. Hon. EARL ROBERTS, V.C, K.G., K.P., &c.

STANDARD.— ' A valuable contribution to the literature of Defence—a work
of authority which deserves, and will command, serious attention from all military

experts, and at the same time, because of the simplicity and lucidity of the author's

style, it is a book which the general public will be able to understand and appreciate.'

MANCHESTER COURIER.— ' This scathing indictment of the present War
Office policy.'

Small demy 8vo. g.r. net.

THE ENGLISH WOMAN: fl^?L?c '^v^ofStion.

By DAVID STAARS.
Translated from the French and Abridged by J. M. E. BROWNLOW.

TIMES.— ' The author is a careful and industrious collector of material—both
in life and in books ; and particularly his facts and statistics as to the status of
women in England at the present day are worth attention.'

The Great Tariff Reformer.
Large post Svo. 7^. 6d. net.

LIFE OF FRIEDRICH LIST
And Selections from His Writings, including the

• Outlines of American Political Economy.'
By MARGARET E. HIRST, late Scholar of Newnham College,

Cambridge.

With an Introduction by F. W. Hirst, Editor of Tke Economist.

TIMES.— ' Fruitful of ideas for both sides in the fiscal controversy : and a study
of tliem will be encouraged by this account of his strenuous and romantic career.'

London : SMITH, ELDER, & CO., 15 Waterloo Place, S.W.
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NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.
In 3 Volumes, sold separately. Crown 8vo. 3^. td. net each.

HOURS IN A LIBRARY.
By Sir LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B.

/}7'//^.Vy^i^^.—' Should attract many lovers of letters. These volumei are

full of sound and well-considered criticism.'

With 9 Illustrations. Large post 8vo. Ts. 6il. net.

PRE-TRACTARIAN OXFORD:
A REMINISCENCE OF ORIEL 'NOETICS.'

By the Rev. W. TUCKWELL, M.A., Late Fellow of New College,

Author of ' Reminiscences of Oxford.'

GLOBE.— ' Nobody is better company than Mr. Tuckwell when he is writing
about Oxford, and we welcome another Oxfoid volume from his pen with particular

delight. Much entertainment may be found within the covers of this book."

With 9 Illustrations. Large post 8vo. 6^. net.

LEAVES OF THE LOWER BRANCH:
THE ATTORNEY IN LIFE AND LETTERS.

By E. B. V. CHRISTIAN.
DAILY TELEGRAPH.— ^ As mtrty and readable a book as we have come

across this many a d;iy. Everyone will appreciate the glancing humour and gentle

irony of these entertaining pages."

Large post 8vo. 6j. net.

A THREE-FOOT STOOL.
By PETER WRIGHT.

GLOBE.—^ThXs entertaining volume should appeal to many. . . . Those who
wish to make the cowboy's acquaintance cannot do better than buy the racy " Three-

Foot Stool." They will not regret their purchase.'

MODERN GERMANY: Her Political and

Economic Problems, Her Policy, Her Ambitions, and

the Causes of Her Success.

By ELLIS BARKER, Author of « The Rise and Decline of the

Netherlands,' 'British Socialism,' ik.c.

Third and Enlarged Edition, completely Revised and brought up to date.

Small demy 8vo. \os. 6d. net.

DAILY TELEGRAPH.— ' C^wnol fail to prove not only informative to the

reader on the political and economic problems and foreign and domestic policy of

Germany, but indis)>e-nsable as a convenient reference book.'

DA IL Y EXPRESS.—' A crushing answer to those who maintain that Germany
it not prospering under Protection.'

London: SMITH, ELDER, & CO., 15 Waterloo Place, S.W.
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HENRY W. LUCY'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
With a Portrait Frontispiece in Photogravure from a Painting by

J. S. SARGENT, R.A.

SIXTY YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS.
SOME PASSAGES BY THE WAY.

By HENRY W. LUCY ('Toby, M. P.' of Punch).

THE TIMES.— ' An autobiography of the frankest and most candid kind. . . ,

A remarkable career, the details of which are told simply and unaffectedly . , •

full of anecdote. . . . It is all very clever and very vivid.'

THE BISHOP OF NORWICH.
With Portraits and Illustrations. Large post 8vo. ^s. 6d. net.

3RD Impression.

A BISHOP IN THE ROUGH.
Edited by the Rev. D. WALLACE DUTHIE. With a Preface by

the Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP OF NORWICH.
DAILY TELEGHAPH.—' FAScinaiing from beginning to end. ... We
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Crown 8vo. 35. 6J. net.
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By the Rev. J. W. BARLOW, Ex-Vice-Provost of Trinity

College, Dublin.
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2ND Impression. Crown 8vo. 6j. net.
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Being some Account of Journeys into Life, Letters, and Art. By
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4TH Impression, 2ND Edition. Small demy 8vo. is. 6d. net.
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FINANCIAL NEIVS.—' There can be no doubt that Mr. Withers's book will
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a safe and indispensable guide through the mazes of the money market.'

London: SMITH, ELDER, & CO., 15 Waterloo Place, S.W.
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